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I. THE GOVERNING BODY
[Statute 2]

STATED GENERAL MEETINGS
[Statute 2.4, 2.7(a)]

1. The Meetings of the Governing Body prescribed by Statute 2.4 (hereinafter “Stated General Meetings”) shall be held on the first Monday after the end of Trinity Full Term and on the Wednesday before Michaelmas Full Term. A Stated General Meeting may be adjourned to a later date by resolution of the Governing Body, and meetings so adjourned shall rank for all purposes as Stated General Meetings.

(b) The Sub-Warden shall send to each member of the Governing Body seven days before every Stated General Meeting a notice of the day and hour of such Meeting, and a statement (“the Agenda”) of the notices of motion and other business to be brought forward and transacted thereat.

(ii) The Sub-Warden shall designate in the notice which of the business of the Meeting is to be open business and which is to be reserved business.

(iii) As a general rule reserved business will include (a) matters pertaining to individual Fellows, Junior Members, or members of staff; (b) sensitive matters of a financial nature; and (c) issues concerning the entitlement of Fellows to sabbatical leave, accommodation, teaching rooms etc.

(c) The Sub-Warden shall place on the Agenda a list of matters referred to Boards and Panels and shall forward to each member of the Governing Body along with the Agenda all Reports of Boards or Panels which are to be considered thereat. College Officers and Boards or Panels submitting papers or putting forward business to Governing Body shall be invited to state whether they wish their business to be included in the Agenda for open business or for reserved business.

(d) The Presidents of the Junior and Middle Common Rooms shall be invited to attend Meetings during open business as observers and may speak but may not vote.

(ii) The Presidents of the Junior and Middle Common Rooms shall receive only the Agenda for open business together with the supporting papers for that business.

(e) Any matter that does not require the Governing Body’s active consideration at the meeting may be designated in the Agenda as one that will be taken as read and approved without discussion.
Any member of the Governing Body may, at or before the meeting, require a matter so designated to be discussed and (if a decision is required) voted on, but if no member of the Governing Body has required this, the matter shall be taken to have been approved.

(ii) A decision that requires approval by at least two-thirds of those present and voting cannot be designated as one that will be taken as read and approved without discussion.

(iii) Save as provided by Bylaw VIII Part II 3.5, the quorum for a Stated General Meeting shall be one-third of the members of the Governing Body.

**ADDITIONAL MEETINGS OF THE GOVERNING BODY**

[Statute 2.4, 2.7(a)]

2.

(a) Subject to Bylaw I.2(b) below the Warden shall be empowered to summon an Additional Meeting of the Governing Body.

(b) To summon an Additional Meeting the Warden shall at least three weeks before the time appointed for such Meeting send a written notice to each member of the Governing Body stating the time and place of meeting and of the matter or matters to be considered.

(ii) The papers for an Additional Meeting shall be sent to each member of the Governing Body no fewer than seven days before the date fixed for the meeting.

(c) Any matter that does not require the Governing Body’s active consideration at the meeting may be designated in the Agenda as one that will be taken as read and approved without discussion. Any member of the Governing Body may, at or before the meeting, require a matter so designated to be discussed and (if a decision is required) voted on, but if no member of the Governing Body has required this, the matter shall be taken to have been approved.

(ii) A decision that requires approval by at least two-thirds of those present and voting cannot be designated as one that will be taken as read and approved without discussion.

(iii) Save as provided by Bylaw VIII Part II 3.5, the quorum for an Additional Meeting shall be one-third of the members of the Governing Body.
EMERGENCY MEETINGS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
[Statute 2.4, 2.7(a)]

3.
   (a) Subject to Bylaw I.3(b) below if at any time the Warden shall have received a requisition stating that a serious emergency exists and signed by not less than four members of the Governing Body, the Warden shall summon an Emergency Meeting of the Governing Body.

   (b)
      (i) At least forty-eight hours before an Emergency Meeting the Warden shall forward to each member of the Governing Body a notice of the time and place of meeting and of the matter or matters to be considered.

      (ii) No motion shall be brought forward at any Emergency Meeting which involves a grant of money, or an alteration of any Statute or Bylaw or of the salary of any College Officer or member of the College Staff, and no business shall be transacted except that for which the Meeting has been summoned.

      (iii) No motion shall be passed at an Emergency Meeting except by the votes of two-thirds of those present.

      (iv) The quorum for an Emergency Meeting shall be 9 members of the Governing Body.

      (v) For the avoidance of doubt, no matter proposed for consideration at an Emergency Meeting may be designated as one that will be taken as read and approved without discussion.

ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
[Statute 2.4, 2.7(a)]

4.
   (a)
      (i) Fellows who are members of the Governing Body are obliged as trustees of the College to attend meetings of the Governing Body unless some good reason prevents them.

      (ii) Except where absence results from an unforeseen emergency, a Fellow who is unable to attend a meeting of the Governing Body shall send written apologies to the Sub-Warden in advance of the meeting explaining the reason for his or her absence.

      (iii) A Fellow who has been prevented by an unforeseen emergency from attending a meeting of the Governing Body or sending apologies in advance shall send written apologies to the Sub-Warden as soon as possible after the meeting explaining the reason for his or her absence.
(b) A Fellow who has been granted leave of absence by the College or (if not employed by the College) the University shall be regarded as having good reason for absence within Bylaw I.4(a)(i) above.

**USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS**

5.  

(a) Secure electronic means of communication may as the Governing Body shall from time to time determine be used to send notices required to be sent under Bylaws I.1, I.2, or I.3 above and to provide supporting papers.

(b)  

(i) Bylaw I.5(b)(ii) applies where the members of the Governing Body are prevented from meeting in person by an event beyond the reasonable control of the College, such as war, terrorism, natural disaster, acts of government, plague or epidemic.

(ii) 

(a) A meeting of the Governing Body may be held by telephonic, televisual, electronic or virtual means of communication provided that that all persons participating in the meeting can be identified by the Warden or other person chairing the meeting and can understand and communicate with each other simultaneously. Participation by such means shall be deemed to constitute presence in person and decisions taken at a meeting so held shall be as effective for all purposes as those taken at a meeting of the Governing Body held with the members of the Governing Body physically present.

(b) If a ballot (including a straw ballot) is required to be held for the election or re-election of Fellows, the Sub-Warden shall take all reasonable steps to provide for the anonymity of the ballot.

**CONFLICTS OF INTEREST**¹

[Statutes 2.9 and 2.10]

6.  

(a) Members of the Governing Body may be employed as College Officers and may receive proper and reasonable remuneration, including stipends and allowances, for the performance of their duties as employees of the College, and may enjoy the benefits of Common Table and use of College facilities under the authority of the Statutes.

¹ For the avoidance of any doubt, the Governing Body, in revising this Bylaw on 21 June 2021, agreed that it was not to be interpreted in such a way as to prevent the Governing Body or its Boards, with the participation of all their members, from discussing points of principle (not leading to specific decisions) or from discussing and presenting reasoned submissions to the Committee on Stipends and Allowances, and instructed the Dean to insert a footnote in the Bylaws to that effect.
(b) Members of the Governing Body may be reimbursed by the College for reasonable expenses incurred wholly, exclusively and necessarily in the performance of College duties or in furtherance of the objects of the College, in circumstances defined in the Bylaws.

(c) Any proposal concerning the stipends and allowances and benefits, including entitlement to College accommodation, awarded to any member of the Governing Body must first be referred to the Committee on Stipends and Allowances under Bylaws VII.31(d) and (e).

(d) Save as provided in Bylaws I.6(a) to (c) above, members of the Governing Body will not normally be entitled or permitted to receive any other financial or other personal benefit from the College.

(e) Where a member of the Governing Body believes that they will obtain a financial or other personal benefit, directly or indirectly, from any transaction or proposed transaction to which the College is party or from any decision to be made by a College Board or the Governing Body the following procedure shall apply:

(i) The Fellow concerned must immediately inform the Sub-Warden in writing if the interest concerned has not already been recorded in the College’s Register of Interests;

(ii) The Fellow concerned must declare at any meeting of the Governing Body, and at any meeting of a College Board of which the Fellow concerned is a member where the decision or transaction is under consideration, that there is a conflict of interest, and this shall be recorded in the minutes of any meeting at which the decision or transaction is discussed;

(iii) Unless (a) the proposal or transaction has been made or recommended by the Committee on Stipends and Allowances under Bylaw VII.31 and (b) benefits the Fellow concerned as part of an identified class who are equally benefited and not merely as an individual, the Fellow concerned must withdraw from any meeting, or from that part of any meeting, at which the decision or transaction is discussed, and shall not cast any vote on the outcome.

(f) The procedure set out in Bylaw I.6(e) above shall also be used if a member of the Governing Body believes that a financial or other personal benefit will be obtained directly or indirectly by any party connected to that member.

(g)

(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) below, where a member of the Governing Body does not believe that they or a party connected to them will obtain a financial or other personal benefit from a decision or transaction, but there is a conflict between the member’s duty to the College and the member’s personal interest or any duty or
loyalty owed by the member to any other body or person, the procedure set out in Bylaw I.6(e) shall be used.

(ii) If the other members of the Governing Body or Board decide that the conflict poses a low or no risk to making a decision in the best interests of the College, the member concerned may be permitted not to withdraw and this and the reason for it shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

(h) In any case where a member of the Governing Body is obliged to withdraw, the Warden or other chair of the meeting may request or permit the member to provide any relevant information before withdrawing.

(i) For the purposes of this Bylaw a party is connected to a member of the Governing Body if as regards that member the party is:

   (i) a child (including stepchild and whether legitimate or not), parent, grandchild, grandparent, brother or sister of the Fellow;

   (ii) the spouse, civil partner or cohabiting partner of the Fellow or of any person falling within Bylaw I.6(i)(i);

   (iii) a person carrying on business in partnership with the Fellow or with any person falling within Bylaw I.6(i)(i) or (ii);

   (iv) an institution in respect of which:

       (a) the Fellow or any person falling within Bylaw I.6 (i)(i), (ii) or (iii), or

       (b) two or more persons falling within Bylaw I.6(i)(iv)(a), when taken together, are able to secure that its affairs are conducted in accordance with their wishes;

   (v) a body corporate in which

       (a) the trustee or any connected person falling within any of Bylaw I.6(i)(i) to (iii) has a substantial interest, or

       (b) two or more persons falling within Bylaw I.6(i)(v)(a), when taken together, have a substantial interest,

   where “substantial interest” has the meaning given by Charities Act 2011, section 352.²

(j) 

(i) Before the first Stated General Meeting of each academic year, every member of the Governing Body must submit to the Sub-Warden a declaration of external interests in a form approved from

time to time by the Fellowship and Appointments Committee (in consultation with the Statutes and Bylaws Committee) to be kept in a Register of Interests of members of the Governing Body.

(ii) Fellows who are admitted as members of the Governing Body at or after the first Stated General meeting of an academic year shall submit a declaration of external interests before the next meeting of the Governing Body after their admission.

(iii) Any member of the Governing Body shall be permitted to inspect the Register of Interests on reasonable notice to the Sub-Warden.

**BYLAWS**

7. 
(a) The numbers and letters of Bylaws and of the parts of Bylaws and of the divisions of Chapters are not included within the Bylaws and may be altered by the Statutes and Bylaws Committee without a vote of the Governing Body provided that no alteration is made to the text of the Bylaws.

(b) The Statutes and Bylaws Committee shall report to the Governing Body any changes it makes under Bylaw I.7(a) above and a change shall take effect immediately after the meeting of the Governing Body at which it was reported.

**THE COLLEGE SEAL**

[Statute 2.2]

8. The Governing Body has custody of the College Seal under Statute 2.2. The College Seal shall be affixed to documents in the presence of the Warden, the Sub-Warden or the Finance Bursar, or, failing them, of the most senior member of the Governing Body conveniently available.

**MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE GOVERNING BODY**

9. 
(a) No one shall be elected to a Fellowship carrying membership of the Governing Body if that election would cause the Governing Body to exceed its maximum permitted size (as defined in paragraph (c) below), unless they are entitled to such election under any Statute or Bylaw or hold an office listed in Bylaw III.4.

(b) For the avoidance of doubt, this Bylaw shall not apply to re-elections of Official or Professorial Fellows under College Statute 4.5.

(c) The maximum permitted size (M) of the Governing Body shall be calculated according to the formula \( M = 1.5(t + p + w) \), where \( t \) is the number of Tutors of the College and \( p \) is the number of Professorships whose holders are entitled to be elected as Professorial Fellows under College Statute 4.4 and \( w = 1 \) (the Warden).
(c) For the purposes of this calculation:

(i) $t$ shall include any vacant tutorship that the College intends to fill;

(ii) fractions of less than 0.5 shall be rounded down; fractions of 0.5 or more shall be rounded up if to do so would give a result less than or equal to $2t$, but otherwise shall be rounded down.

(d) The calculation shall be carried out by the Sub-Warden using the figures available at the date of the intended election, but taking into account any retirement, resignation, or new appointment which the Sub-Warden knows will have taken effect by the time the person to be elected would be admitted as a Fellow.
II. THE WARDEN
[Statute 3]

ELECTION OF A WARDEN
[Statute 3.5, 3.6, 3.7]

1. (a) It shall be for the Sub-Warden to convene the first meeting of the Governing Body under Statute 3.5 ("the First Meeting"). The First Meeting shall be convened as an Additional Meeting of the Governing Body.

(b) (i) At the First Meeting the Sub-Warden shall declare whether or not he or she wishes to be considered a candidate to be elected Warden. A Sub-Warden shall be bound by the declaration made under this paragraph until the election has been completed.

(ii) (a) In the event that the Sub-Warden’s candidacy is declared the first business of the First Meeting shall be to elect pursuant to Statute 3.6 a Fellow who shall not be a candidate to supervise the election.

(b) If between the First Meeting and the election of the Warden a new Sub-Warden takes office, the new Sub-Warden shall declare whether or not he or she wishes to be considered a candidate to be elected Warden. If the new Sub-Warden does not wish to be considered a candidate he or she shall assume responsibility for supervising the election pursuant to Statute 3.6. If the new Sub-Warden does wish to be considered a candidate the Fellow elected pursuant to Bylaw II.1(b)(ii)(a) above shall continue to supervise the election.

(iii) At the First Meeting the Governing Body shall agree the procedure by which it shall determine the person or persons who shall be proposed for election under Statute 3.7 and the terms and conditions with respect to remuneration, allowances and tenure under Statute 3.2, having regard to the procedure adopted in electing the previous Warden.

(iv) The Governing Body may delegate to ad hoc committees (which may include a committee consisting of all the members of the Governing Body) such matters relating to the identification and selection of candidates as it thinks fit.

(c) (i) Not less than three weeks’ notice shall be given of the meeting convened to elect the Warden under Statute 3.7 and the election shall be the only business on the agenda for the meeting.
(ii) Subject to Bylaw I.4 secure electronic means of communication may be used to give the notice required by Bylaw II.1(c)(i) above.

(iii) At the meeting convened under Statute 3.7 the votes shall be taken by ballot. In the event that no candidate obtains two-thirds or more of the votes cast at the first ballot the voting shall be repeated until one of the candidates shall have obtained a majority.

(iv) The meeting convened under Statute 3.7 may be adjourned from time to time until a Warden is elected.

(v) Once an election has been made and the person elected has accepted the office, the name of the person elected shall be certified to the Visitor under the College seal and the name of the successful candidate shall be posted in the College.

(vi) If the office of Warden is not already vacant at the date when the meeting under Statute 3.7 is held, the election shall take effect from the date upon which the incumbent Warden vacates office provided that if the person elected is unable to undertake the duties of office at that date it shall be permissible for the Governing Body to postpone for a period not exceeding one year the date from which the election shall take effect and to appoint one of their number to be Acting Warden during that period.

(vii) If the office of Warden is already vacant at the date of the election but the person elected is unable immediately to undertake the duties of office it shall be permissible for the Governing Body to postpone for a period not exceeding one year the date from which the election shall take effect and to appoint one of their number to be Acting Warden during that period.

(viii) The Sub-Warden in consultation with the Senior Fellow, the Chaplain and the Dean and subject to the approval of the Governing Body shall make arrangements for the Warden to enter the College and be formally installed in the Chapel according to the usual ceremonies.

(ix) Before being formally installed the Warden shall make the following declaration in the presence of the Fellows: "I, A.B., hereby declare that I will faithfully perform the duties of Warden, and uphold and obey the Statutes, Bylaws and Regulations of the College."

(d) Once the election has been made the Sub-Warden shall set out in writing the procedure adopted by the Governing Body and shall ensure that it is retained in the College Archive.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND OTHER EMPLOYMENT
[Statute 3.3, 3.4]

2. (a) The Governing Body may grant a Warden who has been five years or more in office leave of absence on full pay for not more than one term in any period of ten terms to be counted from the date the Warden took office and shall appoint one of their number to be Acting Warden for that period.

(b) During such leave of absence the Warden may take other paid employment, but the Governing Body may reduce or suspend the Warden's stipend for the period of that employment.

(c) In addition to leave granted under Bylaw II.2(a) above the Governing Body may grant the Warden leave for sickness or other urgent cause for a period not exceeding one year.

3. Except as provided by Bylaw II.2(b) above the Warden shall not without the consent of the Governing Body hold any other paid or unpaid office either in or out of the University.

ALLOWANCES

4. Provision is made in Bylaw VI.35 for the cost of entertainment and other expenses incurred by the Warden in connection with the duties of office.

RESIGNATION

5. (a) Unless upon the Warden’s appointment different terms are agreed pursuant to Statute 3.2, a Warden who wishes to resign shall give the Governing Body not less than six months’ notice in writing stating the date upon which the resignation is to take effect and provided due notice has been given the office of Warden shall be vacated upon that date.

(b) Notice shall be sufficiently given pursuant to Bylaw II.5(a) above if it is addressed and delivered to the Sub-Warden at the College.
III. THE FELLOWS
[Statute 4]

ELECTION AND RE-ELECTION OF FELLOWS
[Statute 2.7(b), 4.1]

1. (a) Three weeks' notice of an election or re-election to a Fellowship shall be given by the Sub-Warden in writing to the Warden and the members of the Governing Body. The notice shall include the name of the person proposed and the class of Fellowship to which it is proposed that he or she be elected.

(b) The voting for any election or re-election to a Fellowship shall be by ballot and pursuant to Statute 4.1 an election or re-election shall require a two-thirds majority of those present and voting.

ADMISSION OF GOVERNING BODY FELLOWS

2. (a) Any person elected to a Fellowship carrying membership of the Governing Body, or re-elected to such Fellowship after not having been a member of the Governing Body, or re-elected but into a different class of such Fellowship, shall be formally admitted to the Fellowship at the first convenient Stated General Meeting after election or after taking up the office to which the fellowship relates whichever shall be the later.

(b) Before admission a Fellow shall be presented to the Warden or the Fellow otherwise presiding at the Governing Body on that occasion by the Sub-Warden, or, failing the Sub-Warden, by the senior Fellow present. The person to be admitted shall make the following declaration:

"I, A.B., hereby declare that I will faithfully perform the duties of a Fellow, and obey the Statutes, Bylaws and Regulations of the College."

The Warden or presiding Fellow shall then take the Fellow’s hand and admit the Fellow in the following words:

"I admit you a Fellow of the College."

(c) At any Stated General Meeting newly elected Fellows shall be admitted in the order of their seniority as determined by Bylaw III.3.

PRECEDENCE OF GOVERNING BODY FELLOWS

3. (a) Every Fellow who is a member of the Governing Body shall have precedence in the College according to length of service, whether continuous or discontinuous, as a member of the Governing Body of the College.
(b) If two Fellows have the same length of service the holder of a Fellowship of a class enumerated earlier in Statute 4.2(a) shall be the senior, and if both hold Fellowships of the same class the senior shall be determined by the alphabetical order of their surnames at the date of their admission as Fellows (the earlier name being the more senior) and if both have the same surname by the drawing of lots.

(c) Length of service shall be interpreted as meaning the period beginning from the date at which each Fellow was admitted to a Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a). If a Fellow is elected for two or more discontinuous periods, then the total length of service shall be counted as the sum of the individual lengths of service of each period.

**OFFICIAL FELLOWS**
[Statute 4.2(a)(i), 4.3]

4. Apart from the Tutors only the following Officers of the College may be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i):
   - The Bursar(s);
   - The Chaplain;
   - The Development Director;
   - The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws;
   - The Librarian;
   - The Senior Tutor.

**PROFESSORIAL FELLOWSHIPS**
[Statute 4.2(a)(ii), 4.4, 4.8(c)]

5. (a) Persons who hold teaching, research or administrative posts declared by Regulations made for the University as qualifying them to hold professorial fellowships shall be eligible for election as Professorial Fellows. Bylaw VII.23(e) provides for consultation on proposals for election to Professorial Fellowships.

(b) When electing any person to a Professorial Fellowship the Governing Body shall in the resolution by which that person is elected specify the teaching, research or administrative post within the University to which the Fellowship relates.

(c) The Warden shall notify every person elected to a Professorial Fellowship of the specification made under Bylaw III.5(b) above and shall draw to that person’s attention the provisions of Statute 4.8(c).

**CATEGORIES OF RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP**
[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6]

6. There shall be three categories of Research Fellowship, namely:

   (a) Research Fellowships tenable for such period not exceeding five years as the Governing Body may determine in each case;
(b) Fitzjames Research Fellowships tenable for two years;

(c) Junior Research Fellowships tenable for two years.

**RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS UNDER BYLAW III.6(a)**

[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.6(a)]

7. (a) The Governing Body may on the recommendation of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee under Bylaw VII.23(e) elect to a Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a):

(i) any person who shall undertake to perform any literary, scientific, or educational work in the College or the University; or with the permission of the College or University elsewhere; which work shall be specified in the resolution by which that person is elected;

(ii) any academic already working in the University with no existing College attachment, and already holding awards at the level of a Royal Society Research Fellowship or British Academy Readership, provided that there shall be no more than three such Fellows at any one time.

(b) A Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a) may be designated “Senior” or given such other name or designation as may appear to the Governing Body to be warranted at the time of the election.

(c) A Research Fellow under Bylaw III.6(a) shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.29(d)(ii)(c) a report on his or her research activity.

(d) If the employment of a person who holds a Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a) above is extended under Bylaw VI.40 that person shall be deemed to have been elected as a Research Fellow for a period coterminous with the extended period of employment notwithstanding the period otherwise provided in Bylaw III.6(a).

**FITZJAMES RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS**

[Statute 2.7(b), 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.6(b)]

8. The Governing Body shall elect to Fitzjames Research Fellowships Fitzjames Early Career Researchers appointed under Bylaw VI.14 who have completed the first year of their appointment.

**JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS**

[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.4(c)]

9. The Governing Body shall elect to Junior Research Fellowships Early Career Researchers appointed under Bylaw VI.15 who have completed the first year of their appointment.
EXTRAORDINARY FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(a)(iv), 4.7]

10.  
   (a) The Governing Body may, on the recommendation of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee, elect to an Extraordinary Fellowship a person whose contribution to the governance of the College seems likely to be particularly valuable. Pursuant to Statute 4.7 the maximum number of Extraordinary Fellows shall be three.

   (b) The duration of each Extraordinary Fellowship shall be specified by the Governing Body in the resolution by which any person is elected to be an Extraordinary Fellow and shall not in any case exceed five years.

   (c) Pursuant to Statute 4.7 an Extraordinary Fellow may not be re-elected.

FELLOWSHIPS NOT CARRYING MEMBERSHIP OF GOVERNING BODY
[Statute 4.2(b)]

11.  
   (a) The classes of Fellowship not carrying membership of the Governing Body are:

      (i) Emeritus Fellowships;
      (ii) Supernumerary Emeritus Fellowships
      (iii) Honorary Fellowships;
      (iv) Bodley Fellowships;
      (v) Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships;
      (vi) Sir Henry Savile Fellowships;
      (vii) Wyliot Fellowships; and
      (viii) Visiting Research Fellowships.

   (b) Nominations for the election of Fellows within Bylaw III.11(a)(i)-(vii) above shall be considered by the Fellowship and Appointments Committee, which shall then make recommendations for election to Governing Body. The election shall be conducted in accordance with Bylaw III.1 above.

   (c)  
      (i) An initial nomination for election to an Honorary, Bodley or Wyliot Fellowship shall be made by not fewer than three members of the Governing Body to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee pursuant to Bylaw III.11(b) above.

      (ii) If the Fellowship and Appointments Committee recommends that the proposal should proceed to the second stage a straw ballot shall
be held at a Stated General Meeting and the Sub-Warden shall give three weeks' notice in writing thereof to the Governing Body.

(iii) If, after the straw ballot has been held, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee wishes to maintain its recommendation, the election shall take place by ballot at the next subsequent Stated General Meeting.

(d) A person holding a Fellowship under the former Statute III, para.1, subparagraphs (vi) (Emeritus), (ix) (Honorary), or (xi) (Bodley) or the former paragraph 9B of the Bylaws (Wyliot) shall continue to hold a Fellowship in the equivalently named class under paragraph (a) of this Bylaw.

EMERITUS FELLOWSHIPS AND SUPERNUMERARY EMERITUS FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(i), (ii)]

12.

(a) The Governing Body shall normally elect to Emeritus Fellowships:

(i) Governing Body Fellows who at the age of 60 or over leave the College or University post which entitles them to a Fellowship, provided that they have held a Governing Body Fellowship for at least ten years immediately preceding retirement; except that those ending a Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a) at the age of 60 or over will not normally be so elected;

(ii) Former Fellows who held a Tutorship of the College for at least 15 years and who have reached the age of 60.

(b) In the case of a Fellow who was a member of the Governing Body on 5th December 2016, Bylaw III.12(a)(i) shall apply with the substitution of the words “at least five years immediately preceding retirement” for the words “at least ten years immediately preceding retirement”.

(c) Emeritus Fellows shall normally be elected for life.

(d) Those who do not meet the conditions set out in paragraphs (a) or (b) of Bylaw III.12 above shall not normally be elected Emeritus Fellows.

(e) The Governing Body shall normally elect to Supernumerary Emeritus Fellowships qualifying Fellows who at the age of 60 or over retire from their underlying College or University posts provided that they have held a qualifying Fellowship (or a qualifying Fellowship preceded by an Official or Professorial Fellowship of the College) for ten years immediately preceding retirement. For the purpose of this paragraph, qualifying Fellowships are Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships in Category A and Sir Henry Savile Fellowships in Categories A and B.

(f) Supernumerary Emeritus Fellows shall normally be elected for life.
(g) Bylaw VI.12 provides for the allocation of a room for the use of certain Emeritus Fellows and Bylaw VI.30 provides for a discretionary research fund for Emeritus Fellows and Supernumerary Emeritus Fellows.

HONORARY FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(iii)]

13. (a) Honorary Fellowships shall be tenable by any distinguished person. Honorary Fellows shall normally be elected for life.

(b) There shall be not more than 50 Honorary Fellows at any one time but former Wardens shall not be counted within this number if elected as Honorary Fellows.

BODLEY FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(iv)]

14. Bodley Fellowships shall be tenable by persons who have given signal service to the College. Bodley Fellows shall normally be elected for life.

JULIA DE LACY MANN FELLOWSHIPS AND SIR HENRY SAVILE FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(v), (vi)]

15. (a) The following categories of person shall be eligible to hold Julia de Lacey Mann Fellowships:

Category A: (i) College Officers who are not declared by Statute 4.3 to be entitled or by Bylaw III.4 to be eligible to hold Official Fellowships and (ii) College Officers who would be entitled or eligible to hold Official Fellowships but for Statute 4.8.

Category B: exceptional early-career researchers holding significant external awards for independent research in the University who do not hold a Fellowship of another College, Society or Hall of the University.

Category C: Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Early Career Researchers appointed under Bylaws VI.14 and VI.15 respectively.

(b) (i) A Julia de Lacy Mann Fellow in Category A shall be elected for a period not exceeding seven years and may be re-elected provided that the relevant conditions of paragraph (a) above continue to be fulfilled.

(ii) A Julia de Lacy Mann Fellow in Category B shall be elected for a period not exceeding 5 years and may not be re-elected.
(iii) Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Early Career Researchers shall be elected as Julia de Lacy Mann Fellows in Category C for one year in the first instance and shall be re-elected for any period thereafter during which they do not hold Fitzjames Research Fellowships or Junior Research Fellowships respectively.

(c) When electing any person to a Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowship the Governing Body shall in the resolution by which that person is elected specify the College Office, post or research-award to which the Fellowship relates and the Warden shall notify every person elected to a Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowship of the specification made under this Bylaw.

(d) In making recommendations for the election of Julia de Lacy Mann Fellows in Category B, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall have regard inter alia to the aim of providing for a diversity of academic fields among those elected.

(e) The following categories of person shall be eligible to hold Sir Henry Savile Fellowships:

   Category A: persons of distinction employed by the University in professorial-level research or teaching posts; and

   Category B: persons employed by the University in academic-related or administrative posts declared by Regulations made for the University as qualifying them to hold professorial fellowships.

(f) Sir Henry Savile Fellows shall be elected for a period not exceeding seven years and may be re-elected for successive periods (each not exceeding seven years) provided that the person concerned continues to hold the post on the basis of which the initial election to a Sir Henry Savile Fellowship was made.

(g) When electing any person to a Sir Henry Savile Fellowship the Governing Body shall in the resolution by which that person is elected specify the post to which tenure of the Fellowship relates and the Warden shall notify every person elected to a Sir Henry Savile Fellowship of the specification made under this Bylaw.

(h)

   (i) In making recommendations for the election of Sir Henry Savile Fellows, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall have regard inter alia to the aim of providing for a diversity of academic fields among those elected.

   (ii) In making recommendations for the re-election of Sir Henry Savile Fellows, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall have regard inter alia to the commitment shown by the person concerned to the College and its community.
(iii) Bylaw VII.23(e) provides for consultation on proposals for election to Sir Henry Savile Fellowships.

(i) The number of Sir Henry Savile Fellows and Julia de Lacy Mann Fellows in Category A shall together not exceed fifteen.

(ii) The number of Julia de Lacy Mann Fellows in Category B shall not exceed five.

**WYLIOT FELLOWSHIPS**  
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(vii)]

16. Wyliot Fellows shall be tenable by persons who are major benefactors of the College. Wyliot Fellows shall normally be elected for life.

**VISITING RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS**  
[Statute 4.2(b) and Bylaw III.11(a)(viii)]

17.  
(a) Visiting Research Fellowships shall be of two kinds: Ordinary Visiting Research Fellowships and Visiting Research Fellowships in the Creative Arts.

(b)  
(i) Ordinary Visiting Research Fellowships shall be tenable for not more than one year and shall ordinarily be held for one Full Term only. There shall be no more than two such Fellows at any one time.

(ii) Any member of the Governing Body may nominate a person to be considered for election to an Ordinary Visiting Research Fellowship; a nomination made by a Fellow who is not a member of the Governing Body must be supported by a member of the Governing Body.

(iii) Ordinary Visiting Research Fellows shall be elected on the recommendation of the Research Committee in accordance with Bylaw VII.29(d)(ii)(b). A person who has previously been elected to a Visiting Research Fellowship of the College shall not be eligible for election.

(iv) No stipend shall be attached to an Ordinary Visiting Research Fellowship but accommodation shall normally be provided.

(c)  
(i) Visiting Research Fellowships in the Creative Arts shall be open to practitioners in any area of the Creative Arts, in particular creative writing, musical composition, the performing arts, the fine arts and all the visual arts. There shall not normally be more than one Visiting Research Fellow in the Creative Arts at any one time.
(ii) A Visiting Research Fellowship in the Creative Arts shall be tenable for any period between two months and one year depending upon the Governing Body’s judgment of the needs of the proposed project.

(iii) A Visiting Research Fellow in the Creative Arts shall normally be entitled to:

(a) a taxable and pensionable stipend at a rate determined by the Governing Body from time to time;

(b) residential accommodation free of charge (including accommodation for couples where required and reasonably available) in which the Fellow shall be expected to live during the tenure of the Fellowship; and

(c) a studio or office where required and reasonably available.

(iv) Visiting Research Fellows in the Creative Arts shall be entitled to retain the copyright in any work carried out during the tenure of the Visiting Research Fellowship but shall where practicable:

(a) acknowledge the support provided by the College through the Visiting Research Fellowship; and

(b) deposit in the College archive in an appropriate medium a copy of the work produced.

(v) Visiting Research Fellows in the Creative Arts shall submit to the Research Committee a report of the work carried out by them during their tenure of the Fellowship.

(vi) Visiting Research Fellows in the Creative Arts shall be elected on the recommendation of the Research Committee which shall supervise the annual advertisement of the Visiting Research Fellowship in the Creative Arts.

(vii)

(a) For the purpose of enabling the Research Committee to make its recommendation a panel of four Fellows of the College shall be appointed by the Governing Body on the nomination of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee.

(b) The panel shall (with the assistance of such external experts as may be expedient) consider applications against criteria approved from time to time by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Research Committee.

(c) One of the members of the panel shall be appointed by the Research Committee to co-ordinate the competition and chair the panel.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT FELLOWSHIPS

18. The following Fellowships of the College shall be identified as Career Development Fellowships to be held for a limited period by those at an early stage of their academic career:

Fitzjames Research Fellowships
Junior Research Fellowships
Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships in Categories B and C

VACATION OF FELLOWSHIPS

[Statute 4.8(b)(ii), 4.8(d)]

19.

(a) This Bylaw does not apply to any person to whom Statute 9 applies.

(b) If the Warden receives a written complaint signed by seven members of the Governing Body stating that the Fellowship held by the person named as the object of the complaint ought to be vacated on the grounds of that person’s grave misconduct or serious breach of the Bylaws the Warden shall refer the complaint for further consideration to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee (which shall be chaired for the purposes of this Bylaw by the Sub-Warden or if the complaint relates to the Sub-Warden by a Fellow elected by the Committee from among its own members).

(c) The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall consider the complaint and shall report in writing to the Warden whether there is a prima facie case for vacation of the Fellowship. If the Fellowship and Appointments Committee finds that there is not a prima facie case for vacation of the Fellowship it may nonetheless recommend to the Warden that the Fellow concerned be given a warning about his or her conduct, and if the Warden accepts that recommendation a warning shall be given to the Fellow concerned in writing.

(d) If the Fellowship and Appointments Committee reports to the Warden that there is a prima facie case for the vacation of the Fellowship the Governing Body shall at the Warden’s request appoint an ad hoc panel which shall hear the charge or charges and shall determine whether the matters complained of amount to grave misconduct or a serious breach of the Statutes or Bylaws and shall make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly.

(e) The panel shall be constituted and its proceedings conducted as if the panel were a Tribunal to which paragraphs 16 to 18 of Statute 9 (and their applicable Bylaws) applied.

(f) The panel shall thereafter report in writing to the Warden stating whether the Fellow concerned is guilty of grave misconduct or serious breach of the Statutes or Bylaws and whether or not in the opinion of the panel the Fellowship ought to be vacated. The panel’s report shall
include all findings of fact made by the panel and shall give reasons for its conclusions.

(g) When the panel’s report is sent to the Warden it shall also be sent to the Fellow complained of, the person presenting the charges and any other person who shall have been added as a party by the panel.

(h) If and only if the panel recommends that the Fellowship ought to be vacated the report shall be considered by the Governing Body which shall determine whether or not the Fellowship shall be vacated under Statute 4.8(d).

(i) If the Governing Body determines that the Fellowship shall be vacated it shall pass a resolution to that effect. Such a resolution shall not be passed unless two-thirds majority of those present and voting shall have voted in favour. Immediately thereafter the Warden shall notify the Fellow concerned in writing of the Governing Body’s determination.

(j) If no notice of appeal is received within the time limited by paragraph (k) of this Bylaw the Governing Body’s determination shall take effect on the expiry of that time. If notice of appeal is duly received in accordance with paragraph (k) of this Bylaw the Governing Body’s determination shall take effect only if confirmed by the Visitor.

(k) If the Fellow concerned decides to appeal against the Governing Body’s determination he or she shall serve notice upon the Warden stating the grounds of appeal within 28 days of the date on which the Warden’s notification under paragraph (i) of this Bylaw was sent to him or her.

(l) No appeal shall lie against the panel’s findings of fact except on legal grounds or unless the person hearing the appeal decides that fresh evidence may be admitted.

(m) On receipt of notice of appeal under paragraph (k) of this Bylaw the Warden shall send the notice to the Visitor accompanied by a request to the Visitor to confirm the Governing Body’s determination and to appoint an eligible person to hear the appeal.

(n) An eligible person for the purposes of paragraph (m) of this Bylaw is a person who (i) is neither a Fellow nor an employee nor a junior member of the College and (ii) holds or has held judicial office in England and Wales or is a barrister or solicitor of not less than ten years in practice.

(o) The appeal shall proceed as if the person appointed to hear the appeal were an Appeal Body to which paragraphs 5 to 11 of Part V of Bylaw VIII.1 applied.

(p) As soon as possible after the hearing the person appointed to hear the appeal shall provide the Visitor with a written report ("the appeal report") containing reasoned conclusions in writing and a recommendation whether or not to confirm the Governing Body’s determination.
(q) The Visitor shall consider the appeal report and shall thereupon decide whether or not to confirm the Governing Body’s determination. Written notification of the Visitor’s decision shall be sent with a copy of the appeal report to the Warden and to the appellant.

(r) Except for the signed complaint required under paragraph (b) of this Bylaw email may be used to give notice or serve documents under this Bylaw.

20.

(a) This Bylaw is made for the purposes of Statute 4.8(b)(ii) and (pursuant to that Statute) does not apply to Professors who hold fellowships in virtue of the attachment or allocation of their Chair to the College by the University.

(b) If the Warden considers that the holder of a Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a), except one falling within paragraph 19(a) above, has accepted any paid office or is engaged in any occupation which interferes with the discharge of that Fellow’s duties to the College as a member of the Governing Body the Warden shall refer the matter to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee (which shall be chaired for the purposes of this Bylaw by the Sub-Warden).

(c) The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall consider the matter, shall invite the Fellow concerned to make oral representations and to answer questions, and shall report its reasoned conclusions to the Warden including in its report a recommendation whether or not the Fellowship ought to be vacated.

(d) The report of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall also be sent to the Fellow concerned.

(e) If the Fellowship and Appointments Committee recommends that the Fellowship ought to be vacated the Warden shall refer its report to the Governing Body which shall determine whether or not the Fellowship shall be vacated under Statute 4.8(b)(ii).

(f) If the Governing Body determines that the Fellowship shall be vacated it shall pass a resolution to that effect. Such a resolution shall not be passed unless two-thirds majority of those present and voting shall have voted in favour. Immediately thereafter the Warden shall thereafter notify the Fellow concerned in writing of the Governing Body’s determination.

(g) If no notice of appeal is received within the time limited by paragraph (h) of this Bylaw the Governing Body’s determination shall take effect on the expiry of that time. If notice of appeal is duly received in accordance with paragraph (h) of this Bylaw the Governing Body’s determination shall take effect only if confirmed by the Visitor.
(h) If the Fellow concerned decides to appeal against the Governing Body’s determination he or she shall serve notice upon the Warden stating the grounds of appeal within 28 days of the date on which the Warden’s notification under paragraph (f) of this Bylaw was sent to him or her.

(i) On receipt of notice of appeal under paragraph (h) of this Bylaw the Warden shall send the notice to the Visitor accompanied by a request to the Visitor to confirm the Governing Body’s determination and to appoint an eligible person to hear the appeal.

(j) An eligible person for the purposes of paragraph (i) of this Bylaw is a person who (i) is neither a Fellow nor an employee nor a junior member of the College and (ii) holds or has held judicial office in England and Wales or is a barrister or solicitor of not less than ten years in practice.

(k) The appeal shall proceed as if the person appointed to hear the appeal were an Appeal Body to which paragraphs 5 to 11 of Part V of Bylaw VIII.1 applied.

(l) As soon as possible after the hearing the person appointed to hear the appeal shall provide the Visitor with a written report (“the appeal report”) containing reasoned conclusions in writing and a recommendation whether or not to confirm the Governing Body’s determination.

(m) The Visitor shall consider the appeal report and shall thereupon decide whether or not to confirm the Governing Body’s determination. Written notification of the Visitor’s decision shall be sent with a copy of the appeal report to the Warden and to the appellant.

(n) Email may be used to give notice or serve documents under this Bylaw.
IV. COLLEGE OFFICERS
[Statute 5]

PART I: GENERAL PROVISIONS

COLLEGE OFFICERS
[Statute 5.2]

1. (a) The statutory College Officers under Statute 5.2(a) to (g) are the Sub-Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Tutors and Lecturers, the Chaplain, the Librarian, the Bursars, and the Principal of the Postmasters.

(b) For the purposes of Statute 5.2(h) the College Officers other than those listed in Bylaw IV.1(a) above shall be (in alphabetical order) as follows:
   - The Access Advisers;
   - The Archivist;
   - The College Advisers on Staff Harassment Policy;
   - The College Doctor(s);
   - The Data Protection Officer;
   - The Dean;
   - The Dean of Graduates;
   - The Deputy Principal of the Postmasters;
   - The Development Director;
   - The Equality Adviser;
   - The Garden Master;
   - The Harassment Advisers to Junior Members;
   - The Junior or Associate Chaplain(s);
   - The Junior Deans for Welfare;
   - The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws;
   - The Prevent Officer;
   - The Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music;
   - The Research Convenor;
   - The Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust;
   - The Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs;
   - The Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common Room;
   - The Steward of Common Room;
   - The Wine Steward.

(c) The Governing Body may by an appropriate resolution attach to any Tutorship or Lecturership or other College Office any name or names that may appear to be warranted by reason of the endowment of that Office or for any other reason. A list of named Tutorships or Lecturerships and their holders shall be set out in an Appendix to these Bylaws.
APPOINTMENT, STIPENDS, AND LONG-SERVICE LEAVE
[Statute 5.1, Statute 5.2(g), (h), 5.3(b), 5.4]

2.

(a) Subject to paragraph (b) the following College Officers shall be appointed on the recommendation of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee by the Governing Body at a Stated General Meeting:

- The Sub-Warden;
- The Access Advisers;
- The College Advisers on Staff Harassment Policy;
- The Dean;
- The Dean of Graduates;
- The Deputy Principal of the Postmasters;
- The Equality Adviser;
- The Garden Master;
- The Harassment Advisers to Junior Members;
- The Junior Deans for Welfare;
- The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws;
- The Prevent Officer;
- The Principal of the Postmasters;
- The Research Convenor;
- The Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust;
- The Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs;
- The Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common Room;
- The Steward of Common Room;
- The Wine Steward.

(b) Unless it appears expedient in any particular case to make an appointment for a longer period the College Officers listed in Bylaw IV.2(a) shall be appointed for two years.

(c) For the purposes of tenure of the College Offices listed in Bylaw IV.2(a) a year shall ordinarily be reckoned from 1 August to the following 31 July, inclusive.

(d) Subject to compliance with any Bylaws which make specific provision for any aspect of the tenure of a College Office, the Governing Body shall determine the terms and conditions of employment of College Officers as occasion arises and inter alia may require any College Officer to reside in the College or in accommodation provided by the College or may otherwise assign residential accommodation to a College Officer on such terms as may be expedient.

(e) Given due warning and flexibility in timing, members of the Governing Body shall be under an obligation to serve as College Officers when reasonably called upon, failing cogent reasons to the contrary. A register shall be kept by the Fellowship and Appointments Committee of the tenure of College Offices by each Fellow so as to ensure that unreasonable demands are not made.

(f) Where in this Chapter reference is made to receipt of a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body and the intended
recipient is a member of the Governing Body reference shall first be made to the Committee on Stipends and Allowances in accordance with Bylaw I.6(c) and Bylaws VII.31(d) and (e).

(g)

(i) This paragraph does not apply to Tutors (but for the avoidance of doubt does apply to the Senior Tutor).

(ii) College Officers appointed under a permanent contract shall be entitled after twenty years’ service to a single period of paid leave in recognition of that service ("Long-Service Leave") subject to suitable arrangements being made to cover their responsibilities during the period of leave.

(iii) Applications for Long-Service Leave shall be made to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee. In applying for Long-Service Leave, a College Officer shall provide a statement of how they intend to use the Long-Service Leave.

(iv) Long-Service Leave shall be granted as a single period of up to 8 weeks.

(v) On return to the College after Long-Service Leave the College Officer shall write a short report which shall be submitted to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.
PART II: STATUTORY OFFICERS OTHER THAN TUTORS OR
LECTURERS (in the order given in Statute 5.2)

THE SUB-WARDEN
[Statute 5.1, 5.2(a)]

3. (a) The office of Sub-Warden shall not be tenable by any Fellow who shall not have completed five years as a member of the Governing Body.

(b) The Sub-Warden may not hold the office for more than two years in succession, and a Fellow who has held the office of Sub-Warden for two years shall not again hold the office during the next five years.

(c) Nominations for the office of Sub-Warden shall be made by the Fellowship and Appointments Committee at least two years ahead of the date when the person nominated would take up office.

(d) The Sub-Warden shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(e) In the case of the temporary absence, illness or incapacity of the Sub-Warden, the most recent Sub-Warden available to act shall act instead pursuant to Statute 5.1.

(f) The Sub-Warden shall arrange for the keeping of an official copy of the Bylaws and shall ensure in collaboration with the Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws that the official copy is up to date.

(g) The Sub-Warden shall be responsible for convening Stated General Meetings of the Governing Body, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and the Research Committee. The Sub-Warden shall convene these bodies only after consulting with the Warden.

(h) The Sub-Warden shall be responsible for keeping and preserving the Minutes of Meetings of the Governing Body and for sending a copy of each Meeting’s Minutes to each member of the Governing Body after the Meeting.

(i) The Sub-Warden shall insert in the Minutes of the Governing Body the names of the Warden and Fellows in each year, and add such other details about them relating to the College as may be appropriate.

THE SENIOR TUTOR
[Statute 5.2(b)]

4. (a) There shall be a Senior Tutor, who shall have responsibility for the co-ordination of all undergraduate academic affairs, for the organisation of undergraduate and graduate admissions, and for such other
administrative functions as the College shall decide, including the supervision of the Academic Office.

(b) The Senior Tutor shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(c) The Senior Tutor shall be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i).

(d) The Senior Tutor shall convene the Warden & Tutors Committee, the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee, the Graduate Committee and the Equality Forum and shall convene and chair the Initial Period Review Panel when it is to consider the reappointment of a Tutor.

(e) The Senior Tutor shall present to the Governing Body at its second meeting of Michaelmas Term in each year a report on the educational state of the College during the preceding academic year as tested by examinations or otherwise.

(f) The Senior Tutor shall present to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee annually: the Senior Tutor’s Report, the Admissions Report, the Academic Discipline Report and the Student Feedback Report as provided in Bylaw VII.32(d)(vi).

(g) Bylaw VI.16 provides for the entitlement of a Senior Tutor to live in College and also for other allowances.

(h) Pursuant to Statute 5.3(a) the Senior Tutor shall reside within 25 miles of Oxford during the usual College Terms.

THE CHAPLAIN

[Statute 5.2(d)]

5.

(a) There shall be a Chaplain who shall be a clerk in Holy Orders of the Church of England or of some other Church in communion with the Church of England.

(b) The Chaplain shall with the Chapel and Patronage Committee be responsible for the running of the College Chapel and have overall responsibility for student welfare.

(c) The Chaplain shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(d) The Chaplain shall convene the Chapel and Patronage Committee, the Student Support Sub-Committee and the Welfare Forum.

(e) The Chaplain shall submit a report on student welfare to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee, the Graduate Committee, and the Governing Body annually in Trinity Term.
(f) The Chaplain shall live in accommodation assigned for the purpose by the College. Bylaw VI.16 provides for this accommodation and for certain allowances.

(g) Bylaw VI.25(c) provides for the cost of entertainment organised by the Chaplain.

(h) The Chaplain shall be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i).

**THE LIBRARIAN**

[Statute 5.2(e)]

6. (a) There shall be a Librarian who shall with the Library and Archives Committee be responsible for the management of the College Library and Archives, for supervising the areas of the College buildings occupied by Library and Archive materials, for directing the work of the Archivist, for liaising with the conservation consortium and for employing and directing the work of the Assistant Librarian and other Library staff.

(b) The Librarian shall be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i).

(c) The Librarian shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(d) The Librarian shall convene the Library and Archives Committee and the Pictures and Chattels Sub-Committee.

(e) The Librarian shall submit a report on the Library and Archives to the Governing Body annually in Michaelmas Term.

(f) Bylaws VI.16 and VI.25 provide for the entitlement of a Librarian to live in College and also for other allowances.

**THE BURSARS**

[Statute 5.2(f)]

7. (a) There shall be one or more Bursars who shall be responsible for the administration of the financial affairs, estates, and domestic affairs of the College. Duties shall be distributed between the Bursars as the College shall determine from time to time.

(b) (i) Where these Bylaws assign specific duties to a Bursar having the designation of Finance Bursar, Estates Bursar or Domestic Bursar they shall be performed by the person (if any) appointed to be a Bursar under that title; but if there shall be no such Bursar, the
Governing Body shall determine by whom those duties shall be performed.

(ii) Where these Bylaws assign certain rights to a Bursar having one of the designations referred to in paragraph (b) (i) above they shall be exercisable by the person (if any) appointed to be a Bursar under that title; but if there shall be no such Bursar, the Governing Body shall determine by which (if any) person holding the title of Bursar those rights shall be exercisable.

(c) A Bursar shall be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i).

(d) A Bursar shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(e) Bylaw VI.16 provides for the entitlement of a Bursar to live in College and also for other allowances.

**THE PRINCIPAL OF THE POSTMASTERS**
[Statute 5.2(g)]

8.

(a) There shall be a Principal of the Postmasters, who shall be primarily responsible for the administration of discipline in relation to the Junior Members.

(b) The Principal of the Postmasters shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(c) The Principal of the Postmasters shall submit a report on student discipline to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and the Graduate Committee annually in Trinity Term.
PART III: NON-STATUTORY COLLEGE OFFICERS (in alphabetical order)

THE ACCESS ADVISERS
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

9. (a) (i) There shall be two Access Advisers who shall be appointed from among the Tutors of the College.

(ii) One of the Access Advisers shall be a Tutor in a subject within the Medical Sciences Division or Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division; the other Access Adviser shall be a Tutor in a subject within the Humanities Division or the Social Sciences Division.

(b) The Access Advisers shall work with the Senior Tutor, Schools Liaison and Access Officer, Equality Adviser, and student access representatives to assist with the progression of the College’s equality and access objectives in relation to undergraduate admissions; act as advocates for equality and access in undergraduate admissions and promote their consideration in College committees; maintain an awareness of the University’s work in this area; advise and contribute to papers and relevant processes; and engage in College access and outreach activities.

(c) The Access Advisers shall be members *ex officio* of the School Liaison and Access Sub-Committee and of the Equality Forum (but shall attend the Equality Forum alternately).

(d) The Access Advisers shall each receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE ARCHIVIST
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

10. (a) There shall be an Archivist who shall be responsible under the direction of the Librarian for the administration and conservation of the College Archives.

(b) The Archivist shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE COLLEGE ADVISERS ON STAFF HARASSMENT POLICY
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

11. There shall be two College Advisers on Staff Harassment Policy who shall support individual members of the College staff who are concerned that they
are the subject of harassment or bullying with the aim of facilitating informal resolution as provided in the Code of Practice.

**THE COLLEGE DOCTOR(S)**
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

12.
(a) There shall be one or more College Doctors who shall be available as medical practitioners to all Junior Members.

(b) College Doctors shall be appointed by the Governing Body on the advice of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on such terms as shall seem appropriate provided that there shall be nothing in the terms of the appointment to prevent the Governing Body from terminating the appointment of College Doctors and appointing other persons to be College Doctors in their place.

(c) College Doctors shall receive a retaining fee determined from time to time by the Governing Body, and shall each be entitled to two free lunches and two free dinners a week at the Common Table.

**THE DATA PROTECTION OFFICER**
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

13.
(a) There shall be a Data Protection Officer who shall perform the tasks assigned to Data Protection Officers (“the Assigned Tasks”) by Article 39 of the General Data Protection Regulation 2018 (“GDPR”) and any other applicable legislation.

(b) The College shall in accordance with Article 38 of the GDPR:

(i) ensure that the Data Protection Officer is involved, properly and in a timely manner, in all issues which relate to the protection of personal data;

(ii) provide the Data Protection Officer with the resources necessary to carry out the Assigned Tasks and access to personal data and processing operations;

(iii) ensure that the Data Protection Officer does not receive any instructions regarding the Assigned Tasks.

(c) In order to carry out the Assigned Tasks the Data Protection Officer shall undertake appropriate training which shall be funded by the College.

(d) Pursuant to Article 38(3) of the GDPR the Data Protection Officer shall not be dismissed or penalised by the College for performing the Assigned Tasks.
(e) The Data Protection Officer shall have authority to incur in consultation with the Finance Bursar reasonable expenditure in obtaining such external advice (including legal advice) as the Data Protection Officer may consider necessary for the proper performance of the Assigned Tasks.

(f) The Data Protection Officer shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE DEAN
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

14. (a) There shall be a Dean who shall present candidates for matriculation and degrees, present undergraduates and (in the absence of the Dean of Graduates) graduate students to the Warden for admission to the College and advise on questions of academic dress and ceremonial.

(b) The Dean shall in conjunction with the Domestic Bursar oversee arrangements for entertaining the candidates for degrees and their guests before and after degree ceremonies.

(c) The Dean shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE DEAN OF GRADUATES
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

15. (a) There shall be a Dean of Graduates who shall normally present graduate students to the Warden for admission to the College and shall be responsible for all aspects of the College’s relations with its graduate students after their admission.

(b) The Dean of Graduates shall inter alia:

(i) monitor the expenditure of the Middle Common Room,

(ii) (subject to Bylaw IV.15(c) below) act as the appointed person to investigate and report on complaints under the Middle Common Room’s complaints-procedure; and

(iii) take such steps as shall be necessary to satisfy the Graduate Committee that elections in the Middle Common Room are fairly and properly conducted.

(c) If the Dean of Graduates appears to be personally interested in a complaint made under the Middle Common Room’s complaints-procedure (whether by being the complainant’s College Advisor or for any other reason) the Graduate Committee shall appoint another Fellow of the College to investigate and report on that complaint.
(d) The Dean of Graduates shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(e) Provision is made in Bylaw VI.25 for the Dean of Graduates to receive an entertainment allowance.

THE DEPUTY PRINCIPAL OF THE POSTMASTERS
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

16.
(a) There shall be a Deputy Principal of the Postmasters who shall assist the Principal of the Postmasters in the administration of discipline.

(b) The Deputy Principal of the Postmasters shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

17.
(a) There shall be a Development Director who shall supervise the work of the Development Office.

(b) The Development Director shall be eligible for election to an Official Fellowship under Statute 4.2(a)(i).

(c) The Development Director shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(d) The Development Director shall convene the Development and Alumni Relations Committee.

THE EQUALITY ADVISER
[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

18.
(a) There shall be an Equality Adviser who shall assist with the progression of Merton’s equality objectives for the protected characteristics identified in the Equality Act 2010 by inter alia: being an advocate on matters of equality and diversity; promoting their consideration in the work of College committees by advising and contributing to papers and relevant processes; working with staff and student equality representatives; and maintaining an awareness of the University’s work in this area.

(b) The Equality Adviser shall convene events relating to the work summarised under paragraph (a) above including the annual Equality Conversation.

(c) The Equality Adviser shall attend the termly Equality Forum and shall provide a written report once a year to the Trinity Term Equality Forum. The Equality Adviser may attend the Welfare Forum.
(d) The Equality Adviser shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE GARDEN MASTER
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

19. (a) There shall be a Garden Master who shall be responsible for the maintenance and amenity of the College gardens and quadrangles and shall in consultation with the Domestic Bursar supervise the garden and grounds staff.

(b) The Garden Master shall convene and chair the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee.

(c) The Garden Master shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE HARASSMENT ADVISERS TO JUNIOR MEMBERS
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

20. There shall be two Harassment Advisers to Junior Members who shall support individual Junior Members of the College who are concerned that they are the subject of harassment or bullying with the aim of facilitating informal resolution as provided in the Code of Practice.

THE JUNIOR OR ASSOCIATE CHAPLAIN(S)
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

21. (a) The Governing Body may appoint on the recommendation of the Chapel and Patronage Committee not more than two Junior Chaplains who shall assist the Chaplain with those of the Chaplain’s duties that relate to the College Chapel.

(b) If the duties to be undertaken in assisting the Chaplain are substantial the Governing Body may on the recommendation of the Chapel and Patronage Committee appoint a person to be an Associate Chaplain rather than a Junior Chaplain.

(c) An Associate Chaplain shall be a clerk in Holy Orders of the Church of England or of some other Church in communion with the Church of England.

(d) A Junior Chaplain shall be a clerk in Holy Orders of the Church of England or of some other Church in communion with the Church of England except that it shall be permissible for one Junior Chaplain (but not both if there are two) to be an authorised priest or minister of some other Christian Church.
(e) A Junior or Associate Chaplain shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE JUNIOR DEANS FOR WELFARE
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

22. (a) The Governing Body may appoint one or more Junior Deans for Welfare who shall assist the Chaplain in the provision of welfare support to the Junior Members of the College.

(b) A Junior Dean for Welfare shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE KEEPER OF THE STATUTES AND BYLAWS
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

23. (a) There shall be a Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws who shall:

(i) convene the Statutes and Bylaws Committee;

(ii) settle for the consideration of the Statutes and Bylaws Committee the text of any amendments both substantive and consequential which are recommended by the Statutes and Bylaws Committee to be made to the Statutes or Bylaws;

(iii) advise the Warden, College Officers, Boards, Panels, and the Governing Body in relation to the Statutes and Bylaws; and

(iv) facilitate the process by which the Statutes and Bylaws Committee shall review recommendations made under Bylaws VII.8(a)(xv) and VII.8(b)(v).

(b) The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE PREVENT OFFICER
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

24. (a) There shall be a Prevent Officer who shall oversee generally the arrangements necessary to ensure the College’s compliance with its statutory duty ("the Prevent Duty") under the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 to have due regard to the need to prevent people from being drawn into terrorism.

(b) In particular the Prevent Officer shall:

(i) review annually the College’s Prevent risk assessment and action plan and any related codes of practice in consultation with other
relevant College Officers and Committees and recommend to the
Governing Body any changes that may seem expedient;

(ii) act as the College’s principal point of reference for matters relating
to the Prevent Duty and concerns arising under it.

(c) In order to carry out the duties required by this bylaw the Prevent Officer
shall undertake appropriate training approved by the Governing Body
which shall be funded by the College.

(d) The Prevent Officer shall receive a stipend determined from time to time
by the Governing Body.

THE REED RUBIN ORGANIST AND DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

25. (a) There shall be a Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music who shall:

(i) oversee arrangements for the annual Choral and Organ Scholarship
trials and oversee arrangements for the teaching of Organ
Scholars, Choral Scholars and Choral Exhibitioners; have overall
responsibility for the training, direction and development of the
College Choir and Organ Scholars; devise an annual budget for the
Choir, in consultation with the Chaplain and Finance Bursar, and
monitor income and expenditure;

(ii) work with the Schools Liaison and Access Officer to arrange open
days for prospective Choral and Organ Scholars and co-ordinate
the College’s participation in the Music Faculty’s annual choral and
organ open day;

(iii) choose appropriate music for Chapel services in consultation with
the Chaplain, any other person appointed to be a Director of Music,
and the Organ Scholars; direct the annual Passiontide at Merton
Festival with the assistance of the Chaplain and Chapel
Administrator; and arrange concerts, tours and recordings by the
College Choir with the assistance of the Chaplain and Chapel
Administrator;

(iv) have responsibility for the care, upkeep and maintenance of the
College’s pipe-organs;

(v) attend meetings of the Chapel and Patronage Committee and
produce a termly report for consideration of the Committee.

(b) The Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music shall also hold the post
of Director of College Music and in respect of that post shall:

(i) support music-making in the College by arranging and overseeing
arrangements for concerts, supporting other practical musical
initiatives as appropriate, and liaising with the student Music
Society to offer advice, support, and leadership when required (as an *ex officio* member of the Music Society committee);

(ii) work with the Development Office and provide a first point of contact for musical events to support the College’s development initiatives; and support the Domestic Bursar with enquiries regarding external music bookings for venues other than the Chapel at Merton;

(iii) work with the Tutor in Music to develop a wider strategic vision for music and music-making at Merton.

(c) The Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

**THE RESEARCH CONVENOR**

[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

26.  
(a) There shall be a Research Convenor who shall:

(i) in association with the Dean of Graduates, the Secretary of the Harmsworth Trust and other Fellows, co-ordinate interdisciplinary research activities involving Fellows and graduate students, such as periodic meetings of the College’s interdisciplinary discussion groups, SCR/MCR talks, Governing Body research talks and tours of research facilities;

(ii) in liaison with the Senior Tutor and Secretary of the Harmsworth Trust, act as mentor to the Early Career Researchers; and

(iii) liaise with the Web & Media Officer about the presentation of research by Fellows on the College website.

(b) The Research Convenor shall be *ex officio* a member of the Research Committee and shall report to the Research Committee annually in Trinity Term on that year’s activities.

(c) The Research Convenor shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

**THE SECRETARY TO THE HARMSWORTH TRUST**

[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

27.  
(a) There shall be a Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust who shall be responsible for matters relating to the appointment and progress of Early Career Researchers.
(b) The Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust shall convene the selection panels for the annual competition to recruit persons to be appointed as Early Career Researchers.

(c) The Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE SENIOR TREASURER OF THE AMALGAMATED CLUBS
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

28. (a) There shall be a Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs who shall convene and chair the Sports Sub-Committee.

(b) The Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE SENIOR TREASURER OF THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

29. (a) There shall be a Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common Room who shall:

(i) monitor the expenditure of the Junior Common Room;

(ii) (subject to Bylaw IV.29(b) below) act as the appointed person to investigate and report on complaints under the Junior Common Room’s complaints-procedure; and

(iii) take such steps as shall be necessary to satisfy the Warden and Tutors’ Committee that elections in the Junior Common Room are fairly and properly conducted.

(b) If the Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common Room appears to be personally interested in a complaint made under the Junior Common Room’s complaints-procedure (whether by being the complainant’s Director of Studies or for any other reason) the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall appoint another Fellow of the College to investigate and report on that complaint.

(c) The Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE STEWARD OF COMMON ROOM
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

30. (a) There shall be a Steward of Common Room, who shall be responsible for the general amenity of the Common Rooms and who shall summon and preside at meetings of the Common Room.
(b) The Steward of Common Room shall receive a stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

THE WINE STEWARD
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

31. (a) There shall be a Wine Steward who shall:

(i) generally oversee the Wine Cellar and in particular formulate and, subject to the agreement of the Governing Body, implement long-term and short-term strategies for the purchase and sale of wines by the College, having regard to quality, quantities, and the sustainability of the College’s holdings;

(ii) agree annually with the Finance Bursar a budget for purchases;

(iii) review regularly the provision of wine at dinners and other occasions in the College and in doing so take the opinions of members of the Common Room on such provision;

(iv) attend wine-tastings and organise regular wine-tastings to which members of the Common Room are invited;

(v) compile and publish regularly a list of wines available for purchase by the Warden and Fellows;

(vi) consult regularly with members of the Common Room both formally and informally about matters falling within the Wine Steward’s remit.

(b) The Wine Steward shall write a report once a year setting out the state of the Wine Cellar and the steps taken by the Wine Steward in fulfilling the duties set out in paragraph (a) above. This report shall be considered by the Domestic Committee and included with the papers submitted by that Committee to the next meeting of the Governing Body.
PART IV: THE TUTORS AND LECTURERS OF THE COLLEGE

[Statute 5.2(c)]

THE TUTORS

APPOINTMENT AND RESIGNATION OF TUTORS

32.

(a) The appointment and reappointment of Tutors (other than the Senior Tutor) is vested in the Governing Body pursuant to Statute 5.1 and may be delegated to a committee pursuant to Statute 2.8.

(b) A Tutor (other than the Senior Tutor) shall be appointed for a probationary period of not more than five years in the first instance.

(c) (i) The Governing Body shall be advised on the reappointment of a Tutor by the Initial Period Review Panel (“IPRP”) in accordance with Bylaw VII.42.

(ii) Not later than the fourth term before the end of their probationary period a Tutor shall be informed that reappointment is due and shall be asked to submit a report on their activities under the three heads of (a) teaching, (b) research and publication, and (c) College and University administration. This report should be received by the Senior Tutor before the end of the following term.

(iii) The Tutor whose reappointment is under consideration may request or be invited to a meeting with the IPRP.

(iv) The IPRP shall, where the reappointment of the Tutor is being considered by a Faculty or Department, and may in other cases, request information from the Faculty or Department concerned.

(v) Where the IPRP considers that there may be a case for not recommending the reappointment of a Tutor, the Tutor shall be invited to nominate referees from inside and/or outside the University to speak to that Tutor’s record. The IPRP shall likewise have the right to seek external opinions before making known its recommendation to the Warden who shall be responsible for informing the Governing Body.

(d) In the event that a Tutor wishes to resign the Tutorship at least three months’ notice must be provided which shall include one complete Full Term.

TUTORS’ STIPENDS AND ALLOWANCES

33.

(a) A Tutor (other than the Senior Tutor) who is a CUF Lecturer or University Lecturer or Associate Professor shall be paid by the College such sum as
shall bring the combined University and College stipend to the appropriate point on the scale determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

(b) The stipend of any Tutor in respect of whom the scale referred to in Bylaw IV.33(a) above appears for any reason inappropriate shall be determined by the Governing Body which shall take account of recommendations from the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.

(c) Bylaws VI.16 and VI.25 provide for the entitlement of a Tutor to live in College and also for other allowances.

**TUTORS’ TEACHING-ROOMS**

34. Bylaw VI.11A contains provisions relating to Tutors’ Teaching-Rooms.

**TUTORS’ LEAVE**

35. (a) Nothing in this Bylaw applies to the Senior Tutor or to a Tutor who holds a fixed-term Tutorship of five years or less.

(b)  
(i) Every Tutor shall be entitled to leave of absence on full pay for one term in every seven terms of qualifying service (as defined in Bylaw IV.35(f) below). After 30 terms of qualifying service and then after every subsequent 15 terms of qualifying service a Tutor shall be entitled to leave of absence on full pay for an additional term, provided that a Tutor shall not become entitled to additional leave for which the relevant period of qualifying service was completed before Hilary Term 2020.

(ii) Leave to which a Tutor becomes entitled under paragraph (b)(i) above shall not be granted (a) for more than three terms consecutively, or (b) for a longer period than the Tutor will continue in office after returning. Where the end of a Tutor’s appointment is approaching, the Governing Body may grant that Tutor advanced leave in lieu of leave which otherwise would be due to be taken in the final year of appointment.

(iii) Any necessary payment for a substitute or substitutes shall be made by the College. If the Tutor holds any salaried appointment during such leave (other than any salaried appointment which the Tutor already holds in the University jointly with the office of Tutor), the Governing Body may reduce or suspend that Tutor’s stipend as Tutor.

(iv) Leave to which a Tutor is entitled under paragraph (b)(i) above shall be known as sabbatical leave.
(c) A Tutor may also apply to the College for non-sabbatical leave from all teaching obligations to the College for some specified period, expecting to return to the normal duties of the Tutorship at the end of that period. Such applications shall be determined by the Governing Body on the recommendations of the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee, which shall normally follow the University’s policies in granting non-sabbatical leave where these are relevant, and in other cases will bear in mind (a) the immediate loss to the College that is caused by any period of leave for a Tutor, and (b) the general desirability of promoting academic research (which is one of a Tutor’s obligations to the College), and the particular rewards that may accrue to the College from the proposed project in the longer term.

(d) Accommodation and allowances during a Tutor’s periods of leave shall be dealt with as follows:

(i) When the total of sabbatical and non-sabbatical leave combined is for a continuous period of no more than three years, then, subject to sub-paragraphs (iv), (vi), and (viii) of this Bylaw IV.35(d) below, the Tutor shall retain for all of the period in question the right to accommodation in College and the expectation of accommodation outside the precincts of the College in premises owned by the College, if so desired. But in that case the period of three years in question must normally be both preceded and followed by at least one whole year in which neither sabbatical nor non-sabbatical leave is granted.

(ii) (a) When a Tutor who is on leave retains College accommodation and continues to reside in it, then for any period of that leave that is reckoned as non-sabbatical leave, after the first year that is so reckoned, that Tutor shall suffer a reduction in emoluments equivalent to the housing allowance paid to Tutors in College houses, or the residential allowance paid to Tutors who live in College, whichever is appropriate.

(b) In the case of those who continue to be employed by the College, this reduction shall be effected by discontinuing the housing or residential allowance; in the case of those who cease to be employed by the College, this reduction shall be effected by charging a notional rent for the accommodation (in the case of a house) or by an accommodation charge (in the case of rooms in College), reduced at the marginal rate of income tax payable on the tutor’s normal stipend.

(iii) A Tutor on non-sabbatical leave who nevertheless continues to be employed by the College shall suffer no other reduction in the usual allowances. In the case of those who cease to be employed by the College, all allowances paid by the College shall be automatically discontinued for that period, except that the right or expectation of College accommodation shall be maintained as in Bylaw IV.35(d)(i) above.
(iv) When a Tutor on leave wishes to retain College accommodation outside the precincts of the College but does not reside in it personally, the following different arrangements shall apply:

(a) If the Tutor will be absent for a total of more than 15 months, whether consecutive or non-consecutive, of that leave then that Tutor shall be required to pay a rent for it at all times when absent, subject to the following exception: if the house in question will continue to be occupied during the Tutor’s absence by the Tutor’s family, then rent shall be payable only for those periods of the Tutor’s absence which are taken as non-sabbatical leave.

(b) The requirement in paragraph (d)(iv)(a) above of this Bylaw shall be effected by granting the Tutor a short-hold tenancy for the periods of that Tutor’s absence, and by charging a rent in respect thereof that is at the market rate for unfurnished accommodation.

(c) A Tutor in respect of whom these arrangements have been applied may then with the consent of the Governing Body sublet all or part of the house, notwithstanding Bylaw VI.18(f).

(v) Tutors who wish to retain College accommodation outside the precincts of the College while being absent from it for less than 15 months of any period of leave shall be encouraged but may not be required to enter into an arrangement with the College as set out in Bylaw IV.35(d)(iv) above.

(vi) Tutors on any period of leave whether sabbatical or non-sabbatical shall not normally retain their accommodation in College if they are absent from it for more than two terms of that leave.

(vii) Tutors who are granted a period of leave of more than three years shall forfeit for the whole of that period of leave their right to accommodation in College and their expectation of College accommodation outside the precincts whether or not they continue to be employed by the College.

(e) In appropriate circumstances Tutors may apply for sick leave and for parental leave, and such applications shall be determined by the Governing Body, normally in accordance with the University’s policies on these matters.

(f) (i) For the purpose of reckoning entitlement to sabbatical leave qualifying service is reckoned in terms.

(ii) Qualifying service includes any term in which the Tutor has fulfilled that Tutor’s normal obligations to the College as Tutor, and also
includes periods taken as sabbatical leave, maternity leave, paternity leave, adoption leave, shared parental leave, parental bereavement leave, sick leave, or parental leave.

(iii) Qualifying service does not include periods taken as non-sabbatical leave under paragraph (c) of this Bylaw.

THE LECTURERS OF THE COLLEGE
[Statute 5.1, 5.2(c)]

APPOINTMENT OF LECTURERS

36. (a) College Lecturers who may be Stipendiary or Non-Stipendiary shall, pursuant to Statutes 5.1 and 2.8, be appointed and reappointed on such terms as may be expedient by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee, advised by the Senior Tutor, and such appointments shall be reported to the Governing Body.

(b) (i) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee may confer the honorary title of College Lecturer in a particular subject on those who, not being employees of the College, have been appointed to Departmental Lecturerships or posts in other Colleges on terms which include the provision of teaching to Junior Members of the College and such appointments shall be reported to the Governing Body.

(ii) When conferring on any person the honorary title of College Lecturer the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall in the resolution conferring the title specify the post and duties in relation to which and for the duration of which the title has been conferred and the Senior Tutor shall notify every person upon whom the title is conferred of the specification made under this Bylaw.

(iii) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee may by resolution revoke the honorary title of College Lecturer where it is expedient to do so and such revocation shall be reported to the Governing Body.

(iv) A person on whom the honorary title of College Lecturer is conferred under this Bylaw:

(a) is not thereby appointed as a College Lecturer under Statute 5.2(c) and is not a College Officer under Statute 5;

(b) shall enjoy such rights to free lunches and/or dinners at the Common Table as the Warden and Tutors’ Committee may determine.
TEACHING-ROOMS

37. Bylaws VI.11A and VI.21 provide for the entitlement of Stipendiary Lecturers to a shared teaching-room.

COMMON TABLE

38. Lecturers shall have the rights in respect of lunches and dinners at the Common Table provided by Bylaws X.6 and X.9.
39. (a) There shall be a College Officer under Statute 5.2(h) who shall have the title of Dean and Keeper of the Statutes.

(b) The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes shall:

(i) hold the College Offices of Dean, Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws, Data Protection Officer, and Prevent Officer;

(ii) be an Official Fellow of the College (under Bylaw III.4 as Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws);

(iii) be responsible for dealing with requests made of the College under section 8 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or any re-enactment, amendment, or replacement of it;

(iv) be responsible for ensuring the College’s compliance with its duties under section 22 of the Education Act 1994 or any re-enactment, amendment, or replacement of it;

(v) assist the Warden and College Officers with legal and regulatory matters and issues of process;

(vi) assist the Warden and College Officers in dealing with the process of College business;

(vii) work alongside the Warden and College Officers in dealing with external regulatory bodies (including the Charity Commission, the Information Commissioner’s Office, and the Office for Students, in relation to the College’s obligations under its Prevent duty);

(viii) assist the Warden and College Officers in dealing with legal disputes and litigation (except in relation to the College's land and estates);

(ix) undertake such other similar duties as the Governing Body may determine;

(x) be ex officio a member of and convene the Statutes and Bylaws Committee (as Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws); be ex officio a member of the Finance Committee and of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee; attend (with the right to speak) the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and the Academic Needs and Leave Subcommittee.

(c) The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes shall:

(i) receive a pensionable stipend determined from time to time by the Governing Body;
(ii) be entitled to reside in the College free of charge in such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose;

(iii) (if residing out of College) receive an External Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body;

(iv) be assigned a room in the College for use as an office.

(d) This Bylaw shall:

(i) have effect notwithstanding the provisions of any other Bylaw in force at the time of its passage;

(ii) expire when the first incumbent ceases to hold the Office hereby created;

(iii) be included in the Bylaws as Part V of Chapter IV.
V. JUNIOR MEMBERS AND LIFE MEMBERS
[Statute 6 and Statute 1.2(d)]

JUNIOR MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE
[Statute 6.1]

1. (a) Pursuant to Statute 6.1 the Junior Members of the College are the persons who have been presented by the College for matriculation or who have migrated to the College and are engaged in an approved course of study within the University or who have been admitted to the College to pursue an approved course of study.

(b) Fellows who are engaged in an approved course of study within the University shall not be Junior Members but the Governing Body may make such arrangements as it thinks expedient to provide for them.

ADMISSION OF JUNIOR MEMBERS
[Statute 6.1]

2. (a) The names and testimonials of candidates for admission to the College as Junior Members shall be received by the Senior Tutor and the names of those recommended for admission shall be submitted to a meeting of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee (in the case of those recommended for admission to read for an undergraduate degree) or of the Graduate Committee (in the case of those recommended for admission to read for a graduate degree).

(b) Apart from Graduate Scholars no Junior Member shall be admitted to the College without the consent of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee as the case may be.

(c) All persons to be admitted as Junior Members shall be presented by the Dean or the Dean of Graduates to the Warden who shall admit them by taking each person’s hand after presentation and stating “I admit you to the College”, whereupon they shall inscribe their names in a Book kept by the Warden for the purpose.

ACADEMIC WORK
[Statute 6.2]

3. (a) All Junior Members shall be expected to apply themselves to their academic work to the satisfaction of their tutors and supervisors, and to behave in a reasonable and responsible manner, with consideration for other members of the College.
(b) Junior Members shall consult their Tutor or Supervisor before undertaking any non-academic activity which is likely to interfere with academic work.

POSTMASTERSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS
[Statute 6.3]

4. (a) There shall continue to be Postmasterships and Exhibitions which may be held by Junior Members of the College reading for undergraduate degrees.

(b) The power of election to Postmasterships and Exhibitions shall be vested in the Warden and Tutors’ Committee which shall report all elections to the Governing Body.

(c) (i) The value of Postmasterships and Exhibitions shall be such as the Governing Body shall from time to time determine. The emoluments shall be paid in termly instalments and without inquiry into the recipient’s means.

(ii) Postmasters or Exhibitioners shall not receive the emoluments of the award during any term during which they not reside unless and to the extent that the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall determine otherwise.

(iii) Postmasters or Exhibitioners may relinquish the emoluments of their award in whole or in part without relinquishing the award.

(d) (i) Every Postmastership or Exhibition shall be held for a period starting from the beginning of Michaelmas Term (or from such other dates as the Warden and Tutors’ Committee may decide) and finishing at the end of Trinity Term in the same academic year.

(ii) Every Postmastership or Exhibition may be renewed for successive periods of three terms provided that on each occasion of renewal the Warden and Tutors’ Committee is satisfied that the holder continues in all respects to deserve the award.

(e) The holder of a Postmastership or Exhibition shall vacate that award on ceasing to read for an undergraduate degree as a Junior Member of the College.

(f) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee may at any time deprive any Postmaster or Exhibitioner of their award or of any part of the emolument thereof, for persistent idleness or any misconduct which in their judgment merits deprivation.
CHORAL SCHOLARSHIPS, CHORAL EXHIBITIONS AND ORGAN SCHOLARSHIPS
[Statute 2.7(e), 6.3]

5.

(a) There shall be up to 24 Choral Scholarships which may be held by Junior Members of the College.

(ii) Arrangements for the audition and election of Choral Scholars shall be made by the Chaplain and the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music and the Senior Tutor in consultation with the Chapel and Patronage Committee and shall be approved by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(iii) If a Choral Scholarship is vacant and there is no Junior Member of the College suitable to fill it, a Choral Exhibition may be offered instead to any student member of the University who has been auditioned and found to be suitable in accordance with arrangements made by the Chaplain and the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music in consultation with the Chapel and Patronage Committee.

(b) There shall be two Organ Scholarships which may be held by Junior Members of the College.

(ii) Arrangements for the audition and election of Organ Scholars shall be made by the Chaplain and the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music in consultation with the Chapel and Patronage Committee and shall be approved by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(c) It shall be the duty of Choral Scholars and Choral Exhibitioners to sing the choral services appointed to be sung in the College Chapel, to attend rehearsals under the direction of the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music, and to attend such singing-lessons as may be required.

(ii) Choral Scholars and Choral Exhibitioners may also be required on reasonable notice and within reasonable limits (especially having regard to their academic work) to sing additional services and perform at concerts during the vacations.

(iii) It shall be the duty of Organ Scholars to play the organ at services in the College Chapel and to attend rehearsals under the direction of the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music.

(iv) Organ Scholars may also be required on reasonable notice and within reasonable limits (especially having regard to their academic work) to play at additional services and concerts during the vacations.
The value of and privileges attaching to Choral Scholarships, Choral Exhibitions and Organ Scholarships shall be such as the Governing Body shall from time to time determine. Emoluments shall be paid annually and without inquiry into the recipient’s means.

Choral Scholars, Choral Exhibitioners and Organ Scholars shall not receive the emoluments of their award or exercise any privileges attached to it during any term during which they do not reside in the University unless and to the extent that the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall determine otherwise.

Choral Scholars, Choral Exhibitioners and Organ Scholars may relinquish the emoluments of their award in whole or in part without relinquishing the award.

Every Choral Scholarship, Choral Exhibition or Organ Scholarship shall be held for a period starting from the beginning of Michaelmas Term (or from such other dates as the Warden and Tutors’ Committee may decide) and finishing at the end of Trinity Term in the same academic year.

Every Choral Scholarship, Choral Exhibition or Organ Scholarship may be renewed for successive periods of three terms provided that on each occasion of renewal the Warden and Tutors’ Committee is satisfied that the holder continues in all respects to deserve the award.

The holder of a Choral Scholarship or an Organ Scholarship shall vacate that award on ceasing for any reason to be a Junior Member of the College.

The holder of a Choral Exhibition shall vacate that award on ceasing for any reason to be a student member of the University.

The Warden and Tutors’ Committee may at any time deprive any Choral Scholar, Choral Exhibitioner or Organ Scholar of the award, or of any part of the emoluments or privileges thereof, for persistent idleness or any misconduct which in their judgment merits deprivation.

**GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS**

[Statute 6.3]

6.

(a) There shall continue to be Graduate Scholarships which may be held by matriculated members of the College engaged in study or research towards a postgraduate degree of the University.

(b) The Graduate Committee in consultation with the Finance Committee shall determine and report to the Governing Body how many Graduate
Scholarships are to be offered for any particular academic year and what the value of each Scholarship shall be and the intended length of its tenure. Normally this determination shall happen in the second Trinity Term before the Michaelmas Term in which tenure of a Graduate Scholarship is to begin.

(c) The power of election to Graduate Scholarships shall be vested in the Graduate Committee which shall arrange such competitions as may be necessary and report all elections to the Governing Body.

(d) Where the funds from which the emoluments of a Graduate Scholarship will be paid are to be drawn from an endowment or other special provision the Graduate Scholarship shall be known by the name attached to the endowment or special provision. The Graduate Committee may after consulting the Development and Alumni Committee attach names or designations to other Graduate Scholarships where it is expedient to do so.

(e) (i) Up to four Graduate Scholarships to be known as Prize Scholarships shall normally be awarded every year to those of the College’s graduate students whose academic performance seems to the Graduate Committee most outstanding.

(ii) The competition shall be open to all current graduate students of the College, provided that they shall not normally be entitled to apply for the scholarships more than once during their time as graduate students of the College.

(iii) The emoluments of a Prize Scholarship shall be a single payment of such sum as the Governing Body shall approve, and entitlement to dine at High Table once a week in accordance with Bylaw X.6(d) for the remainder of the academic year in which the award is made.

(f) Every Graduate Scholar shall engage in academic study or research to the satisfaction of the Governing Body.

(g) (i) The cash emoluments of Graduate Scholars shall be reviewed annually by the Finance Bursar in consultation with the Senior Tutor and the Dean of Graduates.

(ii) Graduate Scholars shall not receive their emoluments for any Term during which they do not reside in Oxford unless the Governing Body shall decide otherwise.

(iii) Graduate Scholars may relinquish their emoluments in whole or in part without relinquishing their status as Graduate Scholars.

(h) Graduate Scholars shall vacate their Scholarships if:

(i) they cease to be Junior Members of the College; or
(ii) they take up any office or employment unless the Governing Body decisions otherwise.

(i) The Governing Body may at any time terminate the Scholarship, or reduce the emoluments, of any Graduate Scholar for persistent idleness or any misconduct which in its judgement merits such a course of action.

**UNDERGRADUATE PRIZES**

[Statute 2.7(e), 6.3]

7.  
(a) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall have power to award prizes to Junior Members as follows:

(i) To undergraduates who have obtained First Class Honours in Final Honour Schools or in Honour Moderations, or Distinction in Preliminary Examinations or Law Moderations (or have achieved the standard of Distinction).

(ii) To undergraduates who are winners of any University Scholarship or Prize, and to members awarded *proxime accessit* or honourable mention or a book prize in any University examination.

(iii) To undergraduates who have done good work in Collections (and these prizes shall be called *Fowler Prizes* after a bequest by Dr Thomas Fowler).

(iv) An annual Prize for the best First Class in Part I Chemistry Finals obtained by an undergraduate of the College and an annual Prize for the best performance by an undergraduate of the College in the Preliminary Examination for Chemistry, which shall be awarded on the recommendation of the Tutors in Chemistry.

(b)  
(i) Prizes awarded under paragraph (a) above shall be reported annually to the Governing Body.

(ii) A schedule of recommended sums in respect of the Prizes listed under paragraph (a) above shall be kept by the Senior Tutor and circulated to the Tutors. The list shall be revised at the beginning of each academic year by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on the recommendation of the Senior Tutor and the Finance Bursar.

(c) The following endowed prizes shall be awarded by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee annually:

(i) **A Prize or Prizes in memory of Professor W.M. Edwards** which shall be awarded to undergraduates reading for a degree in the Honour School of Literae Humaniores on the recommendation of the Tutor in Classics.
(ii) The **Wilder G. Penfield Prize** for medical and biological studies which shall be awarded to an undergraduate on the recommendation of the Tutors in Medicine and the Tutors in Zoology.

(iii) Two **F.E. Smith Memorial Mooting Prizes** which shall be awarded to first-year undergraduates reading for a degree in the Honour School of Jurisprudence on the recommendation of the judges of a mooting competition held in Trinity Term each year.

(iv) **A Prize in memory of Sam McNaughton** for the best performance by an undergraduate in Philosophy in the Preliminary Examination for PPE.

(v) **A Prize named in honour of William Harvey** (formerly Warden of the College) for the best performance by an undergraduate reading Medicine in the Principles of Clinical Anatomy.

(vi) **A Prize in memory of Professor Conrad Russell** for the best undergraduate History thesis.

(vii) Should work of sufficient merit be produced **a Prize in honour of Professor Dominic Welsh** for the best Long Vacation essay by an undergraduate reading Mathematics (whether or not in combination with another subject).

(viii) The **Raff Prize** for the best performance in Economics by a second-year undergraduate on the recommendation of the Tutors in Economics.

(d) A schedule of the values of the Prizes listed in paragraph (c) above shall be kept by the Senior Tutor and shall be revised annually by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on the recommendation of the Senior Tutor and the Finance Bursar.

(e) Money granted for Prizes shall, except where the Warden and Tutors’ Committee decides otherwise, be spent on books (or electronic materials) of permanent value.

**GRADUATE PRIZES AND AWARDS**

[Statute 2.7(e), 6.3]

8. **(a)** The Graduate Committee shall have power to award prizes to Junior Members as follows:

(i) To postgraduates who are winners of any University Scholarship or Prize, and to postgraduates awarded **proxime accessit** or honourable mention or a book prize in any University examination.

(ii) To postgraduates who achieve a Distinction in the examination for a Master’s degree.
(b)  
(i) Prizes awarded under paragraph (a) above shall be reported annually to the Governing Body.

(ii) A schedule of recommended sums in respect of the Prizes listed under paragraph (a) above shall be kept by the Senior Tutor and circulated to the Tutors. The list shall be revised at the beginning of each academic year by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on the recommendation of the Senior Tutor and the Finance Bursar.

(iii) Money granted for Prizes under paragraph (a) above shall, except where the Graduate Committee decides otherwise, be spent on books (or electronic materials) of permanent value.

(c)  
(i) **Awards in memory of Rajiv Kapur and the Lord Dacre of Glanton** shall be made by the Graduate Committee annually to contribute to the research expenses of a postgraduate student in History.

(ii) **An award in honour of Dr Eric Newsholme** shall be made by the Graduate Committee annually to a postgraduate student in Biochemistry.

(iii) The **Dobson Prize** shall be awarded by the Graduate Committee annually to a postgraduate doctoral student in Chemistry for academic excellence on the recommendation of the relevant Tutors.

(iv) A schedule noting the value of these awards shall be kept by the Senior Tutor and shall be revised annually by the Graduate Committee on the recommendation of the Senior Tutor and the Finance Bursar.

**OTHER GRANTS AND AWARDS (INCLUDING TRAVEL)**  
[Statute 2.7(e), 6.3]

9.  
(a) Grants to provide for the welfare and support of Junior Members, for their travel and for other purposes may be made by the Student Support Sub-Committee as provided further by Bylaw VII.35 and by other Boards as the Governing Body may from time to time resolve.

(b) The details of such grants shall be set out together with such information as may be necessary to enable Junior Members to apply for them in the Handbook published annually for Junior Members.

(c) A schedule noting the value of all restricted funds used for the provision of grants under paragraph (a) above shall be kept by the Finance Bursar and the sums to be provided from them shall be revised annually by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Finance Bursar.
THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
[Statute 2.7(e), 6.2]

10. (a) All Junior Members of the College who are undergraduates are members of the Junior Common Room, unless they have made a personal decision to opt out of membership.

(b) (i) Subject to paragraph (ii) the Junior Common Room shall determine its own Constitution, and shall have power to make its own Regulations on matters which fall to it.

(ii) Any change to the Constitution of the Junior Common Room shall require the approval of the Governing Body before it comes into effect. Further, pursuant to section 22 of the Education Act 1994 the Constitution of the Junior Common Room shall be reviewed by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on behalf of the Governing Body at intervals of not more than five years.

(iii) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall ensure the College’s compliance with the Education Act 1994 as regards the Junior Common Room as further set out in Bylaw VII.32(d)(viii).

THE MIDDLE COMMON ROOM
[Statute 2.7(e), 6.2]

11. (a) (i) Junior Members of the College in residence who have obtained a B.A. degree of this or another university, or are of equivalent academic standing, shall be members of the Middle Common Room unless they have made a personal decision to opt out of membership.

(ii) Undergraduates may elect to be a member of the Middle Common Room if either (a) they are over 25 years of age or (b) three years have passed since the date of their matriculation provided that they shall have been continuously on course.

(b) (i) Subject to paragraph (ii) the Middle Common Room shall determine its own Constitution, and shall have power to make its own Regulations on matters which fall to it.

(ii) Any change to the Constitution of the Middle Common Room shall require the approval of the Governing Body before it comes into effect. Further, pursuant to section 22 of the Education Act 1994 the Constitution of the Middle Common Room shall be reviewed by
the Graduate Committee on behalf of the Governing Body at intervals of not more than five years.

(c) The Graduate Committee shall ensure the College’s compliance with the Education Act 1994 as regards the Middle Common Room as further set out in Bylaw VII.27(d)(vii).

(d) Persons who meet the criteria set out in this Bylaw shall be eligible for selection as Associates of the Middle Common Room. Associates shall be of two categories, Category A and Category B.

(ii) Associates in Category A shall be EITHER persons who are doing research at a senior level in the University but who are not reading for a degree of the University and are not members of another College, Hall or Society of the University OR persons who are reading for postgraduate degrees of other universities who are visiting Oxford for a short period to work with a Fellow of the College.

(b) A person proposed for selection as an Associate in Category A must be sponsored by a Fellow who must have knowledge of the proposed Associate’s academic background (although it shall not be necessary that the Fellow and the proposed Associate work in the same field).

(c) An Associate in Category A shall be entitled to take up to four meals, including no more than two dinners, per week in Hall; to make use of the Middle Common Room and the College bar in the same manner as members of the Middle Common Room; and to make use of the College’s sporting facilities.

(d) An Associate in Category A shall not be entitled to College accommodation or to use College computing facilities or libraries.

(e) There shall be a limit of fifty Associates in Category A at any one time.

(iii) Associates in Category B shall be EITHER persons who have been Junior Members of the College within the preceding five years and are engaged in a programme of study at any university and are resident in Oxford OR persons who are the domestic partners resident in Oxford of members of the Middle Common Room who are resident in Oxford.
(b) An Associate in Category B may be reading for a degree of the University and may be a member of another College, Hall or Society of the University.

(c) An Associate in Category B shall have no right by virtue of being an Associate to take meals in the Hall.

(d) An Associate in Category B shall be entitled to make use of Middle Common Room facilities and of the College’s sporting facilities and the College bar in the same manner as members of the Middle Common Room, but not of Junior Common Room facilities, and shall be entitled to attend formal Middle Common Room functions.

(e) An Associate in Category B shall not be entitled to College accommodation or to use College computing facilities or libraries.

(f) There shall be a limit of thirty Associates in Category B at any one time.

(iv) Any Fellow or officer of the Middle Common Room may nominate a person as an Associate. The Dean of Graduates and the President of the Middle Common Room shall review the nominations and shall agree on those to be selected as Associates. In making their selection they shall seek the advice of the Graduate Officer and the Treasurer of the Middle Common Room.

(v) The Dean of Graduates and the President of the Middle Common Room shall report to the Graduate Committee the names of those selected as Associates.

(vi) Associates must be re-nominated at the beginning of each academic year if they wish to continue as Associates, and no one shall continue as an Associate for more than five years.

(vii) A person’s status as an Associate may be terminated at any time by a decision of the Dean of Graduates and the President of the Middle Common Room or by the Governing Body.

(viii) Associates shall be charged subscriptions payable to the Middle Common Room at rates agreed by the Governing Body.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COLLEGE
[Statute 1.2(d)]

12. (a) Any person who was a Junior Member and who is a member of the Convocation of the University and any person who has been Warden or a Fellow (but not a Visiting Research Fellow) shall be a Life Member of the College.
(b) Life Members shall have in virtue of that status only such rights or privileges as the Governing Body may from time to time decide. Bylaw X.6(c) provides for the dining-rights of certain Life Members.
VI. ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLLEGE

PART I: RELATING TO THE BUILDINGS AND AMENITIES OF THE COLLEGE

PART Ia

THE CHAPEL

1. (a) Divine Service according to the Use of the Church of England shall be performed daily in the College Chapel as provided in the Universities Test Act 1871 at least during the College Terms.

(ii) Subject to Bylaw VI.1(b)(ii) below, when Evensong is said or sung on a Sunday a Latin prayer in commemoration of the Founder and Benefactors shall be said at the end of the service in the form which has been used hitherto.

(iii) The public shall be admitted to Services performed in the College Chapel under paragraph (i) above unless the Governing Body shall determine otherwise.

(b) (i) There shall be two Commemoration Services in the Chapel, one on the third Sunday of Michaelmas Full Term in memory of Bishop Rede and of John Wyliot, the Founder of the Postmasterships, and other Benefactors; and the other on Shrove Tuesday in memory of the Founder and other Benefactors.

(ii) The forms of service for the Commemorations provided in paragraph (i) shall be as they have been hitherto and shall include a recitation of the names of deceased Benefactors of the College from the list included in these Bylaws as Appendix A; and no name shall be added to this list except by resolution of the Governing Body.

2. It shall not be permitted to access the Chapel Tower except by special arrangement with the Chaplain and the Domestic Bursar and subject to such conditions as they may impose.

THE FELLOWS’ GARDEN

3. (a) Except as otherwise permitted from time to time by the Governing Body and subject to Bylaw VI.3(b) below no one who is not a member or employee of the College shall be admitted to the Fellows’ Garden.

(b) Those permitted to use the Fellows’ Garden may be accompanied by guests.
(c) Notices forbidding access by strangers to the Fellows’ Garden shall be posted at all its entrances.

(d) Junior Members shall not introduce refreshments other than bottled water into the Fellows’ Garden except

(i) in accordance with rules made from time to time by the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee for garden parties and other events in the garden or

(ii) as permitted by the Governing Body in approving arrangements for a Ball organised by the Junior and Middle Common Rooms.

(e) Junior Members shall not play games in the Fellows’ Garden except as permitted by the Governing Body in approving arrangements for a Ball organised by the Junior and Middle Common Rooms.

THE LIBRARY

4.

(a) The Library shall be open to members and Officers of the College at such hours as the Librarian with the approval of the Library and Archives Committee shall appoint.

(b) The Librarian with the approval of the Library and Archives Committee shall make Regulations for the Library which shall be published to Fellows, Officers and Junior Members of the College and (so far as they may be affected) visitors.

PART Ib

ANIMALS

5.

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) it shall not be permitted for members or employees of the College or any visitor to keep any animal (including any bird, fish or insect) in the College or to introduce any animal into any part of the College.

---

1 By resolution of the Governing Body of 11 January 2023, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Bylaw VI.5, the following shall have effect ad experimentum until the end of the Governing Body’s Stated General Meeting in 9th Week of Trinity Term 2023: 1. If a member of the Governing Body or a member of the College staff has an office in College which they do not share, they may take a single dog into that office but into no other room except the Fellows’ post-room, upon the following conditions: (a) they must not leave the dog unattended in their office for any period longer than a lunch-break; (b) they must not bring the dog into their office during tutorials, supervisions, or meetings; (c) they must take responsibility for ensuring that the dog does not cause any disturbance to those in neighbouring rooms; (d) they must take responsibility for cleaning and removing any dog-hair in their room and may be liable for the cost of professional cleaning if the Domestic Bursar determines that this is necessary; (e) they must keep the dog on a lead and under close control at all times when it is not in their office; (f) they must not exercise the dog in College or take it or allow it to go on to any lawn or flower-bed in College; (g) they must take responsibility for cleaning up and disposing safely of any mess made by the dog in College. 2. The Acting Warden (in the case of a Fellow) or the Domestic Bursar (in the case of a member of the College staff) shall have the power to ban a dog from the College if any of the conditions set out in paragraph 1 are breached.
Paragraph (a) does not apply to any animal which is required to provide assistance to any person with a disability.

Written permission may be given in advance by the Domestic Bursar to allow some animal or animals onto the College playing-fields for short periods of time, and the permission shall specify the animal(s) and the period(s) to which it applies.

A dog owned by a Fellow who is not resident in the College may as a matter of convenience be brought into the College occasionally and for a short period of time provided that the dog is not permitted into the Fellows’ Garden or onto any lawn or into any room in College except the Fellows’ post-room.

Any dog brought into the College pursuant to this Bylaw must be kept on a lead and under close control.

**BELLS AND FLAGS**

6.

(a) Flags shall be flown on the College Gatehouse on such occasions as may be directed by the Governing Body or any person delegated by the Governing Body to give such directions.

(b) The College bells shall be rung to mark such national and local occasions as may be directed by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Chaplain and the Domestic Bursar.

(c) The College bells shall be rung on occasions related to religious observances as may be directed by the Chaplain.

**COLLEGE KEY**

7.

(a) All members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to be provided with means of accessing all the Common Rooms and all the common parts of the College, and of opening all the gates (other than the Front Gate) of the College.

(b) Other Fellows and members of the College, employees and temporary residents shall be provided with means of accessing such parts of the College of opening such gates of the College as the Domestic Bursar may determine.

(c) All persons who are issued with keys, fobs and other means of access shall be under an obligation to take care of them, not to lend them, copy them or allow them to fall into unauthorised hands and to report their loss to the Domestic Bursar or the Head Porter.

(d) When the reason for which means of access or of opening gates has been given to any person ceases to exist, the Warden or the Domestic
Bursar shall require any key to be returned and shall terminate any other form of access unless the Governing Body resolve to the contrary.

**TRASHING**

8. No member of the College shall within any College building or within 100 yards of any College building or in the Fellows’ Garden or any College garden or quadrangle throw, pour, spray, apply or use any thing or substance in a way which is intended, or is likely, (a) to cause injury to any person, or (b) to cause damage to, or defacement or destruction of, any property (whether or not with the consent of the owner of that property), or (c) to cause litter.
PART II: ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

THE ACADEMIC OFFICE

9. (a) There shall be an Academic Office which shall be under the supervision of the Senior Tutor. Amongst its other duties, the Academic Office shall assist Fellows in the execution of their duties relating to the College's undergraduates and graduates including and not limited to:

(i) co-ordinating the academic elements of student induction, including meetings with undergraduates and college advisees;

(ii) supporting the tracking and monitoring of students’ academic progress, including student options, collections, exam entries and end of term reports;

(iii) organising, together with the Domestic Bursary, Schools Dinners pursuant to Bylaw X.12;

(iv) offering administrative support for the admissions process.

(b) Any question of priority of duties shall be decided by the Senior Tutor in the first instance.

(c) Where capacity allows, the Academic Office Assistant may offer ad-hoc administrative support to Fellows who are members of the Governing Body in respect of their research. Any question of priority shall be decided by the Senior Tutor who shall refer burdensome requests to the Research Committee.

THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

10. (a) There shall be a Development Office which shall be under the supervision of the Development Director.

(b) The functions of the Development Office shall be:

(i) to co-ordinate activities relating to old members of the College, including the publication of Postmaster and the Donor Report and Newsletter;

(ii) to compile and preserve database records of members of the College;

(iii) to administer the College's fund-raising activities in so far as these are not undertaken by some other agency;

(iv) to undertake such other activities as may from time to time be assigned to it by the Development and Alumni Relations Committee.
PART III: RELATING TO TEACHING AND RESEARCH

TEACHING STINT

11. (a) Nothing in this Bylaw applies to the Senior Tutor.

(b) A Tutor who gives tuition for another college, and who has not carried out the nominal teaching load for the College for that term, shall transfer earnings for this tuition to the College.

(c) If the tutorial hours of a Tutor holding a joint appointment with the University or a Fixed-Term Tutor or a Fitzjames Early Career Researcher when averaged over the academic year exceed the stint stipulated in that person’s contract of employment that person shall be permitted to make external arrangements for the surplus tuition, the cost being borne by the College.

(d) Tutors and Lecturers who delegate any part of their duties shall provide the Warden and Tutors' Committee once a term with a statement of the amount and kinds of tuition which they have found it necessary to delegate by way of exchange or otherwise.

(e) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee may vary the teaching duties of any Tutor in accordance with any Variation of Duties Agreement made by the College with any University Faculty or Department and the Tutor concerned.

(f)  
  (i) A Sub-Warden who is a Tutor and holds the substantive post of CUF Lecturer, University Lecturer or Associate Professor shall be permitted to remit up to 4 hours’ teaching per week from College stint for the duration of office.

  (ii) A Dean of Graduates who is a Tutor and holds the substantive post of CUF Lecturer, University Lecturer or Associate Professor shall be permitted to remit up to 2 hours’ teaching per week from College stint for the duration of office.

  (iii) A Principal of the Postmasters who is a Tutor and holds the substantive post of CUF Lecturer, University Lecturer or Associate Professor shall be permitted to remit such number of hours’ teaching from College stint as the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall decide in any year in the event that there occurs a major issue with which the Principal of the Postmasters is required to deal.

  (iv) A Secretary of the Harmsworth Trust who is a Tutor and holds the substantive post of CUF Lecturer, University Lecturer or Associate Professor shall be permitted to remit up to 2 hours’ teaching per week from College stint for the duration of office.
(v) The College shall provide funds at the Standard Tuition Rates published by the Senior Tutors’ Committee to cover remission of teaching in whatever form is agreed to be appropriate by the Governing Body.

(vi)

(a) Any other Fellow who is Sub-Warden, Dean of Graduates, Principal of the Postmasters or Secretary of the Harmsworth Trust shall be permitted to request a buy-out of University responsibilities (or in the case of the Principal of the Postmasters for the period decided by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee) at a cost to the College in respect of each Officer which is comparable to the cost of the teaching-remission provided for that Officer in paragraphs (i) to (v) above.

(b) In the case of Tutors to whom paragraphs (i) to (v) apply, any buy-out under paragraph (vi)(a) shall be as an alternative (which may be partial) to remission of teaching from College stint.

TEACHING ROOMS

11. A

(a)

(i) A Tutor shall have the right to a suitable teaching-room in College as assigned under Bylaw VII.13(e) whether or not that Tutor also lives in College.

(ii) A Tutor who is on leave shall retain the right to the use of this teaching-room for research purposes during such time as that Tutor shall continue to be working predominantly in Oxford.

(iii) A Tutor on leave who will not be working in Oxford for two or more terms but wishes to retain the use of the teaching-room assigned for that Tutor’s use shall submit a case to the Domestic Committee on being granted leave. The Domestic Committee shall consider both the Tutor’s needs and the needs of the College and shall make a recommendation accordingly to the Governing Body.

(b) Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Stipendiary Lecturers (including Junior Research Fellows who are Stipendiary Lecturers) shall have the right to a shared teaching room in College as assigned under Bylaw VII.13(e).

(c) Fellows who are not Tutors, Fitzjames Early Career Researchers or Stipendiary Lecturers shall not normally have the right to a teaching room.
EMERITUS FELLOWS’ ROOM

12. (a) The College shall maintain a room for the use of Emeritus Fellows active in research and scholarly publication who have no office space elsewhere in the University.

(b) Any Emeritus Fellow wishing to use the room shall apply in writing to the Research Committee with a research proposal and list of recent publications.

(c) Use of the room shall be granted for three years in the first instance, renewable for successive periods of two years on application in writing to the Research Committee at the expiry of each period with a research proposal and a list of recent publications.

VISITING SCHOLARS

13. (a) The Governing Body may appoint Visiting Scholars, on the recommendation of the Research Committee, to work in Oxford with a member of the Governing Body for a specified period of up to 6 months on a specified research project. Such persons shall not be resident Members of the University.

(b) In any academic year, accommodation shall be provided for Visiting Scholars for up to four consecutive or non-consecutive weeks at no charge, and may be available at a market rent for periods in excess of four weeks.

(c) Visiting Scholars shall be made Full Members of Common Room for the duration of their appointment.

FITZJAMES EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS

14. (a) (i) The Governing Body may appoint scholars at an early stage in an academic career to teach and to undertake research as the College’s employees during a fixed period of appointment which shall not be renewable. Such scholars shall be paid a stipend in respect thereof determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

(ii) Such scholars shall be known as “Fitzjames Early Career Researchers” and references in the Bylaws to “Fitzjames Early Career Researchers” are references to persons appointed specifically under this Bylaw.

(b) Fitzjames Early Career Researchers shall be appointed on the recommendation of an ad hoc committee consisting of the Warden, who
shall chair the committee, the Senior Tutor, who shall convene the committee, a Tutor in the relevant subject, and two other Fellows, with an outside adviser from the relevant Department or Faculty. The Tutor, the two other Fellows, and the outside adviser shall be appointed by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(c) Fitzjames Early Career Researchers shall be elected to Fellowships which they shall hold during their appointment in accordance with Bylaws III.6(b), III.8 and III.15.

(d) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher shall be required to pursue either the research proposed when applying for appointment or such other proposal for research as may be approved by the Governing Body.

(e) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher shall:

(i) provide tutorial teaching up to an average of six hours per week in each week of Full Term within the range of subjects specified in the Further Particulars of the appointment;

(ii) share in the organisation and administration of the undergraduate schools or schools specified in the Further Particulars of the appointment, including admission procedures.

(f) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher:

(i) may, with the permission of the College, undertake a limited amount of University lecturing;

(ii) shall not, except with the written permission of the College, participate in University examining, nor teach for another college (except on an exchange basis within the Merton stint), nor hold any other employment.

(g) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.29(d)(ii)(c) a report on their research activity.

(h) Bylaws VI.11A, VI.17, and VI.25 provide for the allocation of rooms in College to Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and for certain allowances.

(i) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher shall be required to reside during Full Term within 25 miles of Oxford, unless the Governing Body determines otherwise.

(j) A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher who wishes to resign the appointment shall be required to provide at least three months’ notice, to include one complete Full Term.
15. EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS

(a) The Governing Body may appoint researchers at an early stage of their career to undertake research as the College’s employees during a fixed period of appointment which shall not be renewable ("Early Career Researchers") and such Early Career Researchers shall be paid a stipend in respect thereof determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

(ii) References in the Bylaws to “Early Career Researchers” are references to persons specifically appointed under this Bylaw.

(b) Early Career Researchers shall be appointed on the recommendation of a selection panel constituted as follows:

(i) The Governing Body shall elect annually on the nomination of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee an appropriate number of Fellows according to the subjects in which Early Career Researchers are to be appointed in that year’s competition. These Fellows with the Warden and the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust shall be constituted as one or more selection panels.

(ii) If no suitable Fellow is available, the Governing Body may on the nomination of the Fellowships and Appointments Committee appoint a scholar of appropriate standing from outside the College.

(iii) The Warden shall chair the selection panels and the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust shall be their Convenor and shall convene the selection panels as often as may be necessary to ensure the efficient management of the selection process.

(iv) The selection panels shall recommend to the Governing Body the names of the candidates whom they consider most fit to be appointed as Early Career Researchers.

(c) An Early Career Researcher shall be required to pursue either the research proposed when applying for appointment or such other proposal for research as may be approved by the Governing Body.

(d) Early Career Researchers shall be elected to Fellowships which they shall hold during their appointment in accordance with Bylaws III.6(c), III.9 and III.15.

(e) An Early Career Researcher:

(i) may undertake not more than six hours' teaching a week, and, in doing so, shall give priority to the teaching needs of the College;

(ii) may with the permission of the Governing Body, undertake a limited amount of University lecturing;
(iii) shall not, except with the written permission of the Governing Body, participate in University examining, nor hold a stipendiary lecturership at another college, nor hold any other employment.

(f) No person shall be appointed as an Early Career Researcher under this Bylaw who would at the commencement of their appointment have accumulated more than two years of full-time study or research, excluding periods of professional training, since the award of a doctorate.

(g) No person shall normally be appointed as an Early Career Researcher who has already held a comparable appointment at a college in the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge.

(h) An Early Career Researcher shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.29(d)(ii)(c) a report on their research activity.

(i) Bylaw VI.17 provides for the allocation of rooms in College to Early Career Researchers and for certain allowances.

(j) An Early Career Researcher shall be required to reside during full term within 25 miles of Oxford unless the Governing Body determines otherwise.
16.  
(a)  
(i) Pursuant to Statute 5.3(c) an Official Fellow who is a Tutor, the Senior Tutor, a College Lecturer, a Librarian, the Chaplain, or a Bursar shall be entitled to live in College free of charge in such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose.  
(ii) An Official Fellow entitled under Statute 5.3(c) who lives in College shall receive a Residence Allowance determined by the Governing Body from time to time except that an Official Fellow holding a fixed-term Tutorship of five years’ duration or less shall receive no Residence Allowance.  
(b)  
(i) A Bursar shall be entitled to live in College and shall occupy such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose free of rent. A Bursar who lives in College shall receive a Residence Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.  
(ii) A Domestic Bursar shall occupy a Tutor’s House (as defined by Bylaw VI.18) if instructed by the College to do so. A Domestic Bursar’s occupancy in such a case shall be governed by Bylaw VI.18.  
(iii) A Bursar who lives out of College but not in a College house shall receive an External Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.  
(c)  
(i) Pursuant to Bylaw IV.5(f) the Chaplain shall live in accommodation assigned for the purpose by the College.  
(ii) A Chaplain who is assigned accommodation in College shall occupy that accommodation free of rent and shall receive a Residence Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.  
(iii) A Chaplain who is assigned a College house shall occupy it free of rent and shall receive an Internal Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body but shall be personally responsible for the cost of internal decorations.  
(d)  
(i) The Librarian shall be entitled to live in College and shall occupy such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose free of rent. A Librarian who lives in College shall receive a Residence Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.
(ii) A Librarian who lives in a College house shall do so free of rent and shall receive an Internal Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body but shall be personally responsible for the cost of internal decorations.

(iii) A Librarian who lives out of College but not in a College house shall receive an External Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(e)

(i) The Senior Tutor shall be entitled to live in College and shall occupy such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose free of rent. A Senior Tutor who lives in College shall receive a Residence Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(ii) A Senior Tutor who lives in a College house shall do so free of rent and shall receive an Internal Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body but shall be personally responsible for the cost of internal decorations.

(iii) A Senior Tutor who lives out of College but not in a College house shall receive an External Household Allowance determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(f)

(i) A Tutor entitled under Bylaw VI.18 who lives in a College house shall do so free of rent and shall receive an Internal Household Allowance determined by the Governing Body from time to time but shall be responsible for the cost of internal decorations.

(ii) A Tutor who lives out of College but not in a College house shall receive an External Household Allowance determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

FITZJAMES EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS AND EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS

17. A Fitzjames Early Career Researcher or Early Career Researcher who wishes to live in College accommodation shall occupy such accommodation as may be assigned for the purpose and shall be charged for it such amount as the Governing Body may determine from time to time.

TUTORS’ HOUSES

[Statute 5.3(a), (b), 5.4]

18. 

(a) Certain houses in Oxford shall be deemed Tutors’ Houses.

(b) A list of Tutors’ Houses shall be maintained by the Estates Bursar and kept under review by the Finance Committee, which shall propose to the Governing Body any changes to the composition of the list.
(c) The occupancy of a Tutor’s House which becomes vacant shall normally be offered by the Domestic Committee to Fellows of the College who are Tutors (including the Senior Tutor but excluding Tutors who hold a fixed-term Tutorship of five years’ duration or less) or (subject to paragraph below) Domestic Bursars in order of their seniority as Fellows; provided that the Governing Body may assign the occupancy of a Tutor’s House otherwise if the interests of the College so require.

(d) A Domestic Bursar should not normally be allocated one of the Tutors' Houses although it may be in the College's interest to allocate a Tutor’s House to a Domestic Bursar and to direct the Domestic Bursar to live in it.

(e) If on the first allocation of a house to a Tutor or Domestic Bursar it is clear that it is not really suitable for that person’s needs, but is all that is available, it shall be stated at the time that when the Tutor or Domestic Bursar is allocated a more suitable house, be it smaller or larger, the College shall bear some of the cost of moving, including a grant towards decorating, carpets and curtains.

(f) A Tutor or Domestic Bursar who has been allocated a Tutor's House and has been directed to live in it shall not:

(i) sublet it in whole or in part;

(ii) take in lodgers or paying guests; or

(iii) engage in holiday swaps and the like without the complete knowledge and permission of the College.

(g) Any Tutor or Domestic Bursar occupying a Tutor's House shall be required to relinquish occupancy thereof upon ceasing to be a Tutor or Domestic Bursar; and any permitted cohabitants of a Tutor or Domestic Bursar who dies in occupation of a Tutor’s House shall be required to relinquish their occupancy upon that Tutor’s or Domestic Bursar’s death.

(h) If a Tutor's House becomes vacant and no Tutor or Domestic Bursar wishes to occupy it that Tutor’s House shall where practical be used for College purposes; if such use is not practical that Tutor’s House shall be offered to let to Fellows of the College on a tenancy of not more than five years at a fair market rent, the tenant to pay the cost of normal tenant's repairs, with a 50% abatement of rent in the first two years to compensate for the cost of moving and for the agreement limiting the tenancy to five years.

(i) Tutors or Domestic Bursars who are occupants of any of the Tutors’ Houses shall be responsible at their own expense for:

(i) council tax;

(ii) metered supplies of gas, electricity and water;
(iii) television, telephone and data communication systems;

(iv) burglar alarms, entry phones, doorbells, door furniture and ironmongery, door and window locks and security systems;

(v) cleaning and repair of window panes and glazing;

(vi) clearing gutters, downpipes and drains and chimney sweeping;

(vii) maintenance of gardens (other than tree felling and surgery);

(viii) painting and decorating interior walls and woodwork;

(ix) maintenance of and minor repairs to central heating boilers, pumps, valves and other components;

(x) loose furniture, furnishings and floor coverings, and fixtures including kitchen and sanitary fixtures and components (including stop cocks, ball valves and tap washers), fires, fireplaces, curtain rails, bookshelves, light fittings, window boxes, window sash cords and tile, wood, linoleum or other fixed floor coverings; and

(xi) any repairs arising from the occupant's negligence, or not otherwise specified as the College's responsibility.

(j) The College, at its own discretion and expense, shall maintain and repair the structure and fabric of Tutors' Houses, including: roof timbers, felting and tiles; chimney pots, linings and stacks; gutters, downpipes, and drains; door frames and window frames; brick and stonework (including boundary walls) and major repairs to plasterwork and partitions; structural timberwork, including floors, ceilings and staircases; foundations and solid floors; installation of and major repairs to gas, electricity and water supplies and boilers and central heating systems; painting and decorating external walls, window and door frames, and ironmongery.

(k) Unless agreed otherwise with the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, no compensation shall be paid by the College to a Tutor or Domestic Bursar for fixtures, fittings and improvements carried out to the property at the Tutor's or Domestic Bursar's expense. When vacating the property, the Tutor or Domestic Bursar must either leave all such fixtures, fittings and improvements in good working order or remove them and make good, so as to leave the property in a good clean and tenantable condition. The Estates Bursar and Land Agent shall refer any matter of dispute to the Finance Committee.

**STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS TO COLLEGE PROPERTY**

19. No structural alteration may be made to any College property without the College's prior consent.
SHORT-TERM AND OTHER INITIAL ACCOMMODATION

20. (a) Certain accommodation in Oxford shall be deemed Short-Term Accommodation.

(b) A list of Short-Term Accommodation shall be maintained by the Estates Bursar and kept under review by the Finance Committee, which shall propose to the Governing Body any changes to the composition of the list.

(c) The occupancy for up to five years of any vacant Short-term Accommodation shall normally be offered by the Domestic Committee to the following coming from outside Oxford to take up a post at the College in virtue of which they are elected to Fellowship:

(i) Tutors (including the Senior Tutor, but excluding fixed-term Tutors whose Tutorship is of five years’ duration or less);

(ii) Bursars;

(iii) Librarian(s).

(d) The Finance Committee may offer accommodation that is not on the list of Tutors’ Houses nor Short-Term Accommodation (and that might otherwise be offered as couples’ accommodation to a Fitzjames Early Career Researcher, an Early Career Researcher, Visiting Scholar or Junior Member) to a Tutor or Domestic Bursar within twelve months of admission as a Fellow of the College, on condition that the accommodation must be vacated within five years of the date it is first occupied by the Tutor or Domestic Bursar. Not more than five houses or flats shall be occupied at any one time for this purpose.

(e) Occupancy of accommodation provided under this Bylaw shall be governed by terms applicable to occupancy of Tutors’ Houses as set out in paragraphs (f), (g), (i), (j) and (k) of Bylaw VI.18 above.

VACATING COLLEGE ACCOMMODATION

21. (a) A Warden or Fellow who resides in College accommodation shall normally be required to vacate that accommodation by 1 August of the last academic year of the relevant appointment. The same date applies to vacating a College room used for teaching, or for any other purpose.

(b) A Lecturer or other College Officer not being a Fellow who has the use of a College room, or set, either for teaching purposes or for residence, shall normally be required to vacate the room or set by the end of the last Term of the relevant appointment. In this paragraph “term” refers to University Terms and not Full Terms.
RETIREMENT ACCOMMODATION

22. (a) If a Warden, Tutor or Bursar appointed before 1st January 1990 (hereinafter called "the Qualifying Tutor") (1) retires from the College at an age of not less than 65 years (or earlier by agreement with the College) with in any event over 20 years of service, (2) has lived in College or in a College house for at least 20 of those years, and (3) has not borrowed money from the College under the terms of the former Bylaw 14 (which applied to 10 February 1988), then the College shall provide him with a tenancy of a house or flat for his retirement upon the College's then standard terms (hereinafter called "the Tenancy Agreement"). As a concession the College will not charge the full open market rent for a freehold tenancy but a reasonable rent taking into account length of service and any other factors the College considers relevant. The Qualifying Tutor shall pay all outgoings and be responsible for repairs under the Tenancy Agreement. The rent shall be reviewable at the discretion of the Finance Committee who shall have regard to all the relevant circumstances. The term "Qualifying Tutor" shall also include a Qualifying Tutor's widow (where married before retirement) until her remarriage, and his children who have not reached majority. If a Qualifying Tutor shall marry after retirement then his widow may take over the tenancy for her lifetime or until earlier remarriage but at the full open market rent for a freehold tenancy to be determined by the College. The College reserves the right to review all these arrangements should there be a material change in the status or circumstances of any widow or dependant of a Qualifying Tutor.

(b) A Qualifying Tutor wishing to take advantage of this Bylaw is required to apply to the Finance Committee not earlier than 10 years nor later than 5 years before the legal date of his retirement, so that the Finance Committee can allocate a suitable property. Any such allocation by the Finance Committee is subject to final confirmation by the Governing Body. No College house or flat in central Oxford (in Holywell Street, Kybald Street, Manor Place, Manor Road, Mansfield Road, Merton Street, Rose Lane or St Cross Road, including any Tutor's House under Bylaw VI.18) may be allocated as retirement home except in exceptional circumstances in the sole discretion of the College. If a Qualifying Tutor moves into a retirement home before retirement, he shall occupy it under the terms of Bylaw VI.22(a), but the house or flat shall not be designated a Tutor's house under Bylaw VI.18.

(c) Unless the Governing Body shall have agreed otherwise prior to a Qualifying Tutor's retirement, a Qualifying Tutor must on retirement take occupation of accommodation provided under this Bylaw.
PART V: FINANCIAL PROVISIONS (INCLUDING ACCOUNTS, EXPENDITURE, EXPENSES, ALLOWANCES, &c.)

ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS TO BE KEPT

[Statute 8.5]

23.

(a) Pursuant to Statute 8.5, the Governing Body shall cause appropriate accounting records to be kept, in which shall be shown:

(i) all receipts and payments;

(ii) all debts and liabilities; and

(iii) a detailed statement of all property of every kind held by or in trust for the College.

(b) The records shall include:

(i) A Register of all the property of the College, showing the description, situation, amount, rental or other annual value of every property; the fixed charges on it (if any); and the case of stocks or other securities the names in which and the accounts to which the same are standing;

(ii) a Roll of rents, rent-charges, dividends, and other annual income, showing the amounts receivable and those actually received during the year, and the arrears (if any) at the beginning and the close of the accounts; and

(iii) such other books as may be necessary or convenient for regularly recording all such receipts and payments and other things as aforesaid, and for enabling the several accounts to be checked and balanced, and the correctness of the published accounts to be ascertained and verified.

(c) Separate accounts shall be kept of all property held in trust for any purpose other than the general purposes of the College, and of receipts and payments in respect of such property.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Bursars to present annually to the College, and of the Auditors to certify, a clear statement of the income and expenditure of the College, of the disposable surplus (if any), and of the proposed appropriation of it, together with a statement of the outstanding liabilities, specifying the terms within which loans raised under the borrowing powers of the College are to be paid off. This statement shall include trust accounts, as well as the general accounts of the College.
BUDGETED AND UNBUDGETED EXPENDITURE

24. (a) Subject to Bylaw VI.24(b) below where the Budget approved by the Governing Body for the current financial year contains (i) specific provision for an individual item or (ii) specific provision for a class of expenditure the responsible College Officer or Board has authority to incur expenditure up to the limit of the budgeted provision.

(b) Where any item of proposed expenditure is within a class of expenditure specifically provided for in the Budget:

(i) if the cost of that item is £25,000 or more but less than £100,000 it shall require the approval of the Finance Bursar;

(ii) if the cost of that item is £100,000 or more but less than £500,000 it shall require the approval of the Finance Committee;

(iii) if the cost of that item is £500,000 or more it shall require the approval of the Governing Body.

(c) Where proposed expenditure is not provided for in the approved Budget the provisions of Bylaw VII.23(f) apply.

ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES

25. (a) The following shall receive entertainment allowances to be determined by the Governing Body from time to time:

(i) the Chaplain;

(ii) the Dean of Graduates;

(iii) Fitzjames Early Career Researchers;

(iv) the Librarian;

(v) the Tutors.

(b) An entertainment allowance to which a person may be entitled in one capacity shall be paid in addition to any entertainment allowance to which that person may be entitled in any other capacity.

(c) The cost of entertainment organised by the Chaplain in connection with his or her duties shall, subject to consultation with the Finance Bursar, be charged to Domus.

MEDICAL INSURANCE

26. (a) The Finance Bursar shall arrange for the College to take out appropriate
medical insurance on behalf of all members of the Governing Body, Fitzjames Early Career Researchers, and Early Career Researchers, together with their spouses, civil partners, cohabiting partners, and such of their dependants as may be under the age of 21 years.

(b)
(i) In the case of members of the Governing Body who retire and who were elected with effect from a date not later than 31st October 2007, the subscription shall be continued for their lives and the lives of their spouses, civil partners, or cohabiting partners.

(ii) In the case of members of the Governing Body who retire and who were elected with effect from a date after October 31st 2007 the subscription shall be continued for their own lives only.

(c) In the case of the death in service of a member of the Governing Body whose appointment would normally have continued to retirement, and who was elected as Warden or to a Fellowship with effect from October 31st 2007 or earlier, the subscription shall be continued for the life of that member’s spouse, civil partner, or cohabiting partner.

**JOINT EQUITY SCHEME AND MORTGAGE LOANS**

27. (a)

(i) The College may establish a joint equity scheme (“the Scheme”) through which it may at its absolute discretion assist any eligible College Officer to buy a property in Oxford or within 25 miles of Oxford in which to reside.

(ii) The eligible College Officers are Tutors, Bursars, Librarians, and other permanent, full-time College Officers who are members of the Governing Body.

(iii) The College may decline any application to join the Scheme from a College Officer who has already received a loan on mortgage under any College Bylaw which has been suspended or repealed.

(iv) Subject to the provisions of this Bylaw, the terms of the Scheme shall be as approved from time to time by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances (after consultation with the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee). The terms as approved from time to time shall be Appendix D to these Bylaws.

(v) It shall be permissible for the College Officer’s spouse or partner to be a co-owner of the Property and for a proportion of the College Officer’s beneficial interest to be assigned to a spouse or partner on marriage, remarriage, co-habitation, or entry into a civil partnership.
(b) A College Officer must take all reasonable steps to obtain a loan from a commercial lender before applying to the College to join the Scheme.

(c)  
(i) The College’s initial contribution under the Scheme shall be limited to 50% of the value of the property or £500,000, whichever is the smaller.

(ii) The initial valuation and any subsequent valuation shall be made by an agent appointed by the College but acting independently of the College and of the College Officer.

(iii) Legal and professional costs incurred on acquisition or sale or as a result of any modification to the property shall be met by the College and the College Officer in shares proportionate to their respective shares in the equity of the property.

(iv) Stamp Duty Land Tax due in respect of the purchase of the property or in respect of the College Officer’s acquisition (whether by purchase or otherwise) of a greater interest in the property shall be paid by the College Officer.

(d) Eligibility to participate in the Scheme shall terminate:

(i) if a person ceases to be an eligible College Officer for any reason whatsoever, whether voluntarily or involuntarily (including death, retirement, resignation, dismissal or redundancy);

(ii) in such other circumstances as may be provided by the terms of the Scheme.

(e) The College Officer:

(i) shall be responsible for all costs of taxation, insurance, repairs, and maintenance of the property;

(ii) shall insure the property for its full value and ensure that the College’s interest is noted on the policy;

(iii) shall not make any improvement to the property without the prior written consent of the College;

(iv) shall not without the prior written consent of the College, which the College shall have absolute discretion to refuse or to give on such terms as it considers appropriate in the circumstances, grant any tenancy of the property or permit any adult who is not a co-owner to reside in the property.

(f) Any College Officer who is participating in the Scheme shall thereby be disqualified from occupying a Tutor’s House under the terms of Bylaw VI.18.
(g) The terms of loans on mortgage made under any former Bylaw shall continue to apply to those loans.

**POSTAL AND TELEPHONE EXPENSES**

28. The cost of postage of letters sent upon the business of the College or the University by the Warden or any Fellow or College Officer shall be charged to the College.

**RELOCATION ALLOWANCES**

29. (a) Subject to the provisions of Bylaw VI.29(c) below, the College shall pay to those newly appointed to joint University and College posts that proportion of the Relocation Allowance payable under the terms of the University relocation allowance scheme which the College share of the stipend bears to the total joint stipend.

(b) Subject to the provisions of Bylaw VI.29(c) below, the College may pay, at its discretion, to newly appointed Fellows employed only by the College a Relocation Allowance, such allowance to be determined in each case by the Finance Committee in accord with the principles and practice of the University relocation allowance scheme.

(c) (i) The College shall pay no Relocation Allowance to those whose appointments are not expected to exceed three years in duration.

(ii) The College shall not reimburse professional fees to those purchasing their own property who have occupied a College house or have been otherwise accommodated by the College for a period exceeding 12 months from the date of appointment.

**RESEARCH EXPENSES**

30. (a) The College shall meet the cost of qualifying research expenses incurred by any individual member of the Governing Body, and (whether or not they are members of the Governing Body) any Tutor, Fitzjames Early Career Researcher, and Early Career Researcher up to a limit of £3,800 in any academic year. To the extent that expenses met by the College in any academic year fall short of £3,800 in any individual case the balance may be rolled over to the immediately ensuing academic year only.

(b) Qualifying research expenses are costs incurred by any individual member of the Governing Body or (whether or not they are members of
the Governing Body) any Tutor, Fitzjames Early Career Researcher or Early Career Researcher wholly, exclusively and necessarily in the furtherment of the College’s objects by research in respect of:

(i) Travel, accommodation and subsistence, and accompanying childcare provision;

(ii) research collaboration;

(iii) computers;

(iv) research assistance;

(v) publication costs;

(vi) books and other publications; and

(vii) subscriptions to learned societies.

(c) Travel, Accommodation and Subsistence.

(i) Applications for reimbursement of travel, accommodation and subsistence expenses should be submitted in writing to the Finance Bursar using the standard application form, including the following information:

(a) a brief outline of the academic reasons for the request;

(b) the title of the conference and conference paper, where applicable;

(c) a budget for the conference attendance or project concerned; and

(d) a note of any other sources to which application for funds has been made.

(ii) Applications for sums over £1,000, or where eligibility may be in doubt, should be submitted in advance.

(iii) Expenses will be met for the following purposes:

(a) Attendance at conferences;

(b) visits to libraries, archives, university faculties, laboratories or other sites for purposes directly connected with research;

(c) meetings with research collaborators, including costs of bringing academic visitors to Oxford.
(iv) Expenses will be reimbursed only on provision of receipts. Air travel and hotel receipts for travel by Fellows must be in the name of the Fellow.

(v) Expenses must be reasonable and proportionate. In particular, costs of premium rate air and rail travel will not be met except in the following cases: (a) a journey by air taking more than five hours (for which the cost of a premium economy ticket will be regarded as legitimate) and (b) a journey by train either timetabled to take more than 90 minutes or between Oxford and London in either direction (for all of which the cost of a first-class ticket will be regarded as legitimate). Car mileage will be reimbursed at prevailing HM Revenue & Customs tax-free limits.

(d) *Computer Equipment.*

(i) Written application should be made to the Finance Bursar for provision of computer equipment.

(ii) Personal computers with a life of three years, with associated printers and other peripherals (including tablets) and software will be bought for a Fellow by the College provided that any computer so purchased is for the Fellow’s personal use.

(iii) Any computer may be replaced after three years have elapsed since the date of its purchase, or earlier if it has failed and cannot be repaired. The College shall be responsible at its own expense for repairing and maintaining computers supplied to Fellows until they are replaced.

(iv) Any computer purchased under this Bylaw must be returned to the College if it was provided to a Fellow two years or fewer before demitting from Fellowship, or the Fellow may agree to purchase it at two-thirds of the cost if acquired in the Fellow’s final year and one-third of the cost if acquired in the penultimate year of Fellowship.

(e) *Research assistance.*

(i) Applications for reimbursement of the costs of research assistance, including proofreading and indexing, should be submitted in writing to the Finance Bursar.

(ii) Applications for sums over £500, or where eligibility may be in doubt, or where the College would act as the employer of a research assistant, should be submitted in advance.

(f) *Publication Costs.*

(i) Applications for reimbursement of publication costs should be submitted in writing to the Finance Bursar.
(ii) Applications for sums over £500, or where eligibility may be in doubt, should be submitted in advance.

(iii) Expenses will be met for the following purposes:

(a) preparation of drawings or other graphic and photographic work required for research and publication, including permission fees for reproductions;

(b) charges for the creation and maintenance of research websites;

(c) page charges and other payments to publishers.

(g) Books and other publications, Subscriptions.

(i) Written application should be made to the Finance Bursar on an annual basis for reimbursement of expenses incurred on the purchase of books and other publications and on subscriptions to learned societies during the academic year.

(ii) All expenses claimed must be itemised and receipts provided.

(iii) Expenses will be met for the following purposes:

(a) Subscriptions to academic journals;

(b) Subscriptions to learned societies;

(c) Purchase of other publications, in any media, directly related to research or teaching or to the professional activities of Fellows related to their role in the College (rather than items of general academic interest).

(d) Applications may not be made for reimbursement of expenses relating to newspapers and magazines.

(e) Applications for rare or valuable books will not be entertained, but may be referred to the Library and Archives Committee to consider whether the College should acquire them.

(h) The College shall not meet the cost of social events arranged by individual Fellows except by way of the allowances or charges for entertainment provided under Bylaw VI.25 but shall provide tea and coffee and (with the prior written authorisation of the Research Committee) other entertainment expenses at academic events.

(i) Inter-disciplinary research groups of the College for Fellows and Junior Members, as recognised by the Governing Body, shall be entitled to claim expenses within the limit of the budget agreed for this purpose by the Governing Body from time to time.
(j) The Finance Bursar shall be authorised to approve payment of all qualifying expenses under Bylaw VI.30(c) to (g) above. If, unusually and exceptionally, any Fellow applies for any other support for research activities, such application may be referred to the Research Committee to consider and to make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly.

(k) Any question concerning the application of this Bylaw shall be referred to the Research Committee in the first instance.

31.
(a) At the discretion of the Finance Bursar an additional fund of not more than £25,000 in total may be made available in Trinity Term of each year to supplement the funds available under Bylaw VI.30 above. If the additional fund is to be made available, the Finance Bursar shall notify the Governing Body, any Tutors, Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Early Career Researchers who are not members of the Governing Body, and the Research Committee and invite applications.

(b) Applications for payment under this Bylaw shall be made to the Research Committee and shall be considered as a gathered field. All applications must fall within the terms of Bylaw VI.30 above.

(c) On considering the applications, the Research Committee may authorise such payments as it thinks fit provided that the maximum payment to any member of the Governing Body, and to any Tutor, Fitzjames Early Career Researcher or Early Career Researcher who is not a member of the Governing Body, shall not exceed £3,000.

32.
(a) At the discretion of the Finance Bursar a fund may be made available in Michaelmas Term of each year to support the research of Emeritus Fellows, Supernumerary Emeritus Fellows, and former Wardens who hold any class of Fellowship in the College. If the fund is to be made available, the Finance Bursar shall notify the Emeritus Fellows, Supernumerary Emeritus Fellows, such former Wardens and the Research Committee and invite applications.

(i) Applications for payment under this Bylaw shall be made to the Research Committee and must fall within the terms of Bylaw VI.30 above.

(ii) On considering the applications, the Research Committee may authorise such payments as it thinks fit provided that the maximum payment to any Emeritus Fellow, Supernumerary Emeritus Fellow or former Warden under this Bylaw shall not exceed £1,000.

(b) The College shall meet the cost of qualifying research expenses incurred by each Julia de Lacy Mann Fellow in Categories A and B
(except any Tutor) and each Sir Henry Savile Fellow up to a limit of £2,000 in any academic year.

(ii) Applications for payment under this Bylaw shall be made to the Research Committee and must fall within the terms of Bylaw VI.30 above.

(iii) On considering the applications, the Research Committee may authorise such payments as it thinks within the limit provided in paragraph (b)(i) above.

(c) The College shall meet the cost of qualifying research expenses incurred by an eligible Stipendiary Lecturer up to a limit of £500 in a given academic year, provided that the total amount available for distribution to eligible Stipendiary Lecturers shall not exceed £10,000 per year.

(ii) Qualifying research expenses are costs incurred by an eligible Stipendiary Lecturer wholly, exclusively, and necessarily in the furtherment of the College’s objects by research in respect of the heads of expense set out in Bylaw VI.30(b).

(b) Bylaws VI.30(c) to (g) shall apply as if the words ‘Stipendiary Lecturer’, ‘Stipendiary Lecturers’ and ‘Stipendiary Lecturership’ occurred in place of the words ‘Fellow’, ‘Fellows’ and ‘Fellowship’; and as if Bylaws VI.30 (c)(ii), VI.30 (e)(ii), and VI.30(f)(ii) each read “Applications where eligibility may be in doubt should be submitted in advance”.

(iii) Stipendiary Lecturers shall be eligible if they:

(a) have been appointed to hold their lecturerships for two or more consecutive terms; and

(b) do not hold an additional substantive post in another College or in a Faculty or Department or do not otherwise have access to sufficient research funding to support the undertaking in respect of which application is made under this Bylaw; and

(c) are not eligible for research-support as postgraduate students of the College.

RESEARCH GRANTS

33. Fellows employed solely by the College shall make any applications for research grants from external bodies through the Research Services Department of the University whenever the total sum granted, whether to the College or other parts of the University, exceeds the level at which employees of the University must apply through the Research Services Department. This shall apply
whether the Fellow is principal investigator and Oxford is the lead institution, or the Fellow is a co-investigator and the lead institution is another University.

TRAVELLING EXPENSES

34. The Finance Bursar shall be authorized to reimburse reasonable travelling expenses to any College Officer travelling on College business, including any Tutor or College Lecturer travelling to a school in furtherance of the College’s interests.

WARDEN’S EXPENSES

35. The Warden shall receive as an annual allowance such sum as the College shall from time to time determine to meet the expenses of entertainment and all other expenses of whatsoever nature incurred by him or her by reason of tenure of the Wardenship.
PART VI: MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

BRAAM BEQUEST

36.  
   (a) Appendix C to these Bylaws contains draft Bylaws relating to the Braam Bequest and a draft Appendix to the Bylaws (together "the Braam Bequest Bylaws").

   (b) Upon receipt by the College of any money forming part of the Braam Bequest the Warden shall notify the Governing Body accordingly and the Braam Bequest Bylaws shall thereupon come into effect.

   (c)  
       (i) Indications given in the draft Braam Bequest Bylaws for their intended insertion in the Bylaws and Appendices shall not be determinative.

       (ii) As soon as practicable after the coming into effect of the Braam Bequest Bylaws the Statutes and Bylaws Committee shall make recommendations to the Governing Body both for their appropriate insertion into the Bylaws and Appendices and for any amendments both to the Braam Bequest Bylaws or to other Bylaws consequential upon such insertion.

BRIBERY

[Statute 2.10]

37. A financial or other personal benefit provided by, or offered to, a third party in connection with the business of the College may be construed under the Bribery Act as an inducement or bribe and the provision, offering or receiving of an inducement or bribe is forbidden. The giving or receiving of such an inducement or bribe would be a criminal act which might result in dismissal from College employment and deprivation of Fellowship.

DEGREES

38.  
   (a) Any member of the College desiring to take any degree shall give notice in such form as may from time to time be required by the University and the College and shall follow such directions in relation to the ceremony as may be given by the Dean.

   (b) No Grace shall be granted by the College unless all accounts due to the College on account of tuition have been settled.

POLICIES

39.  
   (a) The Governing Body shall at the recommendation of the appropriate
Boards adopt from time to time such written policies as it may be necessary or expedient for the College to have which shall include (but not be limited to) a Code of Practice on Free Speech, a Health and Safety Policy, an Information Technology Security Policy, an Investment Policy, a Junior Members’ Complaints and Appeals Procedure, and a Single Equality Scheme.

(b) Policies adopted by the Governing Body which are not intended to be Bylaws shall be made appendices to the Bylaws and published with them.
PART VII: FIXED-TERM EMPLOYEES (FELLOWS OF THE COLLEGE)

PROVISIONS FOR EXTENSION OF FIXED-TERM EMPLOYMENT

40. (a) This Bylaw applies to those ("Qualifying Persons"): 

(i) who are employed by the College to undertake teaching and/or research under a fixed-term contract; and  

(ii) who have also been elected on the basis of that employment as Fellows of the College (whether or not that Fellowship carries membership of the Governing Body).

(b) A Qualifying Person shall be permitted to request that the duration of his or her fixed-term employment be extended on the following grounds: 

(i) the birth or adoption of a child for whom the person or his or her partner has parental responsibility; or  

(ii) an event causing serious disruption to the person’s life such as (but not only) bereavement or the need to care for a partner or close family member; or  

(iii) sickness.

(c) A Qualifying Person to whom this Bylaw applies who is employed to do research and whose contract does not also include any requirement to teach shall additionally be permitted to request that the duration of his or her fixed-term employment be extended on academic grounds, such as (but not only) to hold a short-term appointment elsewhere.

(d) Requests for an extension under this Bylaw of the duration of a fixed term of employment shall be made: 

(i) by Early Career Researchers to the Research Committee after the Early Career Researcher has consulted the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust;  

(ii) by other Qualifying Persons to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee after the Qualifying Person has consulted the Senior Tutor.

(e) Where a request for an extension is made under Bylaw VI.40(b)(iii) above on the ground of sickness: 

(i) it must be supported by the opinion of a qualified medical practitioner; and  

(ii) the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust or the Senior Tutor may require the person making the request to consent to a medical
examination (at the College’s expense) by a doctor nominated by the College and to agree that any report produced in connection with any such examination may be disclosed to the relevant Committee, and that a College Officer may discuss the contents of the report with the nominated doctor to enable the request to be properly considered.

(f)  
(i)  After considering a request the Research Committee or the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall transmit it to the Governing Body together with the Committee’s recommendation for acceptance or refusal.

(ii) Subject to Bylaw VI.40(g) below, the Committees shall normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on the ground of parental leave under Bylaw VI.40(b)(i) above.

(iii) The Committees shall not normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on any grounds under this Bylaw of less than three months’ duration.

(iv) The Committees shall not normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on any grounds under this Bylaw which would begin during the final four months of the fixed term of employment.

(g)  The cumulative total of all extensions granted to a Qualifying Person under this Bylaw shall not be permitted to exceed twelve months.

(h)  
(i) A Qualifying Person whose fixed-term employment has been extended under Bylaw VI.40(b) above shall continue (if entitled) to receive their stipend for the duration of that extension on the same basis as provided by the University for its academic employees, subject to entitlement to statutory or enhanced pay.

(ii) An Early Career Researcher whose fixed-term employment has been extended under Bylaw VI.40(c) above shall normally cease to receive their stipend and any allowances for the duration of that leave but may continue to apply for the reimbursement of research expenses under Bylaw VI.30.

(iii) A Qualifying Person whose fixed-term employment has been extended under this Bylaw for a period of three months or longer and who lives in College accommodation shall normally be required to vacate that accommodation on or before a date decided in each case by the Domestic Committee.

(iv) After the end of any extension granted under this Bylaw a Qualifying Person who has vacated College accommodation under Bylaw VI.40 (h)(iii) above and who is not entitled under Statute 5.3 shall be assigned rooms under Bylaw VI.17 only if there are
rooms which can, in the opinion of the Domestic Committee, conveniently be made available for that purpose.

(i) In exceptional circumstances a Qualifying Person may apply retrospectively on the ground of sickness for a period during which that person was sick to be counted as a period during which his or her fixed-term employment was extended.

(ii) A retrospective application under Bylaw VI.40(i)(i) must be accompanied by a full explanation for any failure to apply before or during the period in respect of which the application is made and shall otherwise be made and dealt with in accordance with Bylaws VI.40(d) to (g) above.
PART VIII: THE MERTON NURSERY

PROVISION FOR A NURSERY TO BE OPERATED BY THE COLLEGE

41. (a) The Governing Body may establish in suitable premises and operate a Nursery for not more than 20 children who have not yet reached compulsory school age.

(b) In establishing such a Nursery, the Governing Body shall:

(i) make provision for oversight of the Nursery by a Board appointed under Chapter VII;

(ii) at all times employ a qualified and experienced Nursery Manager to operate the Nursery, to advise on all regulatory and practical aspects of the Nursery’s operation, and to supervise the other Nursery staff;

(iii) hire such other staff for the Nursery as shall be needed to operate it safely;

(iv) ensure that places in the Nursery are allocated:

(a) first: in accordance with such criteria for the allocation of places as the Sub-Committee may (subject to the approval of the Domestic Committee and the Governing Body) adopt and publish from time to time, to children of or in the lawful care of members of the Governing Body, Julia de Lacy Mann Fellows, Sir Henry Savile Fellows, Visiting Research Fellows, Lecturers, Junior Members, and current employees of the College; and

(b) as to any remaining places: in accordance with such criteria for the allocation of places as the Sub-Committee may (subject to the approval of the Domestic Committee and the Governing Body) adopt and publish from time to time, to children of or in the lawful care of Congregation Members, Student Members, and Additional Members of the University (as defined in University Statute II), and of other employees of the University, or its Colleges, Societies and Halls;

(v) charge fees for places in the Nursery that will cover the ordinary operating-costs of the Nursery and make prudent provision for unforeseen expenditure; and

(vi) gratuitously provide, adapt (if necessary), and maintain the premises in which the Nursery operates.
VII. COMMITTEES, SUB-COMMITTEES, FORUMS, AND PANELS
[Statute 2.7(e), 2.7(f), 2.8]

PART I: ESTABLISHMENT OF BOARDS AND PANELS

1. (a) The Governing Body may establish Committees, Sub-Committees and Forums (collectively “Boards”) and Panels. The Governing Body shall assign members and responsibilities to the Boards and Panels it establishes.

(b) (i) The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall make recommendations to the Governing Body for the appointment of the members of all other Boards and Panels except where expressly provided otherwise and the Governing Body shall make appointments to those Boards and Panels having regard to the recommendations of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee.

(ii) The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall not make a recommendation for appointment to fill places reserved for members of the Governing Body on any Board or Panel without the vacancies having first been advertised to the Governing Body and a suitable opportunity given for members of the Governing Body to nominate themselves or others to fill the vacancies.

(iii) Notwithstanding paragraphs (i) and (ii) above, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall have delegated power to appoint members to Panels to deal ad hoc with any specific matter where it appears to the Committee that a Panel could not otherwise be constituted to deal with the matter fairly, expeditiously, and in accordance with the Bylaws.

2. (a) There shall be the following permanent Committees of the Governing Body:

(i) The Buildings Committee;

(ii) The Chapel and Patronage Committee;

(iii) The Development and Alumni Relations Committee;

(iv) The Domestic Committee;

(v) The Fellowship and Appointments Committee;

(vi) The Finance Committee;
(vii) The Graduate Committee;
(viii) The Library and Archives Committee;
(ix) The Research Committee;
(x) The Statutes and Bylaws Committee;
(xi) The Committee on Stipends and Allowances;
(xii) The Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

3. (a) There shall be the following permanent Sub-Committees:

(i) Of the Domestic Committee:

(a) The Arts and Music Sub-Committee;
(b) The Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee;
(c) The Health and Safety Sub-Committee;
(d) The Human Resources Sub-Committee;
(e) The Nursery Management Sub-Committee
(f) The Information Technology Sub-Committee;
(g) The Sub-Committee on Pictures, Historic Chattels and Works of Art;
(h) The Sports Sub-Committee;

(ii) Of the Finance Committee:

(a) The Investment Sub-Committee;

(iii) Of the Graduate Committee

(a) The Student Support Sub-Committee (which shall be a joint sub-committee of the Graduate Committee and of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee);

(iv) Of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee:

(a) The Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee;
(b) The Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee;
(c) The Student Support Sub-Committee (which shall be a joint sub-committee of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and of the Graduate Committee).

4. (a) There shall be the following permanent College Forums:

   (i) The Equality Forum;

5. (a) There shall be the following permanent Panels ("permanent Panels"):  

   (i) The Disciplinary Panel;
   (ii) The Academic Review Panel;
   (iii) The Fitness to Study Panel;
   (iv) The Appeals Panel;
   (v) The Initial Period Review Panel;
   (vi) The EJRA Panel.
PART II: GENERAL PROVISIONS

6. The following shall apply to permanent Boards or permanent Panels as the case may be (and shall apply to members of the Governing Body who are elected to attend the Committee on Stipends and Allowances under Bylaw VII.31(a)(2) as if they had been appointed to serve as members of that Committee):

(a) A person who serves on a Board or Panel by virtue of holding any office shall cease to serve on it only on ceasing to hold that office.

(b)

(i) Any person who (not being a member ex officio) is appointed by the Governing Body to serve on any Board shall be appointed in the first instance for a term of 3 years which may (except in the case of appointments to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee) be extended by the Governing Body for a further 2 years.

(ii) The term of service of any member of a Board who goes on leave for a period of a year or less shall be suspended during that leave and shall start to run again at the end of it.

(iii) A member of a Board whose term of service would otherwise be suspended under Bylaw VII.6(b)(ii) may continue to serve on that Board while on leave if they apply to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and that Committee gives its approval.

(c) No person who has completed a term of service on any Board may be re-appointed to it earlier than 12 months after the completion of the most recent term of service.

(d)

(i) Where an appointment is made to any Board by the President of the Junior Common Room or the President of the Middle Common Room the person appointed shall serve for one year only and shall not be reappointed.

(ii) For the avoidance of doubt where the President of the Junior Common Room or the President of the Middle Common Room have the right of appointment to a Board they may appoint themselves.

(e) Where provision is made for Life Members to be appointed to any Board or Panel Life Members who are also members of the Governing Body shall not be eligible for appointment; and a Life Member who has been appointed to any Board or Panel in virtue of being a Life Member shall cease to be a member of that Board or Panel upon election to the Governing Body.

(f) Where provision is made for External Members to be appointed to any Board or Panel only those persons shall be qualified who are neither
members of the Governing Body nor employees of the College, and any
person appointed as an External Member to any Board or Panel who
ceases to be so qualified shall thereupon cease to be a member of that
Board or Panel and the Governing Body shall appoint a replacement.
External Members shall be nominated by the Fellowship and
Appointments Committee and approved by the Governing Body.

7. In establishing the composition of permanent Committees and permanent
Sub-Committees the Governing Body shall observe the following:

(a) In establishing the composition of permanent Committees and
permanent Sub-Committees the Governing Body shall observe the
following:

(i) Permanent College Officers who are members of the Governing
Body and who have membership ex officio of any Committee shall
(save in the case of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee) be a
minority of the members of the Governing Body appointed to serve
on it. For the purposes of this Bylaw “permanent College Officers”
shall be construed as including the Warden.

(ii) No member of the Governing Body shall be appointed to serve
simultaneously on more than three Committees or Sub-
Committees, but in reckoning that number there shall be excluded:

(a) the Warden and Tutors’ Committee;

(b) the Graduate Committee; and

(c) any Committee or Sub-Committee to which a Fellow is
appointed ex officio.

(iii) Every reasonable effort shall be made:

(a) that there shall be diversity among the members; and

(b) that in appointing members of the Governing Body regard
shall be had to achieving a mix of those holding fellowships of
different classes.

(b)

(i) A Fellow who is not a member of the Governing Body may for good
reasons be nominated for a place reserved under these Bylaws for
a member of the Governing Body on any Board and may be
appointed by the Governing Body provided that

(a) a separate vote is held on the proposal to make the
appointment; and

(b) two-thirds or more of those present and voting vote in favour.
(ii) A Fellow not a member of the Governing Body who is appointed under Bylaw VII.7(b)(i) above shall be counted as if a member of the Governing Body for the purpose of reckoning numbers under Bylaw VII.7(a)(i) above and for quorum.

8. (a) The following rules shall apply to every Board unless otherwise expressly provided:

(i) (a) The quorum for open business shall be one-half of its members provided that at least one-half of the members of the Board who are also members of the Governing Body are present.

(b) The quorum for reserved business under Bylaw VII.8(a)(iv)(b) below shall be one-half of those entitled to be present for reserved business.

(ii) Subject to the provisions of this Bylaw a Board may make rules to govern its own procedures.

(iii) There shall be a Convenor and a Chair (who may be the same person).

(iv) (a) The Convenor of a Board shall be responsible in consultation with the Chair for convening its meetings and establishing its agenda.

(b) The Convenor of a Board shall decide whether any business is to be reserved. Reserved business shall be considered only by those members of the Board who are members of the Governing Body (or who have been appointed to take the place of members of the Governing Body under Bylaw VII.7(b)).

(c) As a general rule reserved business will include (i) matters pertaining to individual Fellows, Junior Members, or members of staff; (ii) sensitive matters of a financial nature; and (iii) issues concerning the entitlement of Fellows to sabbatical leave, accommodation, teaching-rooms etc.

(d) The Convenor of a Board shall (unless otherwise provided in these Bylaws) be responsible for keeping an accurate record of the business transacted at its meetings and may to that end request administrative assistance in taking minutes.

(v) The agenda shall be published to the Governing Body not less than 48 hours in advance of any Board meeting.
(vi)  

(a) Members of the Governing Body may attend a meeting of any Board to which they have not been appointed (except the Stipends and Allowances Committee) on giving the Convenor not less than 24 hours’ advance notice in writing. Members of the Governing Body who exercise this right to attend may neither speak nor vote at that meeting.

(b) Members of the Governing Body who wish to speak at a meeting of any Board to which they have not been appointed shall apply to the Chair of that Board in writing not less than 24 hours before the meeting in question and the Chair having first consulted the Convenor may invite that member to speak. For the avoidance of doubt a person who is invited under this provision to speak at a meeting of a Board is not thereby given any right to vote at that meeting.

(vii) The Convenor of a Board shall consider whether it would be advantageous to invite the presence of any person during the consideration of any item of the agenda. Any such person who is invited to attend a meeting of any Board may be invited to speak but may not vote.

(viii)  

(a) Where a decision is urgently required on a specific matter and it is not possible within the time available to convene a meeting of a Board the Convenor may by email request the members to vote for or against a specific proposition and the result of the vote shall be considered binding if a number at least equivalent to the quorum shall have voted with the majority. Where any such vote is taken it and the reasons for taking it must be recorded in the minutes of the meeting immediately next convened.

(b) Bylaw VII.8(a)(viii)(c) applies (i) where the members of a Board are prevented from meeting in person by an event beyond the reasonable control of the College, such as war, terrorism, natural disaster, acts of government, plague or epidemic, (ii) to a meeting which is identified by the Convenor as additional to a Board’s usual schedule of meetings, and (iii) if a Board meets outside Full Term.

(c) A meeting of a Board may be held by televisual, electronic or virtual means of communication provided that all persons participating in the meeting can be identified by the Chair and can understand and communicate with each other simultaneously. Participation by such means shall be deemed to constitute presence in person and decisions taken at a meeting so held shall be as effective for all purposes as those taken at a meeting of the Board held with the members of the Board physically present.
(d) At any meeting of a Board to which Bylaw VII.8(a)(c) does not apply, members who are, in the opinion of the Board’s Chair, reasonably prevented from attending in person may attend by televisual, electronic or virtual means of communication subject to the conditions and with the effect set out in Bylaw VII.8(a)(c), except that those attending by such means shall not count towards the quorum for the meeting.

(ix) Any recommendation by a Board which would, if adopted, involve expenditure of money other than normal or recurrent expenditures that are delegated to any College Officer or Board and sanctioned by a mandate or standing order approved by the Governing Body shall, when submitted to the Governing Body, be accompanied by an opinion (which need not be positive) from the Finance Committee or by an explanation why such an opinion could not be sought. Wherever possible, spending items shall be directly incorporated within recommendations of the Finance Committee.

(x) When a Board has submitted a recommendation to another Board or to the Governing Body the Convenor (or some other member of the submitting Board nominated by that Board for the purpose) shall attend to represent and defend the recommendation by expressing the Board’s collective view and by answering questions as to the justification for or necessity of implementing the recommendation. If a Board is divided on the making of a recommendation and the minority is not willing to accept the view of the majority that the recommendation ought to be made the Convenor shall ensure that the minority view and the reasons for it are recorded in the minutes or other papers which accompany the recommendation.

(xi) Except where expressly provided to the contrary in these Bylaws every recommendation made by a sub-committee shall be made to the Board of which it is a sub-committee and no recommendation of a sub-committee shall be made to the Governing Body without first having been adopted by that Board. This rule shall apply even in cases where a Board has exercised a power of delegation in a sub-committee’s favour.

(xii) The business of every Board shall except where disclosure is required to any person by law be confidential to the members of that Board and of the Governing Body and subject to that rule members of Boards shall use their discretion in discussing their business with other persons. The contents of any papers marked "Strictly Confidential" shall not be divulged to any person not a member of the Governing Body.

(xiii) Opinions expressed and votes cast shall not, in the absence of an express direction by the Governing Body or the relevant Board, be
ascribed to any individual member and the tally of votes cast for and against any motion shall not be disclosed.

(xiv) The Chair of every Board shall be responsible for ensuring that the impact and requirements of the Equality Act 2010 have been considered in relation to any decision taken or recommendation made.

(xv) Every Board shall review the Bylaws applicable to it year and shall consider whether it is expedient to recommend to the Governing Body that they be amended in any respect.

(b) The following rules shall apply to every permanent Panel unless otherwise expressly provided:

(i) The purpose of a permanent Panel is to provide a permanent body to deal confidentially with the discipline (including the academic discipline) of individual Junior Members or with matters relating to the employment of individual members of the College as the case may be.

(ii) A permanent Panel shall not be required to publish minutes of its proceedings but every permanent Panel shall keep such record of its proceedings as may be necessary for the proper carrying out of its business and shall report its decisions or recommendations as shall be provided.

(iii) No person who is not a member of a permanent Panel shall be entitled to attend its meetings.

(iv) Any member of a permanent Panel selected to deal with a particular case must attend all the meetings at which that case is considered.

(v) Bylaws VII.8(a)(ii), (iii) and (x) to (xv) above shall apply to permanent Panels as they do to Boards.

(vi) Where a physical meeting cannot reasonably be held and to ensure that a matter is dealt with expeditiously and fairly, a meeting of a permanent Panel may be held by telephonic, televisual, electronic or virtual means of communication provided that all persons participating in or attending the meeting (whether members of the Panel or not) can be identified by the Chair and can understand and communicate with each other simultaneously. Participation by such means shall be deemed to constitute presence in person and decisions taken at a meeting so held shall be as effective for all purposes as those taken at a meeting of the Panel held with such persons physically present.

9. (a) The draft minutes of every Sub-Committee shall be sent as soon as practicable to the members of that Sub-Committee. The confirmed minutes shall be sent as soon as practicable to the Convenor of the
Committee of which it is a sub-committee for consideration at that Committee’s next meeting, and shall also be available to any member of the Governing Body on request.

(b) The draft minutes of every Committee and Forum shall be sent as soon as practicable to the members of that Committee or Forum. The confirmed minutes shall be sent as soon as practicable to the Sub-Warden for inclusion among the papers for the next meeting of the Governing Body.

(c) If no meeting of a Board is scheduled before the next meeting of the Committee to which it reports or of the Governing Body (as the case may be) its Convenor shall circulate the draft minutes for confirmation by email. If no objection to their accuracy shall have been received within 72 hours of such circulation they shall be taken as having been confirmed.
PART III: COMMITTEES AND SUB-COMMITTEES

THE BUILDINGS COMMITTEE

10. (a) The members of the Buildings Committee shall be the Warden, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, the Domestic Bursar, four members of the Governing Body, two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and one by the President of the Junior Common Room, and the Clerk of Works.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Buildings Committee and the Estates Bursar and Land Agent shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Estates Bursar and Land Agent shall convene a meeting of the Buildings Committee not less often than once a Term and shall consider before each meeting whether it is desirable to invite the attendance for the whole or any part of the meeting of the Finance Bursar, the Chaplain, the Librarian, the Garden Master, and the Development Director.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Buildings Committee to have responsibility for all matters other than those concerned with routine maintenance and use (which are the responsibility of the Domestic Committee) relating to the College buildings and any properties in Oxford normally reserved for the College's own use, including any major projects for building and refurbishment.

(e) (i) If the Buildings Committee considers that it may make a recommendation which would significantly affect the established rights, conventions, customs, or physical environment of the Common Room or of the Junior or Middle Common Rooms it shall establish a process for consulting any affected Common Room.

(ii) If on being consulted an affected Common Room responds negatively to the proposed recommendation, the Buildings Committee shall reconsider the proposed recommendation and shall decide whether to reaffirm it, withdraw it or redraft it (and if it chooses to modify it substantially, the consultation process shall be repeated).

(iii) When submitted to the Governing Body, a recommendation falling within this Bylaw must be accompanied by the opinion of every affected Common Room

THE CHAPEL AND PATRONAGE COMMITTEE

11. (a) The members of the Chapel and Patronage Committee shall be the Warden, the Chaplain, three members of the Governing Body, the
Associate Chaplain(s), the Director of Music, two Junior Members who shall be nominated from among the serving Chapel Officers by the President of the Middle Common Room and the President of the Junior Common Room respectively, the Verger, and the Chapel Administrator.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Chapel and Patronage Committee and the Chaplain shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Chaplain shall convene the Chapel and Patronage Committee not less often than once in every term. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility of the Chaplain as Convenor minutes of the Committee’s meetings shall be taken by the Chapel Administrator.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Chapel and Patronage Committee:

(i) to have responsibility with the Chaplain for and to advise the Chaplain on all matters relating to the running of the College Chapel, the maintenance of worship therein in accordance with the Bylaws and the applicable law, activities centred upon the Chapel and its worship, the furtherance of the musical tradition of the Chapel, the appointment of relevant employees, and the use of the Chapel for concerts, recordings, broadcasts and filming;

(ii) to recommend annually a budget for the Chapel and to have oversight of all expenditure;

(iii) to have responsibility for all matters connected with the Choral Foundation;

(iv) to recommend annually a budget for the Choral Foundation and to have oversight of all expenditure;

(v) to have responsibility for all matters connected with benefices to which the College has any right of presentation including appointments and pastoral reorganisations.

(e) In cases where the Chapel and Patronage Committee is to consider the exercise of a right of presentation to a living of which the College is sole patron it shall be permissible, if the Warden thinks fit, for the matter to be delegated to a sub-committee appointed for the purpose consisting of the Chaplain or a member of the Governing Body who is an actual communicant member of the Church of England or of a Church in communion with that Church and two other members of the Governing Body. For any other matter relating to a College living and for appointments to benefices of which the College is not sole patron, the Warden may delegate the matter to the Chaplain or another Fellow of the College who is an actual communicant member of the Church of England or of a Church in communion with that Church.
THE DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS COMMITTEE

12. (a) The members of the Development and Alumni Relations Committee shall be the Warden, the Development Director, the Finance Bursar, the Chaplain, three Life Members, five members of the Governing Body, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(b) Life Members (as defined in Bylaw V.12) shall be appointed to the Development and Alumni Relations Committee by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Development Director after consultation with the Warden.

(c) The Warden shall chair the Development and Alumni Relations Committee and the Development Director shall be its Convenor.

(d) Subject to Bylaw VII.8 the Development and Alumni Relations Committee shall have the power to appoint such ad hoc sub-committees as it may see fit, and to delegate to any such sub-committee any of its functions, provided that the appointment of such sub-committees and any such delegation shall be reported to the Governing Body at its next meeting.

(e) The Development Director shall convene the Development and Alumni Relations Committee not less often than once in every term and shall consider before each meeting whether it is desirable to invite the attendance for the whole or any part of the meeting of the Senior Tutor, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, and any member of the staff of the Development Office. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility of the Development Director as Convenor, minutes of the Committee’s meetings shall be taken by a member of the Development Office’s staff who shall attend for that purpose.

(f) It shall be the duty of the Development and Alumni Relations Committee:

(i) to oversee fund-raising activities undertaken by the College and to recommend policy on fund-raising to the Governing Body;

(ii) to oversee alumni relations activities undertaken by the College and to recommend policy on alumni relations to the Governing Body;

(iii) to consider specific innovations relating to fundraising and alumni relations innovations and to recommend policy on the same to the Governing Body;

(iv) to advise other Boards on the suitability for fundraising of their projects;
(v) to consider University-wide fundraising protocols, procedures and innovations in the light of the College’s interests and to recommend responses to such protocols to the Governing Body;

(vi) to receive and to consider the reports and recommendations of all of its sub-committees and to transmit them as appropriate to the Governing Body;

(vii) to consider any matters concerning the external relations of the College and advise the Governing Body on such matters;

(viii) to report annually in writing to the Governing Body on its activities.

THE DOMESTIC COMMITTEE

13. (a) The members of the Domestic Committee shall be the Warden, the Domestic Bursar, the Steward of Common Room, four members of the Governing Body (including at least one resident Fellow, at least one Junior Research Fellow, and at least one Official Fellow who is a Tutor), the Accommodation Manager, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(ii) Notwithstanding Bylaw VII.13(a) above the Convenor may declare certain items of business to be reserved and the Domestic Committee shall for those matters consist only of the Fellows who are its members. Matters affecting only the Senior Common Room and the accommodation of Fellows and College Officers shall ordinarily be considered reserved.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Domestic Committee and the Domestic Bursar shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall convene a meeting of the Domestic Committee not less often than once a Term and shall consider before each meeting whether it is desirable to invite the attendance for the whole or any part of the meeting of the Finance Bursar, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, the Director of Music, the Wine Steward, the Garden Master, the Secretary of the Amalgamated Clubs, the Librarian, the Head of Information Technology, and the Principal of the Postmasters.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Domestic Committee:

(i) to oversee all matters pertaining to the domestic management of the College, all matters pertaining to the use and routine maintenance of the College buildings and any properties in Oxford
normally reserved for the College's own use, all matters pertaining
to the College’s support for music (in consultation with the Director
of Music and the Music Society), sports (in consultation with the
Amalgamated Clubs represented by their Secretary), drama (in
consultation with the Merton Floats represented by their Secretary), and other events;

(ii) to consider, formulate and keep under review policies relating to
the matters set out in clause (i) above;

(iii) to receive and consider the minutes, reports and recommendations
of its Sub-Committees and to transmit to the Governing Body as
appropriate;

(iv) to consider suggestions, requests and, subject to Bylaw
VII.32(a)(iii) and any complaints procedure for Junior Members
adopted by the Governing Body, complaints by Junior Members
concerning accommodation or any domestic or housekeeping
matter;

(v) to consider suggestions and requests by members of the College
staff;

(vi) as regards the College’s non-academic employees, and subject to
Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii), to make regulations, approve handbooks, and
formulate policies and procedures, including those for the hearing
and determination of grievances and grievance-appeals;

(vii) to consider any suggestions, requests, and complaints by Fellows
concerning any domestic matters except in relation to individual
members of staff;

(viii) to review annually the list of Members of the Senior Common
Room;

(ix) to assign rooms to Fellows, Lecturers and other Officers of the
College and, when appropriate, to categories of Junior Members of
the College, such assignments to be subject to confirmation by the
Governing Body;

(x) to submit to the Governing Body recommendations and reports
concerning the matters within Bylaw VII.13(d)(i)-(ix) above.

(e) The allocation of accommodation to Fellows and Lecturers of the College
shall follow the procedure set out below:

(i) During the Trinity Term of each year the Domestic Bursar shall
draw up a list of teaching rooms which will become vacant before
the start of the following academic year. The list shall be circulated
to all Tutors (including fixed-term Tutors), who shall notify the
Domestic Committee before its Trinity Term meeting of any bid
they may wish to make for a room on the list. Where two or more Tutors bid for the same room, the Domestic Committee shall allocate it to the Tutor who has most seniority as a Fellow; provided that the Governing Body may (having first consulted the Domestic Committee) withdraw a teaching room from the process of bidding and decide its allocation otherwise if the interests of the College so require. Teaching rooms which become vacant at other times shall be allocated by the Domestic Committee on the same basis.

(ii) The Domestic Committee shall allocate space in shared teaching rooms to Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Stipendiary Lecturers (including Early Career Researchers who are Stipendiary Lecturers) on the basis of teaching need and without a process of bidding.

(iii) When a residential set in College is about to become vacant, the Domestic Bursar shall circulate details of it to all Tutors (including the Senior Tutor and fixed-term Tutors), Bursars, Librarian, Early Career Researchers, and Fitzjames Early Career Researchers, who shall notify the Domestic Committee before its next meeting if they wish to make a bid for it. Where two or more such Fellows bid for a set, the Committee shall allocate it to the most senior Fellow; provided that the Governing Body may (having first consulted the Domestic Committee) withdraw a residential set from the process of bidding and decide its allocation otherwise if the interests of the College so require. For the purposes of this Bylaw the seniority of a Fitzjames Early Career Researcher or Early Career Researcher shall be calculated as if they had been members of the Governing Body from the date of their appointment.

(iv) At its Trinity Term meeting (and at other times where necessary) the Domestic Committee shall allocate Short-term Accommodation to new Fellows coming from outside Oxford to take up a post at the College, as specified under Bylaw VI.20(a)-(c).

(f) The Domestic Committee shall consult the Finance Committee on any matter involving substantial expenditure and the Warden and Tutors' Committee and/or the Graduate Committee as may be relevant on any matter concerning domestic facilities of Junior Members including (but without limitation to) accommodation and use of common facilities and rooms for entertainment or recreation.

(g) If the Domestic Committee considers that it may make a recommendation which would significantly affect the established rights, conventions, customs, or physical environment of the Common Room or of the Junior or Middle Common Rooms it shall establish a process for consulting any affected Common Room.

---

1 Under Bylaw IV.39, the Dean and Keeper of the Statutes is also entitled to reside in the College.
(ii) If on being consulted an affected Common Room responds negatively to the proposed recommendation, the Domestic Committee shall reconsider the proposed recommendation and shall decide whether to reaffirm it, withdraw it or redraft it (and if it chooses to modify it substantially, the consultation process shall be repeated).

(iii) When submitted to the Governing Body, a recommendation falling within this Bylaw must be accompanied by the opinion of every affected Common Room.

(h) The Domestic Committee shall appoint *ad hoc* four members of the Governing Body (excluding any interested party) to hear any grievance or grievance-appeal under Bylaw VII.13(d)(vi) above and any appeal against an adverse disciplinary decision under Bylaw IX.3(a). If the circumstances warrant it or at the request of the members so appointed the Domestic Committee may also appoint from outside the College a consultant to assist at the hearing as required.

(i) Subject to Bylaw VII.8, the Domestic Committee shall have power to appoint *ad hoc* sub-committees and, subject to Bylaw VII.13 (f) and (g) above, to delegate to any sub-committee such of its functions as it may think fit.

**THE ARTS AND MUSIC SUB-COMMITTEE**

14.

(a) The members of the Arts and Music Sub-Committee shall be the Director of College Music, the Tutor in Music or (at the election of the Tutor in Music) a Fitzjames Early Career Researcher in Music, two other members of the Governing Body, and four Junior Members of whom two shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and two by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(ii) At any time when the College has a Visiting Research Fellow in the Creative Arts, that person shall be invited to attend meetings of the Arts and Music Sub-Committee.

(b) A chair shall be appointed annually for the Arts and Music Sub-Committee by the Governing Body on the nomination of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee from among the members of the Governing Body who are members of the Sub-Committee.

(c) The Director of College Music shall convene the Arts and Music Sub-Committee not less often than once in each Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Arts and Music Sub-Committee:
(i) to foster and encourage the musical and other arts in the College;

(ii) to facilitate the participation of members of the College, especially Junior Members, in the musical and other arts;

(iii) to make recommendations in relation to sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above;

(iv) to manage and account for any funds budgeted by the College for the purposes of the Sub-Committee.

(e) For the avoidance of doubt, the Arts and Music Sub-Committee shall have no responsibility for or oversight of (i) the Choral Foundation, (ii) the College Chapel, or (iii) the care or display of College pictures or chattels.

THE GARDENS AND GROUNDS SUB-COMMITTEE

15. (a) The members of the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee shall be the Garden Master, the Domestic Bursar, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, three members of the Governing Body (one of whom shall be a Junior Research Fellow), the Head Gardener, the Groundsman, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(b) The Garden Master shall chair the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Garden Master shall convene the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee not less often than once in each Term.

(d) It shall be duty of the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee:

(i) to assist the Garden Master in discharging the Garden Master’s responsibility for the maintenance and amenity of the College gardens and quadrangles and, as required, the appointment and supervision of the gardens and grounds staff;

(ii) to make rules for the use of the Fellows’ Garden by members of the College; and

(iii) to make recommendations (in consultation with the Sports Sub-Committee where appropriate) on the management of the sports grounds and the adjoining lands, taking into account their environmental value and their use for recreational, sporting and educational activities.
THE HEALTH AND SAFETY SUB-COMMITTEE

16. (a) The members of the Health and Safety Sub-Committee shall be the Domestic Bursar, the Librarian, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, a member of the Governing Body who is resident in the College, the Head Porter, the Head Gardener, the Accommodation Manager, the Chef, the College Surveyor, the College Accountant, the Housekeeper, the Bar Manager, the Groundsman, the Human Resources Manager, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(b) The Domestic Bursar shall chair the Health and Safety Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall convene the Health and Safety Sub-Committee not less often than once in each Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Health and Safety Sub-Committee:

(i) to oversee the fulfilment by the College of its legal obligations (both statutory and non-statutory) in relation to matters affecting the health or safety of members and employees of the College and visitors;

(ii) to consider, formulate and recommend policies to protect the health and maintain the safety of members and employees of the College and visitors;

(iii) to consider and make recommendations in relation to any specific matter or incident brought to its attention which has affected or might affect the health or safety of members and employees of the College and visitors.

(e) In addition to providing its minutes to the Domestic Committee the Health and Safety Sub-Committee shall compile a written report for the Governing Body once in every year setting out the state of the College’s compliance with those of its legal obligations which are within the Sub-Committee’s remit and the steps taken by the Sub-Committee to fulfil its duties.

THE HUMAN RESOURCES SUB-COMMITTEE

17. (a) The members of the Human Resources Sub-Committee shall be the Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar, the Senior Tutor, two members of the Governing Body, the Human Resources Manager, the Steward, the Accommodation Manager, and the Payroll/Personnel Administrator.
(b) The Warden shall chair the Human Resources Sub-Committee and the Domestic Bursar shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall convene the Human Resources Sub-Committee not less often than once in every term. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility of the Domestic Bursar as Convenor minutes of the Sub-Committee’s meetings shall be taken by the Human Resources Manager.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Human Resources Sub-Committee:

(i) to review and approve programmes for inductions of new non-academic employees;

(ii) to oversee the fulfilment by the College of its legal obligations (both statutory and non-statutory) in matters of employment including work-permits and visas;

(iii) to keep under review changes in regulatory frameworks and to consider any actual or potential impact on the College’s own procedures;

(iv) to oversee contracts, continuing professional development and training, and appraisals for employees of the College who are neither holders of academic posts nor officers of the College.

THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUB-COMMITTEE

18.

(a) The members of the Information Technology Sub-Committee shall be the Domestic Bursar, the Finance Bursar, the Librarian, one member of the Governing Body, two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room, the IT Director, the Web and Media Officer, the College Accountant, and the Academic Registrar.

(b) The Domestic Bursar shall chair the Information Technology Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall convene the Information Technology Sub-Committee not less often than once in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Information Technology Sub-Committee:

(i) to formulate the strategy for and manage the implementation of the College’s information and communication technology provision so as to enable proper support for the College’s academic and administrative activities;
(ii) to formulate the policies needed to manage risks to the College arising from the use of information technology;

(iii) to oversee the maintenance and development of the College’s website and intranet.

THE NURSERY MANAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE

19.

(a) The members of the Nursery Management Sub-Committee shall be the Domestic Bursar, three other members of the Governing Body (one of whom shall chair the Sub-Committee), the Nursery Manager, and the Human Resources Manager.

(b) The chair of the Nursery Management Sub-Committee shall be appointed annually by the Governing Body on the advice of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and the Domestic Bursar shall be its convenor.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall convene the Nursery Management Sub-Committee not less often than once in each Term and shall set the agenda in consultation with the Nursery Manager.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Nursery Management Sub-Committee:

   (i) to oversee the operation of the Nursery established by Part VIII of Chapter VI of these Bylaws;

   (ii) to ensure that the Nursery complies with all relevant legislation and regulations and that proper provision is made for safeguarding;

   (iii) subject to Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii) to make Regulations for the operation of the Nursery;

   (iv) to adopt and publish in accordance with Bylaw VI.41(b)(iv) criteria for the allocation of places in the Nursery and to allocate places to eligible children in accordance with those criteria;

   (v) to recommend annually to the Finance Committee the fees to be set per place and a budget for the Nursery’s expenditure;

   (vi) to provide annually a written review of the Nursery’s operation for consideration by the Domestic Committee at its meeting in Trinity Term.
THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON PICTURES, HISTORIC CHATTELS AND WORKS OF ART

20. (a) The members of the Sub-Committee on Pictures, Historic Chattels and Works of Art ("the P&C Sub-Committee") shall be the Librarian, the Domestic Bursar, the Steward of the Common Room, the Archivist, three members of the Governing Body, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(ii) The Warden shall be sent the agenda and papers for the P&C Sub-Committee’s meetings and after giving the Librarian notice of intention to attend may attend for any items of business and speak.

(b) The Librarian shall chair the P&C Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Librarian shall convene the P&C Sub-Committee once in Michaelmas Term and once in Trinity Term of every year.

(d) It shall be the duty of the P&C Sub-Committee:

(i) to take general responsibility for all the College’s historic and heritage chattels including its silver, pictures, works of art, and other artefacts (together “the collections”);

(ii) to compile, maintain, and review regularly an inventory of the collections;

(iii) to make proper and effective arrangements for the administration (including valuation) and care of the collections;

(iv) to make recommendations on the development, management, and display of the collections;

(v) to make recommendations on the display of pictures and objects in the public and common areas of the College;

(vi) to approve and review annually expenditure relating to the collections;

(vii) to formulate and recommend to the Governing Body any policies relating to matters falling within the remit of the P&C Sub-Committee that it may be expedient for the College to adopt, including a policy on College portraits, to oversee the implementation of such policies, and to review them periodically;
(viii) to liaise with the Junior Common Room and the Middle Common Room in relation to collections of chattels which may be acquired or maintained by them or for their benefit;

(ix) to provide for the Warden or any Fellow to make use of the College silver for parties given in the College or in the Warden’s Lodgings subject to arrangements agreed from time to time by the Domestic Bursar in consultation with the P&C Sub-Committee.

(e) If it believes there are good reasons for doing so, the P&C Sub-Committee may in any particular case make a recommendation directly to the Governing Body without first submitting it to the Domestic Committee (stating in any such case the reasons on which it relies for making a direct recommendation).

THE SPORTS SUB-COMMITTEE

21. (a) The members of the Sports Sub-Committee shall be the Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs (in relation to this Sub-Committee: “the Senior Treasurer”), the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, the Domestic Bursar, one member of the Governing Body, a Fellow of Mansfield College appointed by the Governing Body on the nomination of the Principal of Mansfield College, the Junior Treasurers of the Amalgamated Clubs, one of whom shall be elected by the Junior Common Room, the other of whom shall be elected by the Middle Common Room (in relation to this Sub-Committee: “the Junior Treasurers”), a representative nominated by the Junior Committee of the Boat Club, the Boatman, and the Groundsman.

(b) The Senior Treasurer shall chair the Sports Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Senior Treasurer shall convene the Sports Sub-Committee not less often than once in each Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Sports Sub-Committee:

(i) to make rules for the use of the sports facilities of the College in accordance with current health and safety regulations in consultation with the Health and Safety Sub-Committee and the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee and to oversee their implementation;

(ii) to make recommendations (in consultation with the Gardens and Grounds Sub-Committee where appropriate) on the management of the sports grounds and sports facilities, and their use for recreational and sporting activities;

(iii) to set the criteria for the exercise of the Senior Treasurer’s discretion in reimbursing (within the limits of the funds made
available for the purpose by the Governing Body) legitimate and reasonable expenses incurred by Junior Members in representing the college in sporting activities;

(iv) to set the criteria for the exercise by the Senior and Junior Treasurers of their joint discretion in making awards, which shall not exceed the sum of £1000 per annum in aggregate, which may be awarded to Junior Members who are awarded an Oxford Blue;

(v) to receive from the Senior Treasurer under (iii) above and the Senior and Junior Treasurers under (iv) above reports of the sums awarded or reimbursed and the names of the persons to whom the award or reimbursement was made.

THE WINE SUB-COMMITTEE

22. The Wine Sub-Committee is abolished.

FELLOWSHIP AND APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE

23. (a) The members of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall be the Warden, the Sub-Warden, the Senior Tutor and five members of the Governing Body. The members of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall be elected by the Governing Body from among its own members. Every candidate for such election shall be nominated by a member of the Governing Body and self-nomination shall be permitted.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Fellowship and Appointments Committee and the Sub-Warden shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Sub-Warden shall convene the Fellowship and Appointments Committee not less often than once in every term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee:

(i) to recommend to the Governing Body:

(a) persons to be appointed as members of Boards and permanent Panels;

(b) persons to be appointed as College Officers (other than as Tutors or Lecturers or those within the scope of Bylaw IX.1);

2 The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes also attends this Committee ex officio under Bylaw IV.39.
(c) members of appointment panels where it is intended to recruit a College Officer (other than those within the scope of Bylaw IX.1) by advertised open competition;

(d) persons to be proposed in accordance with the relevant Bylaws for election as Professorial, Extraordinary, Honorary, Emeritus, Supernumerary Emeritus, Bodley, Julia de Lacy Mann, Sir Henry Savile, and Wyliot Fellows;

(e) persons to be proposed for election to non-renewable Research Fellowships of up to five years under Bylaw III.6(a), for which purpose it shall place advertisements, consult external referees, and conduct interviews if it sees fit;

(ii) to make recommendations to the Governing Body on:

(a) the re-election of Fellows;

(b) the future composition and size of the Governing Body;

(c) bids for association with University posts;

(iii) to agree a programme for the induction of new Fellows.

(e) In considering whether to recommend to the Governing Body the election of any person to a Professorial Fellowship, a Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowship in Category B or a Sir Henry Savile Fellowship or that the College be associated with any University post, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall consult in accordance with a policy approved from time to time by the Governing Body.

(f) In cases where candidates are to be selected for recommendation to the Governing Body for any research fellowship or other research post (except a Fitzjames Early Career Researcher or Early Career Researcher), the Fellowships and Appointments Committee shall either select the candidates itself (using such referees or readers or other assistance as may be necessary to aid that selection) or it shall appoint a selection panel from among the Fellows. In appropriate cases the Research Committee may invite a scholar of appropriate standing from outside the College to serve on the panel.

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

24.

(a) The members of the Finance Committee shall be the Warden, the Sub-Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, six members of the Governing Body, and the College Accountant.³

³ The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes is also ex officio a member of this Committee under Bylaw
(b) The Warden shall chair the Finance Committee and the Finance Bursar shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Finance Bursar shall convene the Finance Committee not less often than twice in every Term.

(d)

(i) The Finance Committee shall have power to make rules for its own procedure, and in particular to appoint sub-committees and to delegate to any sub-committee such of its functions as it may think fit provided that the appointment of such sub-committees and any such delegation shall be reported to the Governing Body at its next meeting.

(ii) The Finance Committee shall annually co-opt as members of the Finance Committee two External Members for the meeting at which the final draft of the Annual Report and Accounts is to be considered and such co-options shall be reported to the Governing Body at its next meeting. For the avoidance of doubt the persons thus co-opted shall have the power to speak and vote at the meeting.

(iii) The two persons co-opted under paragraph (ii) above shall inter alia pay special attention to control of and accounting for the receipt, investment and disbursement of benefactions (both unrestricted and restricted).

(e) It shall be the duty of the Finance Committee:

(i) to deal with all matters affecting the finances of the College;

(ii) to oversee the management of the College’s investments and investment properties (in consultation with the Investment Sub-Committee);

(iii) to submit to the Governing Body in each year the Annual Report of the Governing Body and Accounts of the College for the previous financial year, the Bursars’ Annual Report for the previous financial year, and the Budget for the current financial year;

(iv) to draw up and circulate to the Governing Body every year a report on the investment policy and the investments made in that period, showing the proportions maintained between each class of investment, and the investment returns obtained on each investment class and by each investment manager or fund;
(v) to submit to the Governing Body in each year a statement of the major risks to which the College is exposed and the systems that have been established to mitigate those risks;

(vi) to consider and make recommendations to the Governing Body in relation to long-term spending plans and strategy;

(vii) to consider and state an opinion on proposals for expenditure pursuant to Bylaws VII.8(a)(ix) and VII.24(f);

(viii) to consider and if thought fit to transmit to the Governing Body recommendations made by the Investment Sub-Committee;

(ix) whenever any Tutor’s house becomes vacant to arrange for it to be offered to Fellows of the College who are Tutors (including the Senior Tutor) or Bursars as specified under Bylaw VI.18.

(f)

(i) All motions on the Agenda of a Meeting of the Governing Body involving expenditure of money (other than normal or recurrent expenditures that are delegated to any College Officer or College Committee and sanctioned by a mandate or standing order approved by the Governing Body) shall be considered by the Finance Committee before that Meeting, and the Finance Committee shall report to that Meeting on the financial aspects of each such proposal.

(ii) In exceptional circumstances where time is of the essence the Finance Committee may approve any necessary expenditure of money prior to a Meeting of the Governing Body, provided that the members of the Governing Body are informed immediately of the Finance Committee’s decision.

(g)

(i) The Finance Bursar shall present the College Accounts to the Finance Committee, and subsequently at a Stated General Meeting held in each financial year, in accordance with the provisions of Bylaw VI.23(d).

(ii) The Domestic Bursar shall submit to the Finance Committee all proposed expenditure beyond the normal expenditure of his office.

(iii) The Estates Bursar and Land Agent or the Domestic Bursar (as the case may be) shall submit to the Finance Committee all such matters as it has hitherto been customary to submit, and in particular:

(a) All proposals for abnormal expenditure on repairs to College property;
(b) all proposals for alteration or extensive repairs to the structure of the College, or to ancient houses or buildings belonging to the College;

(c) all important questions affecting College property, such as town-planning schemes, etc.

(iv) The Estates Bursar and Land Agent shall keep a separate account of the expenses incurred by him when travelling on College business and the account shall be audited by the Finance Bursar.

(v) All alterations in rents agreed by the Estates Bursar and Land Agent shall be reported to the Finance Committee.

(h) The Finance Committee shall have the power, having regard to advice from the Investment Sub-Committee, to buy and sell investments within the framework set out in the investment policy approved by the Governing Body, and may delegate this power as appropriate to an investment manager pursuant to Statute 8.3.

THE BENEFACTIONS SUB-COMMITTEE

25. The Benefactions Sub-Committee is abolished.

THE INVESTMENT SUB-COMMITTEE

26. (a) The members of the Investment Sub-Committee shall be the Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Estates Bursar and Land Agent, two members of the Governing Body holding academic appointments, and no fewer than four External Members.

(ii) External Members of the Investment Sub-Committee shall be appointed for a non-renewable term of five years.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Investment Sub-Committee and the Finance Bursar shall be the Convenor.

(c) (i) The Finance Bursar shall convene the Investment Sub-Committee not less often than once in every year.

(ii) The quorum of the Investment Sub-Committee shall be four composed as follows: two of the ex officio members; one of the members appointed from the Governing Body; and one of the External Members.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Investment Sub-Committee:
(i) to advise on the framing of the College’s investment policy with the aim of securing the effective management of the College’s endowment funds in pursuit of the College’s objectives;

(ii) to review the implementation of the College’s investment policy;

(iii) to advise on any areas of the College’s strategy which may affect the overall performance of the College’s endowment funds;

(iv) to advise on the spending rate from the College’s endowment funds which allows the College to achieve both its short and long term objectives;

(v) to advise on the appointment of the Investment Fund Managers (including private equity, hedge fund and/or other alternative asset fund managers, if any), and then monitor and challenge the performance of such managers;

(vi) to receive at each meeting and consider a report from the Finance Bursar and, as appropriate, from the College’s Investment Fund Manager and/or Consultant;

(vii) to report in writing to the Finance Committee on such matters as it deems appropriate at least once in every year.

THE GRADUATE COMMITTEE

27. (a) The members of the Graduate Committee shall be the Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Dean of Graduates, the Domestic Bursar, the Finance Bursar, the Librarian, the Chaplain, one member of the Governing Body holding an academic post in Social Sciences, one member of the Governing Body holding an academic post in Mathematics, Physical Sciences or Life Sciences; one member of the Governing Body holding an academic post in Humanities, one member of the Governing Body holding an academic post in Medical Sciences, four other members of the Governing Body, the President of the Middle Common Room, one representative member of the Middle Common Room, the Academic Registrar, and the Graduate Officer.

(ii) The Committee may co-opt any other College Officers as members as it sees fit.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Graduate Committee and the Senior Tutor shall be the Convenor.

(c) The Senior Tutor shall convene the Graduate Committee not less often than once in every Term. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility
of the Senior Tutor as Convenor the minutes of the Committee’s meetings shall be taken by the Graduate Officer.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Graduate Committee:

(i) (subject to Bylaw VII.32(e)) generally to oversee matters relating to Junior Members reading for post-graduate degrees or diplomas (“graduate students”) including their academic progress and welfare;

(ii) to oversee the recruitment of graduate students, the processes for their admission to the College, their induction, and their progress;

(iii) to oversee the academic provision and take responsibility for the welfare support made available to graduate students;

(iv) to advise the Governing Body on and oversee all matters relating to Graduate Scholarships;

(v) to keep under review and to make recommendations to the Governing Body in relation to the size and composition of the College’s community of graduate students;

(vi) to receive annually and review the Senior Tutor’s Report, the Graduate Admissions Report, the Welfare Report (from the Chaplain), a report from the Student Support Sub-Committee, the Discipline Report (from the Principal of the Postmasters), the Student Feedback Report (from the Senior Tutor) and such other reports as it may require;

(vii) to ensure the College’s compliance with section 22 of the Education Act 1994 as regards the Middle Common Room (“MCR”) on behalf of the Governing Body by:

(a) approving the budget of the MCR and monitoring its expenditure;

(b) reviewing and approving the constitution of the MCR at intervals of not more than five years;

(c) satisfying itself that elections in the MCR are fairly and properly conducted;

(d) issuing and when necessary revising the code of practice required under section 22(3) of the Education Act 1994;

(e) annually drawing the MCR’s attention to the limitations on the MCR’s activities imposed by the law of charities.

THE LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
28. (a) The members of the Library and Archives Committee shall be the Warden, the Librarian, four members of the Governing Body (at least one of whom shall also be a member of the Warden & Tutors Committee), the Archivist, the Assistant Librarian, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(ii) The four members of the Governing Body appointed to the Library and Archives Committee shall be selected so as to ensure the representation of different subject-areas in the College’s teaching and research.

(iii) The Library and Archives Committee shall have the power to invite the attendance of any other College Officer for any meeting at which the business is thought to require it.

(b) The Librarian shall chair the Library and Archives Committee and shall also be its Convenor.

(c) The Librarian shall convene the Library and Archives Committee not less often than once in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Library and Archives Committee:

(i) generally to oversee the management of the Library and Archives, to review and oversee the services, activities, collections and physical spaces used by the Library and the Archives, to make recommendations to the Governing Body in relation to all these matters, and to provide a forum for discussion and liaison with members of the College regarding services and collections;

(ii) to advise the Librarian and the Library and Archives staff;

(iii) to approve policies for the development and management of the collections and any other policies for the Library and the Archives that may be expedient;

(iv) subject to Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii), to review and approve Regulations for the Library and the Archives proposed by the Librarian (provided that the Librarian may when necessary make a new regulation or authorise derogation from an existing one and such regulation or derogation shall have force until the next meeting of the Library and Archives Committee);

(v) subject to Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii), to review and approve policies relating to publication rights, licensing and filming in relation to
library & archive items and spaces (in consultation with the
Domestic Bursar and the Media and Publications Officers);

(vi) to review and recommend to the Governing Body policies relating
to loans for exhibitions and other applications for the temporary
removal of any item in the collections from the College;

(vii) each year to approve a budget for the Library and the Archives and
each term to review expenditure in relation to the budget;

(viii) to review the Dyson Library Fund allocation, which shall not
normally exceed £5,000, and to recommend any appropriate
revision to the Governing Body, and to review the collection-
development policy relating to the Dyson Library Fund;

(ix) to receive a report once a term from the Librarian on Library and
Archive developments and activities which shall include
expenditure incurred on the development of the collection;

(x) to receive, review, and transmit to the Governing Body (normally
for consideration at the Stated General Meeting in 4th week of
Michaelmas Term) the Librarian’s annual report on the Library and
Archives, which shall include a list of items purchased in the
previous year from the Dyson Fund.

THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE

29. (a) 

(i) The members of the Research Committee shall be the Warden, the
Sub-Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Convenor of Research
Activities, the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust, and six members
of the Governing Body (of whom at least two shall be Tutors).

(ii) The six members of the Governing Body appointed to the Research
Committee shall so far as possible be selected so that there shall
be representation from each of the four academic Divisions of the
University.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Research Committee and the Sub-Warden
shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Sub-Warden shall convene the Research Committee not less often
than once in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Research Committee:
(i) generally to keep an overview of the research contribution of the College, to keep under review the size and composition of the College’s research community, to consider future developments of the College’s strategy for the support of research, to promote and facilitate research activities, and to make recommendations to the Governing Body in relation to all these matters;

(ii) to consider the College’s strategies for the recruitment and election of Research Fellows under Bylaw III.6(a) and Early Career Researchers and to oversee their progress and in particular:

(a) to recommend to the Governing Body what Research Fellowships and Early Career Researcherships should be advertised;

(b) to review each Trinity Term all proposals for Visiting Research Fellowships with a view to election in the next but one academic year, and make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly;

(c) to receive annually and consider a report from each Research Fellow, Julia de Lacy Mann Fellow in Category B, Fitzjames Early Career Researcher and Early Career Researcher;

(iii) to review every proposal to appoint a Visiting Scholar in accordance with Bylaw VI.13 and to make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly;

(iv) to review every proposal to assign a study in College to a person carrying out research not otherwise entitled to accommodation in College and in consultation with the Domestic Committee to make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly;

(v) to review and if appropriate approve requests from members of Governing Body other than the Bursars, the Development Director and the Senior Tutor for research assistance, including research allowances under Bylaw VI.30 (in consultation with the Finance Committee and the Stipends and Allowances Committee) and ad hoc research grants;

(vi) to consider the use of College facilities for research purposes (in consultation with the Domestic Committee) and to consider questions raised by Fellows related to the carrying on of research and to make recommendations to the Governing Body;

(vii) (in consultation with the Junior Common Room, the Middle Common Room, the Warden and Tutors Committee and the Graduate Committee as may be relevant) to support the research activities of the Junior Members and to promote co-ordination of research activities among senior and Junior Members;
(viii) to consider the protection and promotion of the College’s public research identity (in consultation with the Information Technology Sub-Committee) and make recommendations to the Governing Body.

THE STATUTES AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE

30.

(a)

(i) The members of the Statutes and Bylaws Committee shall be the Sub-Warden, the Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws, the member of the Governing Body who has most recently held the office of Sub-Warden before the incumbent, and two other members of the Governing Body who have previously held the office of Sub-Warden.

(ii) If there shall not be among the Governing Body the number of former Sub-Wardens required to fill any place provided under paragraph (i) above the Governing Body shall on the nomination of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee appoint another member of the Governing Body to fill the vacancy for so long as that remains the case.

(b) The Sub-Warden shall chair the Statutes and Bylaws Committee and the Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws shall be its Convenor. The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws may invite the attendance at the Committee’s meetings of other College Officers, of other Fellows and employees of the College, and of Junior Members nominated by the Presidents of the Middle or Junior Common Rooms where such attendance would be desirable.

(c) The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws shall convene the Statutes and Bylaws Committee not less often than once in every Term. It shall not be necessary for the Statutes and Bylaws Committee to keep formal minutes of its meetings provided that it shall approve a reasoned explanation to support any recommendation that it makes to the Governing Body.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Statutes and Bylaws Committee:

(i) to review the Statutes and Bylaws of the College both independently and in the light of the periodical reviews of the Bylaws conducted by the Boards and permanent Panels under Bylaw VII.8(a)(xv) and VII.8(b)(v);

(ii) to review in the light of paragraph (iv) below any amendment to the Statutes and Bylaws proposed by a Board or permanent Panel or any College Officer or Fellow and to report thereon to the Governing Body;
(iii) to review regulations, handbooks, policies and similar materials published before the adoption of this Bylaw or thereafter intended to be published by the Governing Body or Boards or College Officers to ensure that they are consistent with the Statutes and Bylaws of the College and to make recommendations arising out of such review;

(iv) to consider as often as necessary but not less often than once each Term whether any decision made by the Governing Body in the course of that Term is of such general and permanent character that it ought to be enacted as a Bylaw;

(v) to recommend to the Governing Body such amendments as may be necessary or expedient to ensure that the Statutes and Bylaws and the documents referred to in paragraph (iii) above are internally consistent, clearly expressed, up to date, and lawful;

(vi) to make such changes as may be expedient in the exercise of the power conferred by Bylaw I.7.

(e) Subject to prior agreement with the Finance Bursar where costs are likely to be incurred the Statutes and Bylaws Committee may seek such external advice as it considers necessary for the proper discharge of its duties.

THE COMMITTEE ON STIPENDS AND ALLOWANCES

31. (a) The members of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances shall be three Professorial Fellows and four External Members. Three other Professorial Fellows shall also be appointed as alternates. If a Professorial Fellow who is a member of the Committee is unable to attend a meeting the Convenor shall arrange, if possible, for one of the alternates to attend instead.

(ii) The Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Senior Tutor, and two persons elected by the Governing Body from among its members who are Tutors, shall be entitled to attend the meetings of the Committee and may speak but shall have no vote, provided that the Chair (a) may reserve any item of business for private discussion among its members and (b) may require any vote to be taken in the absence of non-members.

(iii) If the Committee proposes to discuss any stipend, allowance or benefit of a member of the Governing Body present at that meeting, the affected person shall leave the meeting during that
discussion. If the affected persons include members of the Committee and their withdrawal would cause the meeting to become inquorate, the Convenor may co-opt alternate members from among those Fellows who are not employees of the College.

(iv) If an External Member is elected to a Fellowship carrying membership of the Governing Body or becomes an employee of the College or a Professorial Fellow who is a member is appointed to a College Office or otherwise becomes an employee of the College that person shall cease to be a member of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances and the Governing Body shall forthwith appoint a replacement.

(b) The Committee on Stipends and Allowances shall be convened by the Finance Bursar and chaired by one of the External Members elected by its members whenever there is a vacancy in the Chair.

(c) 

(i) The Committee on Stipends and Allowances shall determine the frequency of its meetings but shall also be convened at the request of the Governing Body or any Board.

(ii) The quorum for meetings of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances is four of whom at least two must be External Members and at least one must be a Professorial Fellow.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances:

(i) to review from time to time, at its own instigation or at the request of the Governing Body or another Board, the stipends, allowances, benefits, and accommodation, if any, awarded or provided to any person who is a member of the Governing Body and to recommend to the Governing Body any adjustments (except to the extent of any specific entitlement under the College Statutes) that may be deemed appropriate;

(ii) to consider any recommendation from another Board relating to the stipends, allowances and benefits awarded to any person falling within the remit of the Committee.

(e) 

(i) The Governing Body shall consider every recommendation made by the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.

(ii) Where under Bylaw VII.31(d) above the Committee on Stipends and Allowances recommends any adjustment the Governing Body shall either (a) accept the recommendation or (b) (where the Committee recommends any increase) decide to make no increase or to make an increase smaller in value than that recommended by the Committee or (c) reject the recommendation.
(iii) If the Governing Body rejects any recommendation made by the Committee on Stipends and Allowances it shall be referred back to the Committee for reconsideration.

(iv) After reconsidering any recommendation in accordance with Bylaw VII.31(e)(iii) above the Committee on Stipends and Allowances shall make a further recommendation on the matter to the Governing Body. On consideration by the Governing Body of the further recommendation, Bylaw VII.31(e)(ii) above shall apply except that the Governing Body shall not be entitled to reject the further recommendation.

(f) No papers of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances, other than its reports and recommendations, shall be made available to members of the Governing Body without the consent of all members of the Committee.

THE WARDEN AND TUTORS’ COMMITTEE

32. (a) The members of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall be the Warden, the Sub-Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Tutors, the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar, the Librarian, the Chaplain, and the Principal of the Postmasters.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and the Senior Tutor shall be the Convenor. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility of the Senior Tutor as Convenor the minutes of the Committee’s meetings shall be taken by the Academic Registrar who shall attend for that purpose.

(c) The Senior Tutor shall convene the Warden and Tutors’ Committee not less often than four times in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee:

4 The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes is also ex officio a member of this Committee under Bylaw IV.39.
(i) generally to regulate all matters relating to the discipline, instruction and welfare of undergraduates;

(ii) to review the policy for and be responsible for the operation of undergraduate admissions;

(iii) to oversee the Schools Liaison and Access Programme;

(iv) to have responsibility for academic provision for undergraduates and for monitoring their progress and recognising their achievements by the award of Postmasterships, Exhibitions, and Prizes;

(v) to report to the Governing Body on the appointment of College Lecturers;

(vi) to receive annually and review the Senior Tutor’s Report, the Admissions Report, the Academic Discipline Report (from the Senior Tutor), the Discipline Report (from the Principal of the Postmasters), the Welfare Report (from the Chaplain), the Student Feedback Report (from the Senior Tutor), the Schools Liaison and Access Report (from the Schools Liaison and Access Officer) and such other reports as it may require;

(vii) to receive and consider and to transmit to the Governing Body as appropriate the minutes and reports of its Sub-Committees;

(viii) to ensure the College’s compliance with section 22 of the Education Act 1994 as regards the Junior Common Room on behalf of the Governing Body:

(a) by approving the budget of the JCR and monitoring its expenditure;

(b) by reviewing and approving the constitution of the JCR at intervals of not more than five years;

(c) by satisfying itself that elections in the JCR are fairly and properly conducted;

(d) by issuing and when necessary revising the code of practice required under section 22(3) of the Education Act 1994;

(e) by annually drawing the JCR’s attention to the limitations on the JCR’s activities imposed by the law of charities.

(e) Subject to Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii), the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall have authority to make regulations (in consultation with the Graduate Committee where appropriate) on all matters concerning Junior Members including their academic work, their use of College facilities, and disciplinary matters, and to enforce these regulations as it sees fit.
THE ACADEMIC NEEDS AND LEAVE SUB-COMMITTEE

33. (a) The members of the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee shall be the Warden, the Sub-Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Finance Bursar, and five members of the Governing Body (of whom at least one shall not be a Tutor).  

(b) The Warden shall chair the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee and the Senior Tutor shall be its Convenor.

(c) The Senior Tutor shall convene the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee not less often than once in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee:

(i) to consider requests for sabbatical leave from those entitled;

(ii) to advise on requests from Tutors for non-sabbatical leave and buy-outs from teaching stint;

(iii) to advise on questions concerning the filling of tutorial posts, the size and composition of the undergraduate body including the mix of subjects, tutorial contracts and teaching practices, both in detail and in a broad academic and financial context.

SCHOOLS LIAISON AND ACCESS SUB-COMMITTEE

34. (a) The members of the Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee shall be the Senior Tutor, the Access Advisors, the Schools Liaison and Access Officer, two Junior Members nominated by the President of the Junior Common Room and one Junior Member nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room. The Domestic Bursar shall nominate a member of the conference and events staff who shall attend and participate in the Sub-Committee’s meetings.

(b) The Senior Tutor shall chair the Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee and the Schools Liaison and Access Officer shall be its convenor.

(c) The Schools Liaison and Access Officer shall convene the Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee not less often than once a term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee to oversee the College’s programme of activities relating to undergraduate recruitment, access, and outreach in accordance with the strategy formulated by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

---

5 The Dean and Keeper of the Statutes also attends this Committee ex officio under Bylaw IV.39.
(e) In Michaelmas Term the Schools Liaison and Access Sub-Committee shall report to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on the previous academic year and shall recommend priorities for the current year.

THE STUDENT SUPPORT SUB-COMMITTEE

35. (a) The members of the Student Support Sub-Committee shall be the Chaplain, the Senior Tutor, the Dean of Graduates, four members of the Governing Body, the Academic Registrar, and one member of the Development Office staff.

(b) The Chaplain shall chair the Student Support Sub-Committee and be its Convenor.

(c) The Chaplain shall convene the Student Support Sub-Committee not less often than four times in each year.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Student Support Sub-Committee to distribute the income available to it to suitable Junior Members, in accordance with rules determined by, and from time to time adjusted by, the Sub-Committee itself, to include the following purposes and in the following circumstances:

(i) financial hardship (including grants to alleviate hardship made from the Thomas Bowman Fund);

(ii) counselling and welfare support;

(iii) study skills including English language tuition for overseas students;

(iv) grants to enable completion of theses to be submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy;

(v) travel grants;

(vi) grants for other academic, cultural and sports activities.

(e) Except for grants made from the Thomas Bowman Fund the income available for distribution shall be drawn both from the Student Support Fund and from the general revenues of the College and shall be reviewed by the Student Support Sub-Committee and the Finance Bursar at the beginning of each academic year, and revised by the Warden and Tutors’ Committee on its recommendation.
PART IV: FORUMS

THE EQUALITY FORUM

36. (a) The members of the Equality Forum shall be the Warden, the Domestic Bursar, the Senior Tutor, the Chaplain, the Access Advisers (who shall attend alternately), the Equality Adviser, a member of the Governing Body, one College Lecturer or Julia de Lacy Mann Fellow in Categories B or C, four Junior Members of whom two shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and two by the President of the Junior Common Room; the Human Resources Manager, the Academic Registrar, the Schools Liaison and Access Officer, the Student Support Administrator, two non-academic employees of the College from different departments who are not also members of the Governing Body, and one External Member.

(b) The Warden shall chair the Equality Forum and the Academic Registrar shall be the Convenor.

(c) The Academic Registrar shall convene the Equality Forum not less often than once in every Term.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Equality Forum:

(i) to make recommendations to the Governing Body or to any Board for the purpose of ensuring that the College fulfils its responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, and foster good relations between different people;

(ii) to provide to the Governing Body and publish annually relevant and proportionate information showing the College’s compliance with the Public Sector Equality Duty.

THE WELFARE FORUM

37. (a) The members of the Welfare Forum shall be the Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Chaplain, the Principal of the Postmasters, the Equality Adviser, the Harassment Advisers to Junior Members, the Junior Deans for Welfare, the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters, the Academic Registrar, the College Nurse, the College Doctors, the Student Support Administrator, a representative of the Counselling Service, a representative of the Disability Advisory Service, seven representatives of the Junior Common Room as follows: the President, two Welfare Representatives, the LGBTQ Representative, the Equal Opportunities Representative, the Academic Affairs Representative, and the International Representative; and three representatives of the Middle Common Room as follows: the President and two Welfare Representatives.
(b) The Chaplain shall chair the Welfare Forum and be its Convenor.

(c) The Chaplain shall convene the Welfare Forum not less often than once in every Term. Without prejudice to the overall responsibility of the Chaplain as Convenor the minutes of the Forum’s meetings shall be taken by one of the Junior Deans for Welfare.

(d) It shall be the duty of the Welfare Forum:

(i) generally to consider all issues pertaining to the welfare of Junior Members of the College and to make such recommendations in relation to those issues to any Board as it thinks appropriate;

(ii) to receive and consider reports on the matters within its remit from the Junior Common Room, the Middle Common Room, the University Counselling Service, and the Disability Advisory Service;

(iii) to monitor the training of College Peer Supporters;

(iv) to review and plan the College’s response to public health issues;

(v) to consider the report on the welfare of the Junior Members submitted annually by the Chaplain to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and the Graduate Committee.
PART V: PANELS

THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL

38. (a) The members of the Disciplinary Panel shall be the Sub-Warden (or if the Sub-Warden is unavailable another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Sub-Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body at least two of whom shall hold the office of Tutor. The Principal of the Postmasters shall not be a member. The Panel may (but shall not be obliged to) ask an assessor, to be known as the Disciplinary Assessor, to be present at its deliberations and to advise it but such person shall have no vote.

(ii) Any tutor of the Junior Member charged and any other person with an interest in the subject-matter of the charge shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined (i) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies and (ii) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted as that graduate student’s college adviser and (iii) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file an academic report on that Junior Member’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(iii) The Sub-Warden or the Sub-Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Panel. If the Sub-Warden or the Sub-Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw VII.38(a)(ii) above the most senior of the Tutors present shall chair the Panel.

(b) The Disciplinary Panel shall be convened in accordance with Bylaw XI B as often as required and all its members must be present at its meetings.

(c) It shall be the duty of the Disciplinary Panel to hear and determine cases brought before it concerning serious misconduct relating to Junior Members within the College’s jurisdiction in accordance with Bylaw XI B on Discipline.

THE ACADEMIC REVIEW PANEL

39. (a) The members of the Academic Review Panel shall be six members of the Governing Body including at least three who hold the office of Tutor. The Senior Tutor shall not be a member.

(ii) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel.
For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(iii) The members of the Academic Review Panel as constituted after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

(b) The Academic Review Panel shall be convened in accordance with Bylaw XI A as often as required and all its members must be present at its meetings.

(c) It shall be the duty of the Academic Review Panel to hear and determine cases referred to it concerning the imposition or extension of probation and cases concerning breaches of probation in accordance with Bylaw XI A on Academic Discipline.

(d) Any appeal against a decision of the Academic Review Panel shall be made to the Appeals Panel.

**THE FITNESS TO STUDY PANEL**

40.

(a) The members of the Fitness to Study Panel shall be the Sub-Warden (or another Governing Body Fellow nominated by the Sub-Warden if the Sub-Warden is unavailable), who shall chair the Panel, and four other Governing Body Fellows of the College, at least two of whom should be Tutors or former Tutors.

(ii) These members shall be drawn by the Chair from a pool of eight Governing Body Fellows who have agreed to sit on the Panel. The Panel shall include both male and female members.

(iii) Should any member of the Panel be the tutor of the Junior Member or have an interest in the case, she or he shall be replaced by another member of the pool (or a member of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel in the event that there is no member of the pool available).

(iv) For the purposes of Bylaw VII.40(a)(iii) only a “tutor” shall be defined

(a) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies and

(b) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted as that graduate student’s college adviser and
(c) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file an academic report on that Junior Member’s work.

(b) The Fitness to Study Panel shall be convened in accordance with Bylaw XI D as often as required. The Panel shall normally require the participation of five members but outside Full Term in cases of urgency special arrangements may be made including reducing the number of members to not less than three.

(c) It shall be the duty of the Fitness to Study Panel to hear and determine cases referred to it in accordance with Bylaw XI D.

(d) Any application for review of a decision of the Fitness to Study Panel shall be made to the Appeals Panel in accordance with Bylaw XI D.

THE APPEALS PANEL

41.

(a) The members of the Appeals Panel shall in cases of academic discipline under Bylaw XI A be the Warden (or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. Members of the Academic Review Panel shall not be members.

(ii) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(iii) The Warden or the Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Panel when it is convened for the purposes of Bylaw XI A. If the Warden or the Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw VII.41(a)(ii) above the Panel as constituted after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

(b) The members of the Appeals Panel shall in cases of discipline for serious misconduct under Bylaw XI B be the Warden (or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. Neither the Principal of the Postmasters nor any member of the Disciplinary Panel shall be a member.
(ii) Any tutor of the Junior Member whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined

(a) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies and

(b) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted as that graduate student’s college adviser and

(c) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file an academic report on that Junior Member’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(iii) The Warden or the Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Panel as constituted under Bylaw XI B. If the Warden or the Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw VII.41(b)(ii) above the most senior of the Tutors present shall chair the Panel.

(c) The members of the Appeals Panel shall in cases of failure in the First Public Examination under Bylaw XI C be no fewer than three members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. The Senior Tutor shall not be a member.

(ii) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(iii) The members of the Appeals Panel as constituted under Bylaw XI C after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

(d) The members of the Appeals Panel in cases relating to suspension of studies or fitness to study under Bylaw XI D shall be the Warden (or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden) with four other members of the Governing Body, of whom at least two are Tutors.

(ii) The Appeals Panel shall include both male and female members. The members of the Fitness to Study Panel shall not be members
of the Appeals Panel (although members of the pool from whom
the Panel was drawn may be included on the Appeals Panel).

(iii) Any tutor of the Junior Member whose case has been referred and
any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of
the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel.

(iv) For the purposes of Bylaw VII.41(d)(iii) above only a “tutor” shall
be defined

(a) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted
as that undergraduate’s director of studies and

(b) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted
as that graduate student’s college adviser and

(c) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file
an academic report on that Junior Member’s work.

(v) The Warden or the Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the
Panel as constituted under Bylaw XI D. If the Warden or the
Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw VII.41(d)(ii)
above the most senior of the Tutors present shall chair the Panel.

(e) The Appeals Panel shall be convened in accordance with Bylaw XI A or
Bylaw XI B or Bylaw XI C or Bylaw XI D as the case may be as often as
required and all relevant members must be present at its meetings. The
Warden or (in the Warden’s absence) the Sub-Warden shall convene the
Appeals Panel under Bylaw XI C.

(f) It shall be the duty of the Appeals Panel to hear and determine appeals
made to it in accordance with Bylaw XI A or XI B or XI C or applications
for review under Bylaw XI D as the case may be.

**THE INITIAL PERIOD REVIEW PANEL**

42.

(a) The members of the Initial Period Review Panel when it is to
consider any re-appointment of a Tutor other than the Senior Tutor
in accordance with Bylaw IV.32(c) shall be the Senior Tutor and
four other members of the Governing Body of whom at least one
shall have served as a Tutor (other than as Senior Tutor).

(ii) The members of the Initial Period Review Panel when it is to
consider the re-appointment of any permanent College Officer
other than a Tutor or Lecturer (but including the Senior Tutor) shall
be the Sub-Warden and the members of the Governing Body who
were members of the panel which made the original appointment.
In the event that no or only one person who was a member of the
original appointment panel remains a member of the Governing
Body at the time when re-appointment falls to be considered the Governing Body shall appoint the members of the Initial Period Review Panel on the nomination of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee.

(iii) The Initial Period Review Panel shall have power:

(a) to co-opt additional members from among the members of the Governing Body;

(b) to consult such persons as it thinks fit.

(b) The Senior Tutor shall chair the Initial Period Review Panel when it meets to consider the re-appointment of a Tutor and shall also be its Convenor. In all other cases the person who chaired the original appointment panel shall chair the Initial Period Review Panel and shall also be its Convenor but if that person has ceased to be a member of the Governing Body or is otherwise unable to act the Governing Body shall appoint in substitution one of the members of the Panel.

(c)

(i) Subject to Bylaw VII.42(c)(ii), it shall be the duty of the Initial Period Review Panel to consider re-appointments in accordance with the procedure provided in Bylaw IV.32(c) and to make recommendations to the Warden or to the Governing Body as the case may be.

(ii) When the Initial Period Review Panel is to consider the re-appointment of any permanent College Officer other than a Tutor or Lecturer (but including the Senior Tutor)

(a) references in Bylaw IV.32(c) to “Tutor” shall be understood as references to the College Officer whose re-appointment is being considered; and

(b) the report submitted by the College Officer under Bylaw IV.32(c)(ii) shall address the activities undertaken by the College Officer during the probationary period in fulfilling their contractual duties.

THE EJRA PANEL

43.

(a)

(i) The members of the EJRA Panel shall be the Warden (except where paragraph (b) below applies), a Professorial Fellow, and one of the Tutors elected by the Governing Body to attend the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.

(ii) Where the EJRA Panel is to consider a request by the Warden to continue in office beyond the retiring age the Governing Body shall
elect an Honorary or Emeritus Fellow to take the Warden’s place on the Panel.

(b) The Warden (or where Bylaw VII.43(a)(ii) above applies, the Honorary or Emeritus Fellow elected to take the Warden’s place) shall chair the EJRA Panel and be its Convenor.

(c) It shall be the duty of the EJRA Panel to consider in accordance with the College’s Employer Justified Retirement Age Policy any request made by the Warden or College Officers or academic employees to work or to continue in office beyond the retiring age and to recommend to the Governing Body how that request should be dealt with.

(d) In relation to the EJRA Panel “the retiring age” shall mean the employer-justified retiring age adopted by the College for the office or employment in question.
VIII. ACADEMIC EMPLOYEES

1. This bylaw relates to Statute 9.

Part I: - Application

This Bylaw shall apply to all members of the Governing Body of Merton College employed by the College to carry out teaching or research, to all Fitzjames Early Career Researchers and Early Career Researchers (whether or not members of the Governing Body), to all Stipendiary Lecturers who are teaching four or more hours per week for the College, and to the Warden as indicated in clause 3(1(c).

Part II: Redundancy Procedure

Stage 1 - Governing Body Meeting (Clause 10(2))

1.1 In the event that a reduction in academic staff or activity is contemplated for any reason whatsoever, the Warden shall call a special meeting of the Governing Body to consider and determine upon the matters set out in Clause 10(2) of the Statute.

1.2 If any member is unavoidably unable to attend and reasonably considers that he or she may be personally affected by a decision under Clause 10(2), for example because the Governing Body may be considering deleting a subject altogether, he or she shall be entitled to seek a postponement of the meeting by written notice to the Warden to be delivered to him or her at least three days prior to the date set for the meeting.

1.3 Prior to the special meeting, the Warden shall cause a detailed memorandum of information to be prepared on a confidential basis for the Governing Body. The memorandum shall contain all relevant available information including financial and academic matters, setting out in detail the position of the College and the matters to be considered both in favour of and against making any reductions in general terms and in so far as possible without reference at this stage to the position of any individual members of academic staff who may be affected.

1.4 The memorandum shall put all considerations forward fairly and in an even-handed manner and shall not make recommendations for any specific course of action. The memorandum shall evaluate as far as possible the impact of any reduction on the principles established by Clause 1 of the Statute.

1.5 To provide members with an opportunity to consider, and respond to, the memorandum of information, it shall be circulated at least seven days before the relevant meeting of the Governing Body and representations shall be invited. Any representations which are received in the Warden’s Office by 12 noon on the second day before the day of the meeting shall be circulated to all members of the Governing Body.

1.6 Prior to making any decision under Clause 10(2) the Governing Body shall consider the impact of such a decision on relevant Faculty and subject boards and shall consult with the relevant University bodies. Such consultation may be commenced at any stage by the Warden (or the Warden’s delegate).
Stage 2 - Redundancy Procedure - Initial Stage

2.1 Once a decision has been reached in principle under Clause 10(2) of the Statute, the Governing Body shall appoint a Redundancy Committee ('the Committee') unless it determines that it will carry out the task of handling any redundancies itself.

2.2 Members of the Committee shall be selected in accordance with the provisions of Clause 11 of the Statute. However no members who appear to be personally affected or likely to be so affected shall be chosen. No-one on a fixed-term appointment shall be eligible for selection and no-one to whom the Statute applies shall be eligible for selection unless he or she has been employed by the College for at least two years. The Chair of the Committee shall be expressly so appointed by the Governing Body.

2.3 In the case of potential collective redundancies the Governing Body shall, and in all other cases may, consider and establish appropriate procedures for consultation with representatives of the members of staff potentially affected. Such consultation shall generally be carried out by the Redundancy Committee or, if none is appointed, the Governing Body itself. Such consultation shall be either with a recognised trade union or specially elected "workplace" representatives as defined by any relevant legislation currently in force, and shall commence in good time with a view to reaching agreement in relation to the matters set out in any legislation in force for the time being.

2.4 The Redundancy Committee (or if none is appointed, the Governing Body) shall meet as soon as is reasonably practicable to establish a timetable for consideration of the issues. The Committee shall consider the identification of those who are potentially at risk of redundancy and shall seek to identify any alternatives to redundancy to avoid redundancy and/or to mitigate the effects. It shall also consider, where applicable, selection criteria for the determination of who is to be chosen from among those who are at risk of redundancy.

2.5 No decision shall be taken upon any of the relevant matters without the Committee's ensuring that there has been full and proper consultation with the affected persons and their representatives. For this purpose, and prior to any decision being made, the Committee shall ensure that each person is afforded an opportunity to meet with members of the Committee (accompanied by a representative if they wish), to be provided with relevant information and to make representations on any aspect of the case.

2.6 After having considered all relevant matters the Redundancy Committee shall meet to formulate its recommendations together with the reasons for them. A written report of the recommendations and reasons for them shall be provided to the Governing Body and to the affected person or persons as well as their representative(s).

Stage 3 - Decision on Redundancy

3.1 Upon receipt of the report and recommendations of the Redundancy
Committee a special meeting of the Governing Body shall be convened to consider the matter further.

3.2 Any member whose dismissal on grounds of redundancy is recommended by the Redundancy Committee, shall be permitted at least two weeks between the date of the Committee’s report and the special meeting of the Governing Body to prepare and submit any representations he or she considers appropriate to the Governing Body. Any representations which are received in the Warden’s Office by 12 noon on the second day before the day of the meeting shall be circulated to all members of the Governing Body.

3.3 In addition to submission of written representations, the person concerned shall have the opportunity to make oral representations to the Governing Body at the special meeting prior to any decision being made and shall be entitled to be accompanied and/or represented by a person (who may be a professional and/or trade union representative) of his or her choice.

3.4 The Governing Body may request a member of the Redundancy Committee (where appointed), being the Chair or his delegate, to attend the Governing Body formally in that capacity to present the Committee’s recommendations and to answer questions from the Governing Body and/or the person or persons concerned. If the Governing Body so determines, the Redundancy Committee may be asked to carry out further consultation with affected members or any other appropriate person.

3.5 No meeting of the Governing Body at which a decision to dismiss under Part II is taken shall be quorate unless at least 50% of those members of the College entitled to attend are present and no vote shall be effective unless at least two thirds of those attending vote in favour.

3.6 Prior to making any decision to dismiss in accordance with recommendations of the Redundancy Committee, the Governing Body shall specifically canvass any alternative employment opportunities or any other means of avoiding a dismissal for redundancy. In addition the Governing Body shall ensure that it has been fully appraised of any USS options which the person affected may be able to exercise in the event of redundancy.

3.7 In the event that the Governing Body accepts the recommendations of the Redundancy Committee and votes to dismiss any member on grounds of redundancy, a written note of the decision of the Governing Body together with a copy of the procedures establishing a right of appeal shall be provided to the person affected and his or her representative. In the event of an appeal, no decision shall be implemented until after this has been determined under Part V.

3.8 If the Governing Body decides upon the dismissal of any member on grounds of redundancy, it shall ensure that provision is made to assist the person concerned with financial and career planning, with reasonable expenses to be met by the College.
Part III: Disciplinary Procedure

1 Informal Stage

1.1 Where it appears to the Warden that the conduct or performance of a member of academic staff is falling below an acceptable standard, the Warden may arrange to meet with that person on an informal basis to explore the situation and to consider what action can be taken to improve his conduct or performance. The Warden may appoint a colleague (being a Fellow or Emeritus or Honorary Fellow of the College) to conduct the informal discussions with the person concerned either with the Warden or alone. The informal discussion shall not be viewed as a disciplinary act but as an opportunity to explore together any problems that appear to have arisen and consider solutions that may be available. A record of this initial meeting may be kept, provided the member of staff agrees and a copy of any record is made available to him or her. If the person concerned prefers, the discussion may be kept confidential at this stage.

2 Disciplinary Warnings

2.1 In any case where it seems to the Warden that the performance and/or conduct of a member of academic staff appears not to meet acceptable standards but where the circumstances do not appear to raise prima facie grounds for dismissal (for example, after investigation of a complaint submitted to the Warden under Clause 14(1) which is not to be referred to an Academic Disciplinary Panel), the Warden may convene a meeting with the individual for the purpose of considering the matter and any appropriate sanction. No disciplinary sanction shall be imposed unless the person concerned has had reasonable notification of the allegations made against him or her and an opportunity to respond and until the matter has been properly investigated by or at the behest of the Warden.

2.2 Prior to the disciplinary meeting, the person concerned shall be provided with written notification of the date and nature of the meeting and the matters to be considered, together with copies of any relevant statements. The person concerned shall have the opportunity to be accompanied or represented by a colleague or representative from any professional body or trade union of which he or she is a member such as the UCU. The individual shall not normally be permitted legal representation at this stage.

2.3 In the event that it appears to the Warden that the individual’s conduct and/or performance has fallen below acceptable standards, and depending on the gravity of the situation and all the circumstances of the case, the Warden may issue an oral or written warning.

2.3 (a) Oral Warning
The oral warning is the first stage of the disciplinary procedure. It shall normally be issued in front of a witness and shall state clearly that it comprises the first stage of the disciplinary process. The reasons for the warning shall be specified, together with any agreed plan of action for improvement, where applicable. The oral warning shall be recorded in a dated written note, a copy of which shall be
provided to the individual. The note shall be kept in the file of the person concerned and shall be regarded and marked as spent after one year.

2.3 (b) Written Warning

In the event that the person’s conduct and/or performance does not improve or gives further cause for concern whether of a similar nature or not, within the twelve month period during which the oral warning remains live, and in any case where the seriousness of the matter so merits, the disciplinary action which the Warden may take short of dismissal is a written warning. The written warning shall specify the reason and set out the improvement required and the time for achieving it. It shall be dated and a copy shall be provided to the individual as well as being kept in the file of the person concerned. A written warning remains “live” for a period of two years after which it shall be regarded and marked as spent.

2.4 In the event that either an oral or a written warning is issued, the person concerned shall be notified of his or her right of appeal under Clause 13(3) of the Statute.

3 Dismissal

In any case before the Warden, whether on a complaint under Clause 14(1) or otherwise, the Warden shall consider all the circumstances of the case including the outcome of any enquiries instituted under Clause 14(2) and any comments from the person concerned invited under Clause 14(3). If, after such consideration, it appears to the Warden that there are prima facie grounds for dismissal for good cause as defined in Clause 5 of the Statute, the Warden may call on the Governing Body to appoint a Tribunal to consider and report on the case in accordance with Clauses 16-19 of the Statute. The Warden may suspend the person concerned at this stage in accordance with Clause 14(3).

3.1 Upon receipt of a request under Clause 15 of the Statute from the Warden, the Governing Body shall appoint the Tribunal as soon as reasonably practicable and shall inform the person to be charged by written notice that the Tribunal has been appointed to consider any charge or charges to be brought. The written notice shall include the names of the three members of the Tribunal and shall enclose a copy of this Bylaw. At the same time the Governing Body shall appoint a solicitor or other suitable person to formulate charge(s) and to conduct or arrange for the conduct of the hearing. The Governing Body shall appoint one of the three members to chair the Tribunal.

3.2 Subject to the provisions of the Statute and any provision to the contrary in this Bylaw, the Tribunal shall have power to regulate its own proceedings. In the event that any member of the Tribunal is unable to attend for any period of time, the Tribunal shall be discharged and a new Tribunal shall be appointed in accordance with the provisions of the Statute. The Tribunal shall be entitled to appoint a secretary to support it in discharging its function at any time and to take notes of evidence at any hearing.

3.3 The person appointed to formulate the charge or charges (“the prosecutor” - which expression may include a firm of solicitors or any person instructed to act
on that person’s behalf) shall notify the person charged of the date and time set for the hearing of the charge or charges.

3.4 The person charged shall notify the prosecutor of any representative he or she has appointed to act for him or her and any further communications shall be addressed to the person charged and to any representative appointed by the person charged. Any fees or expenses payable to the representative (other than reasonable travel costs and out of pocket disbursements) shall be at the charge of the person charged.

3.5 The Chair of the Tribunal may make any interlocutory directions he or she considers necessary for the fair conduct of the hearing, including but not limited to any directions as to the hearing date(s), whether at the request of either party or otherwise of his or her own motion. The Chair may also remit any matters to the Warden for further consideration and has power to join further parties to the case if he or she considers it appropriate to do so upon notice to the parties of such joinder. The Chair of the Tribunal shall set the date, time and place for the hearing and may also set appropriate time limits for each stage (including the hearing), to the intent that any matters be heard and determined expeditiously. If the Chair considers it appropriate in all the circumstances of the case he or she may request the Warden to consider the suspension of the person charged under Clause 14(3).

3.6 At least 21 days before the date set for the hearing, the prosecutor shall forward the following to the Tribunal and person charged and any other parties to the hearing:

(a) the charge or charges;
(b) copies of any documents specified or referred to in the charge or charges;
(c) a list of witnesses to be called by the prosecutor;
(d) copies of statements containing the witnesses’ evidence.

3.7 At least seven days before the date set for the hearing, the person charged shall forward to the prosecutor copies of any documents on which he or she wishes to rely, a list of witnesses and copies of their statements of evidence. The prosecutor shall ensure that copies of all these are prepared and forwarded to the Tribunal as soon as practicable.

3.8 The jurisdiction and power of the Tribunal shall not be restricted by the fact that the person charged has been, or is liable to be, prosecuted in a court of law in respect of any act or conduct which is the subject of proceedings before the Tribunal. The Tribunal may postpone or adjourn a hearing, if it considers it appropriate, to enable a prosecution to be undertaken.

3.9 Subject to the consent of the Tribunal, both the prosecutor and the person charged may introduce new evidence at the hearing save that in the case of the prosecutor such new evidence shall not be admitted except for good reason. In the event that new evidence is admitted, the other party shall have the right to an adjournment to allow time to consider the evidence and its effect on the case and may then submit further evidence in response, provided that the Tribunal consents, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld.
3.10 The Tribunal may proceed with the hearing in the absence of any party but shall not do so in the absence of the person charged or that person’s representative unless it is satisfied that it is reasonable to do so in all the circumstances of the case or unless the person charged agrees or so requests.

3.11 Subject to the right of the person charged, his or her representative and the prosecutor to be present throughout the hearing, the Tribunal may decide whether to admit any persons to, or exclude them from, the hearing or any part of it.

3.12 Each party to the proceedings shall be entitled to give evidence at the hearing, to make an opening statement, to call witnesses, and to question any witness. Closing statements may be made by the prosecutor first and then any other parties, with the person accused being given the opportunity to speak last.

3.13 Without prejudice to the Tribunal’s general power to regulate its own conduct, it shall specifically have the power to set time and other limits on the evidence to be called for each side consistent with providing a fair opportunity for each party to present its relevant evidence whilst ensuring that the charge is heard and determined as expeditiously as is reasonably practicable. The Tribunal shall have power to adjourn the proceedings from time to time as it sees fit.

3.14 The Tribunal shall ensure that its secretary or some other appropriate person is present throughout the hearing so that a full and accurate record of the evidence may be taken.

3.15 It is for the prosecutor to prove the charge or charges. In determining whether the charges or any of them are proved the Tribunal shall consider the evidence and decide whether on balance it considers that good cause for dismissal within the meaning of Clause 5 of the Statute has been proved in respect of each charge before it.

3.16 If the Tribunal decides that a charge has been proved, it shall give each party an opportunity either orally or in writing at the option of the Committee to address it on the question of penalty and/or mitigation prior to determining any recommendations that it may make to the Warden.

3.17 The decision of the Tribunal shall be recorded in a document in which the Tribunal’s findings of fact, its reasons for the decision and any recommendations as to penalty are contained. The document shall be signed by the Chair of the Tribunal and at least one other member. The document shall be sent directly by the secretary of the Tribunal to the person charged and to that person’s representative in addition to the other parties specified in Clause 19 of the Statute.

3.18 Where any charge has been upheld and the Tribunal has recommended dismissal, the Warden or the Warden’s delegate shall inform and consult the Governing Body prior to making any decision as to penalty. The Warden shall arrange for a special meeting of the Governing Body for this purpose and shall keep the person charged informed as to the process. The person charged shall have the right to make further representations to the Warden at this stage.
3.19 If the Warden decides to dismiss the person charged he or she may do so forthwith or upon such terms as he considers fit. If the Warden decides not to dismiss, the actions the Warden may take are as set out in Clause 20(2) of the Statute. Any warning given under Clause 20(2)(c) shall be recorded in writing and shall remain live for two years. In all cases the Warden’s decision shall be communicated to the person charged in writing as well as to the Governing Body.

Part IV: Procedure for Removal on Medical Grounds

1 Preliminary Stage

1.1 Where from the conduct or performance of a member of academic staff it appears to the Warden that there may be cause for concern about that person on medical grounds, and any case where the member of staff has been absent on medical grounds for an aggregate period of six months in any twelve month period, the Warden shall meet with the individual concerned and consider the circumstances of the case. The consultation shall be on a confidential basis if the member of staff so wishes, but the Warden may appoint an informal panel of two or three individuals, including one who is medically qualified, to advise and assist the Warden, provided that the member of staff concerned is informed of this.

1.2 At this stage the purpose of the meeting and any subsequent investigations is to elucidate the nature of the problem and to consider ways of assisting the member of staff to resume his or her full contractual duties. If the Warden considers it advisable, the Warden shall seek the member of staff’s consent to disclosure of the latter’s medical record in accordance with the Access to Medical Reports Act 1988. The Warden may also, with the consent of the member of staff, arrange for him or her to be examined by an occupational health physician or other medical practitioner to assess inter alia the prognosis for a return to work and any available treatment. Any fees payable in relation to such examination shall be borne by the College.

1.3 The Warden shall consider with the member of staff, and other concerned people as required, ways of ensuring that students and others for whom the individual has contractual responsibilities have their teaching, pastoral and other needs, as may be, met by a rearrangement of resources or other arrangements. In all cases, and especially where third parties are consulted, the Warden shall do all that is reasonably practicable to respect the confidentiality of the member of staff if the member so wishes. The Warden shall also consider whether counselling or other assistance shall be offered to the member of staff at the expense of the College.

2 Medical Incapacity

2.1 If it appears to the Warden that the situation is unlikely substantially to improve within a reasonable period of time, or in any case where the condition of the member of staff or any mental or physical quality affecting the member of staff is such as substantially to interfere with the performance of his or her duties, the Warden shall consider the removal of the member of staff in accordance with the provisions of Clauses 23 and 24 of the Statute. Prior to taking any action under this section, the Warden shall consult with the individual and/or any representative(s) nominated by the individual as to the steps to be taken and their
likely outcome. The consultation shall specifically include consideration of the person’s condition and likely future state of mental or physical capacity, and whether the person wishes to seek early retirement or a reduction of duties and hours (with a commensurate reduction in stipend). The wishes and needs of the person concerned shall be balanced against the tutorial or other relevant requirements of the College. If the Warden suspends the member of staff under the provisions of Clause 23(1)(b) the Warden shall ensure that the member of staff has adequate access to materials and/or colleagues to enable him or her to participate effectively in the consultation process.

2.2 The consultation process shall also include consideration of any adjustments which could reasonably be made to the duties of the employment and/or the physical features of the premises and/or any arrangements made by or on behalf of the College so as to facilitate the continued employment of the person concerned. The Warden shall not consider the removal of the person concerned from his or her office or employment without first obtaining advice and assistance as to any facilities that may be available to assist the person. In general the Warden shall have regard to the provisions of the Equality Act 2010 and associated Codes of Practice, as appropriate.

2.3 The Warden shall seek to obtain a medical report concerning the member of staff from the medical practitioner who has had clinical care of him or her and shall notify the person concerned to that effect in writing, seeking the member’s consent in writing in accordance with the provisions of the Access to Medical Reports Act 1988.

2.4 At all stages the person concerned shall be able to nominate a friend, professional colleague or other representative to assist and advise him or her. Provided that clear notification is given to the Warden, such a representative may be given authority to act instead of the person concerned if the latter so wishes and may give such consents, agreements etc as the person concerned would be able to give. Such authority shall include, but not be limited to, a power of attorney, including an enduring or lasting power which has been duly registered with the Court of Protection or the Office of the Public Guardian.

2.5 In the event that the member of staff does not apply for medical retirement, or does and is rejected, the Warden shall consider all the circumstances of the case, including any available medical information, and shall determine in particular whether the case should be forwarded to a Medical Board or a Tribunal.

2.6 Any powers of the Warden may be exercised instead by a duly appointed alternate or other appropriate officer and references to the Warden shall, throughout Part IV of this Bylaw, be construed as including references to the alternate.

3 Medical Board

3.1 If after considering all the circumstances of the case the Warden concludes that the removal on medical grounds of the member of staff (hereafter “the person concerned”) should be considered, the Warden shall so inform the person concerned. The notification shall be provided in writing and shall be presumed to have reached the person concerned two days after being sent. The Warden shall
notify the person concerned that a Medical Board (the Board) is to be appointed to consider whether he or she shall be removed from office on medical grounds, and shall request the person concerned to nominate someone to sit on the Board. If, within a reasonable period of time (one month), the person concerned fails to nominate a person who is willing and able to sit on the Board reasonably expeditiously, the Warden shall presume a default and shall nominate someone.

3.2 At the same time as notifying the individual, the Warden shall also convene a special meeting of the Governing Body to consider the matter confidentially and shall request the Governing Body to nominate a member to sit on the Board. The Governing Body shall canvass and propose the names of two medically qualified people to the person concerned to chair the Board. For this purpose the Governing Body may seek the advice of the College Doctor or any other suitable person on a confidential basis. In the event that agreement cannot be reached between the Governing Body and the person concerned as to the appropriate person to chair the Board, the Governing Body shall request the President for the time being of the Royal College of Physicians to nominate a Chair. The Governing Body shall nominate an appropriate person who is unconnected with the case to act as secretary to the Board.

4 Procedures for a Medical Board Hearing

4.1 Where a Medical Board has been appointed to determine a case referred to it under Clause 23(3) of the Statute, the Chair shall appoint the time, date and place for the hearing and the secretary shall notify all parties in writing. The Board shall have power to adjourn the hearing from time to time as it sees fit.

4.2 At least 21 days before the hearing, the Warden shall refer whatever relevant evidence he or she has in confidence to the Board and shall make the evidence available to the person concerned and/or any representative the person concerned has nominated to act for him or her, except for information for which a medical practitioner has claimed exemption from disclosure under the provisions of section 7 of the Access to Medical Reports Act 1988.

4.3 The Warden shall consider the case and, if the Warden thinks it necessary, may appoint someone to present the case for removal as well as the relevant oral and documentary evidence to the Board. Witnesses may be called by the person presenting the case, in which case copies of their statements shall be made available to the Board and the person concerned at least 14 days prior to the date set for hearing.

4.4 The person concerned shall be entitled to an oral hearing before the matter is determined by the Board. The parties to the hearing shall be the person concerned (including any person appointed to act for or instead of him or her), any one appointed to present the case for removal and any other party which the Board may join at its own discretion. The secretary to the Board, the person concerned and/or his or her representative and the person presenting the case shall be entitled to remain throughout the hearing; otherwise it shall be for the Board to determine who may be present at any time.

4.5 The person concerned shall be entitled to present whatever evidence he or she considers relevant, subject to the overall right of the Board to regulate its own
conduct of the hearing. At least 7 days before the hearing, the person concerned shall provide the secretary to the Board with copies of any evidence, including medical evidence, on which he or she wishes to rely. The secretary to the Board shall be responsible for ensuring that copies are made available to Board members and other parties as soon as possible. The person concerned and the person presenting the case for removal may each call one expert witness whose statement(s) shall first be presented in writing to the other parties.

4.6 Any party may produce additional evidence during the hearing subject to the Board’s consent and subject to any adjournment that may be required to give the parties time to consider and respond.

4.7 Each party to a hearing shall be entitled to give evidence at the hearing, to make opening and closing statements (either personally or through a representative) and to call witnesses and to question any witness concerning any relevant evidence. Subject to the provisions of this Bylaw and of the Statute, the Board may regulate its own procedure and shall ensure that the case is heard and determined as expeditiously as is reasonably practicable.

4.8 The Board may proceed with the hearing in the absence of any party but shall not do so in the case of the person concerned and/or his or her representative unless it is satisfied that it is reasonable to do so in all the circumstances of the case or the person concerned agrees or so requests. If at any time a member of the Board is unable to continue, the Board shall be discharged and a new one appointed in accordance with the procedure set out under Clause 3 above.

4.9 The person presenting the case for removal shall specifically draw the attention of the Board to the provisions of the Equality Act 2010 and provide the Board with information as to what adjustments have been considered to avoid the removal of the person concerned from employment, together with information as to cost and effectiveness of the adjustment(s).

4.10 At any stage before making its decision the Board may call for additional information including requiring the person concerned to undergo medical examination by a medical practitioner chosen or agreed by the Board, at the College’s expense. In the event that the person concerned fails to undergo any medical examination required by the Board, or if the medical evidence is inconclusive, the Board shall exercise its judgement on the basis of the evidence available to it.

4.11 The Board’s decision shall be recorded in writing and shall contain its findings on the main facts and on the medical evidence available to it, as well as its conclusion as to whether the person concerned should be required to resign on medical grounds. The Board shall specifically record the matters it has taken into consideration in determining whether any reasonable adjustments can be made to enable the person concerned to remain in employment. If the Board concludes that the person concerned should be required to retire on medical grounds it shall clearly so state and, in the case where the person concerned is a member of the USS, confirm that in its opinion he is suffering from permanent ill-health or infirmity.
4.12 It is the responsibility of the Board secretary to ensure that the Warden and all the parties to the hearing receive a copy of the decision. The decision document shall be sent to the person concerned as well as his representative, except in the case where it is clear that the representative has authority to act in place of the person concerned, or in any other case with the consent of the person concerned.

4.13 The person concerned shall have the right to make further representations to the Warden provided that this is done within 14 days of receipt of the decision document by the person concerned. Upon receipt of the Board’s decision and any further representations from the person concerned, the Warden shall decide whether to terminate the employment of the person concerned on medical grounds. But prior to any decision to so terminate, the Warden shall first consult the Governing Body, respecting medical confidentiality in so far as this is possible. The Warden shall arrange for a special meeting of the Governing Body for this purpose and shall keep the person concerned and/or his or her representative informed as to the process. Secondly, depending on the circumstances of the case, including the length of time taken, the Warden shall afford the person concerned an opportunity to retire on medical grounds in accordance with the rules of the USS where applicable.

4.14 In the event that the Board does not determine that the person concerned should be required to retire on medical grounds, for example because it is not satisfied that the person concerned is incapacitated on medical grounds, the Warden shall consider the position and, if he or she so determines, may invoke the Disciplinary Procedure at any stage including requesting the Governing Body to appoint a Tribunal.

Part V: Appeals Procedure

1. A Notice of Appeal against any decision under Parts II, III or IV of the Statute must be served on the Warden within 28 days of the decision. The Warden shall bring the fact that an appeal has been made to the attention of the Governing Body and inform the appellant that this has been done. The Warden shall consider any appropriate action, including suspension that may be required in relation to the appellant and/or the appellant’s position in the College pending the outcome of the appeal.

2. The Governing Body shall appoint a person to hear the appeal in accordance with Clause 29 of the Statute who shall be called the Chair, and the two further persons in accordance with Clause 29(4) of the Statute who shall sit with the Chair if the Chair so decides under Clause 4 below.

3. In the event that the notice of appeal is not served in time in accordance with Clause 28 of the Statute, the Chair shall consider the circumstances of the case including the length and the reason for the delay and the grounds of appeal and shall determine whether justice and fairness require that the appeal shall be permitted to proceed.

4. The Chair shall consider whether to sit alone or with two other persons. In the event that the Chair decides to sit with two other persons, they shall be the persons appointed by the Governing Body in accordance with Clause 2 above and
the body so constituted shall be referred to as the Appeal Body, which term shall also refer to the Chair in the event that the Chair sits alone.

5. The Chair shall appoint a date, time and place for the hearing and shall make such other directions for the disposal of the case as appear to him or her appropriate including the joinder of other parties, and any directions that may be required to clarify the grounds of appeal. The Appeal Body shall have power to adjourn the hearing from time to time as it sees fit.

6. Notice of the date, time and place and any directions made by the Chair shall be served on all parties to the appeal at least 14 days before the date appointed and the appellant shall be notified that the appellant has the right at his or her own expense to be represented by another person who may, but need not, be legally qualified. The appellant and any other party shall also be notified of their right to call witnesses with the consent of the Appeal Body.

7. Any committee, board or other body shall, if joined as a party to the appeal by the Chair, appoint one or more persons either from among their number or otherwise, who may, but need not, be legally qualified, to prepare and present the response to the appeal, such response to be served on the Appeal Body, the appellant and any other parties at least seven days before the day appointed for the hearing of the appeal.

8. Any hearing of the appeal may be adjourned or postponed at the discretion of the Chair. The Appeal Body may dismiss the appeal for want of prosecution. However no decision to dismiss in such circumstances shall be made without first having provided the appellant with an opportunity to make representations whether orally or in writing.

9. Except as provided in Clause 8 above no appeal may be determined without an oral hearing, due notice of which has been served on the appellant and any persons appointed by the appellant to represent him or her.

10. Each party to the hearing shall be entitled to make a statement and to address the Appeal Body. Witnesses may be called with the consent of the Appeal Body. Leave to adduce fresh evidence and/or the calling of witnesses examined at first instance shall only be given if the Appeal Body is satisfied that it is necessary or expedient in the interests of justice.

11. Subject to the provisions of the Statute and of Part V of this Bylaw, the Appeal Body shall determine its own procedure. The Chair may at his or her discretion set time limits at each stage of the proceedings to the intent that any appeal shall be heard and determined as expeditiously as is reasonably practicable having regard to the principles of justice and equity.

12. In accordance with the provisions of Clause 30(3) of the Statute the Appeal Body may allow or dismiss an appeal in whole or in part or remit the appeal in such manner and for such purpose as it sees fit within the provisions of Clause 30(3) of the Statute. In the event that the Appeal Body remits the appeal in accordance with Clause 30(3)(a)-(d) the Chair may set such time limits for further consideration as he or she considers appropriate.
13. The reasoned decision of the Appeal Body, including any decision under Clause 30(3)(a)-(d), shall be recorded in writing and shall be sent to the Warden and to the parties to the appeal.

14. The Chair may, by an appropriate certificate in writing, correct any accidental errors and/or any omissions in documents recording the decisions of the Appeal Body.

Part VI: Grievance Procedures

1 Bringing a Complaint

1.1 A member of academic staff to whom this Statute applies may bring a complaint under Clause 34(1) of the Statute about the matters specified in Clause 33 provided that he or she has exhausted any other relevant avenues of complaint.

1.2 Any complaint should be addressed in the first instance to the Warden and should be made in writing. (Any complaints against disciplinary warnings under Clause 13 should be in writing and should specify with sufficient detail the grounds of complaint and any supporting information.) The complainant should specify whether he or she wishes any aspect of the matter to be kept confidential at this stage.

2 Investigating a Complaint

2.1 The Warden (which expression includes anyone appointed to act instead of the Warden) shall consider any complaint made under Part VI paragraph 1 of this Bylaw as quickly as he or she reasonably can and shall take steps to investigate the matter. At this stage the Warden may appoint one or more people to investigate the issues on his or her behalf but shall whenever possible meet with the complainant for the purpose of considering the complaint generally and agreeing or establishing the further steps which may be taken. In any case where the complaint relates directly to the conduct of the Warden, the latter shall appoint one or more alternates to act in his stead, such alternate to be the Sub-Warden and/or a senior Emeritus Fellow.

2.2 The Warden shall consider in the first instance whether other remedies available to the complainant have been exhausted and may, if in all the circumstances of the case it seems right, discuss with the complainant other appropriate channels for resolution of the complaint prior to taking any further action.

2.3 If in any other case other than an appeal against a disciplinary warning the Warden forms the prima facie view that the complaint should be dismissed or that no further action should be taken for the reasons set out in Clause 34(2) of the Statute, the Warden shall so inform the complainant and invite the complainant’s views before taking further action. Upon receipt of the complainant’s response, or in the event that no response is received within 21 days, the Warden shall consider the matter further and shall take such action as seems to him or her right including dismissing the complaint. The Warden shall notify the complainant and the Governing Body of the decision at the earliest opportunity.
2.4 Provided that he or she acts within 7 days of receiving the decision of the Warden under Clause 2.3 above, the complainant may refer the matter to the Governing Body. If a majority of the Governing Body so determines, it may appoint a Grievance Committee to hear the complaint notwithstanding it has been dismissed by the Warden.

2.5 In any case where, upon due consideration, the Warden is satisfied that the subject matter of the complaint may properly be considered with, or forms part of, a complaint under Part III, or a determination under Part IV or an appeal under Part V of the Statute, he shall so inform the complainant and defer any further action on it until such time as the complaint, determination or appeal has been heard or the time for instituting has passed.

3 Informal Resolution

3.1 In any case where the Warden does not dispose of the appeal or defer it under Clause 34(3) of the Statute or under the provisions of this procedure, he or she shall consider whether it may be capable of informal resolution. The Warden shall take into consideration the nature and ambit of the complaint and the wishes of the complainant and have particular regard to the interests of justice and fairness. Before attempting informal resolution the Warden shall consider whether the complainant or any other person may benefit from the assistance of a third party in connection with the complaint.

3.2 If the complainant objects to informal resolution the Warden shall consider whether to refer the matter to a Grievance Committee or take any other action as he or she sees fit.

3.3 In any attempt at informal resolution the Warden shall have regard to confidentiality as far as possible and shall ensure that the interests of the parties to the matter are considered at all stages.

4 Grievance Committee

4.1 In any case where the complaint has not been disposed of by the Warden, or where an appeal is made under Clause 13(3) of the Statute, the Warden shall refer the matter to a Grievance Committee (“the Committee”) established in accordance with the provisions of Clause 36 of the Statute. The Governing Body shall appoint one of its members to act as Chair. The Warden shall notify the Committee of the nature of the complaint or appeal and shall provide the Committee with copies of any statements or other relevant documents which he considers will assist in the fair disposal of the matter. Any appeal under Clause 13(3) of the Statute shall be in writing and shall specify with sufficient detail the grounds of appeal and any supporting information.

4.2 The Warden shall notify the individual concerned that the matter has been referred to the Committee and shall provide the individual concerned with copies of the documents which he or she has provided to the Committee.

4.3 The Committee shall meet as soon as is reasonably practical to consider the matter on a preliminary basis. At this stage, the Committee may appoint someone to act as secretary or clerk to assist in all aspects of the grievance hearing or
appeal and the preparatory steps. The Committee may call for written statements from the individual concerned or any other person and may cause such investigations to be conducted as appear appropriate, if necessary by an independent person specifically appointed for the purpose. The Committee shall appoint a time for the matter to be heard and may make such arrangements as it considers fit for the fair and just hearing of the matter. The Committee may appoint its Chair to act in its stead in all preliminary matters. The Committee shall have power to adjourn the proceedings from time to time as it sees fit.

4.4 The matter shall not be disposed of without an oral hearing at which the individual concerned, and any person against whom the grievance or appeal lies, shall be entitled to be heard and to be accompanied by a friend or representative. Save that the hearing may proceed in the absence of the individual concerned or any other party who fails to attend without reasonable cause.

4.5 Provided that due regard is had to the interests of justice and fairness, the conduct of the hearing and any associated matters may be determined by the Committee. In particular, the Committee may determine whether and to what extent oral examination of witnesses shall be permitted, whether any evidence may be taken in the absence of the individual concerned (or the person against whom any complaint is made) and whether and what time limits shall be set for the proceedings.

4.6 The reasoned decision of the Committee as to whether the complaint or appeal is well-founded shall be notified in writing to the individual concerned and any person against whom any complaint is made, as well as to the Governing Body. In the event that any part of the grievance or appeal is upheld, the Committee shall also notify the Governing Body of its recommendations as to the proper redress for the individual concerned and any other recommendations as it sees fit.

4.7 No appeal lies from the decision and/or recommendations of the Committee.
IX. NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
[Statute 2.7(d)]

APPOINTMENT

1. (a) The appointment of College employees, other than appointments to academic posts or to posts which are determined to be academic-related, shall be supervised by the following College Officers, in collaboration with the Human Resources Manager and (where the Human Resources Manager so advises) an ad hoc committee:

(i) **The Warden**: the Warden’s Secretary and secretarial staff.

(ii) **The Sub-Warden**: the Governance Officer.

(iii) **The Chaplain**: the Junior or Associate Chaplains; the Welfare Adviser; the Junior Deans for Welfare; the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music and Director of College Music; the Chapel Office and Choir Manager; the Verger; the College Nurse.

(iv) **The Development Director**: the Development Office Staff.

(v) **The Domestic Bursar**: the Bursars’ secretarial staff; the Accommodation Manager; the Conference Manager and conference staff; the Steward; the Human Resources Manager; the Personnel and Payroll Administrator; the Housekeeping staff; the Lodge Porters; the Common Room staff (apart from the Butler); the Hall staff; the Chef and the Kitchen staff; the IT Director, the Web and Media Officer, and the information technology staff; the Nursery Manager and the Nursery staff; and the Maintenance staff.

(vi) **The Domestic Bursar and the Steward of Common Room**: the Butler.

(vii) **The Domestic Bursar and the Estates Bursar and Land Agent**: the Clerk of Works.

(viii) **The Estates Bursar and Land Agent**: the Estates secretarial staff.

(ix) **The Finance Bursar**: the College Accountant, the Finance staff.

(x) **The Garden Master and the Domestic Bursar**: the gardens staff and the grounds staff.

(xi) **The Librarian**: the Archivist, the Library Staff.

(xii) **The Principal of Postmasters**: the Deputy Principal of Postmasters.
(xiii) The Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs and the Domestic Bursar: the Groundsman and Boatman.

(xiv) The Senior Tutor: the staff of the Academic Office.

(b) The College Officers responsible for appointments are empowered to fill any staff vacancy on terms and conditions applying to those members of staff who are on leave or whose employment has terminated, and to recruit additional staff for periods not exceeding four weeks to fill some temporary needs.

(c) Any proposal to increase the complement of permanent staff, or to recruit additional staff for periods exceeding four weeks, or to vary the employment terms and conditions applying to any member of staff must be referred to the Finance Committee or any sub-committee of the Finance Committee appointed for this purpose in the first instance.

SUPERINTENDENCE

2. (a) The duty of superintending the College staff, other than academic and academic-related staff, shall lie with the College Officers responsible for their appointment, acting for administrative purposes in collaboration with the Domestic Bursar.

(b) Subject to Bylaw VII.30(d)(iii), the Domestic Committee shall make arrangements for the production of a Staff Handbook which shall contain such policies, regulations and information as may be expedient for the non-academic staff.

(c) The College shall maintain for reference an Organisation Chart which shall show the organisation and management of the College staff. The Organisation Chart shall be updated as necessary by the Domestic Bursar subject to the approval of the Finance Committee and shall be published for the internal use of the College.

GRIEVANCES

3. (a) Members of the non-academic staff of the College who have a grievance in connection with their employment by the College shall inform the Domestic Bursar in writing. Aggrieved members of staff who are unable to obtain satisfaction may ask for their cases to be considered by a panel appointed by the Domestic Committee under Bylaw VII.13(h).

(b) There shall be a grievance procedure for non-academic staff the full text of which shall be published in the Staff Handbook.

DISCIPLINE

4. (a) The College Officer responsible for superintending a member of staff
may initiate disciplinary proceedings against a member of staff in any case of alleged misconduct, incompetence, poor performance or unsuitability, or, in consultation with the Finance Committee or any sub-committee of the Finance Committee instigated for this purpose, may suspend a member of staff on full pay pending investigation of any allegation of gross misconduct.

(b) A member of staff who is subject to an adverse disciplinary decision may appeal to a panel appointed by the Domestic Committee within seven days of notification.

(c) There shall be a disciplinary procedure for non-academic staff the full text of which shall be published in the Staff Handbook.

**RELOCATION ALLOWANCES**

5.

(a) Subject to (b) below, the College may pay, at its discretion, to newly appointed members of the College’s non-academic staff a Relocation Allowance, such allowance to be determined in each case by the Finance Committee in accord with the principles and practice of the University relocation allowance scheme.

(b) The College shall not reimburse professional fees to those purchasing their own property who have been accommodated by the College for a period exceeding 12 months from the date of appointment.
X. THE COMMON ROOM AND THE COMMON TABLE, COLLEGE DINNERS AND ENTERTAINMENT

PART I: THE COMMON ROOM
[Statute 2.7(e)]

MEMBERSHIP OF COMMON ROOM

1. (a) The members of Common Room shall be:


   (ii) College Lecturers and those who hold the honorary title of College Lecturer, Associate and Junior Chaplains, College Doctors, the Archivist, the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music, the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters, and the Academic Registrar;

   (iii) Ex-Wardens and ex-Fellows, with the exception of those who shall have vacated Visiting Research Fellowships to which they were elected after 1 January 1968;

   (iv) The Master and Fellows of Peterhouse, Cambridge;

   (v) Elected Full Members of Common Room;

   (vi) Elected Associate Members of Common Room, who shall enjoy the privileges of Common Room only on the occasions when they dine at the Common Table;

   (vii) Special Members of Common Room, who shall be (a) such research academics at the University, having no affiliation to another College, as may be proposed by the Warden or Fellows, up to a maximum of five at any one time, and (b) former Supernumerary Fellows, former Junior Research Fellows, former Fitzjames Research Fellows, former Early Career Researchers and former Fitzjames Early Career Researchers while they hold full-time research posts in the University without an affiliation to another College.

   (viii) The President of the Merton Society for the time being;

   (ix) Visiting Scholars appointed under Bylaw VI.13.

(b) (i) The election of Full Members, Associate Members or Special Members under paragraphs 1 (a)(v), (vi), and (vii) above shall be
made only at a Stated General Meeting. Their election shall be notified to them by the Domestic Bursar.

(ii) Election to Associate or Special Membership shall be for a period not exceeding 5 years in the first instance.

(iii) The list of Members of Common Room shall be reviewed annually by the Domestic Committee.

(c) The Domestic Bursar shall send to every new member of Common Room (except Fellows of Peterhouse) a notice, drawn up by the Domestic Bursar and the Steward of Common Room and revised by them from time to time, explaining the privileges and liabilities of members of Common Room and giving such information as they deem appropriate concerning the usages of the Common Room.

(d) Members of Common Room other than the Warden and Fellows may not make use of the Common Rooms for the private entertainment of friends without the permission of the Steward of Common Room and the Domestic Bursar, which permission shall not normally be granted more than once in each academic year.

COMMON ROOM EXPENSES

2.

(a) The College shall be responsible for the heating, furnishing and decoration of the Common Rooms and for the provision of service and necessary equipment.

(b) The Common Room shall meet out of its own funds the cost of stationery, newspapers and magazines, television and other such amenities.

(c) The Domestic Bursar in consultation with the Steward of Common Room, shall settle a scale of rates at which Members of Common Room shall contribute to the expenses of Common Room. The Warden, Members of the Governing Body, Fellows resident in College who are not members of the Governing Body, and any Stipendiary Lecturers resident in College shall contribute at the highest rate. Other members of the Common Room shall pay at such rate as the Domestic Bursar in consultation with the Steward of Common Room shall determine having regard to the use of Common Room made by each Member and whether or not they are resident.

MEETINGS OF COMMON ROOM

3.

(a) Meetings of Common Room shall be convened by the Steward of Common Room at least once a year.
(b) Meetings of Common Room shall have the power to make decisions on all matters for which the Common Room has financial responsibility; and any such decision shall be reported, but without discussion, by the Steward of Common Room to the next subsequent Stated General Meeting.

(c) In addition the Common Room shall have the power to make recommendations to the Governing Body on matters which concern the Common Room but for which the College has financial responsibility; and any such recommendation shall be placed on the Agenda for the next subsequent Stated General Meeting.

**USE OF THE COLLEGE SILVER**

4. The College silver may be used by the Warden or any Fellow for parties given in College or in the Warden’s Lodgings subject to arrangements agreed from time to time by the Domestic Bursar in consultation with the Pictures and Chattels Sub-Committee.
PART II: THE COMMON TABLE
[Statute 4.9]

5. Pursuant to Statute 4.9 the Warden and Fellows have the right of taking breakfast, lunching and dining at the Common Table free of charge.

6. (a) Members of Common Room other than the Warden and Fellows shall have the right of lunching or dining at the Common Table paying the usual charge unless otherwise determined, provided that:

(i) The rights of those who are Members under Bylaw X.1(a)(ii) above (College Lecturers and those who hold the honorary title of College Lecturer, Associate and Junior Chaplains, College Doctors, the Archivist, the Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music, the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters, and the Academic Registrar) shall be restricted to the occasions when they lunch or dine at the cost of Domus in accordance with the terms of their appointment;

(ii) (a) A Stipendiary Lecturer shall have the right to free lunches and dinners at the Common Table, according to this scale: up to six hours – four meals each week, either lunch or dinner; six hours and above – full dining rights. In the case of Stipendiary Lecturers appointed for all three terms of an academic year, this right continues throughout the following long vacation. In other cases the right is limited as provided in paragraph (b) below for non-Stipendiary Lecturers.

(b) A non-Stipendiary Lecturer shall have the right to two free meals each week at the Common Table. In the case of non-Stipendiary Lecturers appointed for one term only, the right shall extend for the whole term. In the case of non-Stipendiary Lecturers appointed for two or three terms in the same academic year, the right shall extend from the beginning of the term for which they are first appointed to the end of the term in which the appointment terminates; the limits to be those of University Terms and not Full Terms.

(iii) Those who hold the honorary title of College Lecturer shall have such rights to free lunches and/or dinners as the Warden and Tutors’ Committee may have determined.

(iv) Associate Members shall be restricted to two meals a week.

(v) Special Members of Common Room shall be entitled to two lunches and two dinners free of charge each week.

(vi) Members of the Common Room who are not members of the Governing Body shall not be entitled to attend College Dinners, Capon Days, Gaudies or other occasions specially designated except to the extent that Bylaws provide otherwise.
(b) Members of Common Room may bring guests to the Common Table paying such charge for them as may be determined from time to time by the Governing Body.

(c)

(i) This Bylaw does not apply to Life Members of the College who are also Junior Members.

(ii) Life Members of the College shall be at liberty to dine six times a year at the Common Table, paying the dinner charge, but without the power of introducing guests.

(iii) Life Members who exercise the right conferred in paragraph (i) above shall enjoy the privileges of Common Room on those occasions and shall be entitled to Dessert at the cost of Domus.

(d)

(i) Prize Scholars shall be at liberty to dine once a week at the Common Table without charge during the academic year in which their scholarships were awarded.

(ii) Prize Scholars shall not be entitled to bring guests to the Common Table.

7. The following Grace is to be said by a Postmaster or Exhibitioner or Graduate Scholar or (if there is no Postmaster or Exhibitioner or Graduate Scholar present) one of the Fellows before dinners taken in the Hall during Full Term and by the Chaplain or (if the Chaplain is absent) some other Fellow at College Dinners and Gaudy Dinners taken in the Hall out of Term: Oculi omnium in te respiciunt, Domine, tu das escam illis tempore opportuno. Aperis manum tuam et imples omne animal benedictione tua. Benedicas nobis, Deus, omnibus donis, quae de tua beneficentia accepturi simus. Per Jesum Christum Dominum nostrum. Amen.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph 7(a) above Grace may on suitable occasions be sung by the College Choir at the request of the Warden or with the Warden’s permission.

(c) Gowns are to be worn by all members of the College at Dinner in the Hall during Full Term.
COLLEGE DINNERS

8. In each year there shall be:

(a) Two **Governing Body Dinners**, held in June and October on the days of the two Stated General Meetings of the Governing Body. Only Fellows who are members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend these Dinners. Emeritus Fellows, Early Career Researchers who are not members of the Governing Body, and Fitzjames Early Career Researchers who are not members of the Governing Body, but no other guests, shall be invited to these Dinners.

(b) A **Christmas Dinner**, held after the end of Michaelmas Full Term, on a date to be determined by the Governing Body. Every Fellow shall be entitled to attend and may invite to this Dinner a spouse or partner or some other guest, at the expense of Domus.

(c) A **Bodley Dinner** held at or after the end of Hilary Full Term on a date determined by the Governing Body. Every Fellow shall be entitled to attend and may invite a guest, paying for such guest the normal charge for a guest at the Common Table on a guest night. Further a small number of Domus guests shall be invited to the Dinner who shall be selected by the Warden after suggestions put by individual Fellows.

(d) A **Postmasters’ Dinner**, held on the third Sunday of Michaelmas Full Term. The members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend together with Emeritus, Honorary, Julia de Lacy Mann, and Sir Henry Savile Fellows. To this Dinner shall be invited (a) all Postmasters and Exhibitioners in their third year of residence, (b) all Exhibitioners in their fourth year of residence elected since the previous Postmasters’ Dinner and (c) all Postmasters in their fourth year of residence elected since the previous Postmasters’ Dinner without previously having been Exhibitioners, and no other guests.

CAPON DAYS

9. In each year four **Capon Days** shall be held, namely:

(a) An **Undergraduate College Admission Dinner**, on the Tuesday before the start of Michaelmas Full Term or such other day before the start of Michaelmas Full Term as may be fixed by the Governing Body. The members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend together with Emeritus, Julia de Lacy Mann, and Sir Henry Savile Fellows and Stipendiary Lecturers appointed to teach for six hours or more. To this Dinner shall be invited all undergraduate students newly admitted to the College, the Executive Committee of the Junior Common Room, and appropriate College Officers and members of College staff as agreed by the Domestic Committee.
(b) A **Graduate College Admission Dinner**, on the first Monday of Michaelmas Full Term or such other day in Michaelmas Full Term as may be fixed by the Governing Body. The members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend together with Emeritus, Julia de Lacy Mann, and Sir Henry Savile Fellows and Stipendiary Lecturers appointed to teach for six hours or more. To this Dinner shall be invited all graduate students newly admitted to the College, the Committee of the Middle Common Room, and appropriate College Officers and members of College staff as agreed by the Domestic Committee.

(c) The **Shrove Tuesday Dinner**, on Shrove Tuesday. The members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend together with Emeritus, Honorary, Julia de Lacy Mann, and Sir Henry Savile Fellows and Stipendiary Lecturers appointed for six hours or more. To this Dinner shall be invited all Junior Members of the College who are undergraduates in their third year of residence, and appropriate College Officers and members of College staff as agreed by the Domestic Committee.

(d) The **Supervisors’ Dinner**, in Hilary Term. Only the Dean of Graduates shall be entitled to attend this Dinner and shall preside. To this Dinner shall be invited the President of the Middle Common Room and all Junior Members of the College who are graduate research students who may invite their supervisor or in-college adviser free of charge.

**COLLEGE GAUDY**

10. There shall be two College Gaudy Days in each year, on dates to be fixed from time to time by the Governing Body. The members of the Governing Body shall be entitled to attend together with Emeritus, Honorary, Julia de Lacy Mann, and Sir Henry Savile Fellows. To the dinners on these occasions shall be invited such Life Members of the College as shall be determined in respect of each occasion.

**MERTON SOCIETY WEEKEND**

11. During one weekend annually in vacation, the date to be fixed by the Warden and the Domestic Bursar, members of the Merton Society shall be allowed to stay in College on payment of a sum to be fixed by the Domestic Bursar.

**SCHOOLS DINNERS**

12. On the occasion of a Schools Dinner or Luncheon Party held in College for undergraduates taking Final Honour Schools or Classical Honour Moderations Examinations the College shall meet the cost, up to a limit to be determined from time to time by the Governing Body, in respect of Merton students, Fellows and College Lecturers, the Tutors being responsible for the payment of any additional costs.
XI. DISCIPLINE AND FITNESS TO STUDY

XI A: ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE

Introduction

1. (a) Merton College promotes academic excellence and seeks to support all its undergraduates in fulfilling their academic potential. When joining the College, undergraduates contract to pursue satisfactorily the studies which are required of them. Academic obligations are set out in detail in Section 31 of the College Handbook.

   (ii) The primary sources of academic advice and support for undergraduates are the Directors of Studies assigned to them each year and their Tutors. Information on their role is set out in Section 5 of the College Handbook.

   (b) The Academic Disciplinary process outlined below is intended to be followed in cases where an undergraduate is deemed to be in breach of academic obligations.

      (i) Undergraduates should be aware that they are also subject to the University’s regulations concerning student conduct and that they are therefore expected to observe two sets of (complementary) disciplinary regulations. The University’s Student Handbook (Proctors’ and Assessor’s Memorandum) provides more information on the University’s remit, see http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/proctors/info/pam/.

      (c) The College’s process is presented in a flowchart at the end of the Bylaw.

Disciplinary Offences

2. The use of dishonest means in any examination or in fulfilling any academic obligation is a serious disciplinary offence. If an undergraduate is alleged or is suspected to have committed such an offence, the procedures set out at Bylaw XI B shall apply.

Informal Warning

3. Academic obligations include and are not confined to attending all tutorials and classes punctually; completing the work set to a standard that is commensurate with their ability and by the deadlines that their tutors prescribe; and sitting such collections as their tutors prescribe, and achieving in them a standard that is commensurate with their ability.
4. If in the opinion of any of his or her tutors an undergraduate is in breach of any of the academic obligations, his or her director of studies shall normally in the first instance remind him or her informally of these obligations.

5.  
   (a) This reminder shall normally take place at an individual, face to face meeting at which the director of studies shall clarify that an informal warning is being given, specify the breaches of academic obligations which have prompted it, give the undergraduate an opportunity to comment, and agree with the undergraduate actions needed to improve performance.

   (b) The director of studies shall make a note of the date of the informal warning and it shall usually be considered spent within one year after it has been issued, provided there has been no further breach of academic obligations, unless the director of studies specifies otherwise.

**Formal Warning**

6.  
   (a) Should the breach be serious or persistent, the director of studies shall specify the shortcomings in writing and issue a formal written warning that failure to rectify them will result in the invoking of probation, the breach of whose terms could, after subsequent reference to the Academic Review Panel, lead to severe penalties including expulsion from the College.

   (b) The undergraduate shall be given the opportunity to put his or her case and to draw attention to any mitigating circumstances that may apply.

7.  
   (a) Mitigating circumstances are to be understood as significantly disruptive and/or unexpected events which are beyond the undergraduate’s control (e.g., illness or bereavement) but which might affect academic performance when submitting assessed work or sitting examinations.

   (b) Circumstances or events that would not normally merit consideration include consequences of paid employment and sporting commitments.

   (c) The College may require independent confirmation of mitigating circumstances, for example a medical certificate from the College Doctor in cases of illness or equivalent proof in other circumstances.

8.  
   (a) The director of studies’ specification of shortcomings and written warning and any representations made by the undergraduate will be placed on file and reported in writing to the Senior Tutor, who shall ensure that the undergraduate understands what is required of him or her and the implications of failure to comply.
(b) The Formal Warning shall be considered spent one year after it has been issued, provided there has been no further breach of academic obligations.

9. If the Senior Tutor is interested in the matters relating to the undergraduate or is otherwise unable to act, the Warden and the Tutors’ Committee shall nominate another member of the Governing Body to act in the Senior Tutor’s place. Throughout this Bylaw, references to the Senior Tutor shall include any such nominee.

**Probation**

10. (a) If within reasonable time of the written warning the undergraduate fails to respond by meeting in full his or her academic obligations, the undergraduate’s director of studies shall recommend a period of probation normally of not less than eight weeks, at least five of the weeks being in Full Term.

(b)

(i) The director of studies shall propose the duration and conditions of probation in writing to the Senior Tutor, who shall seek the undergraduate’s agreement to them.

(ii) If agreement is reached, the Senior Tutor shall confirm the duration and conditions in writing to both the director of studies and the undergraduate and shall report the probation to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(iii) The Senior Tutor shall send a copy of this Bylaw to the undergraduate and shall draw attention to the possible consequences of failure to satisfy the terms of probation.

11. (a) In the event of failure to agree, the undergraduate shall have the right to ask for the imposition of probation or its conditions to be referred for decision by the Academic Review Panel under the provisions of (17) below.

(b) The Academic Review Panel’s decision shall be reported to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

12. If the probationary terms include a requirement to achieve a specified standard in a collection, the latter shall be externally marked. The marker shall be told that the collection is a penal one but not the standard required.

**Review of probation**

13. At the end of the stated period of probation or sooner at the request of the director of studies, the director of studies shall report in writing to the Senior Tutor, with a copy to the undergraduate, stating whether the terms of probation have been satisfied.
14. If all the terms of probation have been satisfied, the Senior Tutor shall inform the undergraduate in writing that probation has been purged and report accordingly to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

15. (a) If the director of studies reports that any probationary terms have been breached, one (but not normally more than one) extension of probation may be proposed, under the same terms as before or subject to different conditions.

(i) The director of studies shall not be obliged in any case to seek an extension of probation and a breach of the probationary terms may lead directly to a reference to the Academic Review Panel under paragraph 18 below.

(b) The Senior Tutor shall seek the undergraduate’s agreement to any extension of probation and its conditions, observing in every respect the provisions of paragraphs 10-12 above.

Referral to the Academic Review Panel

16. (a) The Academic Review Panel reports to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and consists of six members of the Governing Body including at least three person holding the office of Tutor. The Senior Tutor shall not be a member.

(b) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(c) The members of the Academic Review Panel as constituted after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

(d) The Academic Review Panel may regulate its proceedings as it sees fit including (without limitation) setting time limits on the evidence to be called and the representations to be made by either the undergraduate or the director of studies consistent with providing a fair opportunity for each of them to present relevant evidence whilst ensuring that the matter is heard and determined expeditiously.

(e) At any hearing concerning a breach of probation the burden of proving the charges shall be on the director of studies and the standard of proof shall be the balance of probabilities.
Hearings concerning the imposition or extension of probation

17. (a) If the undergraduate requests referral of the imposition or extension of probation or its conditions to the Academic Review Panel, the Senior Tutor shall send its Chair:

(i) copies of the director of studies’ specification of shortcomings and written warning (and, in the case of a proposed extension to probation, the director of studies’ report on probation and recommendations as to its extension); and

(ii) the director of studies’ proposals for the duration and conditions of probation or its extension; and

(iii) any representations previously made by the undergraduate.

(b) The undergraduate shall state in writing his or her objections to the proposals, and the director of studies shall be invited to respond, a copy of any such response being sent to the undergraduate.

(c) (i) The Academic Review Panel shall meet to consider the case and may ask the undergraduate and the director of studies to attend the meeting and interview them.

(ii) The undergraduate may attend at his or her own request.

(iii) The Academic Review Panel may proceed in the undergraduate’s absence.

(d) (i) The Academic Review Panel shall have the power to accept or reject or to amend as it sees fit the proposals relating to probation or its extension.

(ii) The adjudication of the Academic Review Panel shall be communicated in writing to the Senior Tutor, the director of studies and to the undergraduate and shall be final.

Hearings concerning a breach of probation

18. Except as provided for by extension of probation the Senior Tutor shall send to the Chair of the Academic Review Panel a written statement (“the Charge Sheet”) setting out (a) the conditions of probation, (b) the report of the director of studies, (c) any correspondence with the undergraduate in relation to the probation and any warning leading to the probation, and (d) any other information which the Senior Tutor deems relevant, including recommendations as to penalty.

19. The Charge Sheet and this by-law shall be copied to the undergraduate.
20. (a) The Chair of the Academic Review Panel shall call a meeting of the Academic Review Panel, giving the undergraduate at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday and Sunday) unless the undergraduate agrees to shorter notice being given.

(b) The undergraduate shall be told in writing the time of the meeting and that written material may be submitted up to 48 hours before the Academic Review Panel meets.

21. (a) Without prejudice to the Academic Review Panel’s right to regulate its own proceedings, the following procedure shall normally be adopted.

(b) (i) The undergraduate and the director of studies shall attend the meeting and may be interviewed by the Academic Review Panel provided that if the undergraduate fails or refuses to attend the Academic Review Panel may proceed in his or her absence.

(ii) The undergraduate may be accompanied by a current member of the University or an Oxford SU sabbatical officer as an advisor.

22. (a) The director of studies shall explain the undergraduate’s breach of the conditions of probation.

(b) The undergraduate shall be given an opportunity to respond, or to say anything that he or she considers relevant.

23. (a) The Academic Review Panel shall then decide whether the undergraduate has breached the terms of probation.

(b) If the Academic Review Panel finds that a breach has occurred, the Chair shall inform the undergraduate of this fact and of the Senior Tutor’s recommendation as to penalty and invite the undergraduate to make a plea in mitigation.

(c) (i) The Academic Review Panel shall then consider the appropriate penalty.

(ii) The penalty may include: banning, rustication or expulsion from the College. The Academic Review Panel may attach such conditions as it sees fit to any penalty.
(d) The undergraduate shall be told in writing of the Academic Review Panel’s decision and its reasons and shall also be advised of the right of appeal to the Appeals Panel.

24. (a) The Chair of the Academic Review Panel shall at once report the Academic Review Panel’s decision to the Principal of the Postmasters, and to the Senior Tutor who shall report it to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee, and shall inform the Proctors if appropriate and any College staff affected by the decision.

(b)

(i) The full communication to the undergraduate shall not normally be circulated, but shall be held in the Warden’s office.

(ii) In the event of any appeal, it shall be available to members of the Appeals Panel.

25. The words “banning”, “rustication” and “expulsion” shall bear the meanings given to them in Part A of Statute XI of the University’s Statutes and Regulations (substituting “the College” for “the University” in such definitions).

26. **Banning** means that for a specific period of time the undergraduate ceases to be provided with tuition by the College or to have the use of College facilities. The undergraduate remains a member of the University of Oxford and may still enter his or her name for its examinations as an individual, and may appear in the Class List, provided that statutable residence has been kept.

27. **Rustication** means that the undergraduate’s right of access to the facilities of the College and/or the University are withdrawn, usually for a specified period or until certain conditions have been fulfilled. The undergraduate remains a member of the University but ceases to be formally in residence and so cannot complete the required number of statutable terms. The Vice-Chancellor and Proctors have the power to excuse from part of statutable residence any member of the University who has been prevented by illness or other reasonable cause from keeping such residence, every application for such dispensation being made through the College. ‘Reasonable cause’ will be considered to include having been rusticated.

28. **Expulsion** means that an undergraduate is deprived of membership both of the College and of the University and therefore loses the right to enter for University examination or take its degrees.

29. (a) If the undergraduate is alleged to have committed any disciplinary offences as well as breaches of probationary conditions, the Senior Tutor may propose, in the interests of dealing fairly and expeditiously with the matters concerning the undergraduate, that the matters should be referred solely to the Disciplinary Panel.
The Disciplinary Panel in such a case shall include at least three Tutors and shall, with regard to the alleged breaches of probationary conditions, comply with the procedures set out in this Bylaw and be treated as the Academic Review Panel for the purposes of this Bylaw.

30. (a) The Appeals Panel reports to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(b) The members of the Appeals Panel shall in cases of academic discipline under Bylaw XI A be the Warden (or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. Members of the Academic Review Panel shall not be members.

(ii) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(c) The Warden or the Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Panel when it is convened for the purposes of Bylaw XIA. If the Warden or the Warden’s nominee is replaced the Panel as constituted after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

(d) (i) The Appeals Panel may regulate its proceedings as it sees fit.

(ii) The Chair of the Appeals panel shall have the power whether on application by the Junior Member or the Chair of the Academic Review Panel or without such an application to extend any time-limit imposed by this Bylaw where it seems expedient to do so (such as to take account of periods when the College will be closed).

31. Any appeal must be made in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five days (not including Saturday and Sunday) of the communication of the Academic Review Panel’s decision to the undergraduate, stating the basis of the appeal.

32. (a) The undergraduate may appeal on the following basis:

(i) errors in the Academic Review Panel’s findings (which must be specified by the undergraduate); and/or
(ii) the disproportionality of the penalty to the gravity of the breach of academic obligations.

(b) The undergraduate shall not be entitled to bring an appeal which challenges the academic judgment of the Academic Review Panel.

33. The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall copy the undergraduate’s appeal to the Chair of the Academic Review Panel who shall respond in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday). The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall then copy that response to the undergraduate.

34.

(a) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall call a meeting of the Appeals Panel giving the undergraduate at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday or Sunday) of such meeting, unless the undergraduate agrees to shorter notice being given.

(b) The undergraduate shall be told in writing of the time of the meeting.

35.

(a) Without prejudice to the Appeals Panel’s right to regulate its proceedings, the following procedure shall normally be adopted. The Appeals Panel shall consider the undergraduate’s basis of appeal and the response of the Chair of the Academic Review Panel.

(b) The undergraduate may attend the meeting with a current member of the University or an Oxford SU sabbatical officer as an advisor and make oral representations. If the undergraduate elects to attend, the Chair of the Academic Review Panel may also attend (and may bring a current member of the University as an advisor).

(c) The Appeals Panel may in any case request the presence of the undergraduate, the Chair of the Academic Review Panel, and the director of studies and may interview them; in the event that the undergraduate fails or refuses to attend the Appeals Panel may proceed in his or her absence.

36. The Appeals Panel can confirm or amend the decision of the Academic Review Panel. The Appeals Panel may attach such conditions as it sees fit to any penalty. The undergraduate shall be told of the Panel’s decision and its reasons in writing.

37.

(a) The decision of the Appeals Panel shall be final in the College although the undergraduate shall have the right to appeal the decision of the Appeals Panel to the Conference of Colleges’ Appeals Tribunal (see https://weblearn.ox.ac.uk/portal/hierarchy/colleges/confcoll/ for further information).
(b) If an undergraduate wishes to bring such an appeal, he or she shall file a written application with the secretariat of the Conference of Colleges within five days of the date of the decision appealed against. The application shall include:

(i) a copy of the decision being challenged;

(ii) a brief statement of the facts and arguments of law on which the application is based;

(iii) the undergraduate’s request for relief;

(iv) where applicable, an application for a stay of the effects of the decision being challenged or for any other preliminary relief of an urgent nature; and

(v) the undergraduate’s address and, where applicable, the electronic mail address at which he or she can be reached for the purpose of the proceedings.

(c) If the Conference of Colleges Appeals Tribunal upholds the College’s decision, the undergraduate may appeal to the Office of the Independent Adjudicator for Higher Education (see www.oiahe.org.uk for further information). Application forms and guidance notes are available from the Academic Office.

38. Where the provisions of paragraph 2 above have had effect, if any appeal made by the undergraduate relates both to disciplinary matters and any alleged breach of probationary matters then the appeals shall be referred solely to an Appeals Panel constituted in accordance with paragraph 19 of Bylaw XI B. That Appeals Panel shall, with regard to any matter of academic discipline, be treated as the Appeals Panel for the purposes of this Bylaw.

39.

(a) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall at once report the Appeals Panel’s decision to the Principal of the Postmasters, and to the Senior Tutor who shall report it to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee, and shall inform the Proctors and any College staff affected by the decision.

(b) The full communication to the undergraduate shall not normally be circulated, but shall be held in the Warden’s office.

Notice

40. In Full Term any document that this Bylaw requires to be sent to an undergraduate shall be deemed to be duly given 24 hours after it has been left for him or her at the College lodge. Out of Full Term an additional copy will be posted to the home address he or she has given the Academic Office, and the document will be deemed to be duly given three days after the date of posting. A copy of all documents served shall also (unless the volume of them is such as to make it unreasonable) be sent by email to the undergraduate’s University email address unless it has been suspended.
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XI B: CONCERNING DISCIPLINE FOR SERIOUS MISCONDUCT

Introduction

1. (a) Junior Members admitted to Merton College undertake to abide by the regulations of the College as set out in the College Handbook. These include the specific rules set out in Part 3 of the College Handbook and for those who reside in College accommodation, the accommodation agreement set out in Part 4.

(b) Responsibility for general discipline is vested in the Principal of the Postmasters, assisted by the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters. Their powers are described in the College Handbook.

2. The Disciplinary process outlined below is intended to be followed in cases of serious misconduct, defined in the College Handbook. A flowchart presents the processes for the handling of serious cases, as well lesser offences.

3. Junior Members should be aware that they are also subject to the University’s regulations concerning student conduct and that they are therefore expected to observe two sets of (complementary) disciplinary regulations. The University Students’ Handbook provides more information on the University’s remit.

The Disciplinary Panel

4. (a) The Disciplinary Panel reports to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee depending on the status of the Junior Member concerned.

(b) The Disciplinary Panel normally consists of the Sub-Warden (or if the Sub-Warden is unavailable another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Sub-Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body at least two of whom shall hold the office of Tutor. The Principal of the Postmasters shall not be a member.

(c) The Panel may (but shall not be obliged to) ask an assessor, to be known as the Disciplinary Assessor, to be present at its deliberations and to advise it but such person shall have no vote.

(d) Any tutor of the Junior Member brought before the Panel and any other person with an interest in the subject-matter of the allegations made against the Junior Member shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel.

(e) For the purposes of Bylaw XI B.4(d) above only a “tutor” shall be defined as follows:
(i) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies; and

(ii) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted as that graduate student’s supervisor or college advisor; and

(iii) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file an academic report on that Junior Member’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(f) The Sub-Warden or the Sub-Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Panel. If the Sub-Warden or the Sub-Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw XI B.4(d) above the most senior of the Tutors present shall chair the Panel.

(g) (i) The Disciplinary Panel may regulate its proceedings as it sees fit.

(ii) The power of the Disciplinary Panel to regulate its proceedings includes (without limitation) the power to set time-limits on the evidence to be called by either the Junior Member or the Principal of the Postmasters consistent with providing a fair opportunity for each of them to present relevant evidence whilst ensuring that the matter is heard expeditiously and determined fairly.

(iii) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall have the power whether on application by the Junior Member or the Principal of the Postmasters or without such an application to extend any time-limit imposed by this Bylaw where it seems expedient to do so (such as to take account of periods when the College will be closed).

(h) (i) A Junior Member who is accused of misconduct shall normally be entitled to see and be provided with copies of all documents and other material that will be put to the Panel, to see all the witness-statements upon which the Principal of the Postmaster intends to rely, to know the identity of the maker of any such statement, and to ask questions of all witnesses.

(ii) The rule stated in Bylaw XI B.4(h)(i) shall be disapplied only in exceptional cases. Such exceptional cases include cases where there is a reasonable fear that a witness may be subjected to intimidation or violent reprisal.

(iii) If the Principal of the Postmasters believes that it is necessary for something to be done which is contrary to the rule stated in Bylaw XI B.4(h)(i) he or she shall apply to the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel in writing for a direction.

(iv) The Junior Member shall be notified of the nature of the application but shall not be provided with any document or information which would render the application pointless. If the Junior Member wishes
to respond to the application, he or she shall do so in writing within 5 days (not including Saturday or Sunday).

(v) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall determine the application without an oral hearing unless he or she considers it necessary or expedient to hold one and shall notify the Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member in writing of his or her decision.

(vi) Once the Chair has notified the Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member of his or her decision no action shall be taken in relation to any material which was the subject of the application until either:

(a) the time in which they could apply for a redetermination has elapsed without such an application being made or

(b) there has been a redetermination.

(vii) If either the Principal of the Postmasters or the Junior Member is dissatisfied with the result of the application to the Chair he or she may apply for redetermination by the Disciplinary Panel without the participation of the Chair.

(viii) An application for a redetermination shall be made in writing to the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel within five days of receiving his or her decision.

(ix) The Disciplinary Panel shall determine the application without the participation of the Chair. The material upon which the redetermination shall be made shall normally be only the material provided to the Chair. There shall not be an oral hearing unless the Disciplinary Panel considers it necessary or expedient to hold one.

(x) The Disciplinary Panel shall notify the Chair, the Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member in writing of its decision and shall give directions accordingly.

(xi) The decision of the Chair (if there has been no redetermination) or of the Disciplinary Panel shall be final and there shall be no right to appeal the decision to the Appeals Panel.

(xii) If the Principal of the Postmasters makes an application which would, if accepted, have the effect of concealing the identity of any person, and the application is rejected, that person’s identity shall nonetheless not be disclosed to the Junior Member without that person’s consent.

(xiii) If a witness refuses to consent to the disclosure of his or her identity to the Junior Member or refuses to be questioned on his or her evidence by or in the presence of the Junior Member or refuses to attend a hearing, the Disciplinary Panel shall exclude the witness’s evidence from consideration in the absence of exceptional
circumstances as provided in Bylaw XI B.4(h)(ii). If the Disciplinary Panel does not exclude the evidence from consideration, due weight must be given to the disadvantage to the Junior Member of not knowing the identity of the witness or of being unable to test the witness’s evidence by questions.

(i) In any proceedings before the Disciplinary Panel the burden of proving the allegations shall be on the Principal of the Postmasters and the standard of proof shall be the balance of probabilities.

(j) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall ensure that arrangements are made for a written note to be taken and a sound-recording made of the open proceedings (but not of the Disciplinary Panel’s private deliberations).

(k) (i) All material submitted to the Disciplinary Panel by either party shall be treated as confidential.

(ii) The requirement of confidentiality does not prevent either party or the Disciplinary Panel from taking appropriate advice or seeking appropriate welfare support.

Referral to the Disciplinary Panel

5. If the Principal of the Postmasters believes that a Junior Member has a case to answer in relation to an offence which, would, if proved, require a more severe penalty than the Principal of the Postmasters can impose, he or she shall refer the case to the Disciplinary Panel.

6. If the Principal of the Postmasters is interested in the matters relating to the Junior Member or is the Junior Member’s tutor (in the sense of Bylaw XI B.4(e) above) or if the Principal of the Postmasters is otherwise unable to act, the Warden and Tutors’ Committee shall nominate another member of the Governing Body to act in his or her place. Throughout this Bylaw, references to the Principal of the Postmasters shall include any such nominee.

7. (a) The procedures set out in Bylaws XI B.8(b) to XI B.13 shall not apply if a Junior Member has been convicted of a criminal offence capable of attracting an immediate sentence of imprisonment (whether or not such a sentence is imposed). In such circumstances Bylaws XI B.14-19 shall apply instead.

(b) Subject to (a) above, when referring a case to the Disciplinary Panel, the Principal of the Postmasters shall send to the Chair a written statement (the “Statement of Case”) setting out:

(i) the provision(s) of the College regulations which have allegedly been broken;

(ii) the facts which form the basis of the allegation;
(iii) the evidence on which the allegation is based including the signed statement of any person the Principal of the Postmasters is proposing to call as a witness; and

(iv) any other information which the Principal of the Postmasters deems relevant, including recommendations as to penalty.

8. (a) The Statement of Case and this Bylaw XI B shall be copied to the Junior Member.

(b) (i) Copies of the Statement of Case shall also be sent to the Junior Member's director of studies or college advisor, as appropriate, who shall be asked to comment in writing on the character of the Junior Member and any other matter that the director of studies or college advisor thinks should properly be taken into account. These comments shall be copied to the Junior Member.

(ii) At the request of a Junior Member who is a graduate student a copy of the Statement of Case shall also be sent to his or supervisor who shall be asked to comment in writing in the same manner as the college advisor. These comments shall be copied to the Junior Member.

9. (a) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall call a meeting of the Disciplinary Panel giving the Junior Member at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday or Sunday), unless the Junior Member agrees to shorter notice being given.

(b) The Junior Member shall be told in writing of the time of the meeting and that written material may be submitted up to 48 hours (not including a Saturday or Sunday) before the Disciplinary Panel meets.

(c) If the Junior Member intends to call any person as a witness at the meeting, the Junior Member shall include a written statement signed by such person with the written material submitted to the Disciplinary Panel.

10. (a) Without prejudice to the Disciplinary Panel’s right to regulate its proceedings, the following procedure shall normally be adopted.

(b) (i) The Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member whose case has been referred shall attend the notified meeting of the Disciplinary Panel, provided that if the Junior Member fails or refuses to attend the Disciplinary Panel may proceed in his or her absence.
(ii) The Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member may each be accompanied by a current member of the University as an advisor or, alternatively, an Oxford SU sabbatical officer in the case of the Junior Member.

(c) (i) The Principal of the Postmasters shall present the case against the Junior Member in his or her presence (except where the Junior Member fails or refuses to attend and the Disciplinary Panel has decided to proceed in the Junior Member's absence).

(ii) The Principal of the Postmasters may call any witness whose statement he or she has previously submitted to the Disciplinary Panel. The Disciplinary Panel shall ordinarily rely on the submitted statement as the substance of the witness's evidence but may allow the Principal of the Postmasters to ask questions to clarify any point in the statement.

(iii) The Junior Member may question any witness called by the Principal of the Postmasters.

(iv) After the Junior Member has questioned a witness the Disciplinary Panel may allow the Principal of the Postmasters to ask further questions but only for the purpose of clarifying anything said by the witness in answer to the Junior Member.

(d) (i) After the conclusion of the Principal of the Postmasters' evidence the Junior Member shall present his or her defence.

(ii) The Junior Member may call any witness whose statement he or she has previously submitted to the Disciplinary Panel. The Disciplinary Panel shall ordinarily rely on the submitted statement as the substance of the witness's evidence but may allow the Junior Member to ask the witness questions to clarify any point in the statement.

(iii) The Principal of the Postmasters may question any witness called by the Junior Member.

(iv) After the Principal of the Postmasters has questioned a witness the Disciplinary Panel may allow the Junior Member to ask further questions but only for the purpose of clarifying anything said by the witness in answer to the Principal of the Postmasters.

(e) (i) For the avoidance of doubt the members of the Disciplinary Panel may also question any person called as a witness.

(f) (i) If a person who has provided a witness statement is not called as a witness, that person’s evidence shall be excluded from
consideration by the Disciplinary Panel unless the Junior Member and the Principal of the Postmasters agree that it should be read by the Disciplinary Panel or there are exceptional circumstances.

(ii) If the Disciplinary Panel does not exclude the evidence from consideration, due weight must be given to the fact that the witness’s evidence has not been tested by questions.

(g) (i) If a person who has provided a witness statement is willing to be questioned on his or her evidence but is not able to be present in Oxford on the date of the hearing, the Disciplinary Panel may, on the application of the person wishing to call that witness, make arrangements for that witness to be questioned via electronic means which permit the witness to be seen and heard by all those concerned in the hearing.

(h) After the conclusion of the Junior Member’s evidence:

(i) first the Principal of the Postmasters shall address a concluding statement to the Disciplinary Panel;

(ii) next the Junior Member shall address a concluding statement to the Disciplinary Panel; and

(iii) then the Disciplinary Panel shall consider its verdict in the absence of all other persons except the Disciplinary Assessor (if any) who shall remain present to advise the Panel but shall not be entitled to vote.

11. (a) Where the Disciplinary Panel finds the case against the Junior Member to have been proved, the Chair shall announce its decision and invite the Principal of the Postmasters to make a submission as to the appropriate level of penalty.

(b) The Junior Member shall then be entitled to make a plea in mitigation of the offence.

(c) The Disciplinary Panel shall then consider the appropriate sentence in the absence of all other persons except the Disciplinary Assessor (if any) who shall remain present to advise the Panel but shall not be entitled to vote.

(d) (i) The penalty shall be such as the Disciplinary Panel considers fair and proportionate in all the circumstances and may include (without limitation): requiring the Junior Member to reside out of College premises; a fine of any magnitude; banning, suspension, or expulsion from the College.
(ii) The Disciplinary Panel may attach such conditions as it sees fit to any penalty.

(iii)  
(a) “Banning” means withdrawing the right of access to specified land, buildings, facilities or services of the College for a fixed period or pending the fulfilment of certain conditions.

(b) “Suspension” means withdrawing the right of access to all of the land, buildings and facilities of the College including teaching, examinations, and all related academic services for a fixed period or until the fulfilment of specified conditions. For the avoidance of doubt, this is equivalent to “rustication” as defined in the University’s Statute XI.

(c) “Expulsion” means depriving a Junior Member permanently of his or her membership of the College.

(e)  
(i) The Junior Member shall be told in writing of the Disciplinary Panel’s decision and its reasons which shall include all findings of fact made by the Disciplinary Panel.

(ii) The Junior Member shall also be advised of the right of appeal to the Appeals Panel.

12.  
(a)  
(i) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall at once report the Disciplinary Panel’s decision to the Principal of the Postmasters and to the Senior Tutor, and shall inform the Proctors (if appropriate) and any College staff affected by the decision.

(ii) The Senior Tutor shall report the Disciplinary Panel’s decision to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or to the Graduate Committee, and to the Junior Member’s Director of Studies or the Junior Member’s college advisor as the case may require.

(b) The full communication to the Junior Member shall not normally be circulated, but shall be held in the Warden’s office. In the event of any appeal, it shall be available to members of the Appeals Panel.

Referral to the Disciplinary Panel: Special provisions for criminal convictions

13.  
(a) The procedures set out in Bylaw XI B.13(b)-18 below shall apply if a Junior Member has been convicted of a criminal offence capable of attracting an immediate sentence of imprisonment (whether or not such a sentence is imposed).
When referring such a case to the Disciplinary Panel, the Principal of the Postmasters shall send to the Chair a written statement (the “Statement of Case”) setting out:

(i) the fact of the Junior Member’s criminal conviction and

(ii) any other information which the Principal of the Postmasters deems relevant including his or her recommendations as to penalty.

14.

(a) The Statement of Case and this Bylaw XI B shall be copied to the Junior Member.

(b) Copies shall also be sent to the Junior Member’s director of studies or college advisor, as appropriate, who shall be asked to comment in writing on the character of the Junior Member and any other matter that the director of studies or college advisor thinks should properly be taken into account. These comments shall be copied to the Junior Member.

(ii) At the request of a Junior Member who is a graduate student a copy of the Statement of Case shall also be sent to his or supervisor who shall be asked to comment in writing in the same manner as the college advisor. These comments shall be copied to the Junior Member.

15.

(a) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall call a meeting of the Disciplinary Panel giving the Junior Member at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday or Sunday), unless the Junior Member agrees to shorter notice.

(b) The Junior Member shall be told in writing of the time of the meeting and that written material may be submitted on the question of penalty up to 48 hours (not including Saturday or Sunday) before the Disciplinary Panel meets.

16.

(a) Without prejudice to the Disciplinary Panel’s right to regulate its proceedings, the following procedure shall normally be adopted.

(b) The Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member shall attend the notified meeting of the Disciplinary Panel, provided that if the Junior Member fails or refuses to attend the Disciplinary Panel may proceed in his or her absence.

(ii) The Principal of the Postmasters and the Junior Member may each be accompanied by a current member of the University as an advisor or, alternatively, an Oxford SU sabbatical officer in the case of the Junior Member.
(c) The Disciplinary Panel shall accept as fact all findings of fact made by the criminal court and the hearing shall proceed on that basis.

(d) (i) The Principal of the Postmasters shall present the case to the Disciplinary Panel and shall make representations concerning the appropriate penalty.

(ii) The Disciplinary Panel may request the attendance of any other person and may question such person in relation to the issue of penalty.

(e) The Junior Member shall then be entitled to make a plea in mitigation of the offence.

17. (a) (i) The Disciplinary Panel shall then decide upon the penalty to be imposed in the absence of all other persons except the Disciplinary Assessor (if any) who shall remain present to advise the Panel but shall not be entitled to vote.

(ii) The penalty may include: requiring the Junior Member to reside out of the College premises; a fine of any magnitude; or banning, suspension, or expulsion from the College.

(iii) The Disciplinary Panel may attach such conditions as it sees fit to any penalty.

(iv) The words “banning”, “suspension” and “expulsion” shall bear the meanings given to them in Bylaw XI B.11(d)(iii) above.

(b) (i) The Junior Member shall be told in writing of the Disciplinary Panel’s decision and its reasons which shall include all findings of fact made by the Disciplinary Panel which have not already been made by the criminal court.

(ii) The Junior Member shall also be advised of the right of appeal to the Appeals Panel.

18. (a) (i) The Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall at once report the Disciplinary Panel’s decision to the Principal of the Postmasters and to the Senior Tutor, and shall inform the Proctors (if appropriate) and any College staff affected by the decision.

(ii) The Senior Tutor shall report the Disciplinary Panel’s decision to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or to the Graduate Committee,
and to the Junior Member’s Director of Studies or the Junior Member’s college advisor as the case may require.

(b) The full communication to the Junior Member shall not normally be circulated but shall be held in the Warden’s office. In the event of any appeal, it shall be available to the members of the Appeals Panel.

**Referral to the Disciplinary Panel: Special provisions for University penalties**

19. The procedures set out at Bylaw XI B.20-23 below shall apply if a Junior Member has been expelled, banned or rusticated by the University pursuant to Statute XI of the University Statutes.

20. 
   (a) If the Principal of the Postmasters considers that a more serious penalty than that imposed by the University should be imposed by the College, the Principal of the Postmasters shall refer the case to the Disciplinary Panel.

   (b) In such a case, the procedures set out in Bylaw XI B.13-18 above shall apply, mutatis mutandis.

21. 
   (a) In any other case a penalty of expulsion, banning or rustication imposed by the University upon a Junior Member shall also apply to College premises and facilities, subject to the right of appeal conferred by Bylaw XI B.22 below.

   (b) 
      (i) The imposition of the College penalty shall be confirmed in writing to the Junior Member by the Principal of the Postmasters, and shall be copied to the Senior Tutor and to any College staff affected by the decision.

      (ii) The Senior Tutor shall report the College penalty to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee, and to the Junior Member’s Director of Studies or the Junior Member’s college advisor as the case may require.

   (c) The Principal of the Postmasters shall advise the Junior Member in writing of the right of appeal to the Disciplinary Panel.

22. 
   (a) A Junior Member penalised under Bylaw XI B.21 above may appeal to the Disciplinary Panel against the application of the University penalty to College premises and facilities.

   (b) Bylaw XI B.33 shall apply to an appeal under this paragraph.
Appeals from decisions of the Disciplinary Panel

23. (a) The Appeals Panel reports to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee depending on the status of the Junior Member concerned.

24. (a) The Appeals Panel shall normally consist in cases of discipline for serious misconduct under Bylaw XI B of the Warden (or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden) and four other members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. Neither the Principal of the Postmasters nor any member of the Disciplinary Panel shall be a member.

(b) The Appeals Panel may (but shall not be obliged to) ask an assessor, to be known as the Disciplinary Assessor, to be present at its deliberations and to advise it but such person shall have no vote.

(c) Any tutor of the Junior Member whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel.

(d) For the purposes of Bylaw XI B.23(c) above only a “tutor” shall be defined as follows:

(i) in the case of an undergraduate as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies and

(ii) in the case of a graduate student as any person who has acted as that graduate student’s supervisor or college advisor and

(iii) in either case as including any person who has filed or will file an academic report on that Junior Member’s work during the course of the current academic year.

(e) The Warden or the Warden’s nominee shall ordinarily chair the Appeals Panel as constituted under Bylaw XI B. If the Warden or the Warden’s nominee is replaced pursuant to Bylaw XI B.23(c) above the most senior of the Tutors present shall chair the Panel.

(f)

(i) The Appeals Panel shall regulate its proceedings as it sees fit.

(ii) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall have the power whether on application by the Junior Member or the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel or without such an application to extend any time-limit imposed by this Bylaw where it seems expedient to do so (such as to take account of periods when the College will be closed).
(g) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall ensure that arrangements are made for a written note to be taken and a sound recording made of the open proceedings (but not of the Appeals Panel’s private deliberations).

25. The Junior Member must lodge any appeal against the findings or penalty of the Disciplinary Panel by writing to the Warden within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of the communication of the Disciplinary Panel’s decision to the Junior Member, stating the basis of his or her appeal.

26. (a) The Junior Member may appeal on either or both of the following grounds:

   (i) errors in the Disciplinary Panel’s findings (which must be specified by the Junior Member); and/or

   (ii) the disproportionality of the penalty to the gravity of the offence.

   (b) The Junior Member shall not normally be permitted to introduce new evidence to the Appeals Panel where that evidence could reasonably have been presented to the Disciplinary Panel.

27. (a) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall copy the Junior Member’s appeal to the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel, who shall respond in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday).

   (b) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall then copy that response to the Junior Member.

28. (a) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall call a meeting of the Appeals Panel giving the Junior Member at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday and Sunday), unless the Junior Member agrees to shorter notice being given.

   (b) The Junior Member shall be told in writing of the time of the meeting.

29. (a) Without prejudice to the Appeals Panel’s right to regulate its proceedings as it thinks fit, the following procedure shall normally be adopted.

   (b) (i) The Junior Member may attend with a current member of the University or an Oxford SU sabbatical officer as an advisor and make oral representations on his Grounds of Appeal.

   (ii) If the Junior Member elects to attend, the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel may also attend (and may be accompanied by a current member of the University as an advisor).
The Appeals Panel shall in any event normally request the attendance of the Junior Member and the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel but in the event that either fails or refuses to attend may proceed in that person’s absence.

The Junior Member shall present his or her appeal and the members of the Appeals Panel may put questions to the Junior Member.

At the conclusion of the Junior Member’s presentation the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel shall be invited to respond to the appeal and the members of the Appeals Panel may put questions to the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel.

30.

(a)

(i) The Appeals Panel shall consider the Junior Member’s Grounds of Appeal and the response of the Chair of the Disciplinary Panel and determine the appeal in the absence of all other persons except the Disciplinary Assessor (if any) who shall remain present to advise the Panel but shall not be entitled to vote.

(ii) The Appeals Panel may quash or confirm the decision appealed against, or make any order in substitution for it which the Disciplinary Panel could have made.

(b) The Junior Member shall be informed in writing of the Appeals Panel’s decision and the reasons for it.

(c) Unless the Appeals Panel merely quashes the decision appealed against, the Appeals Panel’s decision shall be accompanied by (a) a letter informing the Junior Member of his or her right to appeal to the Conference of Colleges’ Appeal Tribunal (as provided in Bylaw XI B.31 below) and the time-limit for filing the appeal-application and (b) a copy of the Conference of Colleges’ Appeal Tribunal Regulations.

31.

(a)

(i) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall at once report the Appeals Panel’s decision to the Principal of the Postmasters and to the Senior Tutor and shall inform the Proctors (if appropriate) and any College staff affected by the decision.

(ii) The Senior Tutor shall report the Appeals Panel’s decision to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee, and to the Junior Member’s Director of Studies or the Junior Member’s college advisor as the case may require.

(b) The full communication to the Junior Member shall not normally be circulated, but shall be held in the Warden’s office.
32. The decision of the Appeals Panel shall be final in the College although the Junior Member shall have the right to appeal the decision of the Appeals Panel to the Conference of Colleges Appeal Tribunal.

33. If the Conference of Colleges Appeal Tribunal upholds the College’s decision, the Junior Member may appeal to the Office of the Independent Adjudicator for Higher Education (see www.oiahe.org.uk for further information). Application forms and guidance notes are available from the Academic Office.

**Appeals against the application of University penalties (XI B.21-22)**

34. (a) A Junior Member who wishes to appeal against the application of a University penalty to him or her under Bylaw XI B.21 must send the appeal in writing to the Warden within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of receipt of confirmation of the penalty from the Principal of the Postmasters.

(b) The Junior Member’s appeal must fully set out the special circumstances which are alleged to justify not applying the University penalty in his or her case.

(c) The appeal shall be copied to the Principal of the Postmasters, who shall send a response to the Warden within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday).

(d) (i) The Disciplinary Panel shall dispose of the appeal without an oral hearing unless it considers it necessary or expedient to hold one.

(ii) If the Disciplinary Panel is satisfied that there are special circumstances, it may permit the Junior Member concerned to continue to have access to College premises and facilities with or without conditions as to such access.

(e) (i) The Disciplinary Panel’s decision shall be communicated to the Junior Member in writing by the Chair and shall be final. Copies of the decision shall be sent to the Principal of the Postmasters and the Senior Tutor and any College staff affected by the decision.

(ii) The Senior Tutor shall report the decision to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee as the case may require.

**Appeals against fines of less than £150**

35. (a) If the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters has imposed a fine less than £150 on a Junior Member which the Junior Member believes to be unwarranted or excessive the Junior Member may make written
representations to the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters requesting a review of the fine imposed.

(b) Any representations to the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters shall be made within two days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of the imposition of the fine.

(c) The Deputy Principal of the Postmasters shall respond in writing within two days of the receipt of the written representations (not including Saturday or Sunday) and shall either confirm the fine, set aside the fine, or substitute a lesser fine.

(d) If the Junior Member is not satisfied with the decision of the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters he shall be entitled to appeal to the Principal of the Postmasters.

(e) Any appeal to the Principal of the Postmasters shall be made in writing specifying the grounds of the appeal within two days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of the receipt by the Junior Member of the response of the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters.

(f) The only grounds of an appeal to the Principal of the Postmasters shall be errors (which shall be specified) in the findings of fact made by the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters and/or the disproportionality of the fine to the gravity of the offence.

(g)

(i) The Principal of the Postmasters shall dispose of all such appeals without an oral hearing unless he considers it necessary or expedient to hold one.

(ii) The Principal of the Postmasters shall have the power on appeal to confirm, reduce or increase the fine.

(iii) The decision of the Principal of the Postmasters shall be communicated to the Junior Member in writing and shall be final.

**Appeals against fines greater than £150**

36.

(a) A Junior Member who has been fined a sum in excess of £150 by the Principal of the Postmasters or the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters may appeal this fine to the Disciplinary Panel, which may confirm, reduce or increase the fine.

(b) Any appeal must be lodged in writing with the Warden within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of the imposition of the fine stating the basis of the appeal.

(c) The only grounds of appeal shall be errors (which shall be specified) in the findings of the Principal of the Postmasters or the Deputy Principal
of the Postmasters and/or the disproportionality of the fine to the gravity of the offence.

(d) The appeal shall be copied to the Principal of the Postmasters or the Deputy Principal of the Postmasters, who shall be asked to respond within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday).

(e) 

(i) The Disciplinary Panel’s decision, which shall be final, shall be communicated to the Junior Member in writing, giving reasons.

(ii) The Disciplinary Panel shall have the power to impose additional fines or other penalties and may attach such conditions as it sees fit to any penalty:

(a) in the event of trivial or frivolous appeals; or

(b) where it believes that the event warrants a more severe penalty than that already imposed.

Service of documents

37. 

(a) Unless the Junior Member’s University email account has been suspended, all documents required by this Bylaw to be sent to a Junior Member shall be sent by email to the Junior Member’s University email address and shall be deemed to be duly delivered when sent.

(b) If the Junior Member’s University email account has been suspended:

(i) the Junior Member shall be asked to provide an alternative email address and any documents required by this Bylaw to be sent to him or her shall be sent to that address and shall be deemed duly delivered when sent;

(ii) if the Junior Member has not provided an alternative email address documents shall be left at the College lodge (if he or she is still in residence) and shall be deemed duly delivered 24 hours thereafter or shall be posted to the home address he or she has provided via Student Self Service (if he or she is not in residence), and shall be deemed duly delivered three days after the date of posting.

(iii) Where any documents are required to be posted to the Junior Member’s home address and he or she resides abroad all necessary steps shall be taken to ensure that the documents arrive within the period provided.

(c) Documents required by Bylaw XI B to be sent to any College Officer or any member of the University other than the Junior Member concerned shall be sent by email to the appropriate University email address and shall be deemed duly delivered when sent.
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions above as to the use of email, if the volume of documents is such as to make sending them by email unwieldy or impracticable the Chair of the Panel may be asked to direct the use of an alternative method for exchanging documents such as the use of any system of file-sharing provided by the University or, if necessary, paper.
Bylaw XI B flowchart – offences warranting lesser penalty

Disciplinary Offence (not warranting fine over £250)

- DPOP fine
  - Under £150
    - Fine removed or reduced
    - Appeal to POP
  - Paid

- DPOP/POP fine over £150 and under £250
  - Appeal to Disciplinary Panel
  - Paid

Bylaw XI B flowchart - offences warranting greater penalty

Disciplinary Offence (possibly warranting major penalty)

- Disciplinary Panel
  - Decision accepted
  - Appeals Panel
  - CCAT
  - Decision Accepted
  - OIAHE
  - Decision Accepted
XI C: FAILURE IN THE FIRST PUBLIC EXAMINATION

1. (a) The Senior Tutor shall write to any undergraduate who fails the First Public Examination at the first attempt.

(b) The Senior Tutor’s letter shall

   (i) clarify the academic support offered in preparing for the re-sit;

   (ii) make clear the possible consequence of termination of the course in the event of a second failure; and

   (iii) remind the recipient of the importance of disclosing any extenuating circumstances which may have affected performance in the First Public Examination.

2. (a) The Senior Tutor shall write to any undergraduate who fails the First Public Examination at the second attempt to notify him or her that their course will be terminated.

(b) The undergraduate shall have the right to appeal this decision on the grounds of exceptional circumstances to an Appeals Panel convened by the Warden, or the Sub-Warden in the Warden’s absence. This shall comprise no fewer than three members of the Governing Body of whom at least two shall hold the office of Tutor. The Senior Tutor shall not be a member.

   (i) Any tutor of the undergraduate whose case has been referred and any other interested person shall be replaced by other members of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel. For the purposes of this sub-paragraph only a “tutor” shall be defined as any person who has acted as that undergraduate’s director of studies or has filed or will file an academic report on that undergraduate’s work during the course of the current academic year.

   (ii) The members of the Appeals Panel as constituted under Bylaw XI C after any replacements have been co-opted shall elect one from among their number to take the chair.

3. (a) Any appeal pursuant to Bylaw XIC.2(b)(i) above must be made in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five days (not including Saturday or Sunday) of the communication of the Senior Tutor’s letter.

   (i) The appeal must set out the exceptional circumstances applicable in the case.
(b) If the undergraduate intends to rely on medical evidence at the hearing, he or she must submit a report from the College Doctor to the Senior Tutor at least 24 hours in advance of the hearing unless the primary treating clinician is not the College Doctor, in which case the medical report must be sent to the College Doctor in the first instance five working days in advance of the hearing so that the College Doctor can advise the College appropriately.

4.

(a) The Senior Tutor shall notify the undergraduate of the date of the hearing, giving at least five days’ notice (not including Saturday or Sunday), unless the undergraduate agrees to shorter notice being given.

(b) The hearing shall be conducted and determined by the Appeals Panel.

(c) The undergraduate may attend the meeting with a current member of the University (except the Senior Tutor or his or her subject tutors) or an Oxford SU sabbatical officer as an advisor.

5.

(a) The purpose of the hearing shall be to enable the Appeals Panel to assess whether the exceptional circumstances presented by the undergraduate mean that their course should not be terminated.

(b) At the hearing, the Senior Tutor (or deputy) shall present a report on the circumstances of the case. The Panel may also seek the comments of subject tutors who may attend in person or submit a report as circumstances permit.

(c) The undergraduate shall then have the opportunity to present his or her own view of the situation and any supporting evidence, and to respond to the Senior Tutor’s report and to the subject tutors’ comments.

(d) After this, members of the Appeals Panel shall be given an opportunity to put questions on any aspect of the case.

6.

(a) At the end of the hearing, the undergraduate, advisor, the Senior Tutor and subject tutors shall withdraw while the Appeals Panel considers its decision.

(b) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall write to the undergraduate as soon as possible to communicate the decision, providing a brief account of the reasons for it.

7.

(a) If the Appeals Panel decides that exceptional circumstances mean the undergraduate’s course should not be terminated, the undergraduate shall be informed of any conditions which must be met before being allowed to return to residence.
(b) The University’s regulations prevent an undergraduate from progressing to the Final Honour School without passing the First Public Examination. Permission will need to be sought from the University's Education Committee for any third attempt at the First Public Examination: the College does not have authority to permit this itself.

8. (a) If the Appeals Panel decides that the circumstances presented as exceptional do not justify withholding the usual sanction of terminating the undergraduate’s course, the undergraduate may appeal to the Conference of Colleges Appeal Tribunal, a body independent of the College.

(b) The undergraduate must normally exercise this right to appeal within five working days of receipt of the Appeals Panel’s decision. The Chair’s letter shall explain how to do this. Further information shall also be available from the Academic Office.

9. If the Conference of Colleges Appeals Tribunal upholds the College’s decision, the undergraduate may appeal to the Office of the Independent Adjudicator for Higher Education (see www.oiahe.org.uk for further information). Application forms and guidance notes shall be available from the Academic Office.
XI D: SUSPENSION AND FITNESS TO STUDY PROCEDURES

Scope

1. (a) This Bylaw contains two procedures.
   
   (b) The first part (Suspension of Study Procedure) is intended for situations where an undergraduate wishes to suspend study on medical or other grounds and it sets out the procedure which the College shall follow when considering such requests. Graduates are excluded because requests to suspend study are considered by departmental and faculty Graduate Studies Committees.
   
   (c) The second part (Fitness to Study Procedure) details the procedures which the College shall follow when there are concerns about the fitness to study of any Junior Member, whether undergraduate or graduate. A College Fitness to Study Panel (the Panel) plays a role in both procedures.
   
   (d) A Glossary of terms used in the Procedures is provided in the Appendix to this Bylaw.

The Fitness to Study Panel

2. (a) The Fitness to Study Panel shall be chaired by the Sub-Warden or by another Governing Body Fellow nominated by the Sub-Warden if the Sub-Warden is unavailable, with four other Governing Body Fellows of the College, at least two of whom should be Tutors or former Tutors.
   
   (ii) These members shall be drawn by the Chair from a pool of eight Governing Body Fellows who have agreed to sit on the Panel. The Panel shall include both male and female members.
   
   (iii) Should any member of the Panel be the tutor of the Junior Member\(^1\) or have an interest in the case, she or he shall be replaced by another member of the pool (or a member of the Governing Body co-opted by the other members of the Panel in the event that there is no member of the pool available).
   
   (iv) The Panel shall normally require the participation of five members but outside of term in cases of urgency special arrangements may need to be made including reducing the number of members to not less than three.

---

1 For this purpose, a tutor shall be defined as someone who has filed or will file an academic report on a Junior Member’s work or has acted as director of studies for an undergraduate, or as College advisor to a graduate student.
The Senior Tutor shall provide an anonymised annual report on the work of the Panel to both the Warden and Tutors’ Committee and the Graduate Committee.

All individual student suspensions of study shall be reported to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee or the Graduate Committee, as appropriate, for the official record.

General considerations

3.

(a) In operating these procedures the College shall take account of all relevant legislation such as the UK General Data Protection Regulation, the Data Protection Act 2018, the Mental Capacity Act 2005, the Human Rights Act 1998, the Equality Act 2010, and the general rights and expectations of a student of confidentiality.

(b) In cases where Stages 2 or 3 of the Fitness to Study Procedure have been invoked, the Chair shall make a decision about whether the Junior Member’s emergency contact should be informed, and discuss with the Junior Member whether any statutory services should be contacted.

(c) The College acknowledges that as a result of implementing this procedure it will receive sensitive personal data and data of a confidential nature pertaining to the student and other third parties, and shall ensure that all such data is handled, processed and stored in accordance with the College’s legal obligations in this regard.

Part 1: Suspension of Study Procedure

4.

(a) Undergraduates do not have an automatic right to suspend study, though the College will consider sympathetically requests on medical or other welfare grounds and make reasonable adjustments (including with regard to these procedures) in cases covered by the Equality Act 2010.

(b) Suspensions on medical grounds shall require medical certification in support of the request from the College Doctors.

(ii) The College shall not grant suspension solely on the ground that the Student is or feels ill-prepared for examinations.

(iii) Requests for suspension should be made in a timely manner. Requests should normally be made by the undergraduate but in extreme circumstances the College may permit requests to be made by a representative of the undergraduate.

5.

(a) Cases shall first be considered confidentially by the Senior Tutor,
Chaplain, and relevant Director of Studies, with the involvement of other subject tutors if appropriate.

(b) Their review shall not only consider the merits of the request to suspend but shall also work through a checklist of items to ensure the suspension from and return to study are properly planned. The checklist shall include:

(i) Agreement of an appropriate treatment plan with the College Doctor;

(ii) Appropriate access to facilities while suspended;

(iii) Academic plan for catching up on any work backlog and preparing for the term of return, including any collections requirements;

(iv) Any expectations regarding the provision of interim reports by the undergraduate;

(v) Consideration of a referral to the Disability Advisory Service;

(vi) Review meeting in the term preceding return;

(vii) Implications for examinations (over standing for honours, changed regulations);

(viii) Conditions attached to return;

(ix) The case for repeating any terms;

(x) Anticipated medical and welfare support on return.

6. The Senior Tutor shall then make a recommendation to the Panel, by notifying the Chair, who shall then convene the Panel.

7. (a) The College expects shortfalls in completed work to be made up and does not ordinarily permit undergraduates to repeat terms if they have received the full tuition. The Panel shall therefore authorise repetition only in rare cases e.g. where there are material gaps in their tuition.

(b) (i) Where the Panel does not support the request to suspend, or wishes to impose further or other conditions for the student’s return or otherwise, the Chair shall set out the reasons for this decision in writing to the undergraduate.

(ii) Where the Panel supports the request, the Senior Tutor shall convey the Panel’s decision and any conditions in writing to the undergraduate and report the resulting suspension of study to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.
8. (a) After an approved suspension on medical grounds and before the undergraduate is permitted to resume study, the College must receive a medical assessment from the College Doctor stating whether or not, in their opinion, the undergraduate is fit to resume study.

(b) The College Doctor’s assessment shall take into account reports provided by other clinicians involved in the care of the undergraduate during the period of suspension.

(c) The Senior Tutor, Chaplain and the undergraduate’s Director of Studies shall be responsible for determining, in light of the College Doctor’s assessment, whether the undergraduate is fit to study and whether any other conditions for return have also been met.

(d) (i) If the Senior Tutor, Chaplain and the undergraduate’s Director of Studies are of the view that the undergraduate is fit to return to study and all other conditions for return have been met, the Senior Tutor shall report the undergraduate’s return to the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(ii) If the undergraduate is not considered fit to return to study or other conditions have not been met, and if no alternative arrangements have been agreed with the undergraduate, the Fitness to Study Procedure may be invoked.

9. In the event that a request to suspend is not supported, or an undergraduate disputes the Panel’s decision, or the undergraduate is found not to be fit to return to study following a period of suspension, the undergraduate may seek a review. The process to be followed is set out at paragraph 13 below.

Part 2: Fitness to Study Procedure

10. This Fitness to Study Procedure has three stages depending on the perceived level of risk, the severity of the problem and the student’s engagement with efforts to respond to it. In urgent cases, at the College’s discretion, stages 1 and 2 may be bypassed. A flowchart to illustrate the operation of the Fitness to Study Procedure is set out at Appendix 2.

11. Throughout the Procedure outlined below, fitness to study is understood as defined by University legislation as:

(a) a student's fitness:

   (i) to commence a distinct course of academic study; or

   (ii) to continue with his/her current course of academic study; or

   (iii) to return to his/her current or another course of academic study; and
(b) his/her ability to meet:

(i) the reasonable academic requirements of the course or programme; and

(ii) the reasonable social and behavioural requirements of a student member (whether resident in college or not) without his/her physical, mental, emotional or psychological health or state having an unacceptably deleterious impact upon the health, safety and/or welfare of the student and/or other students and/or University or college staff (not withstanding adjustments required by law).  

12. The stages of the Fitness to Study Procedure shall be as follows:

1. Stage 1- Informal Action by the College

1.1 (a) Concerns about a student’s fitness to study can arise in a number of situations. Tutors, members of the Welfare Team, the Principal and Deputy Principal of the Postmasters, other students, and/or members of college staff may observe behaviour that suggests that a student’s medical, psychological, or emotional problems are compromising his or her fitness to study.

(b) Any member of college who has such concerns is encouraged to consult a member of the Welfare Team. The Welfare Team will consult about appropriate action, and may make discreet enquiries about the student’s behaviour and academic performance. If the risk is deemed less severe, the Welfare Team may initially direct the student toward appropriate forms of support.

1.2 (a) Should preliminary action in terms of support and guidance be unsuccessful, the Chaplain, along with the student’s Director of Studies or College Advisor if deemed appropriate in consultation with the Chaplain, shall approach the student and explain, in a supportive and understanding manner, that concerns about their fitness to study have emerged. In the case of a student with a disability, a support worker from the Disability Advisory Service may be involved in this meeting.

(b) The student shall be made aware of the precise nature and causes of these concerns. The student shall be given the opportunity to explain his or her own views on the matter, and be encouraged to think about using one or more of the support services offered by the University. It may also be appropriate to look into the possibility of applying academic arrangements or support to enable the student to study effectively, including making reasonable adjustments in the case of a student with a disability.

2 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/statutes/787-121.shtml
(c) At this stage the Senior Tutor shall be informed, if not already aware, that there are concerns about the student’s fitness to study.

1.3
It is hoped that in most cases issues can be resolved at this level, and that the student will respond positively, co-operating fully with the process and taking advantage of the support available. It may be necessary to obtain independent corroboration as to whether support offered is being taken up. The responsibility for providing this evidence shall lie with the student.

1.4
(a) A review period shall be determined by agreement between the Welfare Team, the Senior Tutor, and the student during which clear, observable and measurable goals for change shall be set. This review period will allow the student to seek advice and support from any appropriate services.

(b) At the end of this period a meeting shall be held to discuss any steps taken by the student to address the concerns. If the concerns have been addressed satisfactorily, this will be noted.

(c) Further meetings may be scheduled to continue to monitor the situation/progress and help ensure that continued support is provided to the student to enable them to study effectively. If, however, the concerns have not been addressed, a further review period may be agreed, or the case shall move to the next stage of the procedure.

1.5
(a) The informal discussions, advice and any undertakings made by the College or University and/or the student shall be documented for the benefit of the College, the University and the student, but shall be kept confidential. Copies of documents are to be kept by the Welfare Team.

(b) A letter setting out what has been agreed shall be given to the student.

1.6
If a student is unable or unwilling to co-operate with the above process or modify their behaviour, they shall be informed that more formal action under Stage 2 of this procedure may be considered appropriate.

2. Stage 2 - Case Review Group

2.1
(a) If the action taken under Stage 1 has not been successful or if it is felt that the case is too serious to be dealt with informally, Stage 2 of the procedure may be invoked.
A meeting of a Case Review Group shall be convened by the Senior Tutor, made up of the Chaplain, the student’s Director of Studies or College Advisor and the Senior Tutor and to include if appropriate the Supervisor in the case of Graduates or Course Director if there is no Supervisor.

A representative from the Disability Advisory Service, or the College’s designated link to the Counselling Services, may also attend for information and advice if felt appropriate by the Senior Tutor and the Case Review Group may consult with the College Nurse if it considers it appropriate.

In both stage 2 and stage 3 processes the Senior Tutor shall be the point of contact with the student and with all other agencies and individuals. He or she shall keep records of the whole process. The Senior Tutor shall appoint a deputy if unavailable to act at any stage.

2.2

(a) Before the meeting, a medical assessment may be sought from the College Doctors or another qualified practitioner familiar with the Oxford University system and the spectrum of student difficulties.

The student shall be encouraged to consent to this, as it will ultimately enable the College to address the student’s difficulties in the most effective manner possible and make an accurate assessment of risk.

(b) The medical assessment is to be used to determine the following matters:

(i) the nature and extent of any medical condition from which the student may be suffering;

(ii) the student’s prognosis;

(iii) the extent to which it may affect his/her fitness to study and manage the demands of student life;

(iv) any impact it may have on or risk it may pose to others;

(v) whether any additional steps could be taken by the College, in light of the medical condition, to enable the student to study effectively;

(vi) whether the student will be receiving any ongoing medical treatment or support;

(vii) whether the condition might be viewed as a disability within
the terms of the Equality Act 2010.

2.3
(a) The student shall be encouraged to authorise full disclosure of the results of any medical examination to the College of aspects relevant to study.

(ii) The College recognises that any such information disclosed will constitute ‘special category data’ for the purposes of the UK General Data Protection Regulation, and it shall be handled, processed and stored accordingly.

(b) Information received at Stage 2 may also be used in the Stage 3 of this procedure.

(c) Should the student refuse to undertake a medical examination, or disclose results, the College may continue this procedure based on the information already in its possession.

(ii) Should the student wish to furnish medical evidence from a practitioner of the student’s own choosing, the College shall require that this evidence is reviewed by the College Doctor or another qualified practitioner.

2.4
(a) The student shall normally be given at least 5 working days’ notice of the convening of a Case Review Group meeting and informed of the purpose of the meeting. This period may be shortened in urgent situations on the advice of the Welfare Team.

(b) The student shall also be provided with any documents that will be considered by the Group, and asked to provide any documentation he or she may wish the Group to consider, in good time for the meeting.

2.5
(a) The student shall have the right to attend the Case Review Group meeting and may be accompanied at the meeting by an Oxford SU sabbatical officer, a fellow student, one of the Merton Junior Deans for Welfare, or another current member of the University as an advisor.

(ii) A parent shall not normally be allowed to attend as an advisor, except at the College’s discretion.

(iii) In addition, a designated support worker, if required, may accompany disabled students.

(b) The student shall notify the Senior Tutor at least 24 hours in
advance of the meeting if they are to be accompanied and by whom.

2.6 The purpose of the meeting shall be to ensure that:

- the student is made fully aware of the nature of the concerns that have been raised;
- the student's views are heard and taken account of and the best way to proceed is agreed upon;
- the student is fully aware of the possible outcomes if difficulties remain.

2.7 The Case Review Group shall order its proceedings at its own discretion and may call witnesses, including University Student Support Services staff working with the student, and institute enquiries to assist its deliberations.

2.8 The Case Review Group may make one of the decisions (a) to (e) below:

(a) That no further action is required.

(b) To formally monitor the student's progress for a specified period of time.

   (i) In this case an action plan shall be agreed with the student, outlining any steps, which the student will need to take, and/or any support to be provided to the student, to address the concerns identified.

   (ii) Regular review meetings with the student shall be arranged with a nominated member of College staff, to ensure that the action plan is being appropriately followed and/or that reasonable support to enable the student to study effectively is being provided.

   (iii) The student shall be informed of the consequences of any breaches of the action plan, which will normally involve their fitness to study being considered at Stage 3.

(c) To recommend that special academic arrangements or support are put in place.

   (i) Such recommendations shall be agreed with the student's department and by the student and approved by the relevant University authority.

   (ii) The student shall be informed that unless these arrangements remedy the concerns to the College's satisfaction, their fitness to study may be considered at Stage 3 of these procedures.
(d) With the consent of the student, to agree that their studies be suspended for a period of time with appropriate application to the relevant University authority.

(e) To refer the case to the Warden, to be considered under Stage 3 of this procedure.

This decision will only be appropriate in the most serious of cases, where for example evidence of a serious risk to either the health and safety of the student or others has been identified, and it is thought that the student's suspension of study or banning or medical withdrawal may be the appropriate course of action, or where a particular course of action has been recommended but the student does not agree.

2.9  
(a) The decision of the Case Review Group, together with a concise record of the meeting, shall be sent to the student as soon as possible and no later than 5 working days from the date of the meeting, and a copy kept on the student's personal file.

(b) A copy of this documentation shall also be sent to the student's faculty or department where relevant.

3. Stage 3 – Fitness to Study Panel

3.1  
Stage 3 of the procedure shall only be implemented:

(a) following a referral from a Stage 2 Case Review Group, or

(b) if in the opinion of the Senior Tutor (having consulted as appropriate) initial concerns have been raised which are sufficiently serious as to warrant the consideration of the student's suspension of studies or banning or medical withdrawal (including, but not limited to, if the student poses a potential threat to the health and safety of him- or herself or others, or to the efficient working of the institution).

3.2  
(a) The Warden shall have the power to temporarily ban the student from the College pending further action.

(b) If the Warden is not available, the Sub-Warden or (in the absence of the Sub-Warden) a Bursar may act on his or her behalf.

3.3  
A Panel shall be convened in accordance with these procedures.
3.4
At any point in Stage 3 where the case concerns a graduate, the Panel may suspend its procedures and refer the case to the University Fitness to Study Panel.

3.5
The Chair shall fix a date for a meeting of the Panel to hear the case and shall invite the student to attend to discuss the concerns and all relevant issues.

3.6
(a) Whenever possible the student shall be given at least 5 working days’ notice of the meeting of the Panel. This period may be shortened in urgent situations on the advice of the Welfare Team.

(b) The student shall be informed of the purpose of the hearing.

(c) The student shall also be provided with any documents to be considered at the meeting and asked to provide any documentation he or she may wish the Panel to consider, in good time for the meeting.

3.7
(a) The student may be accompanied at the meeting by an Oxford SU sabbatical officer, a fellow student, a member of the Welfare Team other than the Chaplain, or another current member of the University as an advisor. Disabled students may also be accompanied by a support worker where required.

(b) The student shall notify the Senior Tutor at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting if they are to be accompanied and by whom.

(c) A parent shall not be allowed to attend as advisor except at the discretion of the Panel.

(d) The student may make oral representations at the meeting.

3.8
(a) The purpose of the meeting shall be to consider the evidence available, including the student's perception of these concerns, in order:

   (i) to determine whether the objectives of stage 2 have been met by the student;

   (ii) to determine whether the College has put in place reasonable adjustments to enable the student to continue to study.

(b) If the matter has not been considered at stage 2 because of the severity of the situation, the Panel may also take any actions which would otherwise have been considered at Stage 2.
3.9
(a) The Panel shall regulate its proceedings as it thinks fit and may call witnesses and institute enquiries to assist its deliberations, and may request further medical assessments of the student's fitness to study.

(b) It shall also consider any previous assessments of the student’s fitness to study.

(c) The Chair shall ensure that all parties have access to all documents.

3.10
(a) The Chair shall obtain a collective decision from members of the Panel.

(b) The decision may include one or more of the following:

   (i) To formally monitor the student's progress for a specified period of time.

      (a) In this case the Panel shall provide the student with an agreed action plan, outlining any steps which the student will need to take and/or any support to be provided to the student to address the concerns identified.

      (b) Regular review meetings with the student are to be arranged with a nominated member of staff (to ensure that the action plan is being appropriately followed and/or that reasonable support to enable the student to study effectively is being provided).

      (c) The student shall be informed of the consequences of any breaches of the action plan.

   (ii) That, following consultation with the academic Department, and subject to the approval of the relevant University authority, special academic arrangements are to be put in place - or an interruption of studies is to be agreed. The student shall be informed of the consequences should these arrangements fail to remedy to the College's satisfaction the concerns identified.

   (iii) To recommend that the College exercises its statutory power to require the student to suspend or to ban the student or to require his or her medical withdrawal.

   (iv) Any other action considered to be appropriate and proportionate.

(d) Any decision regarding suspension, banning or medical withdrawal shall be communicated by the Senior Tutor to the University and to
any support services who have been involved with the student.

3.11
(a) The student shall be notified by the Chair of the decision, with reasons, as soon as possible and no later than 10 working days of the meeting of the Panel.

(b) Communication of the decision to the Junior Member shall normally be undertaken in person in the Warden's Office and shall be immediately confirmed in writing.

(c) Support shall normally be made available to the student at the time, preferably from a member of the Welfare Team or the student's Director of Studies or College Advisor.

3.12
If the student does not agree with the decision the Panel may choose:

(a) to refer to the University's Fitness to Study Panel for a recommendation on how to proceed, or

(b) to stand by its decision based on the information gathered during this and preceding levels of intervention.

3.13
If the student is dissatisfied with the decision, he or she may seek a review. The process to be followed is set out below.

4. Return to Study

4.1
(a) After a suspension of study following a decision of the Case Review Group or the Panel, the student may make a request to the College for permission to return to the course.

(b) The Senior Tutor, in consultation with the Welfare Team and relevant medical professionals (including but not limited to the College Doctors), shall identify the issues of concern that the College may have in respect of the student's fitness to study.

(c) The Senior Tutor shall also contact the relevant medical professional for an assessment of the student's ability to manage the demands of returning to studying at Oxford University, drawing attention to the nature and extent of the student's previous problems and the College's concerns about them.

4.2
The student shall be permitted to return only if, after receiving medical or other specialist advice about the likely impact of the student's condition on his or her fitness to study, the Panel is satisfied that the student is fit to study and able to comply with any conditions imposed on their return.
4.3

(a) (i) In cases where the College has any continuing concerns about the individual's fitness to study, it may require a second medical or specialist opinion.

(ii) In this case a student may be asked to submit themselves for medical examinations by doctors or other specialists, including the College Doctor or a consultant, nominated by the College, at the College's expense to allow the situation to be properly evaluated.

(b) (i) In any case where a student has been permitted to return to study following the implementation of the Fitness to Study procedure, the College shall hold an initial meeting with the student to discuss what support measures need to be put into place for the student's return and establish a return to study plan.

(ii) This initial meeting shall include the student's Director of Studies or College Advisor; the Senior Tutor; a member of the Welfare Team; where applicable, a member of the Disability Advisory Service, and, in the case of graduates, shall take advice from supervisors and taught-course tutors.

(iii) (a) At this initial meeting it may be decided that there should be regular review meetings with the student that can be used to monitor and support a return to study plan. If so, the student must provide their continued cooperation in this respect and such review meetings may continue for part or all of their remaining time at College.

(b) There should be a written record of what is agreed for the return to study plan and a copy given to the student. The Senior Tutor should ensure that, where appropriate, a copy of the plan is sent to the relevant support agencies, who have agreed to help implement the plan and that any necessary support from agencies external to the College is put in place.

(c) The Senior Tutor should make arrangements for monitoring that the support plan is being delivered and accepted.

Review process

13. (a) If the student is not satisfied with any decision made in accordance with the College's Suspension of Study or Fitness to Study Procedures, then
he or she shall have the right to seek a review which shall be conducted by the College’s Appeals Panel.

(b) In Fitness to Study cases the Appeals Panel shall be chaired by the Warden or another member of the Governing Body nominated by the Warden with four other members of the Governing Body, of whom at least two are Tutors. The Appeals Panel shall include both male and female members.

(ii) The Members of the Fitness to Study Panel shall not be members of the Appeals Panel (although members of the pool from whom the Panel was drawn may be included on the Appeals Panel). The student’s tutors and any other interested persons shall not be included in the Appeals Panel.

(iii) In the absence of the Warden there shall be five members of the Appeals Panel who will appoint one among their number to act as chair.

(iv) The Appeals Panel may regulate its proceedings as it sees fit.

(v) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall have the power whether on application by the Junior Member or the Chair of the Fitness to Study Panel or without such an application to extend any time-limit imposed by this Bylaw where it seems expedient to do so (such as to take account of periods when the College will be closed).

14. (a) The student shall set out the case for review in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five working days of the communication of the Fitness to Study Panel’s decision. The student’s case shall set out any alleged procedural unfairness or failures in the reasoning underlying the decision in question.

(b) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall copy the student’s appeal to the Chair of the Fitness to Study Panel or the Senior Tutor, as the case may be, who shall respond in writing to the Chair of the Appeals Panel within five working days. The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall then copy that response to the student.

15. (a) The Chair of the Appeals Panel shall convene a meeting of the Appeals Panel giving the student at least five working days’ notice of such meeting, unless the student agrees to shorter notice being given.

(b) The student shall be told in writing of the time and venue of the meeting.

16. (a) Without prejudice to the Appeals Panel’s right to regulate its proceedings, the following procedure shall normally be adopted:
(b) The Appeals Panel shall consider the basis of the student’s appeal and the response of the Chair of the Fitness to Study Panel or Senior Tutor, as the case may be.

(c)  

(i) The student may be accompanied at the meeting by an Oxford SU sabbatical officer, a fellow student, a member of the Welfare Team other than the Chaplain, or another current member of the University as an advisor.

(ii) Disabled students may also be accompanied by a support worker where required.

(iii) A parent will not be allowed to attend as advisor except at the discretion of the Panel.

(iv) The student should notify the Chair of the Appeals Panel at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting if they are to be accompanied and by whom.

(v) The student may make oral representations at the meeting.

(d) In the event that the student does not attend the hearing, the Appeals Panel may proceed in his or her absence.

(e) The Appeals Panel can confirm or amend the decision of the Fitness to Study Panel in question and shall issue its decision in writing.

17.  

(a) The College’s procedures with regard to the matter shall be complete when the Appeals Panel’s decision has been issued.

(b) Should the student remain dissatisfied, the matter may be taken to the Office of the Independent Adjudicator for Higher Education (see http://www.oiahe.org.uk/). Application forms and guidance notes shall be made available from the Academic Office.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ban</td>
<td>Means that for a specific period of time the undergraduate ceases to be provided with either tuition by the College or to have the use of College facilities or both. The undergraduate remains a member of the University of Oxford and may still enter his or her name for its examinations as an individual, and may appear in the Class List, provided that statutable residence has been kept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Advisor</td>
<td>Refers to the senior member assigned to each graduate member of Merton College.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Doctor</td>
<td>Refers to the practice of Dr J Bogdanor and Partners, Jericho Health Centre or such other medical practice as the College may nominate from time to time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Studies</td>
<td>Refers to the senior member assigned to each undergraduate member of Merton College.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical withdrawal</td>
<td>Refers to the termination of a student’s course either voluntarily or non-voluntarily on medical grounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspend</td>
<td>The term used by the University of Oxford to describe an intermission in study during which period the suspended individual does not hold student status, including voluntary and non-voluntary suspension on medical grounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Team</td>
<td>For the purposes of these procedures the Welfare Team denotes the Chaplain, College Nurse and the Junior Deans for Welfare.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerns arise about a student’s fitness to study

Following Welfare Team consultation
Decision made on severity of risk by Chaplain/ST

Stage 1 – Low Risk
Guidance given on support available
Informal meeting with Student held. ST informed. Review period set.

Stage 2 – More Serious
Case Review Group convened
Medical assessment sought if required

CRG meeting held

Student’s progress to be Formally monitored
No further action required
Move to stage 3 if action Plan breached

Stage 3 – Potential threat to themselves or others
Refer to Stage 3

Fitness to Study Panel convened
Warden may temporarily suspend student
Collective decision from Panel obtained
Chair writes to UG to Inform them of the decision
If dissatisfied student may seek a review from the Appeals Panel

If concerned arises about a student’s fitness to study:

Following Welfare Team consultation
Decision made on severity of risk by Chaplain/ST

Stage 1 – Low Risk
Guidance given on support available
Informal meeting with Student held. ST informed. Review period set.

Stage 2 – More Serious
Case Review Group convened
Medical assessment sought if required

CRG meeting held

Student’s progress to be Formally monitored
No further action required
Move to stage 3 if action Plan breached
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on the
Third Sunday in Michaelmas Term
and
Shrove Tuesday
The Third Sunday in Michaelmas Term

The righteous shall be had in everlasting remembrance.

Neither shall he fear any evil report.
The souls of the righteous are in the hand of God.

Neither shall any torment touch them.

O LORD God, the resurrection and the life of them that believe, who always art to be praised as well in the living as in the dead, we give thee hearty thanks for our Founder, Walter of Merton, for the Priors and Brothers of the Priory of Merton in Surrey, from which this College takes its name; for King Henry the Third; King Edward the First; Richard, King of the Romans; for Robert Kilwardby, Archbishop of Canterbury and Cardinal; Pope Nicholas the Third; Ela, Countess of Warwick; William Rede, Bishop of Chichester; John Wyliot, Founder of the Postmasterships; John Kempe, Cardinal and Archbishop of Canterbury; Thomas Kempe, Bishop of London; Henry Sever, Warden; Richard Fitzjames, Warden and Bishop of London; John Martok, Fellow; Ralph Hamsterley, Fellow; Thomas Bickley, Warden and Bishop of Chichester; John Chamber, Fellow; Thomas Bodley, Fellow; Henry Savile, Warden; Thomas Jessop, Fellow; Griffin Higgs, Fellow and Dean of Lichfield; Alexander Fisher, Fellow; Henry Jackson, Commoner; George Charles Brodrick, Warden; Thomas Fowler, Postmaster; Francis Herbert Bradley, Fellow; Hildebrand Aubrey Harmsworth, Commoner; Julia de Lacy Mann, Principal of St Hilda’s College; Arthur Jagger, Commoner; Basil Blackwell, Fellow; Bernadotte Everly Schmitt, Rhodes Scholar; Takeshi Funahashi, and all our other Benefactors, by whose gifts we are here nourished to godliness and good learning, beseeching thee that we, rightly using these benefits to thy glory, may come to the immortal glory of the last resurrection; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

O MERCIFUL God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the resurrection and the life, in whom whosoever believeth shall live though he die, and whosoever liveth and believeth in him shall not die eternally, who also hath taught us by his holy apostle St Paul, not to be sorry as men without hope for them that rest in him; we humbly beseech thee, O Father, to raise us from the death of sin unto the life of righteousness, that when we shall depart this life we may rest with Christ, as our hope is our Benefactors William Rede and John Wyliot do so rest, that in the general resurrection in the last day, being raised together and receiving our bodies, we may reign with them in the life everlasting; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Shrove Tuesday

The righteous shall be had in everlasting remembrance.

Neither shall he fear any evil report.
The souls of the righteous are in the hand of God.

Neither shall any torment touch them.

O LORD God, the resurrection and the life of them that believe, who always art to be praised as well in the living as in the dead, we give thee hearty thanks for our Founder, Walter of Merton, for the Priors and Brothers of the Priory of Merton in Surrey, from which this College takes its name; for King Henry the Third; King Edward the First; Richard, King of the Romans; for Robert Kilwardby, Archbishop of Canterbury and Cardinal; Pope Nicholas the Third; Ela, Countess of Warwick; William Rede, Bishop of Chichester; John Wyliot, Founder of the Postmasterships; John Kempe, Cardinal and Archbishop of Canterbury; Thomas Kempe, Bishop of London; Henry Sever, Warden; Richard Fitzjames, Warden and Bishop of London; John Martok, Fellow; Ralph Hamsterley, Fellow; Thomas Bickley, Warden and Bishop of Chichester; John Chamber, Fellow; Thomas Bodley, Fellow; Henry Savile, Warden; Thomas Jessop, Fellow; Griffin Higgs, Fellow and Dean of Lichfield; Alexander Fisher, Fellow; Henry Jackson, Commoner; George Charles Brodrick, Warden; Thomas Fowler, Postmaster; Francis Herbert Bradley, Fellow; Hildebrand Aubrey Harmsworth, Commoner; Julia de Lacy Mann, Principal of St Hilda’s College; Arthur Jagger, Commoner; Basil Blackwell, Fellow; Bernadotte Everly Schmitt, Rhodes Scholar; Takeshi Funahashi, and all our other Benefactors, by whose gifts we are here nourished to godliness and good learning, beseeching thee that we, rightly using these benefits to thy glory, may come to the immortal glory of the last resurrection; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

O MERCIFUL God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the resurrection and the life, in whom whosoever believeth shall live though he die, and whosoever liveth and believeth in him shall not die eternally, who also hath taught us by his holy apostle St Paul, not to be sorry as men without hope for them that rest in him; we humbly beseech thee, O Father, to raise us from the death of sin unto the life of righteousness, that when we shall depart this life we may rest with Christ, as our hope is our brother Walter of Merton doth, that in the general resurrection in the last day, being raised together and receiving our bodies, we may reign with them in the life everlasting; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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MERTON COLLEGE EMPLOYER JUSTIFIED RETIREMENT AGE POLICY

This Policy was adopted by the Governing Body on 12 March 2012.
It was extended by the Governing Body on 23 June 2014.
It was amended by the Governing Body (in relation to the applicable age only) on 31 October 2018.

Part One – Background, rationale and scope of the Employer Justified Retirement Age (EJRA)

1. Introduction

Merton College has agreed to maintain a retirement age for academic staff, the Warden and some of its senior college officers (to include the Senior Tutor, the Librarian, the Chaplain, the Development Director, the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar and the Land Agent & Estates Bursar) primarily to support the College’s mission to sustain excellence in teaching and research and to maintain and develop with the help of efficient administration its historical position as part of a world-class university. The college’s EJRA procedures aim to provide a fair and inclusive process through which the college is able to manage the future of academic and key administrative posts by retirement or retention. The procedures seek to balance the wishes of the individual with the needs of the college by:

1. facilitating the timely discussion of options with a view to identifying possible future arrangements which are acceptable to all parties and

2. providing a clear decision-making and appeal process which allows account to be taken of all relevant considerations.

The EJRA will operate for an initial period of 10 years from 1 October 2011. The application and outcomes of these arrangements will be reported annually to the Governing Body and will be subject to an interim review after five years. These reviews will take into account all relevant considerations, including the continued relevance of the aims set out above to the group of staff to whom the EJRA applies, the application of the EJRA and the procedure for exceptional limited continuation, as well as relevant external developments in relation, for example, to pensions and longevity. A review of the policy in 2014 led to its extension of the EJRA to the Warden and selected senior college officers.

2. Aims of the EJRA

The EJRA and its associated procedures are considered to provide a proportionate means of:

- safeguarding the high standards of the college in teaching, and research and professional services;
- promoting inter-generational fairness and maintaining opportunities for career progression for those at particular stages of a career, given the importance of having available opportunities for progression across the generations, in order, in particular, to refresh the academic, and research
and other professional workforce within the college and to enable them to maintain the collegiate university's position on the international stage;

- facilitating succession planning by maintaining predictable retirement dates, especially in relation to the collegiate University’s joint appointment system, given the long lead times for making academic and other professional appointments, particularly in a university of Oxford’s international standing;
- promoting equality and diversity, noting that recent recruits are more diverse than the composition of the existing workforce, especially amongst the older age groups of the existing workforce and those who have recently retired
- minimising the impact on staff morale by using a predictable retirement date to manage the need to make efficiencies by retiring staff at the EJRA; and
- in the context of the distinctive collegial processes through which the college is governed, avoiding invidious performance management and redundancy procedures to consider the termination of employment at the end of a long career, where the performance of the individual and/or the academic and other professional needs of the college have changed.
- facilitating flexibility through turnover in the workforce, especially at a time of headcount restraint, to respond to the changing business needs of the college, whether in administration, IT, the libraries, or other professional areas.
- securing active leadership as Head of House from those who have already distinguished themselves in their careers.

3. Scope

The EJRA established by Merton College is 30th September preceding the employee’s 69th birthday. The EJRA applies to all academic staff employed by Merton College, including (in relation to their college appointments) the holders of joint academic appointments with Oxford University. From 1 October 2014 it also applies to the Warden and selected senior college officers (including the Senior Tutor, the Librarian, the Chaplain, the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar and the Estates Bursar).

In cases where, under the college’s procedures applying until 30 September 2011, a member of staff has a retirement date set by individual agreement to be other than 30 September preceding the 69th birthday, the retirement date specified in the agreement will continue to apply. Where the specified date is earlier than the EJRA, any request to work beyond the specified date should be referred to the Warden under this procedure and the merits of each case will be considered in the context of the rationale for the original extension.

Unless the terms of any prior agreement to work beyond the EJRA preclude any further extension of employment, a member of staff whose retirement has been set later than the EJRA may apply for a further extension under the procedures set out below.

No provision associated with the EJRA shall affect the right of any employee of the college to retire at a date earlier than that specified under the EJRA, or the benefits to which they are entitled under the relevant pension scheme.
The procedure set out in part two is intended for the consideration of all requests to continue working beyond the EJRA, including those that entail a modification of duties or working pattern after that date.

4. Consideration of requests to work beyond the EJRA

All requests to continue working beyond the EJRA will be considered in the context of the aims of the college in maintaining the EJRA as set out in section 2 above. Applications will be approved only where, having taken account of the considerations set out below, the Governing Body, having received advice from a college panel is convinced that any detriment to the furtherance of aims of the EJRA is offset by a balance of advantage arising from an extension of employment.

The college panel and subsequently the Governing Body as decision maker will weigh the advantages of continued employment (whether in the same post, or in only one part of a previous appointment, or on different terms and conditions, or on a part-time basis following partial retirement to pension) against the opportunities arising from creating a vacancy or part-vacancy, including the intention of recruiting someone else, using the vacancy for a different purpose, or leaving the post vacant for a period (whichever may apply).

In all cases, the panel will bear in mind that all staff are expected to carry out their roles to a high standard. In the case of academic and research staff, this includes distinguished scholarship and research; senior academic and research staff will often be world-leaders in their field. Given the high standards of scholarship and research prevalent in the University, distinguished scholarship does not, in itself, necessarily constitute an exceptional contribution.

The list below outlines the type of matters that the panel will usually take into account in making their decision. They are not 'criteria'; some will be of more importance in particular cases than others and in many cases some of these considerations will be of little or no relevance and other issues will be pertinent.

1. Would the employee’s contribution be unusually hard to replace given his or her particular skills set and/or the employment market? For example, does the college need, for a defined period, to retain expertise in order to complete a specific project, or to retain skills that are currently in short supply?

2. What is the likely impact of continued employment compared with the opportunity arising from a vacancy on opportunities for career development and succession planning, bearing in mind recent and expected turnover?

3. How would continued employment, compared with the opportunity arising (if relevant) from a vacancy, fit with the future academic and business needs of the college over the proposed period, for example in relation to?:
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i. an identified need to develop a new field of research or a new course, or to develop new business systems or approaches;

ii. the college’s ability to respond to student needs;

iii. the provision of professional and administrative services of the highest quality; or,

iv. any exceptional contribution to the collegiate University the employee is expected to make, for example through unusually distinguished scholarship, such that the loss of that contribution would be unacceptable to the collegiate University?

4. How would any financial commitments or benefits which would accrue from a continued employment over the period proposed compare with those which might accrue from the opportunity arising from a vacancy?

5. What is the likely impact on the promotion of diversity?

6. Is the duration of the proposed extension of employment appropriate in terms of the benefits expected to the college?

7. In the case of a joint appointment, what are the implications of the wishes of the applicant for the joint nature of the post: for example, where the request involves only one part of a joint appointment, has some suitable means been found of managing the future of the joint appointment so as to protect the shared educational interests of the University and colleges?

8. Are there relevant personal circumstances that would properly justify exceptional treatment?

**Part Two - The Process**

**(a) Notification and Discussions**

The college has adopted the following procedure for considering requests from academic staff who are due to retire on or after reaching the EJRA but who wish to extend their employment and are not precluded from so doing under the terms of any individual agreement.

**Step One – Notification**

The Warden will remind academic staff and officers in writing of their normal retirement date and of the process for requesting continuation in employment beyond that date no later than two years before their retirement date under the EJRA. (The Sub Warden takes the role of the Warden with respect to the Warden’s retirement date.) In the case of joint appointments, this notification will be copied to the relevant head of division and the head of division will also send a letter to the member of staff with reference to their university
employment. Where it judges it necessary, the college may decide to give earlier notification, for example, if it is considered advisable to initiate early discussion with a view to more effective planning for retirement.1

**Step Two – Discussions**

Any member of academic staff member who wishes to continue in employment beyond the EJRA should first discuss his/her situation informally and in good time with his/her Senior Tutor. College officers and the Warden should discuss this first with the Sub Warden.

Holders of joint appointments should also consult their head of department and/or division. Similarly, where a contract of any type is held with another body, such as an NHS trust or another college, that other body should also be consulted.

Early exploration of all options is encouraged. In the case of joint appointments, it is possible that the staff member may wish to continue working in only one part of the joint appointment, or one employer might wish to agree continued employment while the other does not.

When an application for a period of extended employment is being considered, flexibility in the continuation or variation of contracts should be encouraged, subject to the aims of the EJRA. In this context, a staff member or Warden wishing to continue to work might wish to consider a variation or a new contract issued by one employer that would be compatible with retirement from the other part(s) of the joint employment. In such cases, the employers will wish to discuss how their respective interests in the future of the substantive joint appointment should be protected.

These informal discussions, which may take place at any time, will not result in a definitive decision by the college but may help inform any formal request which might subsequently be made by the individual. Such discussions are intended to provide opportunity for the formulation of a request with which all parties will be content.

**(b) Submission and consideration of the request to continue**

**Step Three – Request to Continue**

If the member of academic staff wishes to continue in employment beyond the EJRA, they should submit their case in writing to the Senior Tutor in good time, setting out the proposed working arrangements and the length of extension requested. In the same situation college officers or the Warden should write to the Sub Warden.

1 The University has a collection of updated proforma letters at http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/personnel/end/retirement/acrelretire/modlet/
The request to continue working in a college appointment, or in the college part of a joint university and college appointment, beyond the EJRA should be submitted formally in writing, by the Senior Tutor for academic staff and by the Sub Warden for college officers to the Warden as part of an agreed submission. Such a request should be submitted to a specially appointed Honorary or Emeritus Fellow [such as the Chair of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances] by the Sub Warden for the Warden. Any request relating to the university part of a joint appointment should be made to the Director of Personnel and Related Services, in accordance with the university’s procedures. The submission should consist of, and set out clearly:

a) the request as made by the employee, including the proposed working arrangements and the length of extension requested;

b) an account, agreed where possible, of how the request relates to the considerations for extensions set out in the college’s policy;

c) the view of the submitting Senior Tutor or Sub Warden; and

d) in the case of joint appointments, the views of the division and any other associated employers (e.g. the NHS or another college), including, in particular, comment on any special arrangement which would result in the parts of the joint appointment being treated differently. If, in the case of a joint appointment, a decision has already been made with regard to the university employment, the outcome of this should be included.

The employee should be invited to append to the submission any supporting material he or she may consider appropriate.

The normal deadline for such requests to reach the Chair of the EJRA Panel (that is the Warden respectively the specially appointed Honorary or Emeritus Fellow in case of the Warden’s request) is 18 Months before the retirement date. Later requests may be considered in exceptional circumstances but only with the agreement of the relevant employers (e.g. division, department, NHS Trust), as well as the chair of the ERJA Panel.

**Step Four – Consideration of request**

All requests to continue in employment by the college beyond the ERJA, will be considered by the EJRA Panel, which will consist of the chair as specified in Step Three as well as one of the Professorial Fellows and one of the attending Tutorial Fellows of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.

The panel will assess each request on its own merits in the context of the aims of the EJRA as set out above, and in the light of any exceptional personal circumstances. In the case of the consideration of joint appointments, the chair of the panel will liaise with the chair of the equivalent university panel over matters of process, including the relative timings of the work of the two panels.
and the communication between the panels of their decisions, as may best suit
the individual case and allow for issues relating to the joint nature of the post to
be addressed.

The panel will consider the request in the light of the aims of the EJRA, taking
due account where relevant the considerations, set out in section 4 above,
taking due account of the views of the individual staff member, the college, and
any others with an interest, which may include the division, department, another
college or an NHS Trust, as appropriate. The panel will seek any clarification it
deems necessary.

Where the college and, in the case of a joint appointment, all parties
representing the employers support the request to continue beyond the EJRA,
the expectation is that the panel will approve that request after having satisfied
itself that the aims of the EJRA have been sufficiently addressed.

Where the college does not support the request for an extension, or, in the case
of a joint appointment, where there is a difference of views between the
employers, the panel will invite the employee to a meeting to make his/her
request for an extension in person, if they so choose. The college will also be
able to present their case and the panel may also call upon the division,
department and any other parties as appropriate. Relevant documentation will
be provided to all the parties in advance of the date of any meeting of the panel
arranged to address the request. The employee will have the right to be
accompanied by a trade union representative or a colleague.

**Step Five: The panel makes a recommendation**

The panel will make a recommendation to the Governing Body on the request for
extension of employment including the length of time of any such extension.

**Step Six : Communication**

The panel will inform the individual and, as relevant, the division, the
department, and any other employer of its recommendation in writing. The letter
will give brief reasons for the recommendation and the length of any extension
proposed.

**Step Seven: College makes decision**

The Governing Body will then decide whether to accept the panel’s
recommendation and will notify the individual, division and department, as
relevant, of its decision.

Sufficient members of the Governing Body will refrain from participating in the
decision so that they are able to act in an appeal, if required.

Where the request to continue working beyond the EJRA is rejected, the
individual will be notified in writing of the right of appeal.

Where a decision is taken to extend employment under these procedures beyond
the EJRA, the employee will be issued with a fixed-term contract, to terminate at
the date set by the Governing Body in agreeing to the extension. This contract
will state the details of the specific hours, duties, salary and other terms and
conditions for the extension. On any occasion when the Governing Body shall
agree an extension to the period of employment in accordance with this
procedure, it shall decide whether to permit any further application to be made
under this procedure. If so, it shall decide whether any further notification is
necessary equivalent to that set out in step 1 above and set an appropriate time
limit in place of that set out in step 3 above by which any application shall be
made for a further extension.

Step Eight: Appeal

The college shall make arrangements to hear any appeal against a decision
made under step 7. For this purpose, the process followed will be that set out
in Statute VIII, Part V. with the following changes to Section 29. Normally, the
appeal will be heard by the chair of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances
together with one of the Professorial Fellows and one of the attending Tutorial
Fellows of the same committee bearing in mind that the body hearing the appeal
must be separate from the body making the decision. The chair shall inform the
college, the employee and any other employer, as relevant, of this decision. In
case of the Warden bringing forward the appeal an Honorary Fellow specially
appointed shall replace the chair of the Committee on Stipends and Allowances.

CP 15.3.12
amended UT 06.06.14

3 In the proposed new set of statutes this is Statute 9, Part V.
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1 Purpose
This policy outlines the approach of Merton College ("the College") to information security management and provides the guiding principles and responsibilities to ensure the College’s security objectives are met.

2 Scope
This policy is applicable across the College and individually applies to:
- all individuals who have access to the College’s information and technologies;
- all facilities, technologies and services that are used to process the College’s information;
- information processed, in any format, by the College pursuant to its operational activities;
- internal and external processes used to process the College’s information; and
- external parties who provide information processing services to the College.

3 Objectives
The College’s objectives for information security are that:
- a culture is embedded to ensure that in all teaching, research and administration activities information security is considered;
- individuals are aware and kept informed of their information security responsibilities;
- information risks are identified, managed and mitigated to an acceptable level;
- authorised users can securely access information to perform their roles;
- facilities, technologies and services adequately balance usability and security;
- implemented security controls are pragmatic, effective, and measurable;
- contractual, regulatory and legal obligations relating to information security are met; and
- incidents are effectively managed and resolved, and are learnt from to improve the College’s control environment.

4 Information Security Policy Framework (‘ISPF’)
Information is critical to the College’s operations and failure to protect information increases the risk of financial and reputational losses. The College is committed to protecting information, in all its forms, from loss of confidentiality, integrity, and availability ensuring that:
- all relevant employees and members of the College complete information security awareness
training;
• information security risk is adequately managed and risk assessments on IT systems and business processes are performed where appropriate;
• all relevant information security requirements of the College are covered in agreements with any third-party partners or suppliers, and compliance against these is monitored;
• appropriate information security controls are implemented to protect all IT facilities, technologies, and services used to access, process and store the College’s information;
• all information security incidents are reported in a timely manner via appropriate internal channels, information systems are isolated, and incidents properly investigated and managed;
• Information Asset Owners are identified for all the College’s information assets, assets are classified according to how critical and sensitive they are, and rules for their use are in place; and
• information security controls are monitored to ensure they are adequate and effective.

To provide the foundation of a pragmatic information security framework, the College will implement a set of minimum information security controls as set out in College regulations and the College’s handbooks (to be known as ‘the Baseline’). Where research, regulatory or national requirements exceed the Baseline, controls will be increased at necessary service or project level. Where it is not possible or practicable to meet the Baseline, exceptions will be documented to justify the deviation and appropriate compensating controls will be put in place. The Baseline will support the College in achieving its information security objectives.

This Policy shall be communicated to users and relevant external parties, and a link to it will be provided from the College’s website.

5 Responsibilities

The following bodies and individuals have specific information security responsibilities:

• **The Finance Bursar** is accountable to the Governing Body for management of the information security risks to the College’s Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other members.

• **The Finance Committee** has responsibility for overseeing the management of the information security risks to the College’s Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other
The Domestic Bursar is responsible for establishing and maintaining such arrangements as may be necessary to ensure the availability, integrity and confidentiality of the College’s information.

The Head of IT is responsible for the implementation of information security arrangements for the computer and digital information systems operated internally by the College. The Head of IT is responsible for the provision of expert technical advice in relation to computer and digital information security arrangements with any third party partners or suppliers.

Users are responsible for making informed decisions to protect the information that they process.

6 Compliance
The College shall conduct information security compliance and assurance activities, facilitated as appropriate by the University’s Information Security Team, to ensure information security objectives and the requirements of the ISPF are met. Wilful failure to comply with this Policy and the Baseline will be treated extremely seriously by the College and may result in disciplinary action against a group and/or an individual.

7 Review and Development
This Policy, and supporting ISPF documentation, shall be reviewed and updated annually by the Finance Bursar, the Domestic Bursar, and the Data Protection Officer and approved by the Governing Body after review by the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee to ensure that they:

- remain operationally fit for purpose;
- reflect changes in technologies;
- are aligned to relevant best practice; and
- support continued regulatory, contractual and legal compliance.
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1 Purpose and scope

This Policy provides a framework for ensuring that Merton College (“the College”) meets its obligations under the UK General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and associated legislation¹ (‘data privacy legislation’).

It applies to all processing of personal data carried out for a College purpose, irrespective of whether the data is processed on non-College equipment or by third parties.

More stringent conditions apply to the processing of special category personal data.

This Policy should be read in conjunction with the accompanying Regulations, which provide further detail on practical application, as well as any other documents that impose confidentiality or data management obligations in respect of information held by the College.

This Policy does not cover the use of personal data by members of the College when acting in a private or non-College capacity.

2 Background

The processing of personal data underpins almost everything the College does. Without it, students cannot be admitted and taught; employees cannot be recruited; living individuals cannot be researched; and events cannot be organised for alumni or visitors. We are responsible for handling people’s most personal information. By not handling personal data properly, we could put individuals at risk.

There are also legal, financial and reputational risks for the College. For example:

- Reputational damage from a breach may affect public confidence in our ability to handle personal information.

¹ This includes all legislation enacted in the UK in respect of the protection of personal data as well as the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003.
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- The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), which enforces data privacy legislation, has the power to fine organisations up to 4% of global annual turnover for serious breaches.

3 Principles

The processing of personal data must comply with data privacy legislation and, in particular, the six data privacy principles.

In summary, they require that personal data is:

- processed fairly, lawfully and in a transparent manner;
- used only for limited, specified stated purposes and not used or disclosed in any way incompatible with those purposes;
- adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary;
- accurate and, where necessary, up to date;
- not kept for longer than necessary; and
- kept safe and secure

In addition, a new accountability principle requires us to be able to evidence compliance with these principles.

4 Aims and commitments

The College handles a large amount of personal data and takes seriously its responsibilities under data privacy legislation. It recognises that the mishandling of an individual’s personal
data may cause them distress or put them at risk of identity fraud. As a result, it is committed to:

- complying fully with data privacy legislation;
- where practicable, adhering to good practice, as issued by the ICO or other appropriate bodies; and
- handling an individual’s personal data in a careful and considerate manner that recognises the importance of such information to their privacy and welfare.

The College seeks to achieve these aims by:

- ensuring that employees, students and other individuals who process data for College purposes are made aware of their individual responsibilities under data privacy legislation and how these apply to their areas of work. For example, employment contracts include a clause drawing the attention of the employee to data privacy legislation and the College’s Data Protection Policy;
- providing suitable training, guidance and advice. The University’s online training course on data privacy and information security is available to all members of the University. The online course is supplemented by bespoke on-site training, where appropriate.
- incorporating data-privacy requirements into administrative procedures where these involve the processing of personal data, particularly in relation to major information systems (the concept of ‘privacy by design’);
- operating a centrally coordinated procedure (in order to ensure consistency) for the processing of subject access and other rights-based requests made by individuals; and
investigating promptly any suspected breach of data privacy legislation; reporting it, where necessary, to the ICO; and seeking to learn any lessons from the incident in order to reduce the risk of reoccurrence.

5 Roles and responsibilities

Finance Bursar
The Finance Bursar is accountable to the Governing Body for the management of data privacy risks to the College’s members and employees.

The Finance Committee
The Finance Committee has responsibility for overseeing the management of data privacy risks to the College’s members and employees.

Data Protection Officer (DPO)
The DPO is responsible for monitoring internal compliance, advising on the College’s data protection obligations and acting as a point of contact for individuals and the ICO.

In addition, the DPO is responsible for:

- developing policies and procedures to facilitate the College’s compliance with data privacy legislation;
- ensuring the availability of guidance and training materials on data privacy legislation and specific compliance issues;
- supporting privacy by design and privacy impact assessments;
- responding to requests for advice from members and employees of the College;
• coordinating a College-wide register exercise to capture the full range of processing that is carried out;

• complying with subject access and other rights-based requests made by individuals for copies of their personal data;

• investigating and responding to complaints regarding data privacy (including requests to cease the processing of personal data); and

• keeping records of personal data breaches, notifying the ICO of any significant breaches and responding to any requests that it may make for further information.

Supervising College Officers and Heads of Department (or equivalent)

Supervising College Officers and Heads of Department are responsible for ensuring that the processing of personal data in their area of supervision or department conforms to the requirements of data privacy legislation and this policy. In particular, they must ensure that:

• employees, visitors or third parties who are likely to process personal data are aware of their responsibilities under data privacy legislation: this includes but is not limited to drawing the attention of employees, visitors, and third parties to the requirements of this policy, ensuring that employees who have responsibility for handling personal data are provided with adequate training and, where appropriate, ensuring that job and role descriptions for employees or agreements with relevant third parties refer to data privacy responsibilities;

• adequate records of processing activities are kept (for example, by undertaking register exercises);

• data protection requirements are embedded into systems and processes by adopting a ‘privacy by design’ approach and undertaking privacy impact assessments where appropriate;
• privacy notices are provided where data is collected directly from individuals or where data is used in non-standard ways;

• data sharing is conducted in accordance with University guidance;

• requests from the DPO for information are complied with promptly;

• data privacy risks are considered by supervising College Officers and Heads of Department on a regular basis; and

• departmental policies and procedures are adopted where appropriate and implemented.

**Others processing personal data for a College purpose, e.g. Fellows, Lecturers, students, other employees and other College members**

Anyone who processes personal data for a College purpose is individually responsible for complying with data privacy legislation, this policy and any other policy, guidance, procedures, and/or training introduced by the University to comply with data privacy legislation. In summary, they must ensure that they:

• only use personal data in ways people would expect and for the purposes for which it was collected;

• use a minimum amount of personal data and only hold it for as long as is strictly necessary;

• keep personal data up to date;

• keep personal data secure, in accordance with the College’s Information Security Policy and related regulations;
do not disclose personal data to unauthorised persons, whether inside or outside the College;

- complete relevant training as required;

- report promptly any suspected breaches of data privacy legislation, in accordance with the procedure in section 6 below and the College’s Data Protection Breach Regulations, and following any recommended or required next steps;

- seek advice from the DPO where they are unsure how to comply with data privacy legislation; and

- promptly respond to any requests from the DPO in connection with subject access and other rights-based requests and complaints (and forward any such requests that are received directly to the DPO promptly).

6 Breaches of data privacy legislation

The College will investigate incidents involving a possible breach of data privacy legislation in order to ensure that, where necessary, appropriate action is taken to mitigate the consequences and prevent a repetition of similar incidents in future. Depending on the nature and severity of the incident, it may also be necessary to notify the individuals affected and/or the ICO. A breach will occur where, for example, personal data is disclosed or made available to unauthorised persons or personal data is used in a way that the individual does not expect.

Incidents involving failures of IT systems or processes must be reported to the IT Department within 4 working hours of discovery. The IT Department will liaise, as appropriate, with the DPO.

All other incidents must be reported directly to the DPO at the earliest possible opportunity.
7 Compliance

The College regards any breach of data privacy legislation, of this Policy or of any other policies or regulations introduced by the College from time to time to comply with data privacy legislation as a serious matter which may result in disciplinary action. Depending on the nature of the breach, an individual may also find that they are personally liable (for example, it can be a criminal offence for a member of the College to disclose personal information unlawfully).

8 Further information

Questions about this policy and data privacy matters in general should be directed to the DPO at: dpo@merton.ox.ac.uk

9 Review and development

This Policy shall be reviewed and updated annually by the Finance Bursar and the DPO to take account of ICO guidance and national legislation and shall be approved by the Governing Body after review by the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee.

10 Related policies

This policy should be read in conjunction with related policies and regulations, including the:

- Information Security Policy;
- Data Protection Breach Regulations; and
- Regulations relating to the use of Information Technology Facilities.
1. Purpose and Scope

1.1. These Regulations set out the procedure which must be followed by all members and employees of the College staff if a data protection breach takes place.

1.2. These Regulations apply to all personal and special category data held by the College.

1.3. These Regulations apply to all members of the College and all employees or other staff of the College. Any reference to employees or staff shall include permanent, temporary, contract, and other support staff as applicable; and ‘members’ shall (for the avoidance of doubt) include both Fellows and Junior Members.

1.4. The following definitions shall apply to these Regulations:

1.4.1. ‘DPO’ means the College’s Data Protection Officer.

1.4.2. ‘GDPR’ means the UK General Data Protection Regulation.

1.4.3. ‘MUST’, the verb ‘REQUIRE’ in any of its forms, and ‘SHALL’ mean that the item is an absolute requirement.

1.4.4. ‘MUST NOT’ and ‘SHALL NOT’ mean that the item is absolutely prohibited.

1.4.5. ‘SHOULD’ and ‘RECOMMENDED’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances not to comply with a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

1.4.6. ‘SHOULD NOT’ and ‘NOT RECOMMENDED’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when particular behaviour is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behaviour described with this label.

2. Types of Breach

Examples of breaches include (but are not limited to):

- Data Breach / Loss/ Theft: physical or digital;
• Loss or theft of data or equipment on which data is stored
• Inappropriate access controls allowing unauthorised use
• Equipment failure
• Human error
• Unforeseen circumstances such as fire or flood
• Hacking
• Offences where information is obtained by deception

3. Reporting a Breach (or Suspected Breach)

3.1. Any member of the College who discovers, suspects or receives a report of a breach (or suspected breach) must inform the DPO (or if the DPO is not available the Finance Bursar or the Domestic Bursar) and the Head of IT immediately.

3.2. Any member of the College’s staff who discovers, suspects or receives a report of a breach (or suspected breach) must inform their Head of Department and the Head of IT immediately.

3.3. Where under the GDPR the College is under a duty to report a data breach to the Information Commissioner’s Office ("ICO"), this must be done within 72 hours of becoming aware of the breach.¹

¹ The following ICO guidance will help the DPO decide whether and how to notify:
• When a personal data breach has occurred, you need to establish the likelihood and severity of the resulting risk to people’s rights and freedoms. If it is likely that there will be a risk then you must notify the ICO; if it is unlikely then you do not have to report it. However, if you decide you do not need to report the breach, you need to be able to justify this decision, so you should document it.
• In assessing risk to rights and freedoms, it is important to focus on the potential negative consequences for individuals. Recital 85 of the GDPR explains that: "A personal data breach may, if not addressed in an appropriate and timely manner, result in physical, material or non-material damage to natural persons such as loss of control over their personal data or limitation of their rights, discrimination, identity theft or fraud, financial loss, unauthorised reversal of pseudonymisation, damage to reputation, loss of confidentiality of personal data protected by professional secrecy or any other significant economic or social disadvantage to the natural person concerned."
• This means that a breach can have a range of adverse effects on individuals, which include emotional distress, and physical and material damage. Some personal data breaches will not lead to risks beyond possible inconvenience to those who need the data to do their job. Other
4. Immediate Containment/Recovery

4.1. In a case falling within regulation 3.1:

4.1.1. the Head of IT must ascertain whether the breach is still occurring. If so, steps must be taken immediately to minimise the effect of the breach;\(^2\)
4.1.2. the DPO and the Head of IT must ensure that appropriate steps are taken quickly to recover any losses and limit the damage.

4.2. In a case falling with regulation 3.2:

4.2.1. The Head of Department must ascertain whether the breach is still occurring.

If so, steps must be taken immediately to minimise the effect of the breach.\(^3\)

It is recommended to ask for assistance from IT staff.

4.2.2. The Head of Department must inform the DPO (or if the DPO is not available the Finance Bursar or the Domestic Bursar) and the College Officer with supervisory responsibility for the staff concerned as soon as possible.

4.2.3. The Head of Department working with the DPO and the Head of IT must ensure that appropriate steps are taken quickly to recover any losses and limit the damage.

4.3. Steps to recover losses and limit damage might include:

4.3.1. Attempting to recover lost equipment.

4.3.2. Contacting any affected individuals or departments so that they are prepared for any potentially inappropriate enquiries ‘phishing’ for further information on those concerned.

4.3.3. Contacting the relevant people so that they can be prepared to handle any press or other enquiries that may result.

4.3.4. The use of back-ups to restore lost/damaged/stolen data.

breaches can significantly affect individuals whose personal data has been compromised. You need to assess this case by case, looking at all relevant factors.

- If it is decided to report the incident to the ICO, the following link has details on how to do so: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach/

\(^2\) E.g. by shutting down a system or alerting relevant staff.

\(^3\) E.g. by shutting down a system or alerting relevant staff.
4.3.5. If bank details have been lost/stolen, contacting banks directly for advice on preventing fraudulent use.

4.4. If the data breach includes any entry codes or passwords, these codes must be changed immediately and all relevant employees and members of the College informed.

4.5. The DPO must consider whether the police need to be informed. Informing the police would be appropriate where illegal activity is known or is believed to have occurred, or where there is a risk that illegal activity might occur in the future given the nature of information lost.

5. Investigation

5.1. The DPO shall ensure that the College investigates the breach and ascertains whose data was involved in the breach, the potential effect on the data subject and what further steps need to be taken to remedy the situation.

5.2. The investigation should involve the Head of IT and the relevant Head of Department and/or supervising College Officer.

5.3. The investigation shall consider: the type of data concerned, its sensitivity, what protections are in place (e.g. encryption), what has happened to the data, whether the data could be put to any illegal or inappropriate use, how many people are affected, what type of people have been affected (the public, suppliers etc.) and whether there are wider consequences to the breach.

5.4. The investigation shall be completed urgently and wherever possible within 24 hours of the breach being discovered or reported. A further review of the causes of the breach and recommendations for future improvements must be done once the matter has been resolved.
6. Informing and Recording

6.1. If the breach is likely to result in a high risk of adversely affecting individuals’ rights and freedoms, the DPO shall ensure that the College informs those individuals without undue delay.

6.2. The DPO shall, after seeking legal advice, decide which agencies and which other persons should be notified of the breach. Some people/agencies may need to be notified as part of the initial containment, but the decision will normally be made once an investigation has taken place.

6.3. The DPO shall liaise with the Estates Bursar & Land Agent about informing the College’s insurers.

6.4. The DPO shall ensure that the College keeps a record of all personal data breaches, regardless of whether the College was required to notify data subjects.

7. Evaluation

7.1. In the aftermath of the breach, the DPO shall fully review both the causes of the breach and the effectiveness of the response to it and prepare a written report for the next meeting of the Finance Committee.

7.2. If systemic or ongoing problems are identified, an action plan must be drawn up and approved by the Finance Committee to correct these.

7.3. If the breach warrants a disciplinary investigation this shall be conducted by the appropriate College Officer or Head of Department in accordance with the College’s Bylaws and other relevant regulations.

8. Implementation

8.1. All Heads of Department must ensure that their staff are aware of these Regulations and their requirements. This should be undertaken as part of induction
and supervision.

8.2. The DPO in co-operation with the Finance Bursar, the Sub-Warden, and the Senior Tutor must ensure that the Fellows and Junior Members of the College are aware of these Regulations and their requirements.

9. Review and Amendment
These Regulations shall be reviewed and updated annually by the Finance Bursar and the DPO and approved by the Governing Body after review by the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee.

Useful Contacts

Data Protection Officer: dpo@merton.ox.ac.uk
01865 276310 (College Lodge)

IT Department: it-support@merton.ox.ac.uk
01865 276310 (College Lodge)

Head of IT: head.of.it@merton.ox.ac.uk
01865 276566 or 01865 276310 (College Lodge)
The following Regulations were approved by the Governing Body of Merton College on 3 December 2018. Any amendments to the Regulations require the Governing Body’s approval. *The Governing Body approved amendments to this Policy on 21 March 2021.*

All members of the College, all employees of the College, and all departments within the College are required to comply with these Regulations.

These Regulations are to be reviewed annually to ensure any new developments are covered and protected.
1. Purpose

1.1. These Regulations are intended to ensure that Merton College’s security objectives are met in relation to the use of mobile devices such as (but not limited to) smartphones, tablets, and computer laptops.

1.2. Information is critical to the College’s operations and failure to protect information increases the risk of financial and reputational losses and failure to comply with obligations imposed by legislation. The College is committed to protecting information, in all its forms, from loss of confidentiality, integrity and availability.

1.3. Mobile devices represent a significant risk to information security and data security. If the appropriate security applications and procedures are not applied they can be a conduit for unauthorised access to data controlled by the College (“the College’s data”) and IT infrastructure.

2. Scope

2.1. These Regulations are applicable across the College and individually apply to:

2.1.1. all individuals who have access to Merton College information and technologies;

2.1.2. any mobile hardware that is used to access or store College information-resources, whether the device is owned by the College or not.

2.2. The following definitions shall apply to these Regulations:

2.2.1. ‘MUST’, the verb ‘REQUIRE’ in any of its forms, and ‘SHALL’ mean that the item is an absolute requirement.

2.2.2. ‘MUST NOT’ and ‘SHALL NOT’ mean that the item is absolutely prohibited.

2.2.3. ‘SHOULD’ and ‘RECOMMENDED’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances not to comply with a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

2.2.4. ‘SHOULD NOT’ and ‘NOT RECOMMENDED’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when particular behaviour is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behaviour described with this label.
3. **Mobile Device Security**

3.1. Any mobile device that is used to access the College’s data **must** have the remote-wipe capability of the device turned on to protect against potential loss or theft.

3.2. Any mobile device that is used to access the College’s data **must** be protected from unauthorised access by for example a PIN of at least 4 digits, a pass-phrase, or the use of biometric security, and be configured to ensure an automatic lock after a period of inactivity.

3.3. Applications installed on any mobile device that is used to access the College’s data **must** be trustworthy applications from reputable sources.

3.4. Any mobile device that is used to access the College’s data **must** be configured to receive software updates from the manufacturer and other relevant third-parties, and updates **should** be installed within one week of being released. Mobile device firmware **must** be kept up to date using the manufacturer’s website or, for installed software, that of the relevant provider (e.g. Apple in the case of iTunes). Patches **must** be checked regularly and applied when available.

3.5. A mobile device that has undergone a ‘jailbreak’ procedure **must not** be used to access the College’s data; i.e., software/firmware which is designed to gain access to any unintended functionality should not be installed. (For the avoidance of doubt, to ‘jailbreak’ a mobile device is to remove the limitations imposed by the manufacturer. This gives access to the operating system, thereby unlocking all its features and enabling the installation of unauthorised software.)

3.6. Devices **must not** be connected to any host computer which does not have up-to-date anti-virus software and enabled anti-malware protection.

3.7. Mobile devices **must not** be used to carry special category personal data (as defined by Article 9(1) of the UK General Data Protection Regulation) for longer than necessary.

3.8. Mobile devices **must** be encrypted to protect any data that is on the device.

3.9. Any mobile device that is owned by the College **should be** security-marked and a record of all serial numbers and identifying information **must** be made.

3.10. Devices **must** store any user-saved passwords in an encrypted password store.

3.11. A mobile device **must not** be left unlocked when unattended.
3.12. Mobile devices left in locked vehicles must be kept out of sight.

3.13. The loss or theft of any mobile device must be reported immediately to the Data Protection Officer and the IT team if the device has access to College data. Out of normal working hours it is acceptable to report the loss or theft to the College Lodge, but an effort must be made to contact the IT staff so that the risk of a data breach can be mitigated.

3.14. Where it is not practicable to comply with any of the requirements set out above, exceptions shall be documented to justify the deviation and appropriate compensating controls should be put in place on the advice of the IT Department.

4. Responsibilities

The following bodies and individuals have specific information security responsibilities as provided in the College’s Information Security Policy:

- **The Finance Bursar** is accountable to the Governing Body for management of the information security risks to the College’s Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other members.
- **The Finance Committee** has responsibility for overseeing the management of the information security risks to the College's Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other members.
- **The Domestic Bursar** is responsible for establishing and maintaining such arrangements as may be necessary to ensure the availability, integrity and confidentiality of the College’s information.
- **The Head of IT** is responsible for the implementation of information security arrangements for the computer and digital information systems operated internally by the College. The Head of IT is responsible for the provision of expert technical advice in relation to computer and digital information security arrangements with any third-party partners or suppliers.
- **Users** are responsible for making informed decisions to protect the information that they process.

5. Compliance

The College regards any breach of data privacy legislation, of these Regulations or of any other policies or regulations introduced by the College from time to time to comply with data privacy legislation as a serious matter which may result in disciplinary action.
6 Review and Development

These Regulations shall be reviewed and updated annually by the Finance Bursar and the Data Protection Officer to take account of guidance from the Information Commissioner’s Office and national legislation and shall be approved by the Governing Body after review by the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee.

7 Related policies and regulations

These Regulations should be read in conjunction with related policies and regulations, including the:

- Data Protection Policy;
- Information Security Policy;
- Network Acceptable Use Regulations; and
- Data Protection Breach Regulations.
The following Regulations were approved by the Governing Body of Merton College on 3rd December 2018. Any amendments to the Regulations require the Governing Body's approval.

All members of the College, all employees of the College, and all departments within the College are required to comply with these Regulations.

These Regulations are to be reviewed annually to ensure any new developments are covered and protected.

The Governing Body approved amendments to these Regulations on 21 March 2021.
1. **Purpose**

This policy outlines Merton College's approach to the acceptable use of the College and University networks to ensure that the College's security objectives are met. Anyone who connects a computer or other device to the College network must abide by the Regulations provided here.

In these Regulations “College network” means a physical or virtual data network service where the configuration and gateway are within the control of Merton College or a suitably connected third party.

2. **Scope**

2.1. These Regulations are applicable across the College and individually apply to all individuals who connect their computers and other devices to the College network.

2.2. The following definitions shall apply to these Regulations:

2.2.1. ‘**MUST**’, the verb ‘**REQUIRE**’ in any of its forms, and ‘**SHALL**’ mean that the item is an absolute requirement.

2.2.2. ‘**MUST NOT**’ and ‘**SHALL NOT**’ mean that the item is absolutely prohibited.

2.2.3. ‘**SHOULD**’ and ‘**RECOMMENDED**’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances not to comply with a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

2.2.4. ‘**SHOULD NOT**’ and ‘**NOT RECOMMENDED**’ mean that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when particular behaviour is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behaviour described with this label.

3. **General**

3.1. Anyone who connects a computer or other device to the College network shall comply
3.2. **In particular**, users must not use IT or network facilities for any of the following:

3.2.1. any unlawful activity;

3.2.2. the creation, transmission, storage, downloading, or display of any offensive, obscene, indecent, or menacing images, data, or other material, or any data capable of being resolved into such images or material unless specifically approved for academic related reasons;

3.2.3. the creation, transmission, or display of material which is designed or likely to harass another person in breach of the University's Harassment Policy;

3.2.4. the creation or transmission of defamatory material about any individual or organisation;

3.2.5. the sending of any e-mail that does not correctly identify the sender of that e-mail or attempts to disguise the identity of the computer from which it was sent;

3.2.6. the sending of any message appearing to originate from another legal or natural person, or otherwise attempting to impersonate another person;

3.2.7. the transmission, without proper authorisation, of e-mail to a large number of recipients, unless those recipients have indicated an interest in receiving such e-mail, or the sending or forwarding of e-mail which is intended to encourage the propagation of copies of itself;

3.2.8. automatic forwarding of emails received at any email address within the ox.ac.uk domain to any email address outside that domain;

3.2.9. the creation or transmission of or access to material in such a way as to infringe a copyright, moral right, trade mark, or other intellectual property right;

3.2.10. private profit, except to the extent authorised under the user’s conditions of employment or other agreement with the University or a college; or commercial purposes without specific authorisation;

3.2.11. gaining or attempting to gain unauthorised access to any facility or service within or outside the University, or making any attempt to disrupt or impair such a service;

---

1. [http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/statutes/regulations/196-052.shtml](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/statutes/regulations/196-052.shtml)
3.2.12. the deliberate or reckless undertaking of activities such as may result in any of
the following: (a) the waste of staff effort or network resources, including time on
any system accessible via the university network; (b) the corruption or disruption
of other users' data; (c) the violation of the privacy of other users; (d) the
disruption of the work of other users; (e) the introduction or transmission of a
virus into the network.

3.3. Any password, authorisation code, etc. given to a user shall be for that user’s use
only, and must be kept secure and not disclosed to or used by any other person.

3.4. Distributed file sharing programs which are commonly used to distribute copyrighted
material must not be used, including but not limited to BitTorrent, Kazaa, eMule,
uTorrent, Limewire, Thunder, Vuze, and Ares.

4. Mobile Devices
4.1. The security of mobile devices shall be the responsibility of the user. If purchased by the
College the responsibility shall be that of the assigned user.

4.2. The College shall not be responsible for the payment of any mobile fines (roaming, data
charges) incurred, which shall be the responsibility of the user.

4.3. Users of mobile devices connected to the College network or used to access College data
shall comply with the College’s Mobile Device Security Policy.

5. Responsibilities
The following bodies and individuals have specific information security responsibilities as
provided in the College’s Information Security Policy:

The Finance Bursar is accountable to the Governing Body for management of the
information security risks to the College’s Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other
members.

The Finance Committee has responsibility for overseeing the management of the
information security risks to the College’s Fellows, employees, Junior Members and other
members.
The Domestic Bursar is responsible for establishing and maintaining such arrangements as may be necessary to ensure the availability, integrity and confidentiality of the College’s information.

The Head of IT is responsible for the implementation of information security arrangements for the computer and digital information systems operated internally by the College. The Head of IT is responsible for the provision of expert technical advice in relation to computer and digital information security arrangements with any third party partners or suppliers.

Users are responsible for making informed decisions to protect the information that they process.

6. Compliance

The College regards any breach of data privacy legislation, of these Regulations or of any other policies or regulations introduced by the College from time to time to comply with data privacy legislation as a serious matter which may result in disciplinary action.

7. Review and Development

These Regulations shall be reviewed and updated annually by the Finance Bursar and the Data Protection Officer to take account of guidance from the Information Commissioner’s Office and national legislation and shall be approved by the Governing Body after review by the Finance Committee and the Statutes and Bylaws Committee.

8.

These Regulations should be read in conjunction with related policies and regulations, including the:

Data Protection Policy;

Information Security Policy;

Mobile Device Security Regulations; and

Data Protection Breach Regulations.
MERTON COLLEGE, OXFORD

Gift Acceptance Policy

Merton College, Oxford, is a registered charity (no. 1139022) which, as part of its ongoing activities, seeks to raise philanthropic funds for annual expenditure, endowment, and capital projects in accordance with its charitable objects.

Background and purpose
This Gift Acceptance Policy has been approved by the Governing Body of the College to provide all who may be concerned with the solicitation and acceptance of gifts (including College Officers, the Development and Alumni Relations Committee ('Development Committee'), and the Development Office) with guidance on the acceptance or refusal of philanthropic support and sponsorship of the College and its activities.

Gift solicitation
Merton College seeks funding from individuals and organisations both in the UK and internationally who have an active relationship with the College or from those individuals and organisations that have been carefully identified as having a potential interest in supporting a specific activity or initiative.

Gifts to the College are currently solicited by a range of fundraising methods which include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Face-to-face solicitation
- Telephone fundraising
- Direct mail appeals
- Email and digital appeals
- Legacy promotion

Acceptance of gifts
Responsibility for the acceptance and refusal of gifts rests ultimately with the Governing Body of the College even when decision making has been delegated. The Governing Body must be able to demonstrate that it has acted in the best interests of the College in each case.

The Governing Body is responsible for approving this policy which sets out the framework within which gifts and legacies to the College may be accepted. The policy will be kept under review by the Development Committee as required and in any event reviewed not less frequently than every three years.

The Development Director will be responsible for providing information to the Governing Body through the Development Committee about the solicitation and acceptance of gifts. The Development Director will regularly provide the Development Committee and the Governing Body with a report of all new major gifts made or pledged in support of the College. The Governing Body may also refer donations or seek guidance from the University’s Committee to Review Donations.

The College accepts gifts in accordance with the following principles that are common to all charities.
• **Consistency with charitable objects:** Gifts to be consistent with the College’s charitable objects.

• **Academic independence:** Gifts to be accepted on the basis that donors have no influence over the academic freedom and independence of the College.

• **Reputational risk:** the College will balance the benefits of accepting gifts against reputational risks to the institution.

• **Procedure for acceptance:** Gifts to be accepted in a timely fashion with due consideration given to speed and accuracy, balancing this against the timeframe within which a donor may wish to make a donation, in line with the practices and procedures document reviewed by the College’s Benefactions Committee.

• **Anonymity:** Gifts to be accepted only if the identity of the donor is known to the College. While donors may reserve the right to remain anonymous in published donor lists, it is important that the identity of the donor is known to the College so that it may undertake due diligence appropriate to their gift. This would also apply if a donation is received through a third-part intermediary.

**Delegated authority for gift acceptance**
The Governing Body delegates authority for the acceptance of gifts to the Development Committee, Warden (or Sub-Warden), Development Director, or Finance Bursar according to the following levels:

- Gifts of £250,000-£499,999: Development Committee
- Gifts of £100,000-£249,999: Warden, Development Director, and Finance Bursar
- Gifts of £25,000-£99,999: Development Director

The Governing Body must approve the acceptance of any gift of £500,000 or more.

Gifts under £25,000 are considered part of the College’s Annual Fund fundraising activity and may be accepted by the Development Director or Development Office staff.

**Ethical screening**
The College, through the Development Committee, will agree and review an ethical screening procedure for gifts on a regular basis which will be implemented by the Development Office across its fundraising programmes and activity.

The main areas for attention are as follows:

• Where there is any possibility that the donation might be associated with illegal activities (including under the Proceeds of Crime Act, the Bribery Act or anti-terror financing legislation).

• Where there is any possibility that acceptance of the funding or any of its terms may not be in the best interests of the College in relation to any of the following: its beneficiaries, its academic freedom and independence, any conflict of interest, future financial liabilities, reputational risk or cost, dependence on conditions, the vulnerability of donors, and deterrence of other donors from future support.
**Refusal of donations**

The Governing Body must act in the best interest of the College when deciding whether to accept or refuse a particular donation.

The Governing Body will refuse the offer of a donation when:

- the purpose of the donation is not consistent with the College’s charitable objects;
- there is doubt about the legality of the source.

The Governing Body may decide to refuse the offer of a donation in circumstances such as, but not limited to, the following:

- the purpose of the donation does not align with the College’s fundraising objectives;
- if there is doubt about the appropriateness of the source.

In the event of a donation being declined by the Governing Body, the College, through the Development Office, will keep a record to indicate why it was refused and any such refusal will be communicated officially and appropriately to the donor(s) at the earliest possible opportunity.
**MERTON COLLEGE**  
**INVESTMENT POLICY**

**Preamble**

1. This statement of policy will be reviewed at least once annually by the Finance Committee and any changes to it must be submitted to the Governing Body for approval.

2. The Finance Committee will not knowingly deviate from this statement of policy without the prior consent of the Governing Body. Especially in the event of extreme investment market conditions, it is possible that the discretionary ranges for asset classes described in paragraphs 14 and 15 below will be breached. In these circumstances, the Finance Committee will have the discretion to decide whether to rebalance investments immediately, or to wait until market conditions stabilise before doing so.

**Statutes and bylaws**

3. Investment policy is determined in the context of College Statute 8 and bylaws V.21 and 23.

**Objectives**

4. The overriding objectives of investment policy are:

   (i) To maintain the value of endowment capital required to fundamentally underpin and sustain the operations of the College at the desired level of activity in the long term; and

   (ii) To generate investment return which, together with other sources of income, are sufficient to defray the routine revenue and capital expenditures of the College at the desired level.

**Spending**

5. The College may spend from endowment for both revenue and capital purposes but the aim will be that spending should not exceed 3.75% of endowment on a rolling 5 year average basis.

**Reporting**

6. All investments will be valued at market value annually at 31 July for the purposes of the audited financial statements.
7. The current value of all marketable investments, and non-marketable investments for which manager valuations are available, will be reported to the Finance Committee at least once each term.

8. Investment performance will be measured in terms of total return to both capital and income.

9. There are no specific benchmarks, but performance will be compared systematically with market indices in the light of the overriding investment objectives and spending rules.

Risks

10. The Finance Committee should keep under review the risks presented to investment assets including:

   (i) Risks contributing to divergence from stated investment policy
   (ii) Market and currency risk
   (iii) Fiduciary and credit risk
   (iv) Liquidity risk.

Asset allocation

11. The allocation of investments to each asset class, and the extent to which allocations should be permitted to diverge from the agreed allocation, will take into account:

   (i) The overriding investment objectives
   (ii) The balance between risk and return
   (iii) Diversification and correlation of returns between asset classes.

12. Asset allocation is constrained by the College’s historic exposure to land and property which cannot easily or rapidly be liquidated or transposed. Allocation to other assets classes is constrained accordingly.

Paragraphs 13 – 18 relate to specific asset allocation and manager selection policies which are commercially sensitive.

College Policy on Socially Responsible Investment

19. The College is committed to ensuring that it makes investment decisions responsibly and with integrity. To this end, the College will follow certain principles and practices to guide the investment decision-making process.

   (i) College Principles of Responsible Investment
The College believes that by engaging in the broad set of extra-financial considerations – including environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues – the alignment between the objectives of the College endowment and society at large can be improved without materially affecting the risk/return profile of the College’s portfolio.

(ii) College Practices in Managing the Endowment

a. When investing directly in the securities of individual companies, the College will screen investments on ethical grounds and, where the activities of a company are, on ethical grounds, inconsistent with the educational and/or research objectives of the College, then the Investment Committee may choose not to invest even though this may reduce returns.

b. When investing through passive investment vehicles where investments are determined by the composition of financial markets (such as equity trackers), then the College will consider, where appropriate, passive investment strategies that positively select holdings on ethical grounds, provided that the Investment Committee judges that so doing will not have a negative impact on expected returns.

c. When the endowment assets are invested in active funds, private equity funds or private equity fund-of-funds, where investment decisions are delegated to a third party, then the Investment Committee will make the initial selection of any manager bearing in mind the manager’s approach to integrating ESG criteria into their investment process. The selected asset managers will be periodically interviewed about their values and their approach to integrating ESG criteria into their investment process when exercising voting rights, to the extent they hold equity in either public or private companies, such reviews to consider material and not de minimis holdings.

d. The College will ensure that any investment advisers appointed to provide advice will understand and accept the ethical standards expected in management of the portfolio. Fund managers will be actively screened on the basis of their adherence to internationally accepted ethical standards, such as the UK Stewardship Code.

The College Investment Committee will annually review compliance with the above principles and practices to ensure that ethical standards are maintained.

Adopted by Governing Body May 22\(^{nd}\), 2019
FELLOWSHIPS AND ASSOCIATIONS

1. Bylaw VII.23(e) provides that in considering whether to recommend to the Governing Body the election of any person to a Professorial Fellowship, a Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowship in Category B or a Sir Henry Savile Fellowship or that the College to be associated with any University post, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall consult other Boards in accordance with a policy approved from time to time by the Governing Body.

2. This Policy is made for the purposes of Bylaw VII.23(e) and was approved by the Governing Body on 21 June 2021.

3. **Eligibility for Professorial Fellowships.** Under Statute 4.2(a)(ii) Professorial Fellows shall be elected amongst those holding specified teaching, research or administrative posts within the University. Under Bylaw III.5 those eligible for election as Professorial Fellows are persons holding teaching, research, or administrative posts declared by Regulations made for the University as qualifying them to hold professorial fellowships.

4. **Eligibility for Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships in Category B.** Under Bylaw III.15(a) Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships in Category B are tenable by exceptional early-career researchers holding significant external awards for independent research in the University who do not hold a Fellowship of another College, Society or Hall of the University.

5. **Eligibility for Sir Henry Savile Fellowships.** Under Bylaw III.15(e) Sir Henry Savile Fellowships are tenable by persons of distinction employed by the University in professorial-level research or teaching posts (Category A) or by persons employed by the University in academic-related or administrative posts declared by Regulations made for the University as qualifying them to hold professorial fellowships (Category B).

6. The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall consult with other Boards as follows:

| Bids for association | With Associate Professorships (APTF and APNTF) | • Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee  
• Warden and Tutors’ Committee  
• Finance Committee (where the association entails an increase in the College’s payroll) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals to elect to Julia de Lacy Mann Fellowships</td>
<td>Category B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals to elect to Professorial or Sir Henry Savile Fellowships</td>
<td>Holders of qualifying research posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holders of qualifying academic-related or administrative posts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | Holders of qualifying teaching posts | • Academic Needs and Leave Sub-Committee  
• Warden and Tutors’ Committee |
7. In all cases where a proposal relates to a teaching or research post, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall also consult members of the Governing Body with academic interests in the relevant area.

8. The Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall take care to present a compelling and well-grounded case for its recommendations.

9. **Honorary Fellowships.** The Governing Body on 14 March 2022 adopted the following policy in relation to Honorary Fellowships:

   a. An Honorary Fellowship of the College ought to be recognised as a mark of considerable distinction and elections should be made very selectively.

   b. All other things being equal, the College will give preference in elections to members of the College and those closely associated with it. A systematic review of the College’s members should be regularly undertaken to establish a list of potential candidates, regard being had inter alia to promoting the College’s diversity objectives and this list should be scrutinised whenever it is proposed to elect an Honorary Fellow.
A. REGISTER OF INTERESTS

All members of the Governing Body should complete this form annually. A nil return should be made if appropriate. The information provided will be held in the Sub-Warden’s Office as part of the College’s Register of Interests under Bylaw I.6 and will be available for inspection by members of the Governing Body on reasonable notice to the Sub-Warden.

Fellows are also asked to use this form to notify the Sub-Warden of changes to their relevant interests whenever these occur. Fellows are reminded that they must also declare conflicts of interest whenever they arise in meetings of the Governing Body or College Committees.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Current employment(s) and any previous employment in which you continue to have a financial interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any relevant(^1) employments held by a member of your immediate family or any person with whom you have a close personal relationship(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>All roles held within the collegiate University (other than any Faculty or Departmental committees whose business only affects your Faculty or Department)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any relevant(^1) roles within the collegiate University held by a member of your immediate family or any person with whom you have a close personal relationship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Relevant: i.e. where, in your opinion (and to the best of your knowledge), there is potential for a conflict to arise between the interests of this person and the interests of the College, whether this person’s interests are personal and individual or arise from this person’s duty to or membership of another person or institution and whether the interests concerned are financial or not.

\(^2\) For the purposes of this Declaration a **member of your immediate family** or person with whom you have a close personal relationship could include: (i) your child (including stepchild and whether legitimate or not), parent, grandchild, grandparent, brother or sister; (ii) your spouse, civil partner or cohabiting partner or the spouse, civil partner or cohabiting partner of anyone listed in (i); (iii) a person carrying on business in partnership with you or with a person listed in (i) or (ii); (iv) an institution, body corporate or trust which you control.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Appointments (including voluntary appointments) not included in 1 and 2 above: e.g. directorships, trusteeships, membership of statutory bodies or authorities, tribunals etc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any relevant(^1) appointments held by a member of your immediate family or any person with whom you have a close personal relationship(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Membership of professional bodies, special interest groups, or mutual support organisations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any relevant(^1) memberships held by a member of your immediate family or any person with whom you have a close personal relationship(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>Investments in unlisted companies, partnerships and other forms of business, major shareholdings [i.e. where you own or are beneficially interested in more than 1% of the issued share-capital]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any relevant(^1) investments held by a member of your immediate family or any person with whom you have a close personal relationship(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Gifts or hospitality worth more than £100 offered to you by external bodies within the last 12 months</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><strong>Any conflicts not covered by 1 to 6 above</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I confirm that I have declared all relevant interests and that I understand that I am under a duty to disclose any other potential conflict of interest that may arise after submission of this form.
B. DISQUALIFICATION (SEE ANNEX A)

I confirm that I am not disqualified from acting as a charity trustee and that I will inform the College promptly if, after the date of this declaration, one or more of the reasons for disqualification set out in Annex A applies to me.

C. FIT AND PROPER PERSON (SEE ANNEX B)

I make the declaration set out in Annex B.

D. CONSENT TO PROCESSING

I consent to the processing of my personal data for the purposes and in the manner described in Bylaw I.6 and in the preamble to this form.

Signature

________________________________________________________________________
ANNEX A: DISQUALIFICATION REASONS (CHARITIES ACT 2011, s.178)

You are automatically disqualified from acting as a trustee if:

1. You have an unspent conviction for any of the following:
   a. an offence involving deception or dishonesty;
   b. a terrorism offence
      i. to which Part 4 of the Counter-Terrorism Act 2008 applies;
      ii. under sections 13 or 19 of the Terrorism Act 2000;
   c. a money-laundering offence within the meaning of section 415 of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002;
   d. a bribery offence under sections 1, 2, 6 or 7 of the Bribery Act 2010;
   e. an offence of contravening a Commission Order or Direction under section 77 of the Charities Act 2011;
   f. an offence of misconduct in public office, perjury or perverting the course of justice;
   g. In relation to the above offences, an offence of: attempt, conspiracy, or incitement to commit the offence; aiding, or abetting, counselling or procuring the commission of the offence; or, under Part 2 of the Serious Crime Act 2007 (encouraging or assisting) in relation to the offence.

2. You are on the sex offenders register (i.e. subject to notification requirements of Part 2 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003)

3. You have an unspent sanction for contempt of court for making, or causing to be made, a false statement or for making, or causing to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth

4. You have been found guilty of disobedience to an order or direction of the Commission under section 336(1) of the Charities Act 2011.

5. You are a designated person for the purposes of Part 1 of the Terrorist Asset-Freezing etc. Act 2010, or the Al Qaida (Asset Freezing) Regulations 2011.

6. You have previously been removed as an officer, agent or employee of a charity by the Charity Commission, the Scottish charity regulator, or the High Court due to misconduct or mismanagement

7. You have previously been removed as a trustee of a charity by the Charity Commission, the Scottish charity regulator, or the High Court due to misconduct or mismanagement

8. You have been removed from management or control of any body under section s34(5)(e) of the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 (or earlier legislation)
9. You are disqualified from being a company director, or have given a disqualification undertaking, and leave has not been granted (as described in section 180 of the Charities Act) for you to act as director of the charity.

10. You are currently declared bankrupt (or subject to bankruptcy restrictions or an interim order).

11. You have an individual voluntary arrangement (IVA) to pay off debts with creditors.

12. You are subject to a moratorium period under a debt relief order, or a debt relief restrictions order, or an interim order.

13. You are subject to an order made under s.429(2) of the Insolvency Act 1986 (Failure to pay under a County Court Administration Order).
ANNEX B: DECLARATION FOR FIT AND PROPER PERSONS

I declare that:

- I am not disqualified from acting as a charity trustee.
- I have not been convicted of an offence involving deception or dishonesty (or any such conviction is legally regarded as spent).
- I have not been involved in tax fraud or other fraudulent behaviour including misrepresentation and/or identity theft.
- I have not used arrangements notified under the Disclosure of Tax Avoidance Schemes (“DOTAS”) rules in Part 7 of the Finance Act 2004 in respect of which a reference number has been issued under section 311 of the Finance Act 2004, where the arrangements featured charitable reliefs or which used a charity, and where my tax position has been adjusted by HMRC to wholly or partly remove the tax advantage generated by the arrangements and such adjustments have become final.
- I have not used tax arrangements which have been successfully counteracted under the general anti-abuse rules (see Part 5 of the Finance Act 2013 or section 10 of the National Insurance Contributions Act 2014, as enacted or as amended from time to time) where such counteraction has become final.
- I have not been actively involved in designing and/or promoting tax avoidance schemes featuring charitable reliefs or which used a charity, and I am not:
  - a promoter named by HMRC under the Promoters of Tax Avoidance Schemes (POTAS) legislation in Part 5 of the Finance Act 2014; or
  - a promoter of any tax arrangements designed or intended to obtain for any person a tax advantage and such tax advantage has successfully counteracted by HMRC under the general anti-abuse rule (see Part 5 of Finance Act 2013 and section 10 of the National Insurance Contributions Act 2014 as enacted or as amended from time to time) and such counteraction has become final; or
  - a promoter of arrangements notified under DOTAS, in respect of which a reference number has been issued under section 311 of the Finance Act 2004, and the tax position of all or any of the users of the arrangements has been adjusted by HMRC to wholly or partly remove the tax advantage generated by the arrangements and such adjustments have become final.
- I am not an undischarged bankrupt.
- I have not made compositions or arrangements with my creditors from which I have not been discharged.
- I have not been removed from serving as a charity trustee, or been stopped from acting in a management position within a charity.
- I have not been disqualified from serving as a Company Director.
- I will at all times seek to ensure the charity’s funds, and charity tax reliefs received by the College, are used only for charitable purposes.

3 The meaning of a ‘promoter’ in this context is explained in the Promoters of Tax Avoidance Schemes guidance: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/promoters-of-tax-avoidance-schemes-guidance
MERTON COLLEGE
POLICY ON EXTERNAL CHARITABLE DONATIONS

1. The charitable objects of the College are “to advance education, learning, research and religion by the provision of a College” and the statutes of the College grant the Governing Body of the College the powers necessary for or conducive to the maintenance of the College for the advancement of these objects.

2. The College is therefore not a general grant-giving charity and its power to make donations is limited to those which either directly advance its objects or which are conducive to their advancement.

3. The College can therefore consider making donations to external bodies only in the following circumstances:

3.1. Where the proposed donation has a direct impact on advancing the College’s charitable objects.

3.2. Where the body or organisation to which the donation is made is directly connected with the College (e.g. its benefices) and the donation is conducive to the College’s objects.

3.3. Where the donation supports a service which is of direct benefit to or otherwise clearly supports the educational activities or proper welfare of members or employees of the College and is conducive to the College’s objects.
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APPENDIX C
DRAFT BRAAM BEQUEST BYLAWS

CHAPTER III

**Insert into Bylaw III.7 as follows:**

**RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS UNDER BYLAW III.6(a)(i)**
[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.6(a)(i)]

12.(a) The Governing Body may on the recommendation of the Fellowship and Appointments Committee under Bylaw VII.20(e) elect to a Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a)(i):

(i) any person who shall undertake to perform any literary, scientific, or educational work in the College or the University or with the permission of the College or University elsewhere; which work shall be specified in the resolution by which that person is elected;

(ii) any academic already working in the University with no existing College attachment, and already holding awards at the level of a Royal Society Research Fellowship or British Academy Readership, provided that there shall be no more than three such Fellows at any one time.

(b) (i) A Research Fellowship under Bylaw III.6(a) may be designated “Senior” or given such other name or designation as may appear to the Governing Body to be warranted at the time of the election.

(ii) (a) One Research Fellowship, which shall be funded from the Braam Bequest, shall be designated “the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellowship” and shall be held by the person appointed to perform the duties provided for the holder of that Fellowship as Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee by Bylaws IV.10 and VIH.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Bylaws relating to the election of Research Fellows, any recommendation to the Governing Body for the election of any person to the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellowship shall be made by the Braam Bequest Committee as provided in Bylaws VIH and VII.10.

(c) A Research Fellow under Bylaw III.6(a) shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.27(d)(ii)(c) a report on his or her research activity.
CHAPTER IV

*Amend Bylaw IV.1 as follows:*

**COLLEGE OFFICERS**

[Statute 5.2]

1. (a) The statutory College Officers under Statute 5.2(a) to (g) are the Sub-Warden, the Senior Tutor, the Tutors and Lecturers, the Chaplain, the Librarian, the Bursars, and the Principal of the Postmasters.

(b) For the purposes of Statute 5.2(h) the College Officers other than those listed in Bylaw IV.1(a) above shall be (in alphabetical order) as follows:

The Archivist;
The College Advisers on Staff Harassment Policy;
The College Doctor(s)
The Dean;
The Dean of Graduates;
The Deputy Principal of the Postmasters;
The Development Director;
The Equality Adviser;
The Garden Master;
The Harassment Advisers to Junior Members;
The Information Technology Officer;
The Junior Chaplain(s);
The Junior Deans for Welfare;
The Keeper of the Statutes and Bylaws;
The Prevent Officer;
The Reed Rubin Organist and Director of Music;
The Research Convenor;
**The Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee**;
The Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust;
The Senior Treasurer of the Amalgamated Clubs;
The Senior Treasurer of the Junior Common Room;
The Steward of Common Room;
The Wine Steward.

[...]

*Insert after Bylaw IV.25 the following:*

**THE SECRETARY OF THE BRAAM BEQUEST COMMITTEE**

[Statute 5.2(h), Bylaw IV.1(b)]

26.(a) There shall be a Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee who shall be the person elected to hold the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellowship.

(b) The Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee shall provide leadership for the activities funded by the Braam Bequest, shall champion the purposes of the Braam Bequest, shall ensure that the researchers funded by the Braam Bequest are drawn together as a community, and shall ensure that the work developed by such researchers is appropriately disseminated.
APPENDIX C (BRAAM BEQUEST)

(c) (i) The Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee shall convene the Braam Bequest Committee and the selection panels constituted for the purposes of the Braam Bequest and perform the other duties assigned to the Secretary by Bylaws VI.7 and VII.10 provided that an existing Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow shall not be permitted to participate in any business relating to the selection of a Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow. Bylaws VI.7(b)(iii), VII.10(e), and VII.10(f) make provision for the non-participation of a Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow in the selection of his or her successor.

(d) The Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee shall submit to the Braam Bequest Committee and the Governing Body annually a report on his or her work as Secretary.

(e) The Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee shall receive a stipend as determined from time to time by the Governing Body. This stipend shall be wholly funded from the Braam Bequest.

And renumber the following Bylaws accordingly.
CHAPTER VI

Insert into Chapter VI the following:

CHAPTER VI H

THE BRAAM BEQUEST

1. (a) The College acknowledges with gratitude the munificence of Dr Peter Braam in making a bequest to the College in support of research and study in Human Wellbeing.

(b) The fund held by the College by reason of the bequest shall be known as the Braam Bequest.

(c) The College recognises Dr Peter Braam and the following persons who co-operated with Dr Braam in developing his vision for the Braam Bequest as Founders of the Braam Bequest:

- Mr Charles Alexander, Official Fellow and Finance Bursar
- Mr Andrew Mackie, Official Fellow and General Counsel to the University
- Dr Julie Maxton, Executive Director of the Royal Society; Registrar of the University and Fellow of University College 2006-2011
- Professor Ewan McKendrick QC (Hon.), Fellow of Lady Margaret Hall and Professor of English Private Law; Registrar of the University 2011-2018
- Dr Kate Orkin, Peter J. Braam Junior Research Fellow in Global Wellbeing 2015-2018
- Professor David Paterson D.Sc., FRSB, FRSNZ (Hon.), Professorial Fellow and Professor of Cardiovascular Physiology
- Professor Dame Jessica Rawson DBE, D.Litt., FBA, Honorary Fellow, Professor of Chinese Art and Archaeology, Warden 1994-2010
- Professor Sir Martin Taylor FRS, Professor of Pure Mathematics, Warden 2010-2018

2. The Braam Bequest shall be administered by the College through the Braam Bequest Committee as provided in Bylaw VII.10 and in accordance with the Founders’ Statement at Appendix [C] to these Bylaws.

3. (a) The funds remitted to the College for the Braam Bequest shall be held by the College as a permanent endowment for the purposes of the Braam Bequest.

(b) In the event that the funds held for the purpose of the Braam Bequest are no longer able to support more than three researchers the Braam Bequest Committee may recommend to the Governing Body that the funds be totally expended and the administration of the Braam Bequest wound up.

4. (a) The duties of the Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee are provided for in Bylaw IV.10.

(b) The duties of the Braam Bequest Committee are provided for in Bylaw VII.10.
5. (a) The principal purpose of the Braam Bequest shall be the provision of grants in support of early career research fellows, of the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow, and of such other research fellows as it may be expedient to appoint both to advance research in accordance with the strategic plan for the Braam Bequest approved by the Governing Body from time to time pursuant to Bylaw VII.10(g)(v) and to provide leadership for the research funded by the Braam Bequest.

(b) Subject to Bylaw VIH.5(a) above, the income of the Braam Bequest may at the discretion of the Braam Bequest Committee also be applied towards grants in support of post-doctoral researchers and graduate students.

(c) Subject to Bylaws VIH.5(a) and (b) the Braam Bequest Committee may make grants towards the provision of working accommodation for the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow or of any other researcher who is in receipt of a grant from the Braam Bequest where the provision of such working accommodation would enable the successful completion of their research; but the making of such grants shall be regarded as merely ancillary and not as a principal purpose of the Braam Bequest.

(d) No grant shall normally be made from the Braam Bequest to support any person who does not have a substantive association with a College, Society or Hall of the University and with a Faculty or Department of the University.

(e) It shall be a condition of all grants made to support researchers in the University that the recipients shall share their research regularly and actively with members of the College at all levels through lectures or seminars and also as otherwise provided from time to time by the Braam Bequest Committee.

(f) (i) Each researcher (including the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow) who is funded from the Braam Bequest shall submit annually to the Braam Bequest Committee a report on his or her research during the past year.
   (ii) Researchers funded from the Braam Bequest who are employed by the College shall also submit copies of their reports to the Research Committee.

(g) The College shall employ such staff as may be strictly necessary to support the administration of the Braam Bequest and the costs of and overheads relating to such staff shall be paid entirely from the Braam Bequest so as to ensure that the College is not required to meet any part of such costs from its other resources.

6. (a) The Braam Bequest shall be invested on the same basis and overseen in the same manner as the College’s other endowed funds and shall be drawn down at the rate from time to time determined by the Governing Body for such funds.

(b) In making recommendations for spending the Braam Bequest Committee shall bear in mind general financial conditions, the long-term nature of the Braam Bequest, and the ambition to provide for the needs of succeeding generations of researchers.
(c) In the event that the growth of the Braam Bequest exceeds any reasonable commensurate expenditure in the principal areas of support, the Braam Bequest Committee shall be empowered to make recommendations to the Governing Body for the application of the surplus, having in mind the aims and purposes of the Braam Bequest and the need to secure so far as possible its perpetuity.

(d) Funds disbursed from the Braam Bequest in support of researchers shall ordinarily be used to pay for all normal academic costs relating to the posts held by such researchers including (but not limited to) their stipends or salaries, related on-costs, associated research overheads, and expenses of research (including, as appropriate, per diem living expenses and travel expenses). The Braam Bequest Committee shall have power to make grants towards other costs where it is expedient to do so for the purpose of implementing the programme.

(e) A reasonable amount shall be transferred annually from the Braam Bequest to be spent on overhead costs incurred in the administration of the Braam Bequest and in relation to the work of researchers who are supported by the Braam Bequest.

(f) Any and all costs incurred by the College in relation to the Braam Bequest after the funds have been transmitted to the College shall be paid in full from the Braam Bequest, taking into account any costs already covered by way of payments in respect of overheads and including any costs incurred as a result of any University scheme for the taxation of funds held by the Colleges.

7. (a) The Braam Bequest Committee shall cause to be advertised such posts and other opportunities for support as may be in accordance with the strategic plan approved by the Governing Body.

(b) (i) Except as provided below the Braam Bequest Committee shall make such arrangements as may be expedient for the constitution of selection panels.

(ii) (a) Where any post advertised is to be held in the College the selection panel shall normally be chaired by the Warden and arrangements shall be made in co-operation with the Research Committee and the Fellowship and Appointments Committee.

(b) Where the posts advertised are not to be held in the College the Braam Bequest Committee shall nominate the chair of the selection panel from among its own members.

(c) Every selection panel shall contain at least one member of the Governing Body.

(iii) Except where a selection panel is constituted to select the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow, the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow shall be the Convener of the selection panels and shall attend their meetings and contribute to their deliberations.

(iv) The other members of any selection panel (of whom there shall normally be no more than three) shall be selected for their expertise in the research-field in which the holder of the post in question will be working.

(v) Selection panels shall be convened as often as may be necessary to ensure the efficient management of the selection process and the selection
panels shall recommend to the Braam Bequest Committee the names of the candidates whom they consider most fit to be selected.
CHAPTER VII

Insert into Bylaw VII.2 the following:

2. (a) There shall be the following permanent Committees of the Governing Body:
   (i) The Braam Bequest Committee
   (ii) The Buildings Committee

And renumber the following paragraphs of Bylaw VII.2 accordingly.

Insert after Bylaw VII.9 the following:

THE BRAAM BEQUEST COMMITTEE

10.(a) The members of the Braam Bequest Committee shall be the Warden, the Finance Bursar, the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow, an additional member of the Governing Body, the Registrar of the University, and two External Members.

(b) One of the External Members shall be a member of the Congregation of the University employed in an academic post in the University; and the other shall if possible be a person who is neither (i) an employee of the University nor (ii) a Fellow or employee of any of its Colleges, Societies or Halls, but if no suitable candidate can be found shall be a member of the Congregation of the University employed in an academic post in the University.

(c) (i) Those members of the Braam Bequest Committee who are not members ex officio shall be appointed on the basis of their breadth of knowledge, their high reputations as academics, and with the aim of ensuring that a diversity of academic disciplines is represented.
   (ii) Members of the Braam Bequest Committee shall demonstrate a commitment to the principles embodied in the Founders' Statement at Appendix [C] to these Bylaws.
   (iii) To facilitate the representation of a diversity of academic disciplines no appointed member of the Braam Bequest Committee shall be working within the same Academic Division of the University as another appointed member. In considering the appointment of a person who is not working within the University, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall determine the Academic Division within which that person would be working were he or she working within the University, and this Bylaw shall apply as if he or she were in fact working within it.

(d) Notwithstanding Bylaw VII.6(b)(i) the appointed members of the Braam Bequest Committee shall be eligible to serve a second term of three years (not two).

(e) (i) The Warden shall chair the Braam Bequest Committee.
   (ii) Subject to Bylaw VII.10(e)(iii) below, the Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee shall be its Convenor and shall convene the Braam Bequest Committee not less often than once a Term.
   (iii) Notwithstanding Bylaw VII.10(f)(i) below, when the business of the Braam Bequest Committee is or includes any of the matters set out in Bylaw
VII.10(g)(vi) below (selection of a Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow), the Committee shall be convened by the additional member of the Governing Body appointed to the Committee under Bylaw VII.10(a) above.

(f) (i) Subject to Bylaw VII.10(i) below, the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow shall hold the office of Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee as provided in Bylaw IV.10.

(ii) The existing Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow shall not be permitted to participate in any business under Bylaw VII.10(g)(vi) below (selection of a Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow) and shall withdraw from meetings of the Braam Bequest Committee while it is discussed.

(g) It shall be the duty of the Braam Bequest Committee:

(i) To administer the income from the Braam Bequest in accordance with Bylaw [VI H].

(ii) To report to the Governing Body annually in writing on the administration and allocation of the income from the Braam Bequest and the activities of those in receipt of funds from it.

(iii) To receive annually and consider a report in writing from the Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee and transmit that report to the Governing Body.

(iv) To receive annually and consider a report in writing from each researcher who is funded from the Braam Bequest (including the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow).

(v) To make and thereafter to review not less often than every three years (in consultation with the Research Committee) a strategic plan for projects to be supported by the income from the Braam Bequest; to present that plan to the Governing Body for approval each time it is reviewed; and to make consequential recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly.

(vi) To recommend to the Governing Body as often as shall be necessary a suitable person to be elected to the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellowship; and to that end (in co-operation with the Research Committee) to make such arrangements as may be expedient for the advertisement of the Fellowship and the selection of candidates.

(vii) To recommend to the Governing Body suitable persons to be employed by the College as researchers whether whilst holding Research Fellowships under Bylaw III.6 or otherwise; and to that end (in co-operation with the Research Committee and, where the person selected is to be elected a Research Fellow, the Fellowship and Appointments Committee) to make such arrangements as may be expedient for the advertisement of posts and for the selection of candidates; and to make arrangements for the persons selected to share their research regularly and actively with members of the College during their tenure.

(viii) To recommend to the Governing Body suitable researchers working within the University to be the recipients of grants towards their research; and to that end to make such arrangements as may be expedient for the advertisement of available grants or posts benefiting from such grants and for the selection of candidates; and to make arrangements for the recipients of such grants to share their research regularly and actively with members of the College during their tenure.

(ix) To arrange for the publication and wide dissemination of calls for ideas in order to stimulate the advancement of new and original research-projects.
(h)(i) The strategic plan to be formulated by the Braam Bequest Committee under Bylaw VII.10(g)(v) above shall be formulated in accordance with the Founders’ Statement at Appendix [C] to these Bylaws.

(ii) In the event that the Governing Body does not accept the draft strategic plan the Braam Bequest Committee may request that the Governing Body’s objections be considered by and commented upon by a suitable independent person selected by the Braam Bequest Committee and those comments submitted to the Governing Body with the rejected draft strategic plan for further consideration.

(iii) If the Governing Body again rejects the draft strategic plan after considering the comments of the independent person selected under Bylaw VII.10(h)(ii) above, the Braam Bequest Committee shall submit to the Governing Body a further draft strategic plan to which Bylaw VII.10(h)(ii) above shall not apply.

(i) (a) Any provision of this Bylaw relating to the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow shall apply only once the College shall have received funds which are sufficient to provide for the appointment and support of such a Fellow.

(b) Until the College shall have the funds to provide for the appointment of the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow the additional member of the Governing Body appointed to the Committee under Bylaw VII.10(a) above:

(i) shall be the Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee; and

(ii) shall make the annual report to the Braam Bequest Committee and the Governing Body provided for in Bylaw VII.10(g)(iii) above.

*And renumber subsequent Bylaws in Chapter VII accordingly.*
But the greatest error of all the rest is the mistaking or misplacing of the last or furthest end of knowledge. For men have entered into a desire of learning and knowledge, sometimes upon a natural curiosity and inquisitive appetite; sometimes to entertain their minds with variety and delight; sometimes for ornament and reputation; and sometimes to enable them to victory of wit and contradiction; and most times for lucre and profession; and seldom sincerely to give a true account of their gift of reason to the benefit and use of men: as if there were sought in knowledge a couch whereupon to rest a searching and restless spirit; or a terrace for a wandering and variable mind to walk up and down with a fair prospect; or a tower of state, for a proud mind to raise itself upon; or a fort or commanding ground, for strife and contention; or a shop, for profit or sale; and not a rich storehouse for the glory of the Creator and the relief of man’s estate.” (Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam [1605]).

Building on the existing Braam Junior Research Fellowship and Scholarship, Dr Peter Braam has made a very generous bequest to Merton College for a programme in support of research and study in Human Wellbeing.

Human Wellbeing is not an area of research per se. It rather concerns the application of knowledge – drawn from all academic fields of study - to improve the human situation. It must address the needs of humanity, especially the needs of the poorest or least privileged societies or segments of humanity.

The main thrust of the programme is to provide a cohort of Early Career Fellowships (ECFs) in Human Wellbeing, a small number of these (typically three) being held at Merton College, the others in other Colleges. All ECFs in the programme are to be affiliated to at least one University faculty or department. The ECFs are, therefore, to have three affiliations: as members of a College; as members of at least one University faculty or department; and as members of the Peter Braam Community.

The programme is to be led by the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow (the Secretary of the Braam Bequest Committee), who will be a member of the Governing Body of Merton College. The Secretary is to be charged with providing coherence and leadership for the programme. In addition, if funds permit, there may be further senior appointments and also some post-doctoral and graduate studentships. This structure in many ways resembles that of a virtual Research Institute.

The programme is to be operated through the establishment of a Committee, intended to run as a small grant-making body. The Committee is to have up to seven members: the Warden and Finance Bursar together with the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow are to be ex officio members of the Committee which is to contain at least one further member of the Governing Body of Merton College; thus
the majority of the members of the Committee are to be members of the Governing
Body of Merton College. The Committee is to be subject to the Governing Body of
Merton College and its role and procedures are to be defined by and subject to
Bylaws of the College. The Committee is to report annually to the Governing Body.

The funds from the bequest are to be held by Merton College. They are to be
invested on the same basis as the College’s other permanently endowed funds,
and are to be subject to the same draw-down rate. Each year the available funds
are to be used to cover the cost of the Peter Braam Senior Research Fellow, the
ECFs, and any other appointments; there is also to be provision to cover any
administrative costs of the programme.

In summary, the Peter Braam programme on Human Wellbeing is charged with
applying academic study in the most important areas and is especially to support
work which demonstrates a high degree of originality and innovation. The
operation of the programme is to involve members of Merton College at all levels
and the overall direction of the programme is to lie in the hands of the Governing
Body of Merton College.
APPENDIX D: RETAINED BYLAWS RELATING TO JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWS AND FITZJAMES RESEARCH FELLOWS

1.1. On 21 April 2021 the Governing Body, in amending the Bylaws relating to Junior Research Fellowships and Fitzjames Research Fellowships, passed the following resolution: “That notwithstanding the adoption of the proposed amendments, the Bylaws applying to Junior Research Fellows and Fitzjames Research Fellows elected at or before the Meeting of the Governing Body in the 0th Week of Michaelmas Term 2021 shall remain as they were immediately before the amendments were adopted and shall be retained for reference in an Appendix to the Bylaws for so long as they apply.”

1.2. The Bylaws retained temporarily by this Resolution are contained in this Appendix

III. THE FELLOWS

CATEGORIES OF RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6]

6. (a) There shall be three categories of Research Fellowship, namely:

(i) Research Fellowships tenable for such period not exceeding five years as the Governing Body may determine in each case;

(ii) Fitzjames Research Fellows tenable for four years;

(iii) Junior Research Fellowships tenable for three years.

(b) If the employment of a person who holds a Fellowship defined by Bylaw III.6(a) above is extended under Bylaw VI.38 that person shall be deemed to have been elected for a period coterminous with the extended period of employment notwithstanding the periods otherwise provided in Bylaw III.6(a).

FITZJAMES RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

[Statute 2.7(b), 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.6(b)]

8. (a) The Governing Body may elect to Fitzjames Research Fellowships scholars at an early stage in an academic career. A person elected to a Fitzjames Research Fellowship shall be employed to teach and to
undertake research during the holding of the Fellowship and shall be paid a stipend in respect thereof determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

(b) Fitzjames Research Fellows shall be elected following the recommendation of an ad hoc committee consisting of the Warden, who shall chair the committee, the Senior Tutor, who shall convene the committee, a Tutor in the relevant subject, and two other Fellows, with an outside adviser from the relevant Department or Faculty. The Tutor, the two other Fellows, and the outside adviser shall be appointed by the Governing Body on the recommendation of the Warden and Tutors’ Committee.

(c) A Fitzjames Research Fellow shall be required to pursue either the research proposed when applying for the Fellowship or such other proposal for research as may be approved by the Governing Body.

(d) A Fitzjames Research Fellow shall:

(i) provide tutorial teaching up to an average of six hours per week in each week of Full Term within the range of subjects specified in the Further Particulars of the Fellowship;

(ii) share in the organisation and administration of the undergraduate schools or schools specified in the Further Particulars of the Fellowship, including admission procedures.

(e) A Fitzjames Research Fellow:

(i) may, with the permission of the College, undertake a limited amount of University lecturing;

(ii) shall not, except with the written permission of the College, participate in University examining, nor teach for another college (except on an exchange basis within the Merton stint), nor hold any other employment.

(f) A Fitzjames Research Fellow shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.28(d)(ii)(c) a report on his or her research activity.

(g) Bylaws VI.11, VI.15, and VI.23 provide for the allocation of rooms in College to Fitzjames Research Fellows and for certain allowances.

(h) A Fitzjames Research Fellow shall be required to reside during Full Term within 25 miles of Oxford, unless the Governing Body determines otherwise.

(i) A Fitzjames Research Fellow who wishes to resign the Fellowship shall be required to provide at least three months’ notice, to include one complete Full Term.
JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
[Statute 4.2(a)(iii) and 4.6; Bylaw III.4(c)]

9.  
(a) A person elected to a Junior Research Fellowship shall be employed to undertake research during the holding of the Fellowship and shall be paid a stipend in respect thereof determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

(b) A Junior Research Fellow shall be required to pursue either the research proposed when applying for the Fellowship or such other proposal for research as may be approved by the Governing Body.

(c) A Junior Research Fellowship may be given such name or designation as may appear to the Governing Body to be warranted at the time of the election.

(d) A Junior Research Fellow:
   
   (i) may undertake not more than six hours' teaching a week, and, in doing so, shall give priority to the teaching needs of the College;

   (ii) may with the permission of the Governing Body, undertake a limited amount of University lecturing;

   (iii) shall not, except with the written permission of the Governing Body, participate in University examining, nor hold a stipendiary lecturership at another college, nor hold any other employment.

(e) No person shall be elected to a Junior Research Fellowship who would at the time of election have accumulated more than seven years of postgraduate study or research, excluding periods of professional training or preparation for a second undergraduate degree, but including any post-doctoral academic post.

(f) No person shall normally be elected to a Junior Research Fellowship who has already held a comparable appointment at a college in the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge.

(g) A Junior Research Fellow shall submit annually to the Research Committee for consideration under Bylaw VII.28(d)(ii)(c) a report on his or her research activity.

(h) Bylaw VI.15 provides for the allocation of rooms in College to Junior Research Fellows and for certain allowances.

(i) A Junior Research Fellow shall be required to reside during full term within 25 miles of Oxford unless the Governing Body determines otherwise.
IV. COLLEGE OFFICERS

THE RESEARCH CONVENOR
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

26. (a) There shall be a Research Convenor who shall:

   (i)  

   (ii) in liaison with the Senior Tutor and Secretary of the Harmsworth Trust, act as mentor to the Junior Research Fellows; and

   (iii) 

THE SECRETARY TO THE HARMSWORTH TRUST
[Statute 5.2(h); Bylaw IV.1(b)]

27. (a) There shall be a Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust who shall be responsible for matters relating to the election and progress of Junior Research Fellows.

   (b)  

   (c)  

VI. ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLLEGE

TEACHING STINT

11. (a) [...] 
(b) [...] 
(c) If the tutorial hours of a Tutor holding a joint appointment with the University or a Fixed-Term Tutor or a Fitzjames Research Fellow when averaged over the academic year exceed the stint stipulated in that person's contract of employment that person shall be permitted to make external arrangements for the surplus tuition, the cost being borne by the College.

TEACHING ROOMS

11A (a) [...] 
(b) Fitzjames Research Fellows and Stipendiary Lecturers (including Junior Research Fellows who are Stipendiary Lecturers) shall have the right to a shared teaching room in College as assigned under Bylaw VII.13(e). 
(c) [...] 

FITZJAMES AND JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWS

15. (a) A Fitzjames or Junior Research Fellow who wishes to live in College shall occupy such rooms as may be assigned for the purpose free of rent. 
(b) A Fitzjames or Junior Research Fellow who lives out of College but not in a College house or flat shall receive an External Household Allowance determined by the Governing Body from time to time.

ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES

23. (a) The following shall receive entertainment allowances to be determined by the Governing Body from time to time:
   (i) the Chaplain; 
   (ii) the Dean of Graduates; 
   (iii) the Fitzjames Research Fellows; 
   (iv) the Librarian;
(v) the Tutors.

(b) An entertainment allowance to which a person may be entitled in one capacity shall be paid in addition to any entertainment allowance to which that person may be entitled in any other capacity.

(c) […]

PART VII: FIXED-TERM EMPLOYEES (MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY)

PROVISIONS FOR EXTENSION OF FIXED-TERM EMPLOYMENT

38.

(a) This Bylaw applies to those:

(i) who are employed by the College to undertake teaching and/or research under a fixed-term contract; and

(ii) who have also been elected on the basis of that employment to Fellowships carrying membership of the Governing Body.

(b) A person to whom this Bylaw applies shall be permitted to request that the duration of his or her fixed-term employment be extended on the following grounds:

(i) the birth or adoption of a child for whom the person or his or her partner has parental responsibility; or

(ii) an event causing serious disruption to the person’s life such as (but not only) bereavement or the need to care for a partner or close family member; or

(iii) sickness.

(c) A person to whom this Bylaw applies who is employed to do research and whose contract does not also include any requirement to teach shall additionally be permitted to request that the duration of his or her fixed-term employment be extended on academic grounds, such as (but not only) to hold a short-term appointment elsewhere.

(d) Requests for an extension under this Bylaw of the duration of a fixed term of employment shall be made:

(i) by Junior Research Fellows to the Research Committee after the Fellow has consulted the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust;

(ii) by other Fellows to the Fellowship and Appointments Committee after the Fellow has consulted the Senior Tutor.
(e) Where a request for an extension is made under Bylaw VI.38(b)(iii) above on the ground of sickness:

(i) it must be supported by the opinion of a qualified medical practitioner; and

(ii) the Secretary to the Harmsworth Trust or the Senior Tutor may require the person making the request to consent to a medical examination (at the College’s expense) by a doctor nominated by the College and to agree that any report produced in connection with any such examination may be disclosed to the relevant Committee, and that a College Officer may discuss the contents of the report with the nominated doctor to enable the request to be properly considered.

(f) After considering a request the Research Committee or the Fellowship and Appointments Committee shall transmit it to the Governing Body together with the Committee’s recommendation for acceptance or refusal.

(i) Subject to Bylaw VI.38(g) below, the Committees shall normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on the ground of parental leave under Bylaw VI.38(b)(i) above.

(ii) The Committees shall not normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on any grounds under this Bylaw of less than three months’ duration.

(iii) The Committees shall not normally recommend acceptance of a request for an extension on any grounds under this Bylaw which would begin during the final four months of the fixed term of employment.

(g) The cumulative total of all extensions granted to a Fellow under this Bylaw shall not be permitted to exceed twelve months.

(h) A Fellow whose fixed-term employment has been extended under Bylaw VI.38(b) above shall continue (if entitled) to receive his or her stipend for the duration of that extension on the same basis as provided by the University for its academic employees, subject to entitlement to statutory or enhanced pay.

(ii) A Junior Research Fellow whose fixed-term employment has been extended under Bylaw VI.38(c) above shall normally cease to receive his or her stipend and any allowances for the duration of that leave but may continue to apply for the reimbursement of research expenses under Bylaw VI.28.
A Fellow whose fixed-term employment has been extended under this Bylaw for a period of three months or longer and who lives in College accommodation shall normally be required to vacate that accommodation on or before a date decided in each case by the Domestic Committee.

After the end of any extension granted under this Bylaw a Fellow who has vacated College accommodation under Bylaw VI.38 (h)(iii) above and who is not entitled under Statute 5.3 shall be assigned rooms under Bylaw VI.15 only if there are rooms which can, in the opinion of the Domestic Committee, conveniently be made available for that purpose.

In exceptional circumstances a person to whom this Bylaw applies may apply retrospectively on the ground of sickness for a period during which he or she was sick to be counted as a period during which his or her fixed-term employment was extended.

A retrospective application under Bylaw VI.38 (i)(i) must be accompanied by a full explanation for any failure to apply before or during the period in respect of which the application is made and shall otherwise be made and dealt with in accordance with Bylaws VI.38 (d) to (g) above.

VII. COMMITTEES, SUB-COMMITTEES, FORUMS, AND PANELS

THE DOMESTIC COMMITTEE

13.

(a) The members of the Domestic Committee shall be the Warden, the Domestic Bursar, the Steward of Common Room, 4 members of the Governing Body (including at least one resident Fellow, at least one Junior Research Fellow, and at least one Official Fellow who is a Tutor), the Accommodation Manager, and two Junior Members of whom one shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and the other by the President of the Junior Common Room.

(b) [...]
During the Trinity Term of each year the Domestic Bursar shall draw up a list of teaching rooms which will become vacant before the start of the following academic year. The list shall be circulated to all Tutors (including fixed-term Tutors), who shall notify the Domestic Committee before its Trinity Term meeting of any bid they may wish to make for a room on the list. Where two or more Tutors bid for the same room, the Domestic Committee shall allocate it to the Tutor who has most seniority as a Fellow; provided that the Governing Body may (having first consulted the Domestic Committee) withdraw a teaching room from the process of bidding and decide its allocation otherwise if the interests of the College so require. Teaching rooms which become vacant at other times shall be allocated by the Domestic Committee on the same basis.

The Domestic Committee shall allocate space in shared teaching rooms to Fitzjames Research Fellows and Stipendiary Lecturers (including Junior Research Fellows who are Stipendiary Lecturers) on the basis of teaching need and without a process of bidding.

When a residential set in College is about to become vacant, the Domestic Bursar shall circulate details of it to all Tutors (including the Senior Tutor and fixed-term Tutors), Bursars, Librarian, Junior Research Fellows, and Fitzjames Research Fellows, who shall notify the Domestic Committee before its next meeting if they wish to make a bid for it. Where two or more such Fellows bid for a set, the Committee shall allocate it to the most senior Fellow; provided that the Governing Body may (having first consulted the Domestic Committee) withdraw a residential set from the process of bidding and decide its allocation otherwise if the interests of the College so require.

THE ARTS AND MUSIC SUB-COMMITTEE

14. (a)  
(i) The members of the Arts and Music Sub-Committee shall be the Director of College Music, the Tutor in Music or (at the election of the Tutor in Music) the Fitzjames Research Fellow in Music, two other members of the Governing Body, and four Junior Members of whom two shall be nominated by the President of the Middle Common Room and two by the President of the Junior Common Room.

1 Under Bylaw IV.39, the Dean and Keeper of the Statutes is also entitled to reside in the College.
(ii) At any time when the College has a Visiting Research Fellow in the Creative Arts, that person shall be invited to attend meetings of the Arts and Music Sub-Committee.

(b) [...]

THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE

15. [...]

(d) It shall be the duty of the Research Committee:

(i) [...]

(ii) to consider the College’s strategies for the recruitment and election of Research Fellows (except Fitzjames Research Fellows) and to oversee their progress and in particular:

(a) to recommend to the Governing Body what Research Fellowships should be advertised;

(b) to review each Trinity Term all proposals for Visiting Research Fellowships with a view to election in the next but one academic year, and make recommendations to the Governing Body accordingly;

(c) to receive annually and consider a report from each Research Fellow;
APPENDIX E [BYLAW IV.1(c)]

NAMED TUTORSHIPS AND LECTURERSHIPS AND THEIR CURRENT HOLDERS

Christine Blackwell Tutorship in Classics
Professor Rhiannon Ash

Courtenay Philips Tutorship in Organic Chemistry
[vacant]

Dominic Welsh Tutorship in Mathematics
Professor Alexander Scott

Douglas Algar Tutorship in Music
[vacant]

Jessica Rawson Tutorship in Modern Asian History
Dr Jennifer Altehenger

Mark Reynolds Tutorship in History
Dr Matthew Grimley

Michael Baker Tutorship in Physics
Professor Simon Hooker